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The problems of the Rio Grande watershed are increasingly engagblg the attention
of Congressmen, businessmen, governmental agencies. The symposium on this subject
has already been circulated widely as a pamphlet. THOMAS NICKERSON; i\vho secured the
contributions and edited them, has contributed previously to these pages as a collaborator
with Dr. Michel Pijoan. EDWIN BERRY BURGUM, an editor of Science and Society, for many
years a teacher of English at 'New York University, author of numerous critical articles in
many magazines, editor of the anthology The New Criticism, was out-of-region representative at the 1944 Conference on the Humanities, in Denver.
EDITA MORRIS had a story in Martha Foley's "Best's" last year. GREER JOHNSON is a
young Kentuckian who has tried his hand at numerous occupations in New York City.
He has published previously in American Prefaces. JESSAMYN WEST, well known in the
non-commercial magazine world, has lately been appearing in the"Atlantic and is to have
a book with Quaker setting published soon. OSCAR TARCOV, of Chicago,'has studied and
carried on research in anthropology and sociology at the University of Chicago and at
Illinois and has been an editor for the Army Air Forces. His fable here is the first of
his work ever accepted by a magazine, although Accent has just published a story by him.
The following poets have appeared here before: ANN STANFORD, of Los Angeles, author
of In Narrow Bound; BYRON HERBERT REECE, of Blairsville, Georgia, author of two short
collections and a full-length book to be pUblished this fall by Dutton; CAROL ELy HARPER,
of Walla Walla, Washington, author of a collection of poems soon to be pUblished; JAMES
FRANKLIN LEWIS, professor of chemistry at ~he University of Kansas Ci~y and author of
Score for This Watch and other collections of poems; ALICE MOSER, of chapel Hill, North
Carolina, represented ~ith Byron Herbert Reece in Three LyriC Poets; Lt. MEADE HARWELL, who is on a destroyer escort in the Pacific; MELVILLE CANE, of New York City,
author of several books; CALVIN CLAUDEL, instructor in Romance Languages at the University of North Carolina. Appearing in these pages for the first time: are PETER JOHN
STEPHENS of New York City; DEAN JEFFRESS of Berkeley, California; MAIDI PAYNE of Jacksonville, Florida; HUBERT CREEKMORE of Jackson, Mississippi; HELEN ~s of Chapel
Hill, North Carolina; S. RAIZISS pf Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. All except Helen Scales,
who appears here with her first publication, have appeared frequently in other maga-

zines.
N.B. The editors of the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW deeply regret an unfortunate error in setting the poems of Byron Vazakas in the preceding (SpJting, 1945) issue.
It was an error and not an attempt to "edit" the pQet. Mr. Vazakas !has good reason
for wishing his stanzas to be set as follows:
Some time the day will waken where
the tan grass ripples like
an itch across the cancerous
river silt. As the intelligence
and not with Bush left margin. Sincerest apologies I
The reviewers, according to custom, are mostly members of the teaching staff of the
University of New Mexico: LLOYD-L. GOFF, art; T. M. PEARCE, KATHERINE SIMONS, C. V.
WICKER, English; JAY C. KNODE, philosophy; DOROTHY WOODWARD, history; WILLIAM J.
PARISH, economics. ALAN SWALLOW, poetry editor of the NEW MEXICO QUIARTERLY REVIEW,
is still with the Army in San Francisco. VERNON YOUNG, formerly English instructor at
California (Berkeley), now lives in Santa Fe, is soon to remove to Tucson, Arizona.
IRVING BRODKIN, of New York City, free lances in the field of public relations. RAy B.
WEST, JR., one of the editors of the Rocky Mountain Review, taught recently at Montana
State University, has recently removed to Utah Agricultural College. CHARLES JUDAH,
author of the recent swashbuckling Tom Bone, teaches social sciences :at New Mexico
Highlands University. LT. ALBERT R. LoPES is on leave from the Un.iversity of New
Mexico to teach Portuguese at the United States Naval Acadetpy. MARlY WICKER is coauthor with C. V. Wicker of Three Latin-American Poets. EDNA LUE FURNESS teaches
Spanish at Pueblo (Colorado) Junior College. LT. COMDR. ALBERT C. F. WESTPHAL,
USNR, on leave from City College, New York, was i~ Holland when the War began, wrote
his review "somewhere in the Pacific." . A. H. GAYTON is an associate editor of the

Journal of American Folk-Lore.
Regular features are by LYLE SAUNDERS, research associate, School of! Inter-American
Affairs, University of New Mexico, at the present moment doing graduate work at the
University of Chicago, and JULIA KELEHER, English depattment, University of New Mexico.
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THAT THEIR FIELDS 'SHALL
PROSPER AND THEIR
FLO C KS .INCREASE
Problems of the Rio Grande Watershed
A Symposium
Edited by -Thomas Nickerson
. INTRODUCTION

There are indications from all quarters that the seriousness 6f ,the
watershed problem facing the Rio, Grande Valley is not fully. appreciated
by the residents of New Mexico. The continued use oCthe valley fo.r agricultural and stockraising purposes, and even for mere habitation, is gravely
endangered if conditions on the. watershed above the valley continue t~
.accelerate the processes of erosion.
.
Several factors have been responsible for these conditions. They include the unregulated cutting of timber during the early eighties, a practice
which continues' even to the present' time on some privately owned areas.
A second factor is the overuse of the range on federal, state, and private
lands. Such overuse is largely responsible for the det~rioration both of the.
upper and lower portions .of the watershed. Without satisfactory ground
cover, we cannot hope to control the How of water in the watershed-irrespective of any dams anc;l other mechanical structures which might be installed. ,The river bed will inevitably continue to rise as a result of the
deposition of silt from the surrounding areas. There will follow a corresponding rise in the water level in the midfile valley. If tIi~s aggradation,
as it is called, continues unchecked, farms wlill shortly be waterlogged, business will stagnate, and the inhabitants of th~ valley will have to seek greener
fields elsewhere.
·1
The foregoing may appear to be a radical statement. But these are
the facts~facts which have been established by the investigations of various
federal agencies over a period of many ye~rs. An exaI!lple familiar to many
of us is the town of San Marcial, which several. years ago was HoodedJand
ruined by deposition of silt from the Rio Grande. A repetitio~ of this
occurrence on a vastly larger scale is an imminent. possibility unless comprehensive measures are taken to counteract the present trend. Various
117
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remedial projects are now under consideration
by state, county, and federal
groups. These should be vigorously prosecuted if the prosperity of the
people is to continue. It is important that the public should inform itself
upon the extent of the impending danger and upon what measures are
capable of combatting it. For it is the public who will either sink or swim.
Awareness of the true state of matters is a prerequisite to popular pressure
in support of appropriate action.
The studies and plans of the several federal and state agencies over the
past ten years provide reliable data for a plan of action. Prior to the war,
the Illterdepartmental Rio Grande Board 1 endeavored to co-ordinate these
plans.' In order to expedite action, the Army Engineers have, more recently
perfected plans and specifications covering the flood control and power
phas~s of such plans.
The initial section of $e following symposium sets foith the general
problem as viewed by the Army Engineers.
The second section deals with soil conservation as practiced by-the Soil
Conservation Service. This work is a particularly important factor in any
comprehensive prQgram. It has been responsible for the fact ~at operators
on the watershed are practicing better farming methods and better range
use oLtheir pasture lands, and are learning how to conservei the water on
the gtound rather than allow it to run wild and increase er~sion on their
lands ana on that of others. An act known as the Wheeler-Case Act provided
a program implemeD:ted with funds capable of giving' immediate assistance
to the rural economy, and of improving pre-existing irrigation structures
and supplemental dams. These dams impounded flood waters which could
be used later in the growing season' without penalizing the valley irrigation.
This program should have had far wider application throughout the watershed, ~or it directly benefited the middle and lower valleys and at the same
time bettered the economy of the rural ~'communities, which are in dire
need of;;.all assistance possible.
Section three is an excellent treatment of upstream development.
There is a feeling in s~me quarters that any change in the use of irrigation
waters in the upper watershed will be immediately reflected in less water
for the lower valley. It is felt that this premise is incorrect. ,For the water
which might be held in the upper watershed for supplemental irrigation
would normally be wasted in flood times and do damage to the middle and
lower valley by aggradation of the river bed through the deposition of silt,
and by the cutting away of fertile agricultural lands.'
.
There then follow, in order, sections describing the activities and aims
1 This board is composed of four agencies of the Department of Agriculture-the
Forest Service, the Soil Conservation Service, the Farm Security Administration, and the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, and four agencies of the Department lof the Interiorthe Indian Service, the Grazing Service, the Reclamation Service, and tb.e General Land
Office.
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of the Forest Service, the Indian Service, and the Grazing Service. Sec~ion
.eight deals with work among the mountain people, section nin~ with
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy matters, and a final section with the attitude of the businessman toward wate'hhed problems.
~
The following table may. serve to give the uninitiated a clearer pnderstanding of the types of land included in the watershed and the agencies
which are responsible for them. .
Land Status
National Forests
Indian Lands
Public Domain
State Lands
Private Lands
Miscellaneous, Urban
and Railroad

Percent of
Watershed •.
20%

12%
12%
6%
4°%

Administering Agency
Forest Service. Dept. of Agriculture
Indian Service, Dept. of the Interior
Grazing Service, Dept. of the Interior State Land Office
Individuals

100%

This complex land ownership pattern calls for close co-operation between private landowners and government agencies 1£ the watershed problem is to be solved.
The recently proposed Anderson Bill, in its original draft, was similar
to the TVA. It was designed to help remedy the co.nditions in the valley.
However, many of the interested groups felt that a Valley Authority was
premature and that it would not sotve the problem in its entirety. The
Anderson Bill has been subst.antially rewritten. ILprovides, among other
things, that the Bureau of Reclamation take over the Conservancy District
jointly with the Reconstruction Finance CorpWation. Regardless of. the
merit of that proposal, it fails to solve the basic problem which is focused
above the middle valley and must be remedie~ first. For without a st~ble
and controlled watershed, which means a steady flow of clear water into the
valley floor, the over-all picture will not be improved. It must be emphasizeq again and again that conservative use of the range and timber c~)Ver
is a must, for revegetation on portions of the ranges is essential. Some
dams for flood control are necessary, but it should be remembered that the
upper watershed is the water-producing area, and that this area, together
with the ranges adjoining the .agricultural landS, must maintain a proper
grass and timber cover at all times. Otherwise, excessive erosion, floods,
and aggradation of the river bed will continue to accelerate, and no amount
of flood conttol structures will save the valley, its farms, its railroad, its
cities, and its villages.
. It should again be emphasized that more conseryative use of the watershed is imperative-a use which envisions 'a co-ordination of water storage
and soil conservation upstream with the more dramatic downstream struc-
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tures. To achieve this end necessitates the closest possible c~-operation be- .
~een all administering agencies, and between these agencies and the people
concerned. And all of us are concerned if the middle valley is to be effectively operative fifty years hence, rather than becoming an amplified counterpart of the ghost village of San Marcial. The simile is not a bit farfetched. Unless concerted and unselfish action is taken, and promptly,
we'll all go down the river, so to speak, and in the same boat. .
JOHN ADAMS, Chairman
Interdepartmental Rio Grande Board
I
THE GENERAL PROBLEM

Any plan fqr the ultimate development of the· Rio Grande Basin
should provide for the fullest possible conservation and explaitation of the
natural resources with which the basin is endowed. Although this area
is extremely rich in certain of these resources, some of them have been only
meagerly developed to date. This is principally. true of agriculture and
water power. The importance of these two features in our national economy pas been brought out very clearly by the present needs of war, and
there is no reason to believe that they will be of less importance during the
postwar period.
In the semi-arid Rio Grande Basin the waters of this river must be
co~trolled, conserved, and used to the fullest possible extent, both for the:;
development of agriculture and the generation of power. In addition,
steps must be taken to retain the meager rainfall on the land in order to
improve grazing conditions and check the deluge of silt~from entering the
river channel. This involves the contouring of range lands, controlled
grazing, erosion control, and the establishment of other effective soil conservation measures on tributary areas within the watershed. It involves
the control of floods by the impounding of flood waters in reservoirs so that
these waters may be put to beneficial use instead of remaining a destructive
force. It involves the desilting of these waters so that the river bed will
degrade, thus establishing a well-defined channel which will carry any
uncontrolled flood waters as well as allow effective drainage of irrigated
lands adjacent to the river. It involves the use of available ~ater for irrigation to the: maximum practical extent. It involves the ·production of
the maximum amount of hydroelectric power consist~nt with other uses
of water. It further involves the establishment of the most efficient practices of fish and wildlife conservation and the construction of suitable
recreational facilities where practical.
.
The necessary steps for the development of the Rio Grande Basin
enumerated in the preceding paragraph are not in any way in conflict with
each other, and all have been under study by appropriate federal agencies.
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The Soil Conservation Service, the Grazing Service, and the Forest Service
have conducted extensive surveys: and are at the present time actively en. gaged in effectuating measures for rainfall retention on the' land, soil conse~ation, and erosion control. The United States Engineer Department
has recently cQmpleted surveys and studies for flood control, supplemental
irrigation water, hydroelectric' power generation,"silt control, and degradation of the channel. The United States Bureau of Reclamation is also
.actively engaged in a study similar to that completed by the United States
Engineer Department with special emphasis on the irrigation features. In
conjunction with studies made by the. United States Engineer Department,
the federal Power Commis~ion has made power surveys of the middle Rio
Grande basin and 'adjacent areas. The Fish and Wildlife Service as well
as the National Park Service has investigated the wildlife and recreational
features which may be developed in conjunction with other improvements.
The various surveys and studies conducted by the above agencies' indicate that a general development'of die Rio Grande Basin is feasible froin
the engineering standpoint and economically justifi~d. Appreciable work
has already been done toward soil conservation and erosion control. The
United States Engineer Department h~ evolved a plan for flood and 'silt
control which reduces all floods to safe channel capacity, provides a more
dependable irrigation supply, provides for the generation of hydroelectric
power, and results in degradation of the channel throughout the middle
valley. These results can be obtainetl without placing~an undue financial
burden on the middle valley. The plan would remove only a small amount
of irrigat~d land fro~ the tax rolls, and at the same time better drainage
would make an appreciable amount of marginal land suitable for irrigation.
In developing .the plan of improvement, care was exercised to avoid 'damage to any historical landmarks or Indian Pueblos, which constitute an
irreplaceable asset to the basin..,
.
LT. COL. R. E. COLE, District, Engineer
U. S. Army Engineers Office
I

Il'
SOIL CONSERVATION,

The continued use of the highly productive areas of the Rio Grande
watershed depends upon the solution' of three outstanding problems of
soil and water conservation-the erosion of farm lan' by irrigation water,
the deposition of silt and gravel, on farm lands by side arroyos, and the
raising of the ground-water level and flooding of crop land caused by the
constant aggradation of the Rio Grande bed.
The Soil Conservation SerVice believes that the responsibility for
achievin:,g and maintaining soil and water conservation and proper land
use restS first with the landowners. Even if govet:'nment agencies could
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install all the measures needed to solve these problems, they would not be
permanently effective unless the land users believed in them. The solution of many of these problems is in local treatment of farms and ranc4es,
which' necessitates the development of local programs. Soil Conservgtion
districts, organized and governed by land users, are. legal subdivisions of
the State set up to handle these programs. The Soil Conservation Service
and other agencies assist these districts as well as other organized bodies
which have legal authority and are interested in furthering soil and water
c~nservation and proper land use. The Service does this. by providing
tec.hnical advice on the land itself, in 'order that each acre on each farm or
ranch may be treated in accordance with its individual needs and capabilities.
Irrigation methods that will bring about sufficient water penetration
to grow crops and at the same time prevent erosion of the fertile topsoil
are being advocated by Soil Conservation Service technicians. The experience of many farmers has proved that larger yields can be obtained with
less' water if the land' is carefully prepared for irrigation and the faIm
irrigation system is properly laid out. The ideal preparation gives land
a very small and uniform slope in one direction and makes it level in
the other direction so that when water is applied in. sufficient quanity it
will spread evenly over the surface. This brings about uniform penetration of water on the whole field without waste. The depth of soil and
slope of the land often prevent perfect leveling; in such caseS, special irrigating methods must be used in order that water can be kept under full
control at all times.
But of even greater danger to irrigated land in New Mexico is the
deposition of silt and gravel from summer flash floods in side arroyos.
This damage usually comes from a narrow belt, five to twenty miles wide,
along the edge of irrigated valleys where the mesa breaks to the valley
lerel. It is possible that vegetation on this sloping land has always been'
scanty. The natural vegetation was probably furtI1er depleted by early
settlers along the streams, who allowed livestock to graze these rangelands,
thereby denuding them. As the grass cover decreased, natural drainage
ways eroded more readily, and more and more silt and gravel traveled
down tp the farmland.
The Soil Conservation Service encourages conservation gt:azing. in
these areas p.nd assists conservation districts in reseeding and other prac-,
tices that will restore a protective vegetative 'cover to barren sections.
But prQbably the most serious problem
in the Rio Grande watershed
.
is the rising of the river bed. This process, which is going on at a rate
of three inches a year, creates two hazards. It disrup!s the drainage system of the valley lands and necessitates the building and maintenance of
levees.
"

.
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.;The silt deposited in the beu of the Rio Grande comes from all'over
the watershed, though, some parts, such as the Rio P~erco area, are notable
contributors. A small~ amount of this silt can be classed as geologic erosion,
and is due to natural processes, but by far the large;t part of it comes from
gullies and arroyos on range land fx:om which the vegetative ~over has
been removed, and from caving banks of the numerous arroyos and stream
channels. ~t has been estimated, that 35,000,000 to 40,000,000 ton~ of sediment were carried annually into the middle' Rio Grande valley between
1937 and 1941. Two thirds of this was deposited in the river bed and
valley lands, and the rest of it was carried into the Elephant Butte Reservoir. This reservoir, the sole supply of water for 155,000 highly productive acres, has lost 17 per cent of its original storage capacity since 1915.
'The silt that is deposited in the bed of the Rio Grande prevents the
drainage system of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District from functioning as was inten<!ed. Drain outlets for the area alie now several feet
higher than they were when constructed, and the, water table is much
higher than it would be if the drains co_uld function properly. This condition becomes worse as the riverbed continues to rise, and unless this
process can be halted, it appears that most of the farm land of the middle
Rio Grande valley will in time becople waterlogged and useless. ~ ,
. The rising of the Rio 'Grande stream bed has also-reduced the capacity
of the channel to carry spring floodS. For many years it has been necessary
to maintain levees to increase (the '. natural carrying capacity of the river
bed, but in spite of these costly efforts, floods continue to break out and
ruin crops on valley lands. In 1941, it was estimated that the cost of
levee maintenance, crop and highway damage, and other flood damages in
the Rio Grande watershed above the Elephant Butte Reservoir amounted
to $1,000,000.
The increasing flood hazard has forced the Santa Fe Railway Company to move part of its line out of the valley. Matty miles of U. S. High. way 85 have also been rerouted on higher ground. The business section
of the city of Albuquerque is definitely menaced because it is now lower
than the Rio GraI}de at flood stage.
.'
It is .obviousthat the wise use of'land all over the watershed is necessary to protect the land from these hazards. The Soil Conservation Service
and other agenci~s are attempting to show the landowners of the water- ,
shed that this interdependency exists, but since these problems do not
affect all parts o~ the watershed equally, landowners are not~sufficiently
aroused in some cases to take the proper preventive measures.
A large part of the Rio Grande watershed is in SOlI Conservation districts, organized to attack the problem.of land use. When coverage, of the
watershed by districts is complete, a comprehensive at.tack can be made.
However, it is apparent that full control of siltation in the Rio Grande
<
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watershed depends upon three definite programs-the construction of large
reservoirs on the river and major tributaries, the construction of numerous
gully plugs and other upstream engineering structures aU over the watershed, and finally, land use practices which will allow a protective vegetative
cover to be re-established and maintained.
CYRIL LU~R, District Conservationist
Soil Conservation Service
Department of Agriculture
III
UPSTREAM MANAGEMENT

Water conservation in a broad sense means, not simply the use of
water for economic benefits, but the conservation of the water resources
for the maximum benefit to society as a whole. Water conservation
implies, in addition, efficient use, preservation of the source of our water
supply-timber and vegetative cover at the headwaters of streams, protection of stream banks to prevent gullying in small tributaries, and retard
devices to prevent erosion and ultimate siI~ation of lower stream beds and
reservoirs.
Paradoxically the life and continued usefulness of downstream irrigation and power developments are seriously threatened by upstream abuse,
yet the initiation of measures ~o provide for the. best use and conservation
of upstream areas is hampered by objections from downstreaJ1ll users. These
interests 'are apprehensive of, upstream storage, as well as measure~ to aid
in flood and erosioq control.
.
Most large irrigation developments are downstream-storage dams to
store water for irrigation of former~ arid lands. Projects invoJving
large reservoirs are more spectacular, produce more for commercial channels, and hence get more public notice. However, the value of the relatively few large developments, important as they are in themselves, is far
outweighed by that of the numerous small direct diversi0n systems. upstream, if we consider the economy of the area and the weUare of people
.of the region.
All the original settlements on the watersheds of the West were upstream, and irrigation developments here are much older. ·Unregulated
timber cutting "and overgrazing has resulted in denuding the drainage
areas of the tributary streams of their vegetative cover. The runoff is rapid,
both from melting snow in the spring' and from summer rains. There is
an oversupply of water in the spring and early .summer, and critical shortages occur in late summer and fall when water is needed to mature crops.
Where water is abup.dant in the spring and deficient in late summer,
it is frequently the practice of upstream users to flood their fields and to
overuse water in the hope of saturating their land sufficiently to alleviate
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critical dry conditions later. This practice results in the diversion of more
water tharl is needed fdr ,local irrigation. .
Failure to effeet proper conservation at the SOUFce and on tributary
streams results in the depletion of the vegetative cover and the waterholding capacity of the soil and in the accumulation of silt deposits in
lower stream beds-which in turn causes overflow and inundation of adjacent areas, the destruction of bridges, highways, farm lands, and homes.
The siltation of large storage reservoirs is of evergrowing concern to downstream water users. Although small upstream direct diversion develop'
ments are ,older, they can!10t exercise their rights without supplemental
storage. Opportunities for improvements in the' welfare of the people of
the region lie in the improvement of the numerous small direct diversion
systems.
S~all reservoirs are needed in tributary streams. Impounded water
would insure a steady supply and pt.:event ,overuse in the spring and early
summer. ,It would also make use of summer flash floods which contribute
little to downstream storage. A number of small dams on the headwater'S
would serve in a dual capacity: to control floods and to provide an adequate supply in late summer for upstream irrigators. Protection of the
upper drainage areas and stream banks, induding the construction of small
reservoirs upstre3;m, would help to regulate stream flow and prevent siltation in lower stream beds apd .large t:eservoirs. Upstream farmers, assured
of·a steady supply, would-1tave no ,inclination to overuse water during
seasons of abund~nce.
.
.
Investigations indicate that the wise use of all facilities, both natural .
and mechanical, to retard the runoff at or near the source and to provide
for a saturation into the natural reservoirs at the headwaters will not
jeopardize downstream supplies. In fact, some investigations indicate that
such a regulated flow would possibly inn-ease the annual supply for downstream reservoirs. ~
,
. Water conservation, then, demands that the upper watersheds be adequately protected, that small upstream dams be constructed, and that all
other retard measures be used to insure a regulated flow of water. The
welfare of all the people in a watershed must be considered. Upstream
farmers must be enabled to exercise their rights, and downstteam residents
must be protected from the- damages of siltation and, floods. From the
institution: of such.conservation measures to prevent floods and silt movement and to stabilize and regulate ~ater supplies, will accrue untold benefits to the entire watershed without infringement upon the rights of any
section of it~
GLEN GRISHAM, State Director
Farm Security Administration
..
Department of Agriculture
(f.

I
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IV
DOWNSTREAM STRUCTURES

America today stands at the threshold ofa new era-an, era which will
bring into action a revitalized development and conservation of the nation's natural and human resources. Following the war, river floods will
be dammed, river navigation will receive attention, flooded areas will be
reclaimed, chronically dry areas will be irrigated, and more of the waterpower resources of the continent will b'e harnessed. Whole regions will .
be transformed in the years immediately ahead. Cities and towns will receive .new life blood, the economy of regions will be stabilized; land will
be made to support more people better than ever before.
This is not an idle dream. It is in the planning stage. The Bureau
of Reclamation's inventory for postWar construction and development in
seventeen Western states involves 415 projects, costing approximately five
billion dollars. This planned development of the land and water and
human resources in the West will employ for a period of several years
several hundred thousand persons at the site of ,construction, and many
additional thousands of off-site laborers. In New Mexico alone the Bureau
of ReClamation is investigating and planning for seventeen irrigation and
power developments for the postwar period.
The experience gained in more than forty years of planning, construction, and operation of irrigation, flood control, and power generating projects is being used by the Bureau in designing its program for the immediatei'
future. In these plans, the Bureau is co-operating to the fullest possible
extent with all state and federal agencies. If projects planned for New
Mexico are carried forward to their conclusion, at least 2,000 new farms,
with a proportionate increase of 50,000 persons in the rural and urban
areas of the state, will result. It is estimated that these projects would cost
approximately $175,000,000, with resulting annual benefits of more than
$16,000,000.
In our present approach we ask whether the development of the entire
river basin will return benefits to the people w':l0 live within it commensurate with expenditures. This cannot be measured alone in direct cash
returns, but. in the economic development that will be stimulated, the
abatement of the menace of floods, the benefits from river transportation,
the value of municipal and industrial water supplies, an,d other satisfactions
which come from health-giving recreational facilities.
Co-ordinated river basin development is not conceived merely as the
completion of great engineering enterprises, but of laying the economic
foundation for ri9Ier and happier living, which will ~nable our men and
women to perform their necessary economic tasks 'with less effort and
greater profit, and to devote more time to citizenship and cultural growth.

.
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That is the way not only to preserve our freedom and, independence as a
nation, but to become a nation of men and women who will be regarded
by other nations as wise and gen~rous, to be envied, not for our wealth
alone, but because we uI\derstand and appreci~te what is good in life,
including a sense of international justice.
.
The creation of prosperous and happy communities benefits more than
the people directly involved. Such communities contribute. value to the
entire nation. Their industry enriches the nation and provides a market
for all manner of goods produced in other sections.
. Individual industry is in keeping with the tradition of the West. It
made possible a~war production which astounded ·the world. It, together
with a development of natural resources which mak~s the application of
human energy more effective, is no less important in the economy of eeace.
JOHN L. MuTZ, Acting Area Planning Engineer
Bureau of Reclamation
Department of the Interior

"'!

v
PLANT COVER AND THE NATIONAL FOREST

The war' has brought home to .all of us that it is possible, even in this
land of plenty, to have shortages of many things 'formerly taken for granted.
Many of the short items are products' of tire land-some renewable like
tiIJ;lber and grass, and some nonrenewable such as oil and minerals. These
shortages naturally lead to more thinking about the management of our
basic resource-the land. When one considers that only a quarter' of the
earth's surface is land and that a considerable part of this, for various
reasons, is not usable for the maintenance of populations, which are increasing, the extreme importance of protecting and managing what is available
becomes apparent.
This thought was back of the' estabIi~hment of .the national forests,
the aim being to maintain. the productiveness of the land ,within these
forests so that it would.!£i: continue to produce maximum ryields of the
products for which it was suited and to provide for the distribution of
these products so 'as to render' the "greatest good to the greatest number
in the long run." The New Mexico national forests, of which there are
five wholly within a~d div~ions of two others partly within the state, have
the above Qbjectives.
"
Our national (orests include the mountainous portions of the 'state,
since only at the higher elevations is the annual precipitation sufficient for
the growth. of timber. crops. The two broad timber types of New Mexico
are the woodland, composed of juniper, pinon, and oak, and the sawtimber forests of pine, fir, and spruce. The woodland requires from twelve
to seventeen inches of precipitation annually, and the sawtimber forests
. 6
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need in excess of nineteen inches. The topography of tile forests is in
general rough and the climate severe, which eliminates the use of the
land for the u~ farm crops. However, regardless of these adverse factors, the land can, ~properly protected and managed, be made to yield
on a continuous basis products and services of very great value to the
product so as to ayoid high cost of importing lumber from distant states.
people living on or near them.
Complete agreement as to the most important values received from'
these properties is not possible. The recreationist naturally would place
the cool climate and scenery high on the list. The fisherman and hunter'
would have decided opinions and place a good game and fish supply first.
The locai purchaser of timber would press for a continuous supply of this
The farmer in the valley dependent on a readily available supply of water
would vote "yes" to the importance of the forest as a produqtive watershed.
The stockman would also be present to say a word for the value of the
forage on winter ranges and especially on the summer ranges at higher
elevations. The management of the. national forests must tale into account
these various viewpoints and direct the growing and· harvesting of the
products so as to maintain a How of all products consistent with the quality
of soil and amount of precipitation.
It is relatively easy to maintain the producing capacity of land if it is
retained .in virgin condition, but the job becomes progressively difficult
when such a diversity of crops must be grown and harvested and new
crops started.
.
The timber resources on the national. forests are managed on a "sustained yield" basis. This requires that the volume of timber removed each
year shall not exceed the growth. ,Starting with virgin stanqs, the problem
is to harvest the portion that is ripe for cutting, leaving the y~unger portion
with added space !or growth as a reserve stand to form t4e basis for a
second cut and to produce seed for the starting of a new timber crop which
in later years can again be harvested. Under local climatic conditions,
light rainfall and relatively short growing seasons, growth is naturally slow;
. but sufficient time has elapsed since the forests have been under protection
and management to demonstrate that the sustained yield system will and
does ~ork since some of the early cutover land has produced a second cut
of timber and is now growing future crops.
The same ge.,neral sustained yield is the aim in managing the forage
resource. It is necessary, if the land is to be protected from the destructive
ravages of erosion and if the vigor of forage plants is to be maintained, to
protect the density and quality of plant cover. This in the long run will
yield a continuous supply of food for domestic livestock and game, meeting
the d~mand of the stockman and hunter and sustaining, watershed cover
in good condition. Plant cover is essential to prevent erosion. It cushions
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the fall of rain and 'delays runoff so that the moisture required to nourish
plants and to feed spr~ngs has a better;opportunity to be absorbed in the
.;,
soil. .
The mountains of New Mexiqp, ,Lrgely within the national forests,
are the major producing watersheds from which comes the water to fill
storage reservoirs so essential to farm.ing in the state. MJlch late fall and
winter. precipitation a~ the higher elevations comes in the form ,of snow
which banks up and melts in the spring over a rather extended period.
This moisture in part replenishes underground water sources feeding mountain springs and streams during the ,dry summer period and providing sup'
plies fot large reservoirs.
. "
The maintenance of a timber stand and a good forage cover goes a
long way toward preserving in place the good rich topsoil which is essential
if ,any land is, to continue growing the products needed to support a population. Consequently, in all phases of national forest operation this need'
is kept in the foreground. Once the productive capacity of the land is
severely impaired it is only a short time before this loss is reflected in the
economic copdition of the dependent p<?pulation.
Between the soil, trees, grass, and springs of the.watershed and valley
,dwellers there. is a life chain. There is an interdependence of GOpS and
services; houses in the valley are bunt of timber from the mountains;
alfalfa grown in the valley. finds its. market through the livestock raised in
. the hills., But most important are the little streams which join and grow
into the "Big River," ,because without them there would be no crops in
the ·valley. If that chain is not kept strong the valley cannot prosper.
"
P. V. WOODHEAD, Regional Forester
United States Forest Service'
Department of Agriculture

I

!
i

1

I
1

VI
THE 'PUEBLOS-GooD NEIGHBORS

In the latter part of the sixteenth c~ntury, the Conquistadores entered
what is now New Mexico, following the course of the Rio Grande northward and claiming the land for Spain. The Spanish Crown, in accepting
these claims, recognized the ,prior occupancy rights of the Pueblo Indians,
an essentially agricultural people who had long since established fortified
villages along the valley as a means of securing themselves against their
enemies. In recognition of prior occupancy rights, the Spanish government
granted land to the Pueblo Indians. Such land constituted square' or
rectangular areas surrounding their villages and became known as Spanish
Crown grants.
.
The Mexican government, during its brief ascendancy in this region,
recognized and honored the Spanish Cro~, grants, as did likewise the
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United States when, in accordance witli the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo,
1849, the region became incorporated into the Union as the Territory of
New Mexico. Congress subsequently confirmed these grants by issuing
patents in the name of each pueblo.
The Pueblo I~dians have, since long before the coming of the Spanish,
occupied the approximate present sites of their villages except when they
were -forced from them at the point of "the sword or because of devastations
by fire or Hood or the failure of the water supply. Archaeological remains'
along the Pajarito Plateau reveal that the Indian homes hugged the diminishing water supply of the springs iIj ever-narrowing circles before the
people moved into the valley to ta~dvantage of the life-giving water of
the river. There the Spanish, upon their arrival, found extensive and
ingeniously developed Indian irrigation systems already in existence.
These primitive irrigation systems. have subsequently been .improved
and modernized under the direction of the United States Indian Service.
The Service, through the United Pueblos Agency, has likewise installed
stock waterings, dams, reservoirs and diversions, and instituted measures
calculated to combat the forces of erosion. Programs to promote proper
farm and range management have been instituted, and modem equipment
and approved methods have been introduced.
In brief. the objective of the Agency's resources department may be
said to be to encourage the fullest possible' use 9f resoiIrces consistent with
sustained yield. This involves, among other things, the rotation of crops,
the regeneration of the soil and limitation of the livestock load to the
established carrying capacity of the range. The responsibility for preservation of natural resources applies to the original Spanish Crown grants and
to two other principal types of land used by the Indians: r~servations made
available for Indian use by Executive Order, and Government purchase
areas.
To insure economic and social independence to the Pueblo Indian
constitutes the Agency's ultimate objective. His econ<?mic level raised, and
equipped with knowledge of matters beyond his present physical and spiritual horizons, he will ultimately share ,to the fullest the benepts of the citizenship which is his.
In the meantime. and in direct relation to this objective. it is the
opinion of the Agency that a "watershed approach" should at all times
be preserved. No net gain in the solution of watershed problems will be
accomplished if the interests of one group are served to the detriment of
thgse of another. Let it not be forgotten that the greatest resource of any
given ar~a is its citizenry. no matter how rich or poor it may be in other
respects. Regional planning which is not conceived and executed with
human values as its core of, motivation is doomed to failure.
- Any permanent solution should tak~ into consideration the rights and
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needs of all persons, all groups, all interests dependent upon the watershed
for their livelihood.," Each of these elements should have a full voice inany planning for the solution of watershed problems. Sucl1 planning
would naturally, I assume, also take the fullest possible advantage and
make the fullest possible use of the facilities" of existing agencies-federal,
state, county, municipal, and private. *
The co-ordination of the interests of the inhabitants, as well as of the
facilities available to' established agencies, would, in my·estimation, result in
insuring the utmost in economic a~d social benefit to all resident citizens
in the watershed. The experience of the TVA, and the proposals to establish river valley authorities in all parts of the nation, either patterned on the
TVA or under the aegis of" an established governmental department, give .
rise to the thought that perhaps in'this direction lies the ultimate solution
to the complex problems of the Rio Grande watershed.
Whatever the sponsorship, the Pueblo Ind\ans, whose past cultural apd
economic contributions to the area are admittedly of incalculable value,
stand" ready to assume their full" share of the responsibility for the furtherance of their own stake in the valley's future, as well as that of their
neighbors.
JOHN G. EVANS, General Superintendent
United Pueblos ·Agency
United States Indian Service
Department of the Interior
'."

VII
THE SOIL MANTLE AND THE PUBLIC DOMAIN

The forces of nature such as wind, rain, snow, freezing, and thawing
have, since the beginning of time, been engaged in a never-ending effort to
reduce the earth's surface to a common plain. In order to combat the
effect of these forces and hold. them in check, nature lias but one agency~ the vegetative cover. The function of vegetation is, (1) to protect the
soil mantle; (2) to sustain life. Life and civilization as we know them
today are dir~ct1y dependent for their" existence upon the products of the
soil. It follows theteforethat nature intended tJ;J.at fOfage should be used,
but what we must learn is the degree to which suCh utilization may be
made without impairing its ability to protect effectively the soil resources.
Man in his use of the forage resources has the power to elect on which
side he will align himself. Destruction of the protective vegetative cover
through continued ,overgrazing or unwise harvesting of the timber or b~sh
cover, exposes the soil mantle to, the full effect of the degrading agencies,
with the result that the soil, whicli has taken centuries to ,develop, is carried
away to the sea and forever lost. Conversely, with proper utilization. and
management of the forage and timber resources, man is allied with the
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one agency of nature designed to protect and preserve the soil and thus
becomes an active member in the field of conservation.
The character of the streams Howing out of an area serves as a fairly
dependable guide as to the general conditio~ of the vegetative cover of the
stream basin. Clear streams, Howing in well-defined channels, generally
indicate a stabilized soil, whereas meandering, silt-laden streams indicate
an unstabilized condition. The Rio Grande is of the latter type,
but it is not to be assumed that the entire basin is so affected. As a matter
of fact, a major portion of the silt load is contributed by a num~er of the
larger tributaries, and it is in these basins that it is reasonably safe to conclude that the vegetative cover has lost much of its ability to hold the soil
in check.
Steps to provide for more effective erosion control in these basins stand
out as one of. the major problems confronting the agencies concerned in
planning for an over-all program for development of the Rio Grande
basin. The problem is further intensified by the extremely complex land
status. The success of control measures such as regulated grazing, augmented by the construction of mechanized structures of various types,
will depend to a very great extent UP9n the degree of co-operation had
with owners of the privately controlled land.
The author does not wish to leave the impression that it is possible
to eliminate entirely the silt problem. Softness of the surface formations,
together with the torrential nature of the storms, is a factor that cannot
be entirely overcome. There is no reason. for not believing, however, that
under a pr?perly co-ordinated program the silt load may be materially
reduced.
The Rio Grande watershed is located in parts of three grazing districts in New Mexico and one in Colorado. Administration of the public
grazing lands within these districts is authorized by the Taylor Grazing Act
approved June 28, 1934 (48 Stat., 1269), as amended June 26, 1936, and
July 14, 1939. In this act Congress recognized grazing as the highest use of
the larger part of the remaining public lands, and established objectiv-es
for the control of the lands: "To stop injury to the public grazing lands
by preventing overgrazing and soil deterioration, to provide for' their
o!derly use, improvements, and development, to stabilize the livestock
industry dependent upon the public range and for other purposes."
Much has been accomplished towards carrying out the objectives of
the Taylor Act during the relatively short time the public lands located
within the Rio Grande watershed have been under administration.
In carrying out this program the livestock operators have been most cooperative and the progress that has been made is -due in a large measure
to their ability to see and realize the need for protecting the forage cover
on which they depend for grazing. With not to exceed 30 per cent of the
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Rio Grande drainage basin under jurisdiction of the Grazing Service,
it is manifestly impossible to accomplish a great deal towards a complete
solution of the problem. The program of all' land-management agen- .
cies operating within the basin mUst be co-ordinated and expanded to
include all land-public, state, and private-if the objectives of the over-all
program are to be realized.
E. R. GREENSLET, Regionaf GTa~ieT
United States Grazing Service
Department of the Interior

VIII
THE COUNTY AGENT AND THE MOUNTAIN PEOPLE

There is a group of watershed residents which until relatively recently
has derived only small benefit from -governmental agencies, whether federal, state" or county. There are some 250 Spanish-An:ierican families living
in the mountainous areas in the southeastern corner of Bernalillo County.
When three years ago the County Agricultural Extension Agent first undertook to assis.t these neglected people he found the older 'ones among them
so wedded to their traditional way of life as to b~ resentful of intrusAon
and resistant to the advice of outsidc:;rs. It was for this reason that lhe
younger and more amenable people were concentrated upon-and -with
success. Four-H clubs were organized, entrants into the Sears Roebuck
replacement pig contest were secured, and certified corn, bean, and potato
,seed clubs were established. Sixty-three children under the age of 'eighteen
were enrolled in the potato dub; and, despite the fact that they had never
cultivated this crop before, many of them won prizes in a contest conducted
by the Kiwanis Club. The children are 'making a good start; but, curiously
enough, their efforts are limited by a bottleneck: not directly related to
agriculture.. This bottleneck is Toads.
,
In this forty-seven-mile-wide valley, roads, for all practical purposes,
are nonexistent. Such as exist, even under the most favorable· weather
conditions, " are frequently not negotiable.. There are but six bridges in
the whole region, all of them unsafe. Roads, consequently, are a primary
and pressing need of ,these isolated and impoverished people-ro~ds to permit the introduction of certified seed, improved breeds of stock, modem.
farm machinery, and equipment for digging wells and- installing water
conservation structures; roads to facilitate the marketing of agricultural
produce and livestock products; roads, over which a monthly motor clinic
may bring medical aid to a people who ha:ve never enjoyed such benefits;
roads t<:> enable the children to attend 's&hol where they may learn to·
read English and to appreciate the advantages which are to be derived
from diversification, crop rotation, regeneration of the soil, and other
modem agricultural methods. Delegates £tom this area have not been
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able to sign their names to petitions that some attention be paid by polio
ticians to their pressing needs. Until recently, when three private libraries
were started with the assistance of. money donated for shelving, there were
no books in the area. Yet, so avid for learning have the people become,
that they" vol~ntarily foregather to hear those qf ~eir number who know
English read agricultural bulletins to them aloud.
Work among these backward people is abundantly rewarding, not only
because of their growing appreciation for assistance, but because their
lands are among the richest in the county. Removal of the bottleneck
imposed by the lack of roads would not only immeasurably improve their
economic state but would make available to the city of Albuquerque agricultural and livestock products of which that community is sorely in need~
At the present time, 90 per cent of the city's wood supply derives from this
area. These people constitute a.large potential source of com, feed, poultry, meat, eggs, and vegetables. The region is capable of developing a
dairy industry which would supply nearly the entire'milk needs of the city.
And the "area is in many ways ideally suited to fruit growing. It is such
communities as these which form. the foundation of the watershed's economy-a fact which war shortages have re-emphasized. It is estimated that
in the course of two years the advantages which the introduction of roads
would bring to these people would increase the present value of their produce by two and a half times-a matter of some quarter of a million dollars.
The long-range objectives of the county agent's program include many
of those referred to in the foregoing sections of this symposium-soil conservation and regeneration; crop rotation and diversification; education in
proper land use and modem farm and range management m.ethods. To
these classic aims are added others specifically applicable to these particular' people-aims which strike at the heart of their problems. These include
the construction of the aforementioned roads in order that the barrier to
aid by the county agent and by state and federal agencies may be thrown
down; assistance in securing for these people an, adequate market for their
produce; development in the community of widespread interest and local
pride in agriculture; guidance in establishing returning war veteran farmers
on the soil; and the development of a spirit of co-operation between business, industry, finance, and agriculture. For it is only through realization
of the necessity for integration of each and every facet of our economy.
however small, that the fullest possible development of the watershed may
be achieved.
CECIL PRAGNELL, Agricultural Extension Agent
Bernalillo County
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IX
THE CONSERVANCY DISTRICT

. The New Mexico Legislature created the Middle Rio Grande Con-'
servancy District in the late twenties,_ authorizing an appraisal.and asses~
. ment and the borrowing of about nine million dollars which was used to
build the El Vado Flood and Irrigation Control Dam in Rio Arriba"
County and the construction of levees and riverside drains for irrigation
and flood control on' the Rio Grande from Pena Blanca to the head
of the Elephant Butte Lake. . The District. is operated by a. board of
directors appointed by the senior judge of the Second Judicial District.
The directors: serve without compensation and are removable at the
pleasure of the court.
The District was set up to bring under irrigation and flood control
about 15,O,000.acres of Rio Grande land, one half of which is under cultivation at present. .The tax levied each year against the 'farm land in theDistrict for bond retirement, interest, and operation amounts to about
$4.50 per acre. per year, which is one of the lowest-cost operations in the
country~ The physical condition of the levees, drains, and canals is fair.
Much work could be done to improve them, but inasmuch as only 80
per cent 01 the taxes levied each year are paid. the directors' are limited in
the amount of money they can spend on the upkeep of the District works.
Inasmuch as this whole area is well populated and there is no colonization problem before the District, and because the winters are mild and
the summers not too· hot, some people have the expectation that the Dis.
trict could support a million people.
The Army Engineers and the Reclamation Bureau have both made
surveys and have expressed a willingness to constl11ct flood control, irrigation, and power development dams at three or four places in the District.
Without much doubt, some of this work will be done at government expense within the next few years, as that is ~e kind of work that the government feels itself responsiple for. Such work will give employment to
many thousands of men returning from the wars.
In nonnal times most of the land of the valley is used for subsistence
farms. there being very few large 0Rerations,.which is a desirable condition.
People of thre~ bloods occupy the District 'with more or less success-the
immemorial Indian. the Spanish-American, and'the Anglo.
.
Principal farming activities of the District are the growing of alfalfa,
com, wheat, vegetables, and dairying. Though the District is capable of
raising all its own needs and exporting s~me, at present alfalfa, com, wheat,
butter, cream, and milk are 'brought into the District from the outside..
Vegetables are tran~ported in huge r~frigerated truckS from Arizona .and
California to the market, but local· vegetables would be preferable.
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At the best this proposed solution will require a great deal of time.
Business is eager to see it get started as soon as possible. The bonded
indebtedness of the district, no matter to what agency it may be transferred,
will remain. It is a debt and the investors holding the bills must be paid.
At present what the Conservancy District officials want, and what informed
businessmen want, is authority to start toward carrying out the plan·
roughly outlined abOve. It is necessary to find out what the people want
-the landowners in the valley and the owners of property and business
within the confines of the district. The district was organized in 1927
under an act of the legislatu·re :and is a political subdivision of the state
with pOwers to finance conservancy improvements. When plans have been
completed, all parties and interests, including the state government, will
have their day in court. It is not unlikely that this proceeding. which
will be necessary. will have to take its coursp through all the courts and
pouibly to the Supreme Court of the state. That is neces-'rUy a long
proced~re and it is important that it be instituted at the earlliest possible
moment and that authority to proceed be obtained at the earllieat pouible

time.' .
That is the attitude of informed businessmen Rntl womttn and l>roP'
efty ownert /lnd invelton as I baV(l found it,
,-,-1.-J. -li).o,
f 'r ,." , r L .. ' ' 1"";:>"
agement and downstream structures. These overlap and must necessarily
be worked out together. Two agencies have fOrIJlulatedcomprehensive.
plans for' large-scale improvements which. having been co-ordinated, are
1_

t
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being executed. These are the United States Army Engineer Corps, whose
.primary interest is storage for damage control, and the United States
Reclamation ~ervice, which stores for irrigation. Watershed management,
on the other hand, is befng promoted by several general agencies including
the Soil Conservation Service and the Farm Security Administration. The
work of these two' groups of agencies is being supplemented by that of
services whose activities are restricted respectively to lands of particular
status. These include, among others, the Forest Service. ,the Indian Service,
the Grazing Service, the County Agricultural Extension ~nt. and the
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District.
.
,
Space and circumstance have excluded statements from agendes. reo
sponsible for the administration and dev.elopnient of State land•• namely.
the State 14lnd ,Office and the ORrce of the State Engineer. Had apace
permitted. the symposium would have benefited by enlargement upon the
recreational and sporting' ASpects of the watershed, which are under the
direction of the FiBli and Wildlife St!fVice ~f the Dol,anmcnt of the
Interi.,f. the State Department of Game and Fish, the United Statea
National Pal'lt 8tn'\'ioo, and the United Statel Forelt Servia:,The wOI'k of aU thcae apneici t. hampered by • complicated and. in
mAny place•• checker-boarded Innd pnttern, by tht oftf'n divergent intCJ'8tl
..LU~O:-lll iJL.. _l:lpU':· .... _1l::1 .. $ '.le '1 'J . •, ' r~ ,. :llC1L 'U agelll:) L~ <:. ~ •.t.m:i[\~c <Jl
created to assure the co-ordination of. pre-existing agencies.
No matter what vehicles are selected, the warning is sounded that
positive action is imperative if the continued deterioration of the watershed
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able to sign their names to petitions that some attention be paid by polio
ticians to their pressing needs. Until recently, when three private libraries
were started with the assistance of money donated for shelving, there were
nO'books in the ~ea. Yet, so avid for learning have the people become,
that they -voluntarily foregather to hear those of their Dumber who know
English read agricultural bulletins to them aloud. .
Work among these backward people is abundantly rewarding, not only
because of their growing appreciation for assistance, but because their
lands are among the richest in the county. Removal of the bottleneck
imposed by the lack of roads would not only immeasurably improve their
economic state but would make available to the city of Albuquerque agricultural and livestock products of which that community is sorely in need.
At the present time, 90 per cent of the city's wood supply derives from this
area. These people 'constitute a. large potential source of corn, feed, poultry, meat, eggs, and vegetables. The region is capable of developing a
dairy industry which would supply nearly the entire milk needs of the city.
And the area is in many ways ideally suited to fruit growing. It is such
communities as these which form. the foundation of the watershed's econ. omy-a fact which war shortages have re-emphasized. It is estimated that
in the course of two years the advantages which the introduction of roads
would bring to these people would increase the present value of their produce by two and a half times.,....a matter of some quarter of a million dollars.
. The long-range objectives of the county agent's program include many
of those referred to in the foregoing sections of this symposium-soil conservation ~nd regeneration; crop rotation and diversification; education in
proper land use and modern farm and range management methods. To
these classic aims are added others specifically applicable to these particular people-aims which strike at the heart of their problems. These include
the construction of the aforementioned roads in order that the barrier to
aid by the county agent and by state and federal agencies may be thrown
down; assistance in securing for these people an adequate market for their
produce; development in the community of widespread interest and local
pride in agriculture; guidance in establishing returning war veteran farmers
, on the soil; and the development of a spirit of co-operation between business, industry, finance, and agriculture. F.or it is only through realization
of the necessity for integration of each and every facet of our economy,
however small, that the fullest possible development of the watershed may
be achieved.
CECIL PRACNELL, Agricultural Exte:sion Agent
Bernalillo County
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IX
~

THE CONSERVANCY DISTRICT

<

~

The New Mexico Legislature created the Middle Rio Grande Con-·
servancy District In the late twenties, authorizing an appraisal and assessment and the borrowing of about nine million dollars which was used to
build the EI yado Flood and Irrigation Control Dam in Rio Arriba
County and the construction of levees and riverside drains for irri~tion
and· flood control on the Rio Grande from Pena Blanca to the head
of th~ Elephant Butte Lake. The Di~trict is operated by a board of·
directors appointed by the senior judge of the Second Judicial District~·
The <Iirectors serve without compensation and' are removable at the
pleasure of the court.
The District was set up to bring under irrigation and flood control
about 150,000 acres of Rio Grande land, one half ol which is under culd- .
vation at present. The tax levied each year against the farm land in the
District for bond retirement, interest, and operation amounts to about,
$4.50 per acre per year, which is one of the lowest-cost operations in the
country. The physical condition of the levees, drains, and canals is fair.
Much work could be done to improve them, but inas~uch as only 80
per cent of the taxes levied each year are ,paid, the directors· are limited in
the amount of money they can spend on the upkeep of the District works.
Inasmuch as this.whole area is well populated and there is no colonization problem before the District,. and bl!cause the winters are mild and
the summers not too hot, some people have the expectation that the Dis-~
trict could support a million people. .
..
The Army Engineers and the Reclamation Bureiu have both made
surveys and have expressed a willingness to construct:rfl()od c-ontrol, irrigation, and power '<1evelopment dams at three or four places in the District.
Without much doubt, some of this work will be done at gOvernment expense within the next few years, as that is the kind of work that the government feels itself responsible for. Such work will give employment to
many thousands of men returning from the wars.
In norma1. times most of the land of the valley is used for subsistence
farms, there being very few large operations, which is a desirable condition.
Peo}ille of three bloods occupy the District with more or less success-the
immemorial Indian, the Spanish-American, and the Anglo.
.
Principal farming activities of the District are the growing of alfalfa,
com, wheat, vegetables, and dairying. Though the District is capable of
raising all its own needs and exporting some, at present alfalfa, com, wheat,
putter, cream, and milk are 'brought into the District from the outside.
Vegetables are transported in huge refrigerated trucks from Arizona and
California to the market, but local vegetables would be preferable.
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The following are the few simple needs of the District:
1. For the people who live on the small farms to pay their 'taxes, which
are not large, without expecting the politicians to save them from taxpaying as they have done in the past.
2. The organization, whether co-operatively or privately, of vegetable
and fruit-packing concerns to handle local produce.

.

,

.

To take a broader view of our needs, history shows us that postwar
periods have been times of unrest. Returning war veterans have traditionally demanded an <?pportunity to make an honest living. No one
in his right mind would deny them this privilege. The absence of opportunity is a cause of revolution. We in this country-possibly rashly, possibly unthinkingly-have promised jobs to millions of war veterans. Industry cannot be expected to absorb them all. Hope lies in the direction of
the government-approved development of our natural resources, and in
making them accessible; in the building of dams and roads and waterways.
Through this means, both our human and our natural resources are served.
New Mexico should claim its fair share of such development.
ALBERT G. SIMMS, Chairman
MidsUe Rio Grande Conservancy District

x
THE BUSINESSMAN
I have been asked to discuss briefly the attitude of busineSs "as to the
way the watershed problems of the middle Rio Grande vallex might be
solved." This, of course, means the solution of the problems of the Middle
Rio Grande Conservancy District, which comprises all of the irrigable land
in the middle
Grande valley, the area from White Rock Canyon to the,
village of San Antonio in Socorro County, a distance of 150 miles.
Wh!le the reclamation of the irrigable area is a major problem, the
problem 'of adequate flood protection is of equal importance; first, because
the reclamation of the area of irrigable land cannot be carried out successfully without flood protection; and, second, because flood protection
is necessary for the safety and further growth of the cities, towns, and
villages along the river within this 150-mile' area.
The total area within tile exterior boundaries of the conservancy district is approximately 210,000 acres, of which 123,000 acresi are within
the benefited limits, that is to say, subject to agricultural development
and use. Of this 123,000 acres, about 20,000 are Indians landS, and about
5;000 acres are taken up by cities, towns, and rights-of-way of railroads
and highways, leaving approximately 98,000 acres of non-Indian agricultural lands subject to irrigation and cultivation. In 1944 approximately
75,000 acres were in some form of cultivation.

Rio
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It is apparent at once that business must be in favor of the full development of this entire area and that" it is strongly in favor of adequate
and permanent flood protection at the earliest possible time.
Unfortunately, a majority of businessmen and property owners in the
district, both urban and rural, are not fully informed as to the conditions
surrounding the origin and clevelopment- of the Conservancy District.
There is a vague idea among the., people, including 'perhaps a majority
of businessmen and investors, that the United States Bureau of Reclamation can come into this district, take over its indebtedness, and relieve
landowners, investors, and all ..other interested people of all their debts,
with the federal government benevolently paying the bills. Of course, this
will be found to De impossible as a growing number of people acquaint
themSelves with the problem. ~
No project carried out by the United States Reclamation Service relieves the landowners of the cost of construction and operation. In all
such districts cost of construction is assessed against the land and is payable
over a long period of years. ' Operating costs of the land, that is, the furnishing of water, cleaning and repairing of main irrigation canals, and
upkeep of drainage canals, are paJ!able by the landowner or operato~ on
. the basis of an annual charge.
There is an idea in some quarters that the operating expenses of the
, Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District are excessive. .This is not the
case. Investigation will disclose that the operating costs of this district
are lower than any other United States 'Reclamation Service project.
During recent years an increasing number of. businessmen and landowners have, given careful study and thought to the over-all solution of
the problems of the district, that is t~ say, the control of flood waters from
the"tributaries of the Rio Grande and its watersheds and the building of
adequate defenses against possible disastrous floods which might cause
enormous dam:age, not only to the agricultural area, but to the city of
Albuquerque and the smaller towns and villages Viithin the district. As a
matter of course, business favors the solution of th~~e problems at the
~
earliest possible time.
Informe.d opinion strongly advises the carrying out of plans which
have been made after a long period of investigation by United States
Army Engineers and engineers of the Reclamation Service, in co-operation
with the officials of the Conservancy District. Roughly, this plan provides
for the construction of three and possibly four dams along the river which
would impetfe ~ood waters of tributary streams, check silting, and hold
back the flow of floodwater; second, the channeling of the river; third,
the construction of permanent flood defenses; and finally, the placing' of
theirrigable area under the supervision of the United States Reclamation
Service.
&
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At the best this proposed solution will require a great deal of time.
Business is eager to se~ it get started as soon as possible. The bonded
indebtedness of the district, no matter to what agency it mayb~ transferred,
will remain. It is a debt and the iI\¥estors holding the bills nlust be paid.
At present what the Conservancy DiStrict officials want, and what informed
businessmen want, is authority to st~rt toward carrying out the plan
roughly outlined above: It is necessary to find out what the, people want
-the landowners in the valley and the owners of property and business
Within" the confines of the district. The district was organized in 1927
under an act of the legislature and is a political subdivision !of the state
with powers to finance conservancy improvements. When plans have . been
completed, all parties and interests," including the state government, will
have their day in court. It is not unlikely that this proceeding, which
will be necessary, will have to take its course through all thei courts and
possibly to the Supreme Court of the state. That is necessarily a long
procedure and it is important, that it be'instituted at the earliest possible
moment and that authority to proceed be obtained at the earIlest possible
time.
That is the attitude of informed businessmen and womeIil and property owners and investors as I have found it."
OSCAR LOVE, Vi.ce-President
Albuquerque National Trust and Savings Bank
,

'

SUMMARY

To summariz~ the problems of the Rio Grande watershed would, require the, wisdom of Solomon. Yet possibly a useful purpose would be
served if an attempt were made to draw together the threads which run
through the' foregoing sections.
It has been pointed out that in an essentially agricultural and stock-.
raising state such as New Mexico, the manner in which the soil and water
problems are solved reaches directly into the pocketbooks and lives of
every individual. This concept has beel?- expressed in terms of a life chain
which includes the trees of the forestlands, the springs and streams along
the slopes. the vegetative cover of the plains, the water which (inds its way
int<? the irrigation ditches, and the residents of the valley. The links in
( this ·chain have meaning to the people in terms of timber; jforage, and,
food. The life chain must be strong if the valley is to prosper. No link'
in the chain shoulp be neglected-both for its own sake and Jor the sake
of maintaining an unbroken progression of interdependent benefits.
There are two major aspects of the watershed problem: upstream management and downstream structures. These overlap and muSt: necessarily
be worked out together. Two agencies have formulated ~"CoJnprehensive.
plans for large-scale improvements which: having been co-ordinated, are
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being executed. These are the United States Army Engineer ~o ps~ whose
primary interest is storage for damage control, and 'the UnIted States
Reclamation Service, .which stores for irrigation. Watershed management,
on the other hand, is being promoted by several general agencies including
the Soil Conservation Service and the Farm Security Administration. The
work of these t'Y0 groups of agencies is being supplemented by that of
services whose activities are restricted .respectively to lands of particular
status. These include, among others, the Forest Service, the Indian Service,
the Grazing Se~rvice, the County Agricultural Extension Agent, and the
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District.
i
'
Space and circumstance have excluded statements from agencies responsible for 'the administration and development of State lands, namely,
the State Land Office and the Office of the State Engineer. Had space
. permitted, the symposium would have benefited by enlargement upon the
recreational and sporting aspects of the watershed, Which are under the
direction of the Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of the
Interior, the State Department of Game and Fish, the United States
National Park Service, and the United States Forest Service.
The work of all these agencies. is hampered by a complicated and, in
many places, checker-boarded land pattern, by the often divergent interests
of economic groups, and 1}y failure of the general public to appreciate the
gravity of the problem.
If;<
. Attention has been drawn to the fact that all groups have a stake in
the watershed-farmers, stockmen, lumbermen, sportsmen, vacationists, industrialists dependent upon hydroelectric power, and the resident and
businessman whose welfare depen.d upon .the general prosperity of the
. watershed and whose very safety rests upon the extent to which the forces
of nature are properly utilized and the habitability qf the valley maintained.
,
It has been p.ointed out that the fullest possible development of the
natural resource·s of an area not only makes for greater profit with less effort
and for a fuller life with more leisure, but also' strengthens the general
fabric of the state (Uld of the nation at large, anq for$ifies our position
among the family of nations.
.
The important of close integration of the services of. all agencies has
been stressed. It has been stated that the Anderson Bill, which places
emphasis upon the Reclamation Service and the Army Engineers, may, if
_passed, provide a .vehicle for the promotion of such" integration. And
always in the offing is the possibility of establishing an adaptation of an
authority principle such as the TVA, in which an agency is appointed or
created to assure the co-ordination of pre-existing agencies.
No matter what vehicles are selected, the warning, is sounded that
positive action is imperative if the continued deterioration of the watershed
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is to be forestalled, and that in ·such action the people muSt. play a prominent part. How intelligent, how unselfish, how farsighted their action
proves t!J be will depend upon the extent to which they post themselves
upon the conditions which prevail and upon the remedial m~asures which
ar~ capab!e of correcting them.
'
It was for the purpose of clarifying some of the, complex issues involved
that this symposium-admittedly incomplete and purposely non-contro,versial-has been" undertaken. In the final analysis, the gOlrerning factor
is what the people want and how badly they want it. Agencies-federal,
state, and county-have been created to translate the people's wishes into
action-a fact which, curiously enough, is sometimes lost sight of. An era
of re-employment of war veterans and of postwar government ~pending is
at hand. It remains for the people to express their mature and well'it
considered will.
THOMAS NICKERSON, Administrative Assistant
United Pueblos Agency
Unite<l States Indian Service
Department of the Interior
~

\
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we kill pig tomorrow. Come early, she
had written, and sent the scrap of paper up the lake with the
fishermen. To old Badilla, wading out to meet them, the pescadores' .
white-sailed vessels looked like a cluster of butterflies swarming out of
!he sunset. But then anything connected with his daughter made him
think of light~ pretty things. The glow. of the fallen sun swept up
men and boats in a last burst of color, and as. he trudged back over
the ribbed sands, glazed with a 'film of phosphorescent water, night
fell. He seemed to qear the sun's red fire hiss'as it was being put out.
He set off instantly. His ~ld man's brittle feet were his sole means
of conveyance.; he knew that if he were to hurry them, they would
pitch him into holes or send him tripping in the. ~tch. He put his
box of wax matches in the crown of his sombrero, together with tor·
tiTIas and twangy~ red peppers. When the road turned into ruts he
would strike his wax matches one by one, like little private stars. By
their precious light he would mun~h his tortillas, his back against a
.
stone.
, But now in a few hours he would be eating pig againl Very good
it would be to sit and gnaw at a pig-a small tender one, he thought.
It was a year since he had tasted meat. He pulled down his serape,
drawn almost to his eyes because of the cold night air, and felt about
in his mouth for ,his one remaining tooth. It was still there, ready for
crunching pig cracklel A real king of a tooth, he had always thought.
His feet gathered speed. The. landscape over which he jour~
neyed was vast and generous, shrugging its mountain shoulders at
everything that was petty. This immense shrug .pleased Badilla; it
expressed something deep within himself. His Mexico was a country

P

APACITO, LI'ITLE F.ATHER,

~

1 Reprinted. with permission, from Cross Section (New York: L. B. Fischer Publishing
~
Corporation. 1945).'
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that always had shaken off its governments and powers when the~
became too burdensome, had purged itself with wholesome revolution:
when its organism grew clogged. Old Badilla liked the feel of hi:
sierra's broad hips and of his mountain's firm chest as he strode alon!
them; he could hear the land's lungs draw deep breaths in the night
The moon came up. He gave it a nod, meaning, you'll be help
ing me to save my little wax matches! But a moment later he hac
to strike the first one, catching sight of a drunkard's body sprawlec
across his road; over it hovered buzzards, at¢ a stray dog, weepin~
hungrily from 019 habit, nosed at the bare toes. _ The dog's stumpJ
forelegs ill matched his soaring hindquarters, which belonged
to Cl
..
different breed entirely; one limb, .crippled by rickets, trailed behind
like a crooked twig. Badilla threw a pebble at it. Then, very gentlYl
he rolled the drunkard off the moon-bathed patch in which he lay;
he knew that men went blind from lying in the full lunar light. The:
sopilotes~ their beaks coated with putrefied liquid from some forme)
victim, made off in a lop-sided, ungainly flight across the moon.
His path veered o'ff into volcanic country. Out of black lips ot
stone a torrent gushed forth with th~. brashness of an urchin's stream
of spittle. The hard spray, flung back from .the surrounding rocks,
made old Badilla stop and ponder. Given the steepness of the pass
through which those waters had co:r;ne pouring, he supposed that thejr
uproar was not sheer bravado. His own life had torn through similar
gorges, making a very extravagant noise at times!. Like the river's
life, it had been a full one, following the curves of his hot male blood
and the fates of his turbulent country. In spite of instants of hig~
grief, he would not have wished it otherwise.
As his steps dipped into the valley, the waters of the torrent flowed
in a broad river bed beside him. Badilla wondered if his own life
would ever run so sweetly and so smoothly. He thought ,not; he saw
no signs of it. And now there was a war again-a gr~t new war
which would leave no life untouched! He felt a mome~t of apprehension, but as he made way for a cowherd driving his oxen to slaughter~ his 'anxiety subsided. The still, heavy-foot,ed beasts radiated
serenity as theyttod on towards their annihilation. Hearkening to
their steps and to the cowherd's clear confident voice singing in the
night, old Badilla likewise began, to sing softly as he walked along. .
He had strode through many of the night's long hours when the
scaffolding of an unfinished house reared its beams before h,.im. Amidst
il.
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piles of planks he saw a youth moving about, clad only in sun-ravaged
trousers in the cold Mexican night. , The boy's dark hair, starting an
inch above the brow and growing far down the neck, covered his
head like a helmet of black flowers with distended. petals. When his
eyes met Badilla's they were as frightened as a starved coyote's caught
stealing a hen. The punishment for taking lumber_was severe, ·yet.
when the young man braced himself to speak, Badilla felt that he
would not be lied to. ,"These planks I'm taking are for my father's'
coffin," he said defiantly. Though-the voice was off-key and shrill as
~ child's with terror, the black eyes looked firmly into -Badilla's.
The old mart leaned his back against the unfinishe4· dOQQ\Tay.
His face was like a mosaic of Wrinkles as he scrutinized the forlornlooking figure of the youth, twirling his sombrero with a horseshoe
and three little bel~s embroidered on it. ,The boy's f~ll lips, colored
purple like the :meat of the marney-fruit, opened ~nd closed on breaths
of terror whet! Badilla shifted his glance to the moo~:washed planks
that lay between them. Badilla, without a word, bent to hoist the !
boards upon his shoulder, motioning the youth to seize the other ends.
From the boy ther~ escaped a little moan of gratitude. "Now, muchacko, it's you who must lead th~ way," said Badilla, and he put spirit·
into his voice and comradeship into his gaze.
But as they plodded down the road together, he found himself
lowering his eyes.' It hurt them too much to look at that back, so
strikingly like the back of young Emiliano, the last. of his three sons
to be killed in Obregon's revolution. It was always Emiliano's dapper
young back receding down a road ~hat Badilla kept seeing in his mind.
Perhaps that was natural, he thought, for after·the day that he watched
him marching off to fight, he never saw his face again.
. The youth made a sign that they should lay down their planks:
The dead man's shack, built of organ cactuses, with intertwining com::
stalks fo.r roof, leaned toward them across a ditch. At his end of the
lake, Badilla was accustomed to attending wakes: fine ones where the
corpserest~d on a mattress, and ordinary ones where it reposed on a
petate of straw. In the stark abode that they now entered, the body
lay on the bare earth, and' hadttot :even the comfort of candles. Badilla might have trod on the dead man's stomach, blown up in death
. like a balloon, had not the moon's rays guided his steps.
As he stood sniffing for the odor of coffee customary at wakes,
he became" aware of the bereaved family squatting in a circle by the
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dead man's head. The group looked like a gnarled tree trunk with
desiccated branches. With arms like boughs, three small maidens
clung to a stunted woman, whose mouth stood wide open in a question
that would. never be answered. Her" worn feet under the hems of her
skirts resembled terrified animals in the way they convulsively dug into
the mud floor.
Badilla knew that no word had. been found to be used at such a
moment. Removing his sombrero, he produced from Its crown his
tortillas and his little red peppers. When the three maidens, like
ravenous foxes, pushed their faces in the gritty dough, he was glad
that the father had his eyes closed to their hunger, and to all hunget:
on earth. He fumbled for the box of wax matches and, slipping them
into the'widow's fingers, stepped out quickly on the road.
. The ruts, plowed deep in the rainy season and hardened in the
drought, caused him to stumble. Then he felt a hand under hi:s
elbow and swung sharply about. uEmilianol" He stopped himself,
coughing embarrassedly. His old man's mind had been playing tricks
on himl Somehow this youth's tall stature, his hair like dark leaves,
and the touch of his eager hand brought his youngest son back to him
with a VIvidness that made his heart contract. A feeling of quiet joy
seeped through his body as the youth guided his tired footsteps. How
well they walked together, the boy adjusting his strides so that they
kept perfect time I Suddenly old Badilla wanted this thin boy to have
a big cut of pig meat-the very piece that his daughter would be reserv" ing for him: the best one, with the most crackle on it. Amazingly
easy it was to persuade himself that he wanted no meat at all-though
he had been trudging twelve miles to get it-really wanted nothing
except to walk arm" in arm with this tall youth ,along a road without
end.
The empty space between heaven and earth began to fill up with
light. Through the early morning haze· Badilla caught sight of his
daughter, Lupita, scanning the dawn for his coming. He knew when
she recogniied h~m by her'quick burst of laughter, and it seemed to
Badilla that her breath perfumed the air-as though her lungs were
beds of flowers. Taking her arm as he, walked on between her and
the youth, he experienced a rare sensation of fulfillment. He felt imbued with a wisdom that had its origin in torrents and sierras, and in
a cowherd's song, and a woman's weeping, and in young people's
love.
~
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The matador de puercos, the professional pig-sticker, was already
at work. 'Beside him in her wide skirts squatted Badilla's' sister,
Milagyos, plying the fire with charcoal. She was old-people said a
hllndred-and nearly blind; for some time Lupita had looked after
her to stop her ~om walking into rocks and trees tpat would splinter
her chalk-dry bones.
Badilla sank down on the gyass a ShOFt distance' from the others.
He leaned his head against the trunk of a eucalyptus tree and dozed
'a bit, while he followed the happenings with one eye. Very fine it was
to watch things and to ponder on them, he thought!
Pinioned between the legs of jovial Paco, the matador, the game
little pig kept burrowing for food until his last moment. When the
snout was jerked upwards and'one foreleg lifted high, he only winked
up trustingly through his white eyelashes. Then the knife's blade
flashed briefly, piercing the heart in one stroke. As Paco extracted the
knife, the long, drawn-out wail issded forth simultaneously. The matador, his slender hands clad in, gloves of blood, lifted the small limp
animal and plunged him in the caldron above the fire. Quickly the
scalding water softened the b~istles, and the pig was hung by its neck
from the eucalyptus,bough above Badilla's head.
Again the knife went to work. Slitting a circle around the belly,
Paco peeled off the, black skin as though it were a woolen sweater.
Badijla .thought tha~ the dangling pig, his head inclined sideways,
looked like a tired little boy being undressed before going to bed. .The ~
little fellow was all naked except for his bristly black pants! Now
these, too, came off, and the open ~ chest was robbed of its crimson
treastues: Heart, liver, and kidneys appeared one by one, to be ranged
on the gyound in an even row; upon the black'gyass, they seemed like
fantastic flowers, flaming red and still quivering. Old Badilla, tossing
the warm heart in his palm, had a strange smile: He peered at the
knife-slit through which life had fled like a sigh a, mere' second ago.
How simply, how easily, death came! Why were, men so afraid of it?
Over the brazier's fire Lupita.prepared the chicharron, the goldenhued pig crackle. A speck of fat leaped to her chin, calling forth that
happy laughter, which B3:dilla thought must fall like a drop of ~lear
water into a young man's heart. The youth's gaze rested on her face,
and she closed her eyes so that the lashes beat against her cheeks like
dark moths. When she looked up, she handed 'the. boy a piece of
chicharron with a gesture as if she were handing him her own self. , Ba10.
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dilla saw that it was indeed that piece, the choic~st and the largest,
that she always reserved for him! Heaving a sigh of profoUiIld satisfaction, he sat with eyes fixed dreamily on the lake, on which.the fishing
boats were returning with the dawn. He surrendered himself to an
old man's reverie and saw in his mind's eye grandchildren sleeping in
the shadow of a young mother's hair and a youth with a strong back
planting the yearly corn. Fullness of the heart he saw, and long years
of peace.
"'.
The rumbling of a bus sounded distantly. Old MilagTos, packing
the remclins of the pork for market, and Paco, wiping his knife on a
tuft of hay, halted their tasks to listen. They all heard the bus stop
beyond the cactus fence, and a moment later saw Arnulfo, the conductor, sauntering across the yard. This Arnulfo never thought anything of keeping his passengers waiting while he laughed away a quarter of an hour with friends. Now he had come to fetch MHagro's pork
. for delivery in the next town and to leave a turkey for fattening. ' Waiting hopefully to be given a piece of chicharronJ he smiled from one to
the other and danced a little jarabe, which he accompanied with his
conductor's whistle. Under his arm the turkey trumpeted, kicking
him in the stomach with its knobby feet.
~ As he pirouetted gaily, the newspaper tucked .in his belt 'fell to
the ground. The great red letters stared up at them. LA, GUERRAI
.LA GUERRA! Your country needS you. Young men of Mexico to arms!
tnstinctively the small group by the eucalyptus tree drew together,
as if they might gain protection from each other. Understanding little,
ignorant as to whether this war would strike them tomorrow or in a
year, they were aware only of the approach of terror. Their heads
were lifted by a common impulse springing from the dark wells of
their racial inheritance as they hearkened to the sound. Always wars
and. revolutions had come that way; like thunder pounding nearer,
ever nearer. Inexorably closer, almost bearing down upon them, the
Horse with Hoof of Fire was galloping, and the sparks from his ironshod hoof were igniting their peaceful fields.
With a movement that was compulsory, elemental, the youth beside Lupita swung around to face the oldest man in the group. His
eyes sought Badilla's, imploring explanation and assurance. Father,
I don't understand! What is the meaning? Yesterday I lost my own
father. Today we met. Tomorrow I may be taken away to die. But
. that can not be the way of life!
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There was a with~awn look on old Badilla's face. Ah, yes, yes,"that is the way of life, it seemed to §aY. Until today we didn't know
each other; now we'll part. So all will be as it was before. When I
lost my three sons, one by one, that thought lent me strength. I had
received them as a gift-then t~ey were taken from me. How could
I lament?
Smiling deeply, Badilla gazed at the youth. It 1is #ght, Son, he
wanted to say to him. You .must go if they neea you. ' You are a man,
Son, and it is good to be a man. Yes, it is good, to be a manl The,great
word made Badilla stand very upright, very still, almost as though he
were standing at attention.
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painted it. The picture has been widely repro, duced in certain magazines, perhaps because of its somewhat
striking romantic qualities. But the man who set it with oils on canvas forever, indulged little of his personal vagaries, for the house is
like that. It is detached from any other dwelling near it, not as if its
S9litude were planned but rather because some natural"'force ordained
it this way. It is because of this separateness, one may be sure, that
the artist has placed the old frame structure on what appears to be a
great black rock, the greatest, blackest rock. Or on the knob of the
world., The light which reveals the half-shuttered windows is a 'gh~stly
stage blue, and there seems to be too little of the sky about its top for
comfortable reality. Yet the house was, is, real. To this moment, at
any hour of the day or night, anyone in the district can point it out to
you, or breathe with unaffected fear the nature of the woman who owns
it and lives in it.
She, too, has gone on like the house, and presumably she will live
forever. There is little reason to believe she intends to do otherwise,
being ancient as she is, having elected with a grim, shutaway cheer the
existence of a crone. Now, as then, she will make her exits from the
house, her rare exits; her business elsewhere is always cut short, as if
to hasten the time when she may draw the walls about her once more.
I assume ner name has been duly recorded somewhere, though I have
never known it. Never quite known it. When dignitaries of the city
mumble this name, it is invariably in the same confused stammer. I
never have been able to get it and I have become more than a bit
ashamed to ask again what is it.
You will begin to see it was no miracle tha~ fifty people had
warned her the policeman Rafferty was on his way up the streets, into
the district, past the barriers of social station and time and place, into
her worfd to see her. These voices had prepared her., though many
are willing to believe that no preparation was necessary, that Rafferty
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waS doomed to search the streets for her name and t having found
it, to come at once.
Early in the season, when the unprecedented hatred exploded ()ver
a trivial, recurrent incident, Rafferty, from his secure position with,
recognized -forces, had been instrumental in quieting the month-long
street battles-forcibly. Rafferty kept the newspapers fully informed
of all backgrounds conducive to the affair: economic, ideological,' biological. Rafferty"s tongue was quick, if tho~ghtless; witty, in a crude
sort of way, if :uninformed., Those stragglers who bitterly carried the
battles almost to the door of her house were indeed the last to be carted
(jff to jail, and she knew this. Everyone knew it. Our riots had become nationwide scandal for the otherwise slow summer, and Rafferty
had been the hero of many a faction.
UHets coming now," someone said. "Down through the gates
and past the cemetery. He has on a' gray suit, a light brown fall overcoat,. and a-"
oIA green tie," she said, nodding.
"He was seen very early this morning. It's taken him a long
time."
"A long time."
,_
"What are you going to do? . What will you say when he comes
in the door? Or lock it?, Lock it first?"
She said without evident feelipg, "I shall sit here where I am
sitting. Neither nod nor bow. There he'll sit, and here I'll sit, and
after that there will come the waiting."
.
And so Rafferty did come crt last, and went in to her alone. If
it took a certain amount of courage to do this, it must have taken also
a considerable blindness. They were together that afternoon, and, into
the night, seven or eight hours. Te,stimonies on the affair vary. Certainly he went to her because he had learned that her own way of
speaking to people (as if she were not really interested, as if they were
going to go on being strangers) had precipitated much of the brutal
resoluteness behind the attacks ~her world had made at last on his:
They were sitting together a long time, this is certain; in that time,
waiting for the veil of her face to tear away, he must have accused her
of insurrection and violent ob~tinacy. Her words would have been
terser, I think,' and nearer the pqint. She must have been willing,
anyhow, to point out that the incident which set the summer fires w~s
an old one, an old outrage. "A sore opened over ·and over, never left
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to heal," perhaps she said. Across the brooding rqom from him, her
fingers must have waved scorn at every explanatiop-. Rafferty had
turned his back to the cries of her people, and ho~nded them to jail,
and prosecuted the innocent for a passion which in its purity was so
incorruptible he could not reckon with it. Some are. willing to swear
yet that the house shook and made storm, but only for itself; beyond
its radius, the night was all too still.
,
And yes, she. cursed him. With what, and how, one may only surmise. What finally staggered his bloated complacence out of the chair
_ may have been scream or cry or whisper. It had power, her curse and
condemnation. It sent him up the 'night streets with his hand shielding his eyes; and everyone, no. matter how slim his connection with
the occurence, knows that this was the very night that ~same hand began
to tum black.
2

. Emmeline Rafferty turned her head with some curiosity as he
came in. He was late, and he guarded with more than his customary
care the click the door made. He'did not come directly into the bedroom where his wife was lying, reading in desultory fashion at a magazine, propped up with his pillow and hers, now and then munching one
of the plain crackers which were stacked on a saucer beside the bed to
satisfy her night hunge~. Then he spent a long time in the bathroom~
breathing hard, as if he were standing before the mirror surveying
himself.
"You're late," she said, but with no rancor. He was late just as
he was Rafferty, or her husband.
When he came into the room, she saw that he had not removed
his overcoat or hat. The hat's brim shaded his face, and he was
shaded: Emmeline Rafferty had darkened the room except for the bed"
lamp; it conserved electricity. Rafferty had reminded
her often in
irritation they scarcely needed to conserve anything so cheap as electric power, but now s0mething in the way he hugged into a shadowed
co!ner showed he was glad for it.
"What is it?" she said. She nev~r laid the magazine down, but
kept it poised for her eyes. In this way, she, a woman, suggested that
she was not yet ready to resign what she had been doing when he came
in to her.
"Emmeline," he said. "Emmeline. Emmeline," as if stating to a
.roomful of people that his wife was herself, her name was this.
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"Well, take,yo~Ir coat off and stop acting like you'll be off again."
He said her name.
."There's been six dozen calls for you. I just said I didn't know.
You've 'been out from headquarters all 'day." She lowered the magazine, almost all the way, with some interest. Her eyes were picking
at him, there in the dark. "Is there more
. trouble?"
"There's no trouble."
"Well, why don't you sit down? .Why are you standing there like
a vulture, or something?" She sat up and flattened her back against
the bed's head. Her breasts hung loose in the sleazy nightgown.
"Don't get up!" he said. "Yet."
"Listen, what is it?"
:'1£ people called, you should ha~e taken the message." He would
not sit down, though now he swayed ~ little, in and out of patches of
shadow like a tree hit by storm, like a vine rope with nowhere to attach, itself in the wind.
"I took them. I couldn't say ~nythingabout you. You ought to
call me when you ain't coming home to supper-itl~wasted, and good
roast beef."
i'I'm not hungry." His eyes glared fury. "Emmeline."
"Why don't you say what's wrong?"
.
He waited so long that it frightened her. It frightened her Qecause there was something he meant to tell her, and it was coming out
too slowly to be very real. He was dressing it uP,. he was pushing it
with all his power onstage. His feet;moved a little and he came near
the bed.
"Hurry up," she snapped. "I'm sleepy. Some people got to get
their rest."
"Look," he said. "Look, look." He pulled his hands from the
?v~f(;oatAocketswith ~ tearing effort, as if the hands had been chain{a
InSide and had to be'npped away. Sheets ,had been put on fresh that
day, as in every ~ek, and the two black hands against their laundered
whiteness w~re like a ~imple G~rman woodcut. Her eyes narrowed,
seeing, and her scream tore like a flood through the midnight house:
~

{jo

3
In the first place, things don't

sal·d• ,;

~appen

.

-

like this-Statepatrolman

Man· with him in conversation answered, Never In this world.
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The way I look at it is, it's some mental aberration. Hard work
can. do it. Too much strain in home life. Maybe his wife's a bitch.
My wife says she's faithful, if nothing else.
I don't mean just faithful. Doc Sanborn, he's the coroner, but
he took this psychiatry, whatever it is, in college. Says it's a preconceived idea he dreamed up all by himself.
Funny thing for Rafferty of all people to dream up. He hate~
the niggers so.
, Hates? He don't hate. Rafferty just happened to be the man to
take care of biggety ideas.
Biggety! That's a Southern word. Man, we're ninety thousand
bluemillion miles above the Mason-Dixon line.
My wife's cousin, she's a Southerner.
When did you see Rafferty? Did you tell him? There must be
a dozen doctors glad to help him.
I ain't seen him. Nobody has. 'His wife screamed and when the
people got there, no Rafferty.
Nobody seen him?
Nobody I heard from.
It's,a funny thing to me. I heard of lots of guys going bugs. Some
of 'em ending up in strait jackets and in state institutions. As a 'rule,
it's som~thing like running around wild with a knife in your hand or
squeezing little girls' legs when they go by.
He says he's black.
Rafferty! Old Rafferty.. I remember that day in July when the
first sho~ was fired. Shot heard round the town. Rafferty said, joking
like, "Don't wait to see the whites of their eyes before you shoot, men."
My wife went down the street and fell in loXe with ~very member of
the troop-said the uniforms slimmed out their hind ends and fhinks.
. He says he's black-Statepatrolman re~eated,and stopping Third
Party' on way to civic meeting-You hear that?
Third Party smiled-Yes, but I talked to his wife, old boy. She
saw his face.
4

Somebody had. to begin a search for Rafferty, this' much wa~
ob~ious. Becal:lse he had been roommate at college and frequent dinner guest, and because he owned the city's most rapidly growing
newspaper, L. P. ,Smith figureheadedth~ committee. No one wa~
blinde~ by it, L. P. Smith least of all. Rafferty was merely another
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uniform, easily replaced; but he was, whether he knew it or not, the
key man responsible for set,tling the summer troubles, and for that he
dese~ed the city's gratitude.
L. P. Smith instructed all reporters to look' out for' indications,
and the paper ran a four-eolumn picture of Rafferty every night for a
week. Mrs. Rafferty, calmed and ready for anything, gave numerous
interviews before her version of it was syndicated and converted into
big newspaper moneymaking. Most of the private detective agencies
in town picked up the trail in the Rafferty bedroom, losing ,·it lust
outside the door. In no part of' the Negro section of the town was
trace to be found. Noone had seen him since, and no one had heard
his voice. One young man, conveniently behatted to play cub reporter
in any play, went to see the old woman in the old house. There had
been some talk of arresting her, but liberal feelings in liberal homes
rat.her restricted this strategy. Rafferty had left her house alive and
well; Mrs. Rafferty gave this fact away at the outset. What excuse
was there to cry for blood?
:
"Then what did you say?" the young'man asked her, pleased that
she had been most accessible.
"Nothin' you can print. Nothin' you can spell. I kept lookin'
over at him and he kept lookin' over at me."
"You do know' what happened to poor Rafferty, don't you?" the
young man asked anxiously.
'~I ain't heard."
~'Listen,you know," the boy pleaded, unwilling to put into the
'
irretrievable cold word the exotic plu!Jl; his tongue watered for.
"Did what? What happened to hiin?"
"I don't believe in curses," the youngster said~ heavily and finallv~
:'Then why're you ask~n'?"
Failing a clue anywhere in the old house or with those who knew
its owner, entire organizations advertised that upon Rafferty'S return,
science and art would stand by to aid. As one interested observer, put
it in ~ weekly newsmagazine, himself@a scientist of sorts, i/jt ha4 r~ally
happened, it had never happened before, and· deserved the closest
examination. Everyone meant to find him.
I

5
The student's eyes were wide, propped open that way with a toothpick of understanding. "You mean you haven't eaten a single thing'
in four days?" he asked the rainsoaked'man.
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"No," Rafferty said. "I haven't."
"Can't your own people-"
"I have no people."
The student looked carefully
at the clothes the
Ip.an wore. Whn
*
,
he himself had nothing left that was pressed and new, he could. ten;
fine suit of clothes when he saw it; this suit was expensive and we]
made. "I-I· don't think I can understand why you...."
"All I'm asking you is have you got anything," Rafferty said
"Anything at all. I'm hungry."
"I've got some cheese and stuff. I keep it coolon the w~dowsill
If that's what you want."
"I want sOIpething to eat," Rafferty said clearly. Not humbl
at all.
The sthdent led him into the doorway and up the long stairs. Hi
steps slackened on the top steps. "They may not ... ,". he began
stifling a crazy laugh. "I mean."
Rafferty said, "Nobody saw me."
"You mustn't think 1-" the student said. "I mean."
Rafferty whispered that he understood, cr0'Yded back against tb
wall and watching the slim key enter the lock. The student's roon
was a small one, with toilet-and attached, but he had brightened i
with prints stuck up at random, and there were books. Rafferty obeyec
the finger and sank into a chair whose springs were evident.
"1 can make tea."
"Tea's-hot,', Rafferty said, beginning to weep down inside hi
throat, stifling cries there a~d making them grunts, holding his eye
straight into the light so they might be strained· and .staring and hard
"Are you a Southern ... Negro?" .the student asked, hearing thl
queer speech from the dark face.
Rafferty started. "I'm not ... Southern."
- "You mustn't misunderstand," ~e student said, watching the doD'
anxiously. "The people in the flat below ... 1 mean, after all, I';Vl
always been interested in the problems of minority."
"Sure. Sure," Rafferty said, motioning helplessly toward thl
half-stale loaf of bread.
"Some of those books are by ... Negroes," the student said, and 1i4
pointed to a rack of them for confirmation. "Things have only begul
for you."
OIL
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"4>ok,'" Rafferty said, beginning,- but leaving it there for whatever it did. .
.
"We'd better be quiet, I gUess. What I mean is, it's late-" say
. sure, his eyes begged-lIthe people downstairs might-"
Rafferty watched the student rinse last night's .liquor from the
pair of glass tumblers, and his eyes saw the blond in the sweater occupying the frame in the great spot of honor on the false' mantel.
6

We was standing on the comer; fit to kill. We was Amos and
Andy, that's what they call us at the garage. He lurches right into us
like a punchdrunk. prizefighter that was, or a cokey joe too 'high to.
call his own name. Hidy boy I say and Whatcha know, -lack Andy
says. The' low brown looks at us a long time and the rain keeps
running into his eyes.
I got to get work, he says. I got to get work and new clothes.
Tells him, Do~'~ worry about new clothes, just get yourself work.
There's a-plenty, everybody says so. T~ken your choice. Elevators got
to be run, horses got to be curried, streets got to be swept and garbage
carted off, if you can dance a buck and wing or tickle the ivories, sixty
thousand cabarets can use you cheap.
I can't keep walking around, he says. ~oys, you got to help me.
He talken like no nigger he ever seen, says Andy. I do agree.
He stand like the color of wet old mud, wet Georgia mud. Was we
there to help, the way he says. ""'That's your na~e, and he wasn't
going to give one. Up to now, how you been eating, and he wasn't.
gonna say a word. .What I going to do? in fine fancy language.
Shine shoes, open doors, drive taxis, deliver mail, sing a song,
manage a whore, clean houses. You just elegant enough to make a
fine butler.
Boys, you got to help me, he says.
But Andy recognues the man from pictures in the newspaper,
it's a damn lucky thing Andy can read. He set~ up a cry and calls
the hounds on our tail. His hand across his face, the fool. I'm dark,_
dark he says niggers, I'm dark. Nigger to nigger, rIll telling you.
.

.~

7
The nurse came bustling into the room, all white aridity and
cool. "It's no use," she said. "Doctor, it's simply no use."
"You've tried the last bleaching agent? The very last?" T~e
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lines on the doctor's forehead were like the striated ridg~s on desert
sand,- just as even and monotonous. "
"After the first, he lightened a little. You remember. Now it's
getting dark.er-" The sound from inside the operating room cut her
short.
The .doctor said, "What's that?"
"He's screaming. He's gone much blacker. He's very black now.
He's -every Negro in the world."
The doctor laughed. "Being a white man, I suppose, white
through,to my guts where the red blood should be, I never thought
they had different shades of itl"

8
"He's been found," Emmeline Rafferty's new friend said over
the wheel of the one-seated Ford.
'.'My husbCl-nd hasn't been found."
"They've got him down at City Hospital." His hand claimed hers.
•
"Will you go back to him?"
"Can't make a black man my husband, can I? Maybe he'll want
to be my furnaceman now." Her head flew back and she laughed. It
even looked hard.
"I don't believe in miracles these days and times. Maybe he had
nigger blood in him all along, and that's why he hated them so," the
man said.
9
"It wasn't a curse as you'd have it. More than that. It wasn't the
dust of a black cat's ankle or a~couple 'of dried snails knocked together'
in a. gourd. It wasn't no drum beatiIi' and it wasn't no finger pointin'.
You can goon sayin' what you want to, but it wasn't no chant. I done
forgot all the chants I ever knew, I done threw away all the coon tails.
My eyes looked at him."
The room was crowded with people, people being brave, some of
whom had never been there before. For once the shutters were drawn
and there were shadows big and small flung on the wall~
"It was goin' to happen to somebody, and it happened to be him.
Now, he's found. He's found, and with everything they c:an do, he's
still black. Go find him and bring him back. Ten him to sign a
paper givin' us rights, then. Ten him to get a new city charter givin'
us rights."
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The heads nodded. in rhythm together, making the shadows sing.
Some of the old chants were in the room, then.
"It's the only way. Call it curse if you want, tell him he'll stay
black forever unless he's the one to' forgive it. It's time he forgave.
He was the one this summer. If. it hadn't' a-been for Rafferty, a lot of
boys and girls would be alive enjoyin' themselves.'!
No one repeated a word, for the old,woman needed no emphasis.
But everyone listened, bent forward. She had never spoken so clearly,
so long. Each syllable was treasure,. a bright gift to .store away. Every
sound was a drop of water for barrels in time of drought.
"Say it's the orrly way. I will riot forget the wrong he did. It's
me: it happened to be me. Remind him he come here himself, and
wasn't .called. How the people run cryin' it was him. But also tell
him I knew and: before anyone could, I ~aid he wore a green tie."
All the heads m~de benediction.

a

10

His hair had hot changed, only his skin. It made him even more
the curious object in the room. L. P. Smith, the newspaper publisher,
had donated the use of his office, and there were also present three
doctors, a nurse, two attorneys, the new friend of Mrs. Raff~rty (though
Rafferty did ~not know this) , and several incredulous reporters. They
kept .touching him, as if this might teach them something.
"'What are we going to do now," Smith said, "unless you Sign
.the paper?"
,
Rafferty spoke in a monotone. "Who am I to s~gn it?"
"She wants you to," a reporter urged. "Thee-man.' It's
the one way."
.~
.
,
"Sign it and give' them perpetual amnesty," R' . erty said. "Encourage. their dirty ambushes. The:.Qell I will."
"The hell you won't;' the thin nurse said, drawing her hands
wonderingly and amorously across his burnished,' smooth skin.
"Man, you ought to see it by now," one of the doctors said, a young
one, and proud, too, of his generosity, perhaps because of the obvious
Southern color in his speech. "Now that you are like one of them
you can see their side of it."
"And if I call? if I can," Rafferty said, "give them this much of
the Qattle, signing-"
"One little old piece of paper," L; P. Smith said disgustedly.
uWhat's one piece of paper?"
e
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- Rafferty pushed the document out of eyeshot, but the small, red-

haired nurse slid it back. "It's just something like being defeated.
They can make me black, 'and make me hungry, and lose my wife and
job for me. They'll never give me a nigger heart."
L. P. Smith threw up his hands. "God, man, it's a way, she said."
"What does she know!",
They looked closely at his skin, all of them; while it made no
answer for reason, it was an answer.
"I'm not signing anything. I'm still against them, whether I'm
black or white. Send them back where they came from. Send them
to Africa. Take the vote away-"
The redhaired nurse sighed. "You're so obstinate, Mr. Rafferty.
You've been through so much."
His eyes, littered with broken veins, sleepless, saw hers. And he
reached for the pen: "I suppose everybody here thinks I'm a little
harsh on the subject. Maybe. Maybe I should have let them run the
streets forever, looting and'1cilling and grabbing a revenge they don't
deserve. I suppose everybody here thinks that."
No one spoke, but the elder of the two doctors coughed delicately
behind his hand..
"All right, all right." The pen poised in his hand, catching the
light and holding it for a moment. The heads in the room strained
forward, watching as the golden point made a slow arc in the air,
reaching the straight, uncompromising black line. When the ~ame
was written, the ':y" trailing off into the revealing hook, Rafferty sank
forward into the (hair and 1lumped '>forward toward the floor.
Before the young doctor caught him, he turned to his superior
and said, "He's dead." And the re<Utaired nurse pointed to the signature-not blue, but red; this color-and others of the men discovered
that the pen dripped blood. Still no one spoke. With Rafferty dead,
3Jld no one to blame, or at least no one to imprison for it, some of
them saw this way had been one way. Some of them saw it, and all
agreed it surely was not the best.
<.
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IN A LIB ERA L ' E D U CAT I 0 N l
Edwin- Berry Burgum
no subject in the college curriculum which is less
certain of its aims and methods than English studies. The most
extreme form of this confusion is to be found in the graduate faculty.
The conventional scholars who generally' dominate graduate depart':
ments agree as to m~thod. They accept what is called the method of
scientific scholarship, but, since they are divided into philologists and
literary historians, they pursue different immediate ends. Opposed
to them is a group too small to' tause .trouble but large enough' to
increase ,the confusion of points of view. This group shares its own
general end in choosing to emphasize· the philosophy of literature
Father than its scholarship. But it is rent into factions by specific divergences both in' the understanding of this general end and in the
methods pursued to' reach it. ~he sociological approach seeks the
practical application of literature to daily living. The advocates of
pure form insist that .the enjc;>yment 'Qf literature is entirely without a
relation to everyday life. ' To say that they share a common goal is
thus a tour de force ~f terminology. Within this~ general grouping
of the philosophical as opposed to the scholarly approach there are
virtually as many differentiations as there are representatives on the
graduate staff. Since every .philosophy finds SOIIle 'place for aesthetics,
one finds the, Marxist and the Neo-Thomist, the pragmatic and the
Humanist, the Platonic and, occasionally, the psychological, which is
usually Freudian. These various approaches obtrude also into undergraduate teachi~g, where the less strenuous demands dilute the differ-

I

SUPPOSE THERE IS

1 This essay was prepared to be read at the second annual Regional Conference on
the, Humanities, Denver, Colorado, December 1, 2, 3, 1944. Because of a crowded program, Professor Burgum gave orally, the gist of his paper, which is here presented in full
for the first time......Editor.
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ences into. three. Most undergraduate departments may be divided
into the scholars who regard their undergraduate teaching as a distracting .annoyance, the dilettantes who have drifted into teaching
because they love literature and do not wish the beautiful experience
to be disturbed by our asking why, and, finaHy, theHllmanist who
tries without ruftling his dignity to mediate between the two.
These disorders, however, are not confined to -tIre field of letters.
At least three different psychologies are generally taught, behaviorist,
Freudian, and Gestalt. In the field of economics possibly a dozen
diff~rent· schools of interpretation 'ranging from some variant of the
free enterprise theory to some authoritarian. approach muddle the
prospective business man and voter. Even in the area of science, that
science which has always been most secure on its.foundations, physics,
.now finds the relativity of Einstein disrupting ,the comfortable categories of Newton. Obviously the difficulties attendant upon English
studies are only.a single instance of· the tremendous expansion of our
thinking which is going on
over the world at the present time. As
far 'as this is true, it should be welcomed as the inevita'ble challenge
which the accumulation of scientific knowledge and the changing demands of the practical world throw before the scholar in every field,
and ,in:every period of crisis.
Perhaps because I see them from the outside, these modifications
of theory in the field of science do not disturb me. They arecertainly no more serious than those met and assimilated in the severiteenth ·century. I take them as an inevitable phase of .any developmental process, and see no reason for concluding that scientific theory
has ceased to be gro~nded in objective reality and h~s become a subjective phenomenon. I do not think that we are ready yet to write off
science as no more than a mechanism to get u~ superior airplane en-.
gines, which is misleading and irrelevant as an aid towards a better
social philosophy. Doubtless the narrow mechanistic application of
it which led to tile errors of the simple materialism of the early nineteenth century is open to such criticism. The scientist, faced with the
need for a broader philosophy, has lost his old arrogance and requires
the friendly aid of other disciplines. But under cover of this need, I
hope the rescuers of science will not plot the eradication of what has
been wholesome in its long tradition: its belief in objective reality,
its assumption that it works for the common good of all mankind,
its demand for the practical application of theory, its hypothesis, which

all
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it has., already done so much to realize, that men have the power
, through their cooperative 'effort to make their lives progressively more
rich and satisfactory. And I hope also that whoever comes to her aid
will recognize that his own discipline is probably in ,as sorry a state,
and that his own confusion is not so easily recognized because the
discipline he follows has never had as sharp an apparatus for testing
its conclusion~. This isa temptation the outsi~e,r should be aware of
when he proffers his friendly hand in support. '
Now this'failure of science, I believe, is less the result of recent
investigations' into astrophysi,cs .than of the vagueness of its beneficent
social intentionsl' I am less troubled than Eddington by the elusiveness 'of matter. once the atom has been broken dow'n, because the
poignant.actuality of my relationships as a person with other similar
persons must .remain the inescapable basis of any definition. of reality
that can matter to tpe. .Whethet we are material objects or only collehions of electric energy in une~sy equilibri':Jin is beside the point.
Objective reality remains centered in our r~lci~ionships witll one
another within the framework of nature. To cladfy what this means,
_ to. define its inevitable implication Qf a theory of denIocracy at the
present ti~e (asour war against fascism shows), is a problem too'vast
for anyone field of research to coyer., It demands the cooperation of
all those who recognize that to deny democracy is to be suffoc.ated by
illusion. Not letters alone should coine to the aid of the scjentist,
but every discipline that- is concerned with any aspect of human relationships. The present moment is not one hi which the Humanities
shoutd supersede the sciences and take charge of the curriculum, but
one in which, mutual~eakness should lead, to gr:eater tol~rance on
both sides and a recognition that each may be helpful to the other if
they both .act with the same generous social objective. It is not a
time for snap conclusions, but for the breaking down of department
lines in a common enterprise of cart:ful, flexible investigation, such as,
I believe, has c~aracterized these annual conferences in Denver.
What I am concerned about as an English teacher is the contribu'tion the arts and letters may make towards a new philOS<?Phy of education which the situation demands from both the arts and the sCiences.
I am concerned that we p~t our own house in· order so that any
rapprochement with the scientist may be really constructive in this
social sense .and not merely an attempt to move time back and restore
letters to the thrdne where it' sat in Classical theory. Whatever its
I
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,limitations, we must not forget that the development, of science was
accompanied by the rise of democracy, and that the Humanist tradition carries the handicap of always having been associaJ1:ed with an
aristocratic view of society.
From the sociological point of view, therefore, the problems we
face are probably more difficult than those involved in the reorientation of science. The difficulties of science have not resulted from the
hostility of the world at large, but from a taking over of that world's
limitations. Science has accepted the crude materialism that followed
the world's failure to achieve the possibilities of democracy. The situation with the arts has been quite the opposite. The aristocratic
assumptions of the Humanist have been a taking refuge in the past ·in
the face of a rejection by the dominant elements of the' practical world.
The greater confusion of method and objectives in English studies
has been the inevitable consequence of our search for a relationship
with the world .at large which it has had no interest in promoting. I
know that this world has given lip service to culture. But a lip service
which only promotes hypocrisy is worse than none at all, for it impedes
by a' conscious act what otherwise would have been wholesome unconscious unfolding of interest, as folk art everywhere testifies. In
the shadow of Pike's Peak it may not be entirely gracious to say that
this rejection is personified in the pioneer. I am aware of his many
virtues and his indispensability at the time. But it remains true that
he was not an exemplar of the well-rounded man as the Renaissance
conceived him. Those areas ot'culture in which we are professionally
interested were superfluous to him. He gave them perhaps~ as he
gave Ieligion, the nod of the hat as he rushed to bar or mine. What
he really wanted was money for his own power and self-advancement.
Yet the pioneer was only frankly expressing the basic attitude,
stripped of its veneer, that prevailed in the bourgeois world generally
after the introduction of the machine. I well remember years ago
listening to the rage and incomprehension of a Boston manufacturer
when he heard that his son was studying French literature of the seventeenth century at Harvard. He might have been a character from
Balzac or Buddenbrooks. It is highly significant that a whole tradition
of fiction from Stendhal and Flauber,t to Galsworthy and T1;lomas Mann
emphasizes with bitterness the hostility of the bourgeois world to lit,:,
erature. Business men might buy art as casual adornment for their
drawing rooms, or, might desire their wives and daughtels to indulge
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it since they were only a higher order of similar adornment. These
novels pre~ent the:rp. as shuddering lest the virus of art enter masculine veins to paralyze or contaminate the purity of individual initiative. As a formative influence upon the functioning personality, art
was regarded nbt as an aid but as insidiously degenerative. And in
one way or another these manifold attitudes of ours towards the function and values of literatur~ 'are our desperate' response to this basic
rejection. Now that the rejection has passed in ~n era at one an,d
the· same time more disposed. to cooperation as a social ideal and literature as a worthwhile pursuit, we can discuss the subject the mor.e
profitablr. But we bring to the discussion the scars the past has left
~pon us.
For our philosophies of liteFature have been determined, as we
inherit them, by this rejection. Our reactions, defined most generally,
were of ~wo sorts, according as 1,Ve defied or accepted this rejection.
The Humanist of theninete.eth century and his American successors,
.relying upon th~ authority of a tradition centuries old and overstimulated by the lip service the"bourgeois world did pay to literature,
availing ,himself also of the example of the pulpit, sought to compel
the respect of thi~ hostile world by~ exhortation. The advocate of
art for art's sake, ,on the contrary~ accepted the rejection with contempt for the practical world and sought to make the best of the opportunity for specialization. He turned the bourg.eois contempt or
neglect against itself and insisted that art was a special and superior
interest in whi~h only a few qualified individuals could participate.
The difference between t4e two groups, therefore, was in reference
to their attitude t~wards the practical world. They were alike in
their hostility to democracy, in their assumption that they formed
an elite of the 'superior few.
Humanism, as represented first by Matthew Arnold and later by
P~ofessor Babbitt, had considerable i~fluence upon the academic mind
and therefore upon the teaching of literature. Faced by the dilemma
of imposing aristocratic attitudes upon a people determined to become
more democratic" it has had surpdsingly little effect upon either the
writing or the enjoyment of literature in America. Undeniably our
literature has developed with the aid of the general tradition of which
Humanism was the articulate spokesman.. It is a platitude to '. say
t:l!at we are cu1turalffi~in the Renaissance tradition. But of spe«;ific influence there~ hardly a trace. The stream of American litera.:
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ture has developed without the benefit of academies, derivative of
the people in its diction and its eplotional patterns. Mark Twain,
Walt Whitman,' Dreiser and Anderson, Sandburg and Hemingway,
. and Richard Wright and John Steinbeck: clearly they have not been
listening to Professor Babbitt nor recollecting Matthew Arnold in tranquility. What the Humanists could have told the public, it was getting
already from the Protestant pulpit, and they had nothing to offer the
writer who sought technical aid, beyond generalities he was already
familiar with. Nor did the Human~sts encourage discipleship among
living writers' since they usually stressed the great works of the past
a~d too often damned those of the present for their shortcomings.
. The art for art's sake movement, on the other hand, though of
course indifferent to the. public save as an object of contemplation and
analysis, w~s immensely interested in the artist as craftsman, and
brought every hew specialization to bear upon his problems. Freed
from ,the traditional Humanist approach of the Renaissance, which
put first in art the moral idea, the advocate of pure form went into
all sorts of fresh and promising explorations. Following archaeology,
he escaped the limitations of the Graeco-Roman tradition and ·made
us '-aware of whole areas of past art which contradicted itsassumptions. Making use of psychology, he investigated the actual nature
o£the individual response to art, the effect upon the art of the medium
it employed, attempting to define with precision 'both the nature of
art and the ~fferences among the several arts. Not bound to take
a moral view of his subject, ,he worked out with the aid 'of mathematic~ new conceptions of form and symmetry. He acquainted him;
self with physics for whatever aid it might shed upon the' nature of
sound and color. Whatever the fallaciousness of his philosophy of
pure form, the specific insights he evoked provided a phenomenal
extension of aesthetic sensibility from which the artist profited a great
deal as a craftsman 1£ not as a spokesman for society. The symbolist
poem may be obscure and esoteric, but for those who can read it, it
opens up new areas of subtle meanings. The introspective novel may
be part of the cult of the unintelligible, but those who have taken the
pains to learn its alphabet find it a most elaborate revelC}tion of human
motivation.
If only the actual accomplishment of the movement for pure form
could have been brought under the aegis of th~ good intention of
Humanism, our difficulties might· have disappeared. P~rhaps that is
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the work that lies ahead. For though much might be wrong*about
Humanism,. its central precept .remains acceptable: that art has an
influence for the good, and an important influence for the good, upon_
society. But in defining this: influence it was too vague to make a~y'
contribution to a philosophy of aesthetics, and its vague definition
carried overtones' of host.ility to democracy. There was an unfortunate
contradiction of tone in the unctuousness of its abstract preachments
and the contemptuousness which characterized its occasional ventures
into their application. Mattliew Arnold's general statement is that
literature promotes sweetness an~ light in the h:uman disposition, but
he opposes the use by dissenters of Church of England burial grounds
because of the uncouthness of their rituals. More importantly, he'
warned against our loss of the Renaissance ideal of the well-rounded
man. But everything that h~ wrote upon the subject implie~ both
that a poor man cannot be well-ro~nded without renouncing his class
and that the nature of science, by its affinity for the practical as opposed to the ideal interests of man, leaves it a no more significant
ingredient in the well-rounded man than the .weekly bath. Indeed,
the debate between Huxley and Arnold on this point would never
have arisen if either contestant had recognized and accepted the relationship of science to democracy. Huxley insisted that, in educ~tion,
health and foed came first, with fine art in the ignoble state of a miscellaneous refinement of life; whereas Arnold declared that literature with
the assistance of ethics as embodied in religion and philosophy was of
paramount concern. Huxley's attit~de ought to have been a platitude
to both of them. Fqr certainly jt is useless to talk of ideal goals to sick
and starving men. Huxley was taking·a democratic point of view, but
he could not look beyond basic material needs in his theoretical analysis because the society of his day did not take for granted its duty to
provide the masses with these ·n€cessities. To Arnold, on the other
hand, thinking in terms of the elite who usually manage to be wellfed, gluttony was the risk, and the emphasis ought to be placed on
the right use of the plump physique.
In a society in which everyone has.security of work and income
Arnold's values become -an ideal everyone can pursue: everyone can
seek the powers, as he calls them, of conduct, ~f intellect and knowledge, of beauty, and 6f social life and manners. .Only in a society in
which a decent standard of living is available to .the few alone will
such an ideal be forbidden the masses of men. I am not saying that
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they will all. attain the ideal or make a serious effort to follow it.
Arnold did not make any such claim for the minority of the well-fed
iii his own day. We may not all become well-rounded men, but a
great many more of us are likely to.
But though Arnold wavered, puzzled by' the democracy of our
American experiment, and admitted that the elite might become a
sizable body, he never changed his basic approach. He always felt a
hostility between quantity and quality, and seemed to believe that the
smaller the size of 'the significant group in society,. the more reasonable
it was to assume an improvement in quality. Always he seemed to
believe that quantity of itself was an implication of poor quality,
where~s it is more properly conceived of as the spawning ground of
quality; without which quality could not exist. Instead of thinking
metaphorically of the flower as fulfilling the possibilities of the soil
that nourishes it he conceived of literature as a purifying agent thrown
into the hostile, fetid waters of the commonplace by the selected
corps of the elite. But his failure to understand the relationship'
between quantity and quality was an unconscious carry-over into the
, aesthetic fielel of the existing class divisions of English society. Quantity and quality, poor and rich, the valueless and the value, tended to
be~ome parallel categories in his thinking. If one pays as much"
attention to the definite psycholoiical overtones of his statements as
to their frequently ambiguous verbal meanings, such a conclusion is
inescapable. One of the instances of his superciliousness not only
towards the poor but towards the Bible, is his remark that the Bible
will have to do as a substitute for the classics among the lower classes.
Though he called the well-to-do 'either barbarians of charm or
Philistines without it, he saw the lower classes virtually as a vast
residuum of Calibans. Now the psychological meaning of these distinctions is that there is no hope at all from the masses, little hope
from the middle class, and a great deal from the aristocracy if they
would only vitalize the charm of their manners with Arnold's own
.
insight into the true aims of living.
A second and analogous reason for Arnold's aristocratic outlook
was the limitation of interpretation he acilially gave to his second
power, that of intellect and 'knowledge. Here again, as with the
J:lumanists generally, the abstract statement is acceptable until one
investigates precisely what is meant by it. The power of intellect and
knowledge is obviously that part of our functioning devoted to the
v
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discovery of values. Now i think that today f.ew persons would,challenge the statement that a workable set of values is the result of the
combined efforts of many branches of research working under the
guidance of the general intention of·society. SPecifically at the present
time our values are the consequence of the investigations of psychiatrists, social scientists, economists, philosophers, working under the
assumption of democracy, of the greatest good for the greatest number. We do not believe, for instance, that the ideal of justice has "
any teal' me~ing in· a specifit case· until we have investigated.environmental and hereditary influences; the relation of the case to the l~rger
interests of socie~y at the moment and so on. Any merely abstract
statement we make about ju~tice, when taken as aD. aid to a particular
decision, and not as an emotive talisman, must have a specificity that
will, for instance, exclude· the Greek conception that permitted' the
execution of surplus ·slaves and the Nazi that advocates the mass execution of Jews. And this means that the value called· justice is a
'
changing one once you have got beyond mere verbalism.
. To Arnold, on the contrary, the fundamental truisms of human
conduct have r~mained the same during recorded history. Following
Burke he-believed that they have been thrown up in adequate form
by man's empirical experience i~ living. No amo~Ilt of intellect and
knowledge can change their essential outlines; it'can only make the
particular adaptation needed at the moment. More necessary· than .
,understanding them is ~e practice of them. Hence the superiority
to him of literature over all other disciplines, since it not only clarifies as much as necessary·but, most important of all, stimulates to
imitation. It does not seem to. me that, this is a tenable position. It
leads in actual practice to the unconscious employment of the specific
meaning of the abstract tenet imposed by one's environment, as my
strictures upon .Arnold should illustrate.
Nevertheless, a certain flexibility in great literature seems to justify Amold'~ position. Undeniably the liter~ture that any people has
considered great retains an enduring value. It is beyond time. and
place to the extent to which it keeps us aware that man has always had
a sense of his human dignity, to' the extent that -it exalts, his better
natUl'e as agaip~t' his worse. And in a general sense, his 'better nature
has remained the same. It has continually~exhibited itself in the
range of his interests, in his capacity for_love and friendship, his need
for self-development,. his heroic .pursuit of noble ~goals. \Vhether it
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be Chiilese or Hindu or Gree:k or German, literature with .any moving
appeal or stylistic distinction has possessed a socially wholesome intention. Through both tone of utterance' and verbal, meaning, it has
made the reader sensitive to the difference between the trivial and
.the significant in men's thoughts and motive~ and actions. Whatever
has been constructive in his outlook, man has put into his art. For
these reasons an extensive reading of literature, not only from the
Classical traditi~n but from any quarter of the globe, should increase
our awareness of whatever is destructive in our own era, should give
us the disposition to ally ourselves with whatever seems the contribution of our time to man's continual striving towards a better life.
So much is granted by almost everybody within the field of letters.
But the reasons why and how literature accomplishes these ends ~ave
been ei!ther neglected or misunderstood. This en~uring quality of
great lit~rature depends upon two related factors. The first is purely
aesihetlc and may be crudely defined as adequacy of phrasing and
planning. The second is that what is so finely written be capable of
-general rather than specific meaning. For this reason the abiding
literature is more often poetry than prose, which forces a greater
uniformity of interpretation. The more gener~lized utterance of
poetry permits its translation into a fairly large range of divergent
contexts. Its power resides to a great extent in what is suggested
rather than stafed. When the Shakespearian actor says, "I am thy
father's spirit," this poetic statement looks speCific only because it
induces everyone to translate its general statement of parental authority in some particular and qualified way. To the Elizabethan it carried
overtones of superstiti9us compulsion, since he had not yet discarded
the medieval belief in the reality of ghosts. But to us it is either an
evidence of hallucination or a figure of speech to stimulate a sense of
duty. The poetic phrase and the whole poem always convey a specific
meaning, but both the value and the nature of that meaning change
for different readers and for different periods. Words and metaphors
and indeed plots- also are given their specific interpretations by the
changing, living environment of the reader; so that the same phrase
will carry a special nuance of meaning for .this reader of this era, whi~h
will be in some way different from that in the author's mind and
to his own age. Modern readers of Pindar bring to the general statement of his odes their own, conception of clean sportsmanship quite
fr~e from the overtones of homose~uality such as, we know, athletics
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set: up for the" Greek listener. Sophocles, praising justice, reserves it
silently to the citizen, while the modern reader may have our disen&:anchised Negroes in mind. IIi this instance there has been a' vast
. change in the mere quantity of mankind the reference to justice
subsumes. The Greek poet wrote; however, in a mood similar to ours
because the possibility of applying Jhe phrase to slaves had not yet
arisen within his consciousness, and "'wetherefore interpret his silence
as agreement with our· more humane attitude. In this respect poetry
is closer than prose to music, but it differs from m!1sic in that some
definable ideational element is there .to fix a limit and to direct the
channel which the special response~ must take.
But" there are limits beyond w;hich one pursues these so-called
eternal values of literature at some peril. This use of poetry is healthy
only as long as the reader's environment forces this act of translation.' "
And the environment· can do this only when it is sufficiently integrated
to provide him with the new order of overtones. it must be remembered that all meanings of words are social, and whatever person~l
meanings they may have exist as a second and subordinate order of
specific interpretations, conditioned. by" the surrounding mores.
Though this statement holds true for the ideological meanings, it is
also true for those spontaneous emotive responses, beyond the control
of reason~ which I have called pvertones. 'Now"we live at a time when
~ere is no accepted harmonious pattern ip the mores to provide that
these spontaneous individual responses be communicable and unambiguous. There is now little or no general agr~ement as to the
emotive overtones of many words. In an ·era of unhappy family
life and frequent divorce, the overtone of "home," for instance, can
be neither the simple acceptance of the Victorian period nor the simpl~
indifferefice of the Neo-classical, but ~ very painful confusion, whos~
meanings canno~ be taken for granted but would require a whole
poem .in itself to explicate. A parallel with interesting deviations is
found in those concepts concerned with democtacy, with the libertyfraternity-equality of the French Revolution'. Once such words were
generally acceptable and carried tremendous authority in poetry pre-.
cisely because they were without specific connotations. Men who
did not know what they wanted specifically from life expressed through
these words their common rebellion against feudalism. But now that
that rebellion has long since" been won, we are faced on the level of
daily living with a need for specific meanings. Some among" us have
"
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become suspicious of certain connotations of the words, and reject
the old terms in the significant reaches of their personaJIities because
these terms are capable of radical interpretations. Others flounder
as they try to give them, an appropriate definiteness. But the result
is the same. The word liberty no longer sets up the commonly
acceptable response it stimulated in Byron; the word comradeship can
no longer be used with the exultation of Whitman. Once more words
such as these create discords it would require whole poems to straighten
out. Their meanings have become highly personal reactions, or have
uni~ormity only within limited groups.
The consequence is that poetry, forced into unintelligibility as
purely individual expression, or as no tangible expression at all, has
ceased to be an important literary form. The ordinary reader seeks
the safety of prose, and those who still insist· upon emphasizing the
eternal samene~s of values of grea~t literature tend to live in a vacuum.
Unable to bring any specific translation of the generality in the poem,
. they are left with the bare generality itself. Or rejecting certain general statements, peculiar to othe modern as opposed to the earlier
periods, because they are now capable of disconcerting interpretations,
they fall back on the unmistakably aristocratic flavor which accumttlates from any extensive reading of the earlier literature.
Otherwise I do not know how one can explain the paradox of
Hum~nisIl)~ that those individuals who are always preaching the tonic
inftuen~e of letters upon life are so habitually abstracted from any
significant relationship to the life about them. Their rule-of-thumb
identifi¢ation with the past becomes an attempt to thrust the pres~nt
into a ;tate of equivalent ambiguity. Since the present, however ambiguous, is disturbingly particular in its obstinate interference, they
do their best to escape into the Elysian Fields of the eternal values.
Any specific meaying comes to alarm them, and their most specific
action becomes their suspicion of the contemporary. Immersed in
their abstract fashion in all the past murders in literature, and literature being so largely tragedy there are many of them, they find every
suggestion of violence in contemporary literature a lapse into \TUlgarity,
since they cannot similarly reduce it to an abstraction.
Lovers of poetry, when thei.r age plays them false in this way,
have two possibilities of' compensation. They may safely read the
great pros~ of the past, since it is the nature of prose to elaborate into
specific meanings what poetry leaves to il!ference, though at the price
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of occasional boredom, repetitiousness, irrelevancy, and loss of emotive
power. Or they may avail themselves of a second way of reading
poetry, which is as highly conscious as the first is ·spontaneous. They
may seek by strenuous effort of exegesis to recover the specificity of
overtone, that whole wealth of meanings, the poem possessed for its
original readers. They may pursue' what :Arno~d rejected as the ,historical approach to literature. Indeed, it is highly profitable to do'
so.. The past has its own light to shed on pres~nt difficulties, and
literature offers the only mechanism by which the illusion of living
significantly in· the past can be achieved. We can get close to the
surface of life in the past, it is true, by reading diaries and old newspapers. What I have in mind is that more profound identificatioIl:.
which is to sense the peculiar personality structures !hat have formed .
particular societies, each with its unique sense of what is mysteriou~
.. and tabu, its own style of love and friendship, its own way of seeking
power or' s~bmission, its own preference for the robust or the irishl1iating contact, for the risk of disorder that accompanies experiment or
the simplicity that makes for order. Doubtless this revival through
literature of the living forms and styles of interpersonal relationships
requires a great deal of preliminary work in re-creation of the environment, of some aspect of which the work of art is a simplificati9n. But
once this has been done, the poem throws the sqlttered information
.from anthropology and economics and social history into the appearance of organic functioning. When we read an ancient 'work of literature with 'such a preparation, along with the' vague general response' .
I have already mentioned which unites us with the past, we also get;
if we read with car~, responses that separate us. The specific' response
we now. can recognize as approximating that set up in the' original .
readers, we also recognize to differ from those normal to ours~lves.
This is equivalent to what Coleridge called the suspension of disbelief.
Its utility is more ~an the mere pleasure of not being ourselves, more
even than .the profit of widening the range of our sensibilities. It
affords us a better equipment with which to! appreciate what
is con.
temporary with ourselves, and the necessary contrast ·to enable JIS to
recognize its idiosyncratic features. This acquaintance with literary
tradition gives us a perspective upon ourselves. If many a modern
- reader were quite frank, he would admit that such is the use he makes
of both the Divine Comedy and Paradise Los~, in contrast, say, to the
.,
plays of Shakespeare.
•

l

~
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The style of personality in neither Dante nor Milton is as congenial to us as that in Shakespear~. The self-reliance of Milton pro~
ably seems to the modern reader an excess in the one direction of
which the submissiveness of Dante. is an excess. in, the opposite; and
Shakespeare comes near being the happy medium. But we can understand them all-and orient ourselves in life the more accurately by
so doing. The nearest Milton can get to submissiveness is ',fthey also
serve who only, stand and wait" with 'its ill-suppressed note of impatience. Its tone of holding one's self in check for the time being is
very' different from that complete surrender to the authority of another personality in the line" from Dante that Arnold liked so much,
"In thy. will is our peace." Far from enshrining an eternal value,
as Arnold supposed, this line of Dante will awaken the most contradictory .of respqnses accord-ing to the social attitude of the reader.
Taken apart from its context, I suppose, every reader will have moods
of acceptance, when life is too much for him, provided he can find
. the requisite authority. For many it would be involved with comforting recolleCtion of the maternal protection of childhood. But
certainly since the Renaissance, as systematic theology or, philosophy
of life, it must have unpalatable associations outside of fascist countries. Even there, one can say that peace is hardly the right word to
describe the effect of surrender of the· individual will to a dictator.
Otherwise the phrase will set up reactions ranging from indifference
to contempt as a result of its implication that man is unable to manage either his own life or the world about him. Its whole psychology
will seem to be wrong since it assumes only relationships of dictation
and submissiveness rather than any adequate notion of cooperation.
But we learn a great deal that is helpful about the past and about ourselves from understanding its meani~gs.
When such a bringing of our present attitudes into relation with
the objective meaning of past literature becomes the focus of our
interest, we have shifted to a third use of literary tradition, which is
even more spontaneous than the first and actually accompanies both
the first and the second in varying degrees of intensity. A trained
observer may carry ali three responses in his mind as he reads" as parts
of a single complicated absorption of. meanings. To the ordinary
reader this third response i~ probably the only one he gets spontaneously. Often it is a destructive imposition of prejudice, 'and much
of our formal training has as its end ;~s eradication. Yet we should
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not imagine that it is either healthy or possible to root out such a
reaction entirely. What is individual prejudice needs to be reduced
and can be if we read with attention to the first two attitudes. But
no oQ.e .can or should seek to escape the limitations' of appro~ch which
the needs of his own period impose, as part of the inevitable specificity
of any orientation. - The present QughJ to dominate the pa~t. Indeec;1
when we think we are preventing it, we are usually deceiving ourselves. .
Since we can never completely be any past person, our identification with past literature always' has' its limitations, though' we lose
sight of them for two reasons. So much of our training is purely
formal, that we assume we are getting reactions, that we are really ree.,-ding a poem, when we are merely accepting conventional interpretaiions of it. This is quite as. shallow as, though opposite to, the
'ordinary read~r's reducing it to a. prejudice. More importantly, under
. t4is assumption, we fail to realize that, when we go spontaneously t~
past books, the special needs of our own period always involuntarily
determine the emphasis. We may study in college a hierarchy of
authors with Homer and Shakespeare at the top. The actual hierarchy which influences our writing if we are authors or which is represented by our habitual reading, as it· is dictated by pleasure rather
than duty, may be quite -different. In the twenties, for instance, no
matter haw great the reverence we professed for Shakespeare, for many
cult~vated readers Donne was actually the most important English
'poet. The Humanist in a fashion sensed the existence of this reaction, and proceeded the more desperately to emphasize the academic
hierarchy. It woul~ seem to me more reasonable to proceed in the
opposite way. When there is' a demand for a new serum like penicillin, our laboratory experiments· and our' productive appa.t:atus
increase their efforts to satisfy it. Similarly, I should think, when
our critics make us aware that the needs of the moment are setting up
a nat~ral demand for Don~e, university faculties might recognize the
healthy potentialities in the de~nd, as well as its inevitability, and
meet it with a special emphasis upon the author. A well-rounded.
man will not suffer from a temporary neglect of Shakespeare when
Donne is more adequate for his psychological integrati~n, which is
the basic condition that must be met if he is to attain the goal of a
rich and bal~nced personality. Here again the needs of the individual
personality are but a variant of the prevailing needs of the larger
grouping. The sathe pressures from the state of soCiety that led us

I

#
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to Donne in the twenties, should, one would think, direct us to Whitman in our present state of war for democracy. But I have not noted
any movement· on the part of scholars <:>r publishers to increase our
awareness of his value in the present crisis. Mr. Hudson of the Rocky
Mountain Radio Council, and "Roy Harris, the noted composer, with
their !adio program on Whitman for the Conference, have stepped
in where our scholars have forgotten to tread.
Now it seems to me that we shall become more sensitive to the
value of these three uses of past literature if we rid ourselves of the
Platonic element in Humanism. When we assume that standards are
fixed and inherited, we are attempting to thrust the present into the
Procrustean forms of the past. Worst of all, we lose sight of the relationship between the creation and enjoyment of literature and its
contemporary environment. Tradition is little more than an aid for
clarifying this relationship. The art may use the tradition, but what
the ar,t represents is determined by the impact·of the present society.
Many 'Of our difficulties follow our neglect of this truism. The differences of aims and methods I earlier referred to are in a large part a
consequence of the immediate ~ull of other disciplines upon th~
field of letters; just as the common difficulties they all share are but
a reflection of the cross purposes now existing in the larger area of
society itself. These unavoidable disorders cannot be swept away
by any invocation of tradition. They can be tempered only within
the life process itself. The word "home" cannot take on~he connotations we may desire until we have restored the home as an experience,
and one does not restore it by writing poetry in old modes. Nor will
freedom have the connotations which will permit its use once: more
in poetry,' which will permit the restoration of this lost art of poetry
itself, until some of us have died to give its· general meaning the
new specificity Qf overtone a new age requires. We can see the process
at work in many of the letters members of the French underground
wrote before their execution by the Nazis. When GabrJel Peri left as
a legacy to his friends his conviction that there would be tomorrows
that sing, in one,and the same process he was integrating the new spirit
of French democracy and recovering the rich emotional- specificity
which the word democracy must secure before there can be any revival
of poetry, and any wholesome use of tradition.
@
The life of every day and the fictive life of art thus form a reciprocity of relationship, to which tradition makes.a valuable but sec'.
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ondary conojbution. We can aid this living process if as teachers
and critics lte abandon the assumption that the past should dominate
the present, and promote those changes of emphasis and insight, that
shift from an aristocratic to a democratic attitude, which the forces of
progress to&y demand from us and every other specialist. Now that
society is in the cruel but necessary act of recovering its integrity; the
lirerature whether of the past or the present' that can make us the
more vividly conscious of this process immensely accelerates it. If
we critics and teachers rightly understand the aid which literary tradition can" "bring to man's awareness of tIie direction of events in the
Hving present, we·shall restore to- ourselves that,sense of professional
dignity we have missed. For we shall then know that we too have
our indispensable contribut!on to a democratic society.

"

'.
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Jessamyn West
Christmas with Jess and Eliza. The Christ·
mas tree was already up. It stood in the parlor baywindow, wild
and shining, waiting the harness of cranberry and popcorn rope~
which ~ould semi-domesticate it, quiet its outdoor cavortings and
prancings. In ,the sitting room its harness was still taking shape,
Cranberries and popcorn were being strung; gilded nuts attached tc
cords, red paper bells opened again for such ringing as the eye coul<l
apprehend. Grandma's han~ were squeezing ropes of sparkling tinsel
back to roundness.
The popcorn Elspeth was stringing squeaked a l~ t;tle now an<l
then, and the lofiely sound traveled up Elspeth's arm to her earwhich shuddered to hear it. Grandpa, who looked to be sleeping, witt.
feet almost in the fire, heard it too. When the squeaks were loudesl
his stockinged toes twitched uneasily. It was a sOund, Elspeth thought
l~ke a wind round a house corner, like the wind around the comerl
of Grandma's house, a house white in the windy night, squareexcepl
for the balcony upstairs which projected like a watch tower: or a sentll
box into the darkness and looked out across the great woods to hel
own home.
Elspeth thought of her mother. The dock ticked, slow, slow
It said, as Elspeth listened, for-ev-er for-ev-er. The fire rustled ane
sighed; Grandma's tinsef made a scratchy sou~d. The popcon
squeaked.
"Grandpa," Elspeth asked, "what kind.of trees' are in the woOd:
between here and home?"
Grandpa bent his toes comfortably back and forth, stared int(
the fire as if into a forest. "Oak," he said. "And honey locust. Shag

E
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bark hickory and button wood. Dogwood," he added. "And papaw
and Mayapple., But mostly farms," he said.
In the daytime Elspeth remembered the farms but at night only
the long, black woods, dark even at midday. "Corn?" Elspeth asked.
"Yes, lots of corn," her grandpa said, "and timothy and clover."
All was quiet again, only the lone,ly sounds in the room: the fire,
the wind, the clock.
"There's orchards, too."
"Yes," the old man said, rocking. "There's orchards. Summer
Sweetings, Northern Spies, Grime's Goldens. Lots of orchards)'
The fire curved like a wave; Grandma's tinsel crackled; the old
house creaked. Elspeth's needle split a piece of popcorn, halved it so
it was no longer a flower. The clock said" for-ev-e~ ... for-ev-er....
"Grandma," Elspeth said suddenly, surprising even herself, "does
thee love me?"
Grandma folded her strands of tinsel. "Of course, child. Thee
knows I do. With all my heart."
Elspeth knew this. "Better than I did my own," Grandma often
said. "The~ I ~as too young," she'd say, "to know childhood wasn't
enduring." She'd sorrowfully shake her head. "Better than thy
mother Mattie or thy Uncle Josh or Laban." But she never said,
'!Better than thy Uncle Stephen:' for no one could be better loved
than Uncle Stephen.
'
The clock str1!-ck nine. "Time to call a halt," Grandma said
and opened and shut her short plump hands, weary with the tedious
squeezing. Elspeth ~ooked ~t her grandma. Tidal wave and avalanche
were nothing to her so long as Grandma was n~ar at ha~d and well.
. But when Grandma's face grew sad, when, as ,sometimes happened,_
she would look far off and say, "Stephen, Stephen-my poor boy,"
then Elspeth's ·world was threatened. Tonight, Elspeth thought,
Grandma's sad.
"Would thee like me' to comb thy hair, Grandma, before thee
goes to bed?"
"No child, not" tonight," Gr~ndma said.
Then Grandpa asked, ('How about a little fflusic before we go
upstairs, granddaughter?"
This was, in away, a kind of joke, and Elspeth knew it-for she
couldn't really play-but it was. a joke she was glad to be a part of.
The organ, which long ago had stood in~' the attic, was now. in the
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sitting room open and dusted, waiting someone's touch. The music
Elspeth's mother, Mattie, had played, "Gala Water," "Evening Star,"
"Toll the Bell," had gone with her when she mar~ied, and GrandpCl
played by ear; but Grandma would not have the organ -look bereft
.On it she kept the red and gold atlas, larger and more beautiful thaI]
any song book i~ had ever held; ancJ Elspeth, who could not play music
played the maps.
:
"Now," she would say, "I will play Africa." Then she played all
~e p~ftures she had seen and ail the tales she had been told of dad
and distant Africa. She played the great winding rivers, the flas!:
of tusks through leafy jungles, the black men with spears taller thaI
their bodies.
Or she would open the atlas to a map of the arctic regions anc
play the North Pole, her hands hunting for sounds that said bareneSl
and whiteness and icy winds and flashing nprthern lights.
And she could play China, too, whpse sounds for her were al
tiny: tiny bells, tiny feet, tiny chopsticks tinkling againSt the side 0:
tiny bowls. But tonight Elspeth opened the atlas to a map of the
Unite.d States and said, "Now, I will play California." She chose. Cali
fomia because that was where U.nde Stephen had gone arid because he
wrote· home of i.ts greatmountains, its sunshine like arrows, its orange:
like gold. He wrote about the warm sea and the rivers ·with strange
names: the Sacramento, the Yuba, the San Joaquin, the Feather. To
night she would play the mountains, deep heavy sounds to show hov
.big they were and thin high notes for the high, snow-covered peaks
And she would play the Feather River which ·must surely sound like
a torrent of downiness.
But Defore the first mounta~n had been ·squeezed from the orgal
Grandma said once again, "No, child, not tonight."
Elspeth turned on the organ stool to look at Grandma, who or
dinarily liked all sounds which said California and reminded her 0
Uncle: Stephen: but, "Not tonight," she repeated. "I can't bear thl
name tonight."
Grandpa said, "How about the North Pole, granddaughter?
like to hear the north wind whistle."
Elspeth played the North Pole, ~and for awhile she ~ought tha
the cold air that swept abolit her dangling legs was music from thl
organ; but Grandpa had stopped pumping, there was na sound fron
the organ, and still
the room grew colder.
w
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"Shut the door," Grandpa said quietly. Elspeth turned and there
in front of the closed door stood Uncle Stephen and Lidy Cinnamond,
both tall, pink from the cold and lightly dusted with snow.
"How did thee get over?" Grandpa asked, an~" Elspeth saw he.
had known Uncle' Stephen was home from California.
"Lidy's father brought us." .
"He outside?" Grandpa asked.
"He went right back," Uncle Stephen told him and carried their
luggage which he was still holding and set it by the door which led
upstairs. "We plan to stay here until the infare at Lidy's Christmas
Day." He spoke very clearly and loudly as if arguing with someone,
but no one answered him.
.
Then he walked over to the organ, took Elspeth~s hand, and slid
her frOIp the organ stool. "Lidy,'~ he said, "this is Aunt Jetty:'
.Lidy Cinnamond. spoke for the first time, and her voice was. the
way."Elspeth had remembered it, very low and soft with a sort of
humming note in it. "Jetty?" she said.
"Because ~he's so black," said Uncle Stephen.
"Why is she aunt, Steve?"
"Oh, she's serious as an owl," Uncle Stephen explained. "Aunt
Jetty, this is tfy AUnt Lidy. Say hello."
Elspeth put out her hand. "I've seen Lidy.before. Aunt Lidy,"
she corrected herself.
"Has theet" said Uncle Stephen. "Where?,1
"At her house. And with Mr. Venters:'
Nobody said a word for' quite a long time and Elspeth, feeling
responsible for the silence, broke it. "They were having a picnic down
by Sandy Creek."
"
~
"Mr. Venters and Lidy?" Grandma asked in a strange dry voice.
"Yes:~ Elspeth answered. "Mel Venters. They.... "
But before she could, say what she had seen, Uncle Stephen
reached across and took his wife's hand. "Mel Venters almost ,beat
my time," he said. "And who could b~ame him for trying?" he asked
"
them all, but particularly his mother.
Elspeth looked at Lidy again. .She could not think -of her as
beautiful, still it was hard not to stare at her; ~he was so black and
gold and red, so tall and curving, so quiet. And so smiling too, as a
bride should ~e, ElsPeth knew.
"She's waiting to shake hands with thee, Lidy," Uncle Stephen
"

\
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said, and Lidy, ·as if recalling herself from some reverie, reached dow]
and took Elspeth's hand.
Elspeth shook it gravely. "It's past thy bed time," Gran.dma sail
to her-and to Lidy, "Take off thy coat. I'll heat thee and Stephel
some 'milk as soon as I've put this child to bed."
Grandma held Elspeth's arm as they went up the cold stair~
"When did thee see Lidy and Mel?"
"Last summer," Elspeth said. "Picknick~ng. They were...."
"That will do," Grand~a said an~ hustled her out of her clothe:
and into her cold bed which stood anchored like a little bo~t at th
foot of Grandma's great full-sailed fouFposter.
On the ceiling next morning was a sea of light, a radiance lik
milk alive and dancing. It had snowed in the night, and sunligt.
on snow was sweeping the room with waves of loveliness. Elspet
snuggled deeper into her covers. The snowlight so filled her rom
that it seemed as if, warmly Wrapped about, she were bedded i
snow itself. Then into the light something dark crowded; somethin
dreamed, or imagined, or ... remembered....
Grandma with a lamp in her hand ~nd Uncle Stephen by h«
side: shining upward onto their faces, the lamplight had made the:
mouths forbidding, their eyes shadowed. The light ate the ftes
from their faces, made bones look down at her.
"While thee was away...." Grandma was saying, " ... whi
thee was distant, sick, trying to get well, she not caring ... carrying on
The lamp in Grandma's hand trembled, and Uncle Stephen toc
it and held it for her, as if he would patiently hear her out.
"It isn't that she isn't of thy faith ... but holding herself so ligh
and her word given. And California so far away."
Uncle Stephen steadily held the lamp. "Tell him," Grandn
said, "with your own eyes .... on Sandy Creek."
.. ' "There's no need," said Uncle Stephen. "No need. I know
all. Things work out one way and another. Not as thee'd alwa
choose. This works out this way. Nothing to talk in the night abou
I was away and Lydia was young. Did thee want her in wido~
weeds?"
and bent
Uncle Stephen handed the lamp back to his mother
,
kiss Elspeth. "Go to sleep now, Aunt Jetty," he said. "It's begun
snow'."
Then, his"arm about his mother's shoulders, he guided her towa:
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the door, and Elspeth heard his voice· outside, dimini~hing, failing as
they descended the stairs. "Love is more lasting than.... " Then
his voice ceased, was swallowed by the narrow, echoing stairway, and
then one more word came back ~ .. "fire." From a long way off,
toward the bottom of the stairs, that word came back so emphasized
that Elspeth heard it, though all else was lost.
"Love is more lasting than... ~ " Elspeth was still thinking
about it when she went into the sitting room -after breakfast. The-.
room was already tidied for the day. .A holiday-sized log burned in· .
the grate; an enormous bell of honeycombed red tissue paper hu~g
from~ the su;spended lamp and swayed with every movement in the
room. Snowlight and firelight mingled on the rag carpet, gold and
silver. Uncle Stephen sat by the fire" very fine in his good black suit,
his light curly hair dampened by water and still showing the marks
of a comb.
"Hello, Aunt Jetty," he said. "Want to help?"
From a half dozen paper bags he was taking handfuls of candy,
putting. them in ,Grapdma's best china and cut-glass bowls. First a
handful of chocolates, then one of gumdrops, then one of peanut
brittle. "Have to mix them up," Uncle Stephen said. "Have to give
everypody a fair chance/'·
.
"Is it for the Christmas tree?" Elspeth asked.
"No, no," said Uncle Stephen. "The shivaree. 'Thee knows what
a shivaree is?"
She did of course: the bride and groomsurpr.ised after they had
gone t? bed by sudden shots,and shouts, by cowbells and horsefiddles
and lard pails full of stones. An4 after that the party inside with cake
and candy, hot coffee and cigars. .
"Will it be tonight? Christmas Eve?"
"Yes," said Uncle Stephen. "Tonight, I figure. With the infare
tomorrow, tonight's about the only time for it::
The, big log settled deeper in the fireplace, the red bell ge~tly
swayed.
"Love is more lasting than,", Elspeth said and her voice asked her
question.
.
"More lasting than the hills," aIiswered Uncle Stephen.
'~Fire," asked Elspeth. ,"What about fire?"
"Ask thy Aunt Lidy about fire," Uncle Stephen said.
Elspeth saw Aunt Lidy then for ~he first time, in a chair by the
'~
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far window, all in white. Not white like a bride, stiff and shining
but heavy and soft--like snow warmed and woven. She was lookinl
out into the snow, and didn't look away from it as she answered it
her low, humming voice. "Fire warms," she said.
Elspeth stared at her aunt. "Aunt Lidy looks like a snow queen,'
she said.
"She does, she does," Uncle Stephen answered her. "White all(
wintry and beautiful." Aunt ",Lidy when he spoke rose and walkec
to him and laced her hand which was darker, than his hair in all(
out of her husband's c u r l s . "
The whole day was magic for Elspeth. Christmas Eve and th
shivaree and in the parlor the waiting Christmas tree. Only at Chris1
mas time did the parlor come truly to life: in summer a snowbal
bush, white as"a cloud but noisier, tapped at the parlor window. 11
winter the snow was there, white too, but silent. - But on ordinar'
days, now that the children had left home, it was empty of any eYI
to see or ear to hear. The tapEings went unremarked. The sno,
crystal pict~res melted and in the common run-off of water at midda'
bore ~o sign of what they once had been.
Toward evening when the shadows of the pine trees" along th
driveway were already long and blue on the snow, Elspeth began ~tl
think with longing of the tree. There was no one about.' Uncl
Stephen was helping in the bam with feeding; Grandma was bus
with supper, and Aunt Lidy had been nowhere to be seen for hourI
The tissue paper bell swayed a little, but was silent as Elspetl
crossed the room toward the parlor door. The Christmas tree wa
secret, not to be really seen until Christmas morning when th~ prel
ents were unwrapped, but the parlor door was unlocked and quic:
peeks not forbidden. It was as if Grandma knew that there must b
a few stolen glances beforehand if the full sight of the tree's Christma
morning glory were to be endured.
But the opened door stayed open, and when it dosed ElspetJ
was inside the parlor, close to the beautiful and shining tree, able t
smel1~ to touch, to stroke. She stood with eyes closed. for a minute
,then opened them, and the little parlor with its red carpet and stiJ
white curtains was alive. It was as if a flower had fallen into a deal
shell, or a bee had crawled into a thimble. Or as if inside a marb]
clock·:that no longer ticked, a live butterfly flu~tered. The tree hal
made the room alive. It was so beautiful Elspeth wanted now to b
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forever. And it was forever, only Aunt Lidy spoke and now came
back again.
UAunt Jetty," she said in her voice that had to Elspeth the sound
of b~es in it. She was sitting in her white dress by a window, just as
she had sat that morning.
"I'm not supposed to be here," Elspeth said. "I oughtn't to be
here," she whispered feeling wicked to be in the parlor, talking, the'
day before Christmas. .
I
,
Aunt Lidy held out her arms and pulled Elspeth close to her so
that she felt the soft warm 'springiness of the white wool dress~
"Neither should I." Then she said, "Will you do something for me?"
UWhat is it?" Elspeth asked.
"Take a note down the road to Mel Venters? It's just a step
really. It's stopped snowing and the wind's di~d down."
uGrandma'll never let me."
.
UI know. I'm sorry-but I'd- fix i~ so you could go without
Grandma's knowing."
It was all planned. _She would take Elspeth upstairs after supper
and instead of putting her to bed would bundle her in shawls. "Six or
seven, even. You'll never feel the cold. I'll take you down the back
stairs and start you on the ro~d to Mel's myself."
"It's just a step," she saJd again. "-The wind's· gone, the· snow's
nice and dry~ and you can sbe the lights of ~oth houses all the way.
It's-just-I wanted to say goodbye to Mel. The minute he reads the
note he'll hitch up the sleigh and bring you home.~'
"Maybehe won't/' Elspeth said.
"Oh, but he will. You just wait and see."
It was as easy as Aunt Lidy said. No one missed her, n09~e
saw her leave. The night was dark, but quiet with a clear sky full ..
of stars. The snow was dry and light, not hard to walk through. On
any other night Elspeth might have been afraid--,but what could harm
her the night before Christxrtas?'
.
The Venters opened their Christmas presents on Christmas Eve
.and they had a houseful of relatives, old folks and young, children.
and grandchildren. There were so ~any -people and so much excite- _
ment Elspeth was scarcely noticed. She gave Lidy's note to Mel, who
was sitting apart from his family warming his feet at a big stove. He .
read and reread the note. He put it deep in his pocket, then 4ug it
out again as if he had forgotten what it said. ~
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No one asked Elspeth to take off her many wrappings, and she:
stood burning with warmth. Then the children gave her some candy,
and she squatted in a corner, eating the candy and playing with an
unclaimed jack-in-the-box. Grandma's sitting room, the organ witl1
the atlas, the parlor and the Christmas tree seemed remote as a dream.
She watched Mel read and reread his note and finally wad it into Cl
ball and throw it into the open draft of the stove. She leaned againsl
the wall, eating gum drops, and drowsily frightening hers~lf with the;
jack-in-the~box.

She was almost asleep when she heard from down the road the;
first shots of the shivaree, the banging of milk pans and the clangin~
of bells. Mel Venters looked away from the fire.. "What's going on?'
he asked. "Where's all that noise coming from?·"
, "From the shivaree," Elspeth told him. "They're shivareein~
Uncle Stephen and Aunt Lidy."
Mel lifted her off the floor by one arm. "Come on," he said
"I got to get you home."
He took her without time for e~planations or goodbyes to the;
bam and clapped her into the front seat of the sleigh to wait while;
he ·hitched. He;was a fast hitcher-before the cold had fairly awakenec
Elspeth he -1Vgeside her in the front seat, slapping the. reins ovel
the back of his horse.
"They'll stand out on the, balcony," Elspeth told him, "and bo~
to the people. -rhen," she said, clutchipg her jack-in-the-box, whid
she had forgotten to put down, "they'll bow to each other and kiss.'
"The hell they will," Mel Venters'said. "The hen they will."
The sleigh felt as if it didn't even touch the snow-as if it flew
Mel's big black horse was a part of the dark night. Elspeth toucqec
the latch of the box in her excitement, and the jack sprang out wid
.a whir and. rapped her under the chin.
"Oh," Elspeth said.
"Be still, be still, can't you," Mel rasped. "Hush your noise."
There was a blaze of light from the torches and lanterns of the
peopl~ who had come for the shivaree, but th~ house itself was stH
.dark, the balcony empty. Mel's sleigh cut hissing up the driveway
.and the crowd, seeing who had arrived, shouted and pounded loude1
than before.
"Hi, Mel, come to have your last look at the bride?"
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Mel said 'nothing, either to Elspeth or the shivaree-ers, but
brought up his sleigh, sharply and deftly into their midst.
"She ain't here," semeone yelled to him. "Neither one's here.
They've flown the coop."
"Go on, Mel, you ask the bride to come out," they shouted., '''You
got a way with women. She'll do it for you', MeL'.'
They seemed to know what they were talking about; lights showed
through the upstairs windows wliile they were still calling on Mel to
ask the bride to come out. They redoubled their shouting then, and
in a minute or two Elspeth saw Uncle Stephen open the door onto
the balcony, then tum back, give_his hand to Aunt Lidy, who stepped
out and took her place beside him. Uncle Stephen had on his black
suit, but ~unt Lidy was in a lo~g red dress, a dressing gown, perhaps; "
something that in the flicker of light from torches ana lanterns looked
to Elspeth like a dress which" might have had a crown above it, or a
garland of flowers. Aunt Lidy's dark hair was uncoiled and hung
about her face and down, her shoulders in rippliy.g tongues of black.
Uncle Stephen called out, "Hello, folks," and waved and said, .
HI sure did," to somebody who yelled, "You sure picked a looker,
Steve," but Aunt Lidy said nothing. She simply stood there very
quietly wth the red-gold of t4e torches and lanterns on her face, looking down at the crowd sometimes, but ~ore ofte~ smiling and watching~Uncle Stephen as he and the shivaree-ers shouted back and forth .
to each other.
Elspeth turned to look at Mel. She had supposed Aunt Lidy's
.note had said, "Farewell, Mel. I love another. We must part forever." That is what she would have written-and she supposed, too,
that Mel would bow, throw a kiss,~nd drive away heartbroken through
the snow. But Mel was neither bowing nor throwing kisses. He was
leaning far back in the sleigh, head lifted, eyes narrowed. Elspeth
watched, his small, soft mouth "le~gthen and thin as he returned Aunt
Lidy's gaze.
.
Once again somebody yelled, "Here's Mel, Lidy, come to have a
last look at you. Feast your eyes, Mel. It's your last chance. They're
headin' back to Califomy:'
Then Aunt Lidy did what Elspeth had said she would: she made
toward the crowd benea,th her, a slight bowing movement, then laid
her arms, very solemnly and slowly, as if thinking what she was doing,
about Uncle Stephen's neck and kissed him, just as seriously and just
.
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as slowly. Noone of all the shivaree-ers yelled or hooted-because:
the kiss did not seem playful, but almost a part' of the wedding cere
mony, dignified and holy.
.~
The first movement, the first sound came from Mel. "Take hel
and welcome," he yelled. Then he pushed Elspeth into the sno~
like a bundle of rags, laid the Whip across his horse's back, and CUl
across the front yard and onto the north driveway with runners hissing
He pulled out onto th~ pike, slowing up for an instant to yell back
"Merry: Christmas," and to add in a voice that was both sharp anc
bellowing, "and a Happy New Year."
Elspeth turned from where. she had been dropped in the snow t(
gaze after him-but Mel, his sleigh and black horse, were lost in the
night. When she looked back at the balcony Aunt Lidy was standin~
as before and Uncle Stephen had his arm about her shoulders. He
leaned over the balcony and spoke in a matter-of-fact way. "There':
food in the house, folks, and warm drinks. Come in and welcome:
Elspeth came in with the shivaree-ers, but Grandma hustled hel
. upstairs before the eating and drinking started. In bed she la~
listening to the night's many sounas. The sounds, at first from beloll
, stairs: the shouting and talking and singing, then the pawing an(
. neighing of horses and the sound of sleigh bells growing fine and thi!
as the bells of China in the frosty air, and finally the sounds of Grand
pa's and Grandma's talking. Talking, talking, their voices murmur
ing, rising and falling, until at last the bedroom door was flung widl
and Uncle Stephen came in. He held the big china lamp in hi
hands and his black coat was off so that the fine pleated front of hi
white groom's shirt showed. He put the lamp on the bureau an(
leaning against the bureau's edge looked down on hiS father ail(
mother, who lay wide-eyed and unsleeping. Uncle Stephen looke(
buoyant and well, serene and happy.
"Give over fretting," he said to them. He pushed himself uJ
very tall against the tall dark bureau. "It's my marriage and I'D
'content. I couldn't love except where there's a core of wildness. It'
not in me. It'll be a happy marriage."
Uncle Stephen ran his fingers through his light, cudy hair, whicl
, was no longer neat or combed. 'His face was calm but his eyes blazed
~e leaned over to blowout the, light, decided not to, and picked i
up again. The light fell on his shining face so that Elspeth thought
"He looks like an angel of the Lord." He stood on the threshol(
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for a minute, lamp in hand, as if hunting for some word to say. What
he finally said reminded Elspeth that Christmas Day had come. ~'Wise
men came bearing gifts of frankincense and myhrr," he said and
"closed the door softly behind him.
Elspeth went to sleep thinking of those words and they were
still in her mind when she awakened next morning. But before she
went down to see the tree again, she wanted to stand out on the .balcony where Uncle Stephen an4 Aunt Lidy'd stood and to think if what
she'd seen and heard the night before could be true.
She stood on the btdcony, looking. out into the fresh, sparkling
morning across' the front yard. New snow had fallen in the night,
hiding the footprints, the sleigh tracks, the charred splinters from the
blazing torches. No, it.could not be true. She lifted her arms· as
Aunt Lidy had done, slowly and seriously-but it was unreal. What
she had seen and heard could not be true.·
Then she saw something in the snow, red and silver and blue,
partially covered, but still, shining in the sun; brilliant as a flower.
It was the jack-in-the-box. It was ,true, it was true.·The black horse
had gone down the road in the darkness; Aunt Lidy's face. had shone,
gold, with the blaze of the torches on it; Unele Stephen had held the
lamp so that he looked like a Christmas angel.. . Elspeth gazed far
away, across the glittering woeds toward her h~me. "Oh, Mama,"
she said, "it was all true."
I

.•

I
1
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A Fable
Oscar Tarcov
NE DAY SOON A~

the happy wedding celebration, Ludmilla and
Ludovic sat dow~ to the first supper' prepared by the· beautiful
and happy bride.
"This is a fine supper, my love," Ludovic said as he ate with great
appetite the roasted meat and creamed potatoes. "You are, a fine
cook," he continued as he replenished his salad plate. "You have
a way with vinegar and garlic that promises great success for our shared
table."·
Ludmilla blushed at this cheerful praise and her fair skin changed
to a delicate red color that matched the shade of the wine-foam sauce
she had made for the evening's dessert. "Ludovic," the happy bride
said, "that this meal pleases you makes me an everlasting friend to the
merchants who sold me the victuals."
"My modest Ludmilla! It is not that merchants merit your ever·
lasting friendship; it is that I give my eternal love to the hands, to the
soul of you, my lovely bride."
After the flavorful dessert was eaten, a nut and fruit delicacy tha1
was bathed in fine burgundy-foam sauce, Ludmilla filled the cup~
with coffee. Ludovic raised his> cup and offered a toast. UTo you
Ludmilla, and to my love for you: a toast. And that I toast you with
caffee, 'Ludmilla, should not be considered strange and inappropriate,
for to me good coffee is as noble a drink as the finest and rarest wine."
uLudovic, we are so much alike. I too love this bra.wn brew. -Wt.
will indeed be happy together. The good Father has gone into OUI
deepest ~nd simplest natures when he fashioned us alike; he provided
for everything. I am so happy, Ludovic, that you are here."

O
,,'

l
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Ludovic sipped the coffee; it was bitter to his taste. A storm
exploded in -his soul. Should he tell Ludmilla about the bittet: coffee?
Or should he pretend that it wa~ brewed properly, for after all .this
was "the first meal that she had made for him? -And if he did pretend,
would he be successful at it?
Ludmilla saw the clouds that crossed Ludovic's face. "Ludovic,"
" you ill? Is there something wrong?
she said with great excitement, "are
You suddenly no l.onger look like my happy Ludovic."
., "No, my love," Ludovic pretended, and he summoned all his skill
to make his spirits gay again. "Your eyes have misled you. I was
but staring at the deep brown tolor of this fine coffee."
Many.days and many meals passed and Ludovic remained steadfast in hi~ing his disappointment over the qualities of the coffee
brewed by Ludmilla. Inwar~ly, however, Ludovic constantly was
reconsidering the wisdom of his behavior.· It troubled him that perhaps he was not shielding Ludmilla as much ·as he was deceiving her.
He perceived that deception was not a testimony of love but of be·
littlement, and if he was deceiving her it was an inconsistent thing todo, for he loved her.
_
O~e day Ludovic's labyrinthine. reasonings and desire for good
coffee made him resolve to inform Ludmilla of the unhappy truth.
.
"Ludmilla," he said to her in the morning while breakfast was
being served, "in all honesty and fairness there is something that I must
tell you:'
Ludmilla's fair skin became fairer. Her mellow but strong voice
became faint. "You mean, Ludovic, that there is something you have
held back from me all these happy weeks?"
Ludovic lowered his eyes. "Yes, beautiful Lu~milla, that is
true. I have held back this unhappy truth from you these many blessed
weeks."
"May the good Lord deny me my heavenly aspirations, for it
must be that I am to blame. I sense it. Do not spare me, Ludovic;
tell me this unhappy truth."
"It is not serious and I will say it quickly so that the words do
not become timid and lose themselves in my fears. Ludmilla, my
precious, your coffee is bitter to my taste."
Ludmilla uttered a quick, strange laugh and- then began to weep
copiously. Ludovic ran to her and embraced her. "Do not w.eep,
my love. You are not to blame and I am a man of no consequence to .
\

' ; , '

~
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have thus caused you pain. You see, Ludmilla, I was re3lI'ed on weak
coffee. My father and his father before him, ali" w~re reared in the
same manner. And so with my mother and li~r """revered ancestors~
You are not to blame for this, my priceless Ludmilla. I will try to
learn to like bitter coffee."
Ludmilla began to control her weeping and during a dry spasm
she said: "No, riQ, Ludovic. I am very happy that you told me this,
for though 1- weep I am really very happy, for ~ow I see that you
really love me. Only love can make for such great honesty between
people. And as for the coffee, it shall always be as you desire it."
Ludovic protested but Ludmilla persisted and the coffee was to
be as Ludovic desired it.
Ludovic was happy with the new arrangement; the coffee was
everything that he desired and he would not haye hesitated to offer
some to any of his relatives who were reared 'in his coffee-drinking tradition. Mter several weeks, LudCJvic forgot that coffee could be bitter
and meal-times were happy times once again for him.
Ludmilla was happy to be pleasing Ludovic, but she did not like
weak coffee. She had been reared in an opposite tradition; a tradition
so forceful and dynamic that it heaped contempt on those who loved
a weak brew. In fear, however, that her contempt for weakicoffee might
influence her love for Ludovic she decided that the wisest course was
to reveal her dissatisfaction to him.
One morning, while Ludovic was sipping his coffee and appearing.
sublimely happy, Ludmilla hesitantly unveiled her distress. "Ludovic,"
she said, "there is something that I must tell you. It would be unfair
to our love for me to be silent about this any longer."
Ludovic's radiant face sobereq instantly. He placed the cup in
his saucer and muttered inchoately. "May the heavens ,explode and
the earth crumble to bits," he said. "What have you cOlilcealed from
me these many happy weeks?"
'_
"Ludovic, my sweet, do not be· so aghast. It is~not really a great
matter. It is simply. that I do not like weak coffee. My entire family
loves strong coffee and 1 am their daughter."
Ludovic was stunned by Ludmilla's confession. The enormity of
his selfishness obsessed him. He was not onJy selfish, he castigated
himself, but h~ had not known it-the true crime was to be selfish nat:
urally. How easy it was to slip into the peace of drinking good coffee
and to forget thaf his good coffee was for Ludmilla a very bad coffee.
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They were silent, but,after a short while Ludmilla, fearful that she
had transformed s~renity into chaos, and the remorseful Ludovic found
their tongues and had a warm and tender conversation. After Ludmilla expressed her regrets for having complained about her plight, and
after Ludovic reiterated ,his guilt and his new determination to convert
to the tradition of bitter coffee, the hilPPY lovers suggested simultan~
ouslya new solution. Ludmilla wQuld try to like a coffee a little less
strong and Ludovic would condition himself to a coffee a little less
weak. "Why, this is what we should have done before," they joyously exclaimed, and they were enchanted that their wisdom had issued simultaneously.
And so 'Ludmilla and Ludovic began a new life in which th~ coffee
was not so strong and the coffee ~as, not 'so weak.-;:
. One night several months after Ludmilla and Ludovic had evolved
the new coffee soluti"pn, and after an even~ng during which the happy,
lov~rs had a gay time at a fine and splendid party, Ludmilla and Ludovic·' .
fell exhausted in their bed.
As on every night since their betrothal, Ludmilla sang softly to
Ludoyic her song ~f how glad she was that he was here, and Ludovic
Whispered after the song that she was delicious and it wa~ delicious that
~
.
she was here.
In the morning, wh~n Ludovic awoke, he looked about and didn't
see Ludmilla, and this was strange because Ludmilla never left the bed
before him. In the morning, when Ludmilla awoke, she looked about
and didn't see Ludovic, and thiswas!trange because Ludovic never left
.
the b~d before h e r . '
Ludovic hurried through the rooms of the house, calling, "Ludmillal Ludmilla1_ Where are you, Ludmilla?"
Ludmilla hurried through the rooms of the house, calling, "Ludovic! Ludovicl Where are you, Ludovic?"
But Ludovic did not find Ludmilla and Ludmilla did not find Ludovic.
Ludovic returned to the bedroom and sat down on the bed, depressed and distraught over Ludmilla's disappearance. He searched his
memory to see if she had said something before retiring that would indicate why she was not here, ~ut he could remember nothing. It had.
been a night like all the other' nights, loving and tender. 'l..udovic
looked at the dressing-table chair and saw that Ludmilla's clothes were
whe~e he had placed them. '~Wha,t ~ have happened?" he cried aloq,d.
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He walked again through the rooms of the house, hoping and hopeful, but Ludmilla was not there. uUdovic saw that their house could
also be a lonely place. "Ludmilla," the sad Ludovic cried in anguish.
When Ludmilla returned to the bedroom, she sat down on the bed,
fearing that a terrible catastrophe had befallen Ludovic. She calmed
herself so that she could review all the events of the night before, but it
was a vain search for a clue to explain Ludovic',s strange disappearance.
She rejected the idea that Ludovic had left her, for of what grand meaning then was their great love: a love surely that the good Lord must have
sanctioned and given his special blessing, and she was reassured in this
rejection when she saw that Ludovic's shoes were still by the bedroom
door.
Ludmilla walked again through the rooms of the house, .hoping and
praying, but Ludovic was not to be found. Ludmilla saw that without
Ludovic each chair, each book, each window would be without form,
without color; without Ludovic. "Ludovic," she cried with a heavy
heart.. "Be with me, Ludovic. Be 'with me."
.Ludovic decided that Ludmilla was not to be found by worrying
and waiting. He would search for her; he must search for her. He
would ~dress and then he would walk the streets, and walk through the
city, walk over the hills and down the valleys. He would walk and he
would search. No cavern would be too deep; no precipice too high.
With bewilderment changed to determination, Ludovic dressed quickly
and prepared to eat before his journey.
Ludmilla, her heart unmoored, thought of the happy days and
happy hours that she had lived with Ludovic. But memories proved
bloodless meat, and Ludmilla could not resign herself to that. Ludovi<
was somewhere in this wide, big world, and in that somewhere shf
would seek him out. She would dress and begin her search. No land
would be too dangerous to shout for Ludovic; no darkness would bf
too menacing to whisper in her longing; no water would be too tumultuous to restrain her fervent search.
. .Lndmilla picked up her shoes and sat on the dressing-table chah
to dress. The shoe~ would not fit. At first her eye~ did not witnes~
what her hands essayed to do. And then she looked and saw thaI
Luqovic's shoes were already on her feet. She looked at her body: il
wcrs clothed in Ludovic's shirt, Ludovic's trousers. She rushed to tht
mirror. It was truel She was Ludovic; Ludovic was she.
"Ludovic," Ludmilla cried.
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.
"Ludmilla," Ludovic cded, having looked in the mirror with the
Same eyes as Ludmilla.
.

"

"Ludovic," Ludmilla said, "I am hungry. ~et us eat."
"Yes, Ludmilla. I too am hungry: Let us eat."
They were sad and restrained, but the terror of their union was
slowly subsiding.
"Th~re is some coffee from yesterday. I will heat it up," Ludmilla said.
~
.
.
'''Yes,'' LudoviC said in an unnaturally soft voice, "that will do all
right."
.
. "Ludovic," Ludmilla said, suddenJy regaining some of the vibrant
timbre of her voice, "we will be happy yet."
Ludovic tried to regain some df his gallantry. uYes, Ludmilla, as
long as we are together we will be happy."
"And we..; are.together, most wonderful Ludovic. We are truly
together now and I thank the good Lord for this too. And Ludovic,
I am so glad that you are here, really here now with me."
"And you are delicious, my priceless Ludmilla, and it is delicious
,
that you are here."
Ludovic removed the coffee pot from the fire and filled the cup.
He sipped the brew.
__
~
"Oh,
this is vile coffee,"
Ludmilla said. "It is so weak."
.
.
"Terrible coffee," Ludovic sardo "It is so bitter."
"I qUlnot drink this coffee," .Ludmilla said. "I will make a strong
goo.d coffee."
'
.
"No, you won't," Ludovic sai~ angrily. "I won't drink bitter
coffee."
-.
"Ludovic! Why do you always call it bitter coffee. It is not bitter;
it is strong coffee. I have neve! called your weak coffee, watery coffee,
or something worse. But you, you always call my good coffee 'bitter.
That is terribly unfair,''. Ludmilla said _in hot anger.
"Bitter coffee, strong coffee, it still is terrible coffee," Ludovic said
roughly.
"All the same, my selfish one,' I am going to brew some strong
coffee and drink it," Ludmilla said.
"If you call me selfish I will show you how selfish I can really be.
And gloatingly, Ludovic continued slowly, "If you make bitter coffee,

-',

.

~

~

It
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then I will refuse: to open my mouth. Then, my unselfish Ludmilla
you will have no coffee."
.
Ludmilla was stunned. They would not be happy after all. The)
would not be happy even though they were truly together. And ther
she threatened, "And I too will refuse to open my mouth and you wil
never drink weak coffee."
At night, when Ludmilla and Ludovic would go to sleep, Lud
milla would not sing her soft sang and Ludovic would ~ot whisper· 0:
the deliciousness of Ludmilla's .presence.
In the morning there was' no coffee and in the evening there wa:
no coffee, for Ludmilla would not open their mouth for weak coffee
and Ludovic would not open their mouth for strong coffee, and thi
was so even if the coffee was not so weak and even if the coffee was no
so strong.
One night, when Ludovic and Ludmilla went to bed, a night dur
ing which there were no songs, no whisperings, they fell into a dee}
sleep.
In the mornnig, when Ludovic awoke he looked about and h~
saw Ludmilla awakening too.
In the morning, when Ludmilla awoke, she looked about and ·shl
saw that Ludovic was awakening too.
"Ludovic," Ludmilla cried happily.
"Ludmilla," Ludovic cried happily.
While they were eating breakfast, Ludmilla said, "Ludovic, let u
go this morning to the store and buy another coffee pot.
"Wonderful, Ludmilla! Why, then, you can have your stron;
coffee and I can have my weak coffee," Ludovic happily said.
"Why
didn't we think of this before?" Ludmilla said.
!to
And so they did, and during the rest of their happy life,LudmiU
enjoyed her strong coffee and Ludovic enjoyed his weak coffee, and a
night, Ludmilla would sing. softly to Ludovic her song of how glad sh
was that he was here and Ludovic would whisper after her song tha
she was delicious and it was delicious that she was here.
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EDITORIAL
This essay started out as a much belated review of a small volume published
in' February, 1944.1 As the review proceeded-laboriously-and the reviewer caught
himself judging some ideas in the light of other ideas he had picked up in the
long interval, the unhappy thought occurred that it was very unfair to use such
a. quantity of hindsight upon questions that have received a vigorous attention
since the contributors to The Humanities'after the War wrote their essays. This
piece; then, i~ not a review of one book, but a random essay upon several booKs
and several ventures.
.
The humanists have been serving on committees and attending meetings.2
(Spelled with a lower case "h," a humanist is anybody lYho teaches in one of
the fields traditioI,lally labeled the humanities.) They ha,ve pecome very vocal in
the last two or three years. Occupationally apprehensive when' technological
emphases, due to the war effort, began to prevail in the colleges, the humanists
at first seemed to be looking for a' scapegoat. They blamed science and technology for all their own and the world's woes, and cried, "Save the HumaI,litiesl"
Few were so frank as to stop and count up their decreases in enrollment. and
worry about the future jobs of English, history, and .language teachers in the
way the Nashville group did. But they were all deeply worried. '
A next step seems to have been to broaden concern for' "the humanities" to
concern for liberal education. This much the Writer learned by December, 1943, , ,,'
, at. the Regional Conference on the. Humanities (Denver,~olorado). Whether 1
OlJlt of strategy or conviction, English and philosophy teachers were wooing scientists and social scientists, and the search was on for those unifying concepts that:'
1 Norman Foerster, editor, The Humanities after the War (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1944). (Contributions by Wendell L. Willkie, Roscoe Pound, Norman
Foerster, Theodore M. Greene, Abraham ·Flexner, William Macneile Dixon, and Gordon
Keith Chalmers.)
2 For example, General Education in a Free Society: a Report Of the Harvard Committee (Cambridge: Printed at the University, 1945); On General and Liberal Educatian:
a Symposium (Bulletin NO.1 of Association for General and Liberal Education, Washington, D. C., 1945); The Humanities at Work: Proceedings oj the Second Annual Regional
Conference on the Humaraities ... I944 (Denver and Albuquerque: Social Science
Foundation, University of Denver, and the University of New 'Mexico ~ress, 1945); The
Humanities Chart Their Course: Report of the Second Annual Conference Held by the
Stanford School Of the Humanities. .. I944 (Stanford University: Stanford Unive~ity
Press, 1945). Numerous regional conferences,.. sometimes aided or sponsored by foundations, have been held at intervals all over the country. Notable are the one held at
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, and the Conference on the Scientific Spirit
and Democratic Faith, New York City. Arnold S. Nash, The University and the Modem
World (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1944), is one among an abundance of
books on the general subject of the place of the university in contemporary society, of
curricular breakdown and the search for a unifying pririciple in curriculum-making..
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make a meaningful curriculum. There was amazingly rapid progress toward
agreement upon the concept of education that a great democracy deserves and
a concept of democracy that would give meaning and dignity. to :the processes of
education. There are no basic ideas in the excellent synthesis by the Harvard
Committee that have not been brilliantly expounded at the Denver meetings.
Not all the contributors to The Humanities a/t,er the War a~e humanists by
occupation; their slant is far from narrow, and their dear conviction that training
to do is not the equivalent of training to think is valuable. Likewise, -these contributors' pervading conviction that no amount of schoolroom exhortation about
democracy can take the place of knowledge and trained intelligence and taste
is one that needs to be harped on continually.
In the light, however, of the thinking that has taken place since the original
fright of the practicing humanists abated, many biases and bad judgments appeal
in ,The Humanities after the War. These errors of emphasis, as they might be:
called, still no 90ubt prevail in many quarters~ are still the characteristic h~man
ist's attitude. In the search for unity and a "core" of educational effort, these meIl
have mainly in mind the intensely cultivated individual personaHty-which ma1
or may not in these days be valuable to either the, individual or society. Perhapl
unconsciously, these writers find order largely in a past synthesis. Another bial
which shows up is that against political and economic planning-a bias -derive(
from some conflicts in contemporary society but one which many of these gentle
men seek to justify in terms of'some "eternal values." Mr. Willkie, for instance
charges -all planners with "looking backward . . . in an attempt to solve every
thing by their pet economic theotjes." Dean Pound is extremely restive in the
face of "omnicompetent government" and the emphasis upon the sciences, "whid
have to do with the means of sati,sfying material wants:' PJI'ofessor FoersteJ
charges political and economic planners with being satisfied with that view 0
human dignity which does not go beyond concern for "the well-being of animals.'
The modern concern for the material and physical well-being of the masses, can
of course, like any of the other great impulses that have driven mankind, ge
completely off the track and wreck a civilization; the humanist ought to cal
attention constantly to ideal ends out beyond the means. But the humanist's oft
repeated and frequently ill-natured complaints that concern about means is iPSI
facto a denial of any ideal ends, not c;mly lacks the substantiatiom of evidence; i
also betrays the timorousness of so many modern intellects in the face of the grea
demand of these times, the necessity of adapting the Greek ide~ of reason anI
of the free citizen to an order in which every man can be to some extent releasel
to pursue this ideal. A.ll talk about some abstract "human dignity" that does no
precisely take into account ~e struggle for the laying of the groundwork for .
dignity for all men, is but querulous dissent from modern life. The humani!
m<l;y go o~ forever shouting, "All that I am I owe to Greek"; he may indulg
himself recklessly in false dichotomies of body-soul, materialism-spirituality, ani
planned economy versus rugged self-reliance; but if so, the real attempt to brin
essential Greek values into living relationship with modern life will pass hit
by or falter for lack of his other and better insights.
Another ruling obsession in this small volume is the frequent assumptio
that the search ,for value, the solution of the question-of the ultimate worthwhil.
ness of anything, the art and act of commitnient to a working belief-that all th:
is the peculiar and unique province of the humanist. Dr. Abraham Flexner sel
up a complete division of labor, absolving science of all responsibility for tlJ
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worthwhileness or the good or bad results- of what it does. ' This concept of the
"thoroughness and impartiality of science" is, of course, excellent for the scien~
tist Iqua scientist. But it only gives encouragement to that very specialism which
is ulnder criticism from all quarters; it fails, also, to indicate that a major implicit
val~e of modem science-specifically, the concept of all. objective reality which
reasonable men can agree upon and modify as facts and man's sense of reality
dictiClte-is one of the v.alues that ought to enter into any synthesis. And it fails
to ijDdicate that unless. the scientist as person or Citizen accepts his share of the
responsibility for helping this. societ! to achieve some commitments and then to
keep them under scrutiny, we sh~ll be leaving all the ultimate solutions to a
group who are at least as little qualified as are the scientists to give us any major
sense of direction. For, as Flexner and Foerster know, there has been just asmuch specialism among professional devotees of the humanities as· among the
scientists-and very little if any more ability in handling the larger questions.
If the humanist had some transcendental or suprarational method of approaching truth, and if one believed in the superiority of such a; method, there might
be some point in insisting that the whole search for "cultural, .moral, and spiritual
values" be turned ove/'or turned back to those purportedly more skilled in "the
techniques of reRective commitment." If one believes, however, with Flexner,
that "the sources of the criteria which the humanist applies are not transcendental,"
that the "humanistic authority springs from .human tradition, human reRection!
human reason," then one will have difficulty seeing why science, a method of
reflection an4. of the use of reason, should be either entirely omitted in the search
fOf ultimate values or absolved of its. humane responsibilities. What we need,
of course, is what we have all known we needed all along, namely, scientists who
ha~e been introduced to Some of those human traditions and reRections that are
to ~e found in their 'best form in the arts and philosophy, and humanists who,
despite their avowals, will quit thinking and acting as if their nostalgic disorders
and wishful thinking had somehow achieved sanctity from the "eternal verities."
"ReRective commitme.nt," yes. It is the great -need- of our times. But why
do so many persons assume that the onl~ decent commitment free of the taint of
vulgarity is commitment to Plato's slave-owning society or St. Thomas' great
religious synthesis or the art for art's sakers' "hard, gem-like Rame"? Perhaps
because justice {or a Greek who has' b~en dead more than two thousand years
is easier to comprehend and safer to stand, up for than justice for the Negro in.
the United States today; because the trivium and the quadrivium sound very scholastic and very solid and very safe;' because in a time of moral disorder it is
easier to be an aesthete than a responsible citizen.
.
.It is becoming fairly obvious that there is but one place for us to look for
our commitment. Why not a commitment to democracy7 And why cannot this
be seen as commitme-nt to the Greek concept of the potential reasonableness of
man, the Christian concept of the potential dignity of every man, and the modem
Western European concept that man an achieve a measure of control over his
destiny? To some Olympian intellect, of course, this will appear to be anotlfer
of the world's illusions. But for mere mortals, who invariably adjust their illusiolns (their working' hypotheses) to the particular climate they live in, this ought
to'be enough. Nash, in his'The University and the Modern World, "says there
is no hope that we can agree upon these things or any other thing; that the great
Western European illusion-the idea of an objective reality that reasonable men
can be brought to agree upon-is now dead; that human life is inevitably oilly
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the clash of subjectively- derived faiths. But the trouble with Nash is that he
thin~ agreement upon objective reality must be an ever-continuing agreement.
Basic in the great modem i,dea is that ·assumptions may change, agreement &be
modified. The Harvard Committee does infinitely better on this point in its
chapter entitled "Heritage and Change." The necessity of ke~ping commitment
open to change is part of the commitment we need to make-and that is a strenuous enough paradox to please the most scholastic-minded, a practical enough
difficulty to keep us from lapsing into any"easy Utopianism.
And we simply don't think enough about the alternative to this kind of commitment. The alternative is a swift and sure descent to angry blood-thinking,
the denial of reason. Our usable heritage can be brought alive only by being
changed enough to moye forward in a· very ~uch changed world.
D. W.

r
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.

W. HER E I S C H A R LIE LAN G FOR D G 0 N E

In bnitation of A. E. Housman
"0 where is Charlie Langford gone
That he comes not at set of sun
For friendly visits at my door
As he was wont to do before?"
"He -heard the martial bugle blown
. And Charlie Langford's gone t~ war."

I..

"Then tell ·me how does Charlie fare,
Now that he breathes a foreign air
And talks, with foreign·ale for cheer,
With words that I no longer hear?"
"He fares as well as any there,
He takes his ease, he has no fear."
"What! When the dreadful cannonade
Begins is Charlie not afraid?
And when the bombs are bursting close
Is Charlie not afraid of those?"
"His teeth would chatter when he prayed
No more than other -men's, God knows!"
"When dreary night displaces day
Are Charlie's weapons la:id away,
And sick and sote in every limb
Does he lie down to dream of them?"
"To dream-who knows? To sleep, oh aye,
And Hell could not awaken him!"
199
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SHADOWS

I mark now as I pass
Across tl:Ie greening meadow.
With jaunty step, the grass
Gloomed by my towering shadow.
My lease to hide the sky
Is all too short, alas,
For I at length must lie
In the shadow of the grass.
AS

I

WAS

BOUND

FOR

..

BABYLON

As I was bound for Babylon

Being a-wearied of the way
I rested at Jerusalem
About the fifth hour of the day.
And going on I chanced to see,
Nailed high on steep Golgotha Hill,
Three shapes as ghastly as could be
And near to death but living still.
The mi(i-most one they named with scorn(@
And gave to drink of vinegar
And wrote: «<Jesus of Nazareth born
King of the Jews he hangeth here!"....
The pain that wracked him trunk and limb
He bore with such a princely grace
There seemed to float a diadem
Above his strange and lovely face.
One look had I and hurried on;
The guards were dicing for his robe
When suddenly there was no sun
:And darkn~ss covered up the globe.
..;Be sure I hastened foith in fear
Nor lagged till day reclaimed the sun
At the ninth hour, serene and clear,
As I went on to Babylon.
BYRON
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THE

POEMS
STATUE

I thought my love was gone,
A memory to place
As marble and alone.
Oh, stay your hand pf stonel
Let no smile move your facel

LOVE

SONG

Swift down the mountain, oh my love,
The snow
Gushes in freshets from above.

..

,

And where the snow and summer meet
Are.spread
.
Three seasons un4emeath our feet.
\.

~

We walk in winter and shall bring
The sun
~
To loose the frost}' winds of spring
And sef the cliffs to flowering,
Set the pale cliffs to flowering!
7

POEM

Proud heart, the foolish tongue
Too voluble, b~trays,
Indelibles a phrase
Of those .you move among.
~

It limits the attempt,
Holding a mo~ent's mood
Embarrassed and unkempt
In quivering attitude.
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ADVICE

One:
Burn less toward fpry than reluctant stone;
Return a gesture with a slighter one. ...
Fiercely immobile, you will learn the part
And stand as granite, proof against her art.
Two.:.
Be facile, fly, fear hammer-shock I
She'll study sculpture,~ swift as you turn rock I
PRECEPT

J

It is through -precept that pursuits appear

Trimming the lawn to make ideas agree
Or leaving hedges high that none may stare
Across dipped branches into privacy. iilti
The principle that reckons with desire
Outruns the blood, begrudging and unsought,
Dividing night, it stretches like a fire
Impassable between the act and thought.

SHADOW

AcroSs the window banked in night ,
Deep in the deepening eyes of sleep
The moon configur~s what we keep.
How shall I know my love when dark
Lengthens in shadow and the eye
Disdains to echo or reply?
iIJ'

Or how, confused and voiceless, meet,
. Beloved, where the shades replace
No. stolen vestige of a face?
ANN -STANFOR:
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TWO POEMS FO'R RAL'PH
FOR R ALP H,

3 R DAR MY,

I NTH E BAT T L E FOR G E R MAN Y

Your shadow moves toward me, Ralph, desolate,_
unlifted; nor can~J light yoq with 'my bedside lamp; ,
. I lie ~ith opening eyelids here afraid,'l wait:
you deepen your path to me with night shod feet, ,
my blowing lamp retches on the, stand,
and there is darkness, Ralph, darkness, where we meet.
•

4

The fault in the black rock is the concealment gleaming,
,
is the acknowledgement in yopr bitter black sight,
is the bend of death in the rock, of your black eyes bleeding:
you deepen your path to me with night shod feet,
you gaze, a groan of earth blows out my l~ght,
and there is darkness, Ralph, darkdess, where we meet.

NQTE

ON

PEACE

When Private Hunter returns to our lands,
Bending beneath the weight of his dead,
Holding his'entrails in with his hands,
Shaking his fist at the mounting sands
Of mourning memory -maiming his head,
When Private Hunter returns. to our lands1
His flesh a trap where agony hangs
In pistols, fires and mad man's dread,
Holding, his entrails in with his hands,
His expressionless face the desolate stands
Of despair, hunter toh!lnted bred,
When Private Hunter returns-to our lands,
Back from the two faced war's reprimands,
Metal'-splintered, his eye~alls bled,
Holdi~g his entrails in with his hands,
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What resistance to war, what world outspread
Belief in freedom shall he find in his bed
When Private Hunter returns to our lands
Holding his entrails in with his hands?
CAROL

VISIT

TO

MEMORY:

AN

ELY

HARPEl

ALLEGORY

I

"We want to see the stiffs," they said.
"We're going to enter here next fall
As medics."

f.··

"I shall be glad to show the way,"
He answered. "Come along with me.
I shall be glad to show you where
They hide out. You'll be glad to see them."

.

And so he led them wordlessly
Along the. waxed corridor,
Down the marble-footed stairs,
And across the wide hall. He opened,
Opened the door of that place
Into their face-the heavy stifle
Of phenol and alcohol,
Formaldehyde, and yet one more
Bitter component, to attack
,
The nasal roothairs at their sore.
'-0.

One by one he levered corpses
Up out of their pickle. Blackened
Skin hung ~o axis; shrunken
Fingers; penis mashed flat;
Bulging,hoop of pubie bone;
Ballooning skulls motionless,
Lifting their bristling mat of hair.
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'0 sacraments of accurate worship.

o reeling and groggy moieties
Of sanitation. Untrf.!,th/ul fruit
M ishappened. Pagan missionaries
Of the pauper's sacrifice.
Stuck now in the samt; mire~
Triturated in the same'
.Grime of asepsis. Autoclaved
Samples. 0 see, see~ these cultured
Embryos of age rerisen.
What Easter! What Easter! What Easter!
And he shook his mind. ~
His guests were calm and scientific,
Punching the corpses. "That one's solid.
And a woman, too. Hope I get her
When they deal these dummies out
To us next month. Hmm. Look .
At that. I'd say she died of a tumor,
Wouldn't you? Or maybe a-.. No,
It's not in the right place for a baby-"

Burst {jut.of the pit~ my darling.
Rise from the suction of the drain-trap~
o tarnished dead spir~t morgued
In a warehouse; 0 polymedicated
Festering slurp 0/ once ~eauty.
Rise out o(the rotten wringer
Of this fluid audit~ darling.
Come to my arms~ to"my arms~ to my arms!
And he shook his mind.
His guests had gone and left him there
Full of the sweet of dreams.
A ballad wept in his graying hair,
Great perfume now-presides in the air,
And the world is, what it seems.
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He played with a small cord of red silk,
Which was all, upon their new acquaintance,
That could attach him to her, or engage.
As art things take hold slowly on the mind,
Or the health of a good home defeats the~ footsore
Lust of discovery calling wild addresses,
So the great fertilizing power of love
At first, by only a little cord, is held
To the inexhaustible flow in the bed of night;
And the pearl sister, slim among thin glassings,
Insulators, offers the burned perfumes
Sti,ll savage in the midnight of her hair.
Had he come that near?
»

Together, sidling closer, they had read
Already the flyleaf of some ordinary
Best-seller, when the sofa warmed,
When suddenly the whole place kindled
With perpetual fires. Bright and soon
By radio-time they danced in the opening room,
Hardly moved their feet, their bodies, eyes,
But stood almost, with hands on other's hips,
Held apart and aging at that length,
Till the megacycle of coincidence
Had bantered, and welded, and cancell€Cfthem
.
together:
In the anaconda of desire accoutred,
They sank and drank from the lips' pneumatic cup.
Now we shall delight and not depart.

.

o moment forever nothing.
I'm where I want to be.
And for that reason,
Spoken and shelved in eternity,
They knew beyond knowledge, knew beyond need
of hope,
What rash credulity no one else could know
Or could even believe in.
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Greedy spirits bodilesslf aware of flesh
And the powder-puff of ancient burned perfumes
In aphrodisiac cellars. "
Now shall we gather up 'our hair?
She fed him coffee and doughnuts on the oilcloth
the kitchen. And it was after midnight.
And it was anyhow month later.
Maybe two months. Four. Even a year.
And the love-worn light of the old carbon bulb,
Which hung down from ~he ceiling, over the table,
Grew dimmer year by year. And the stone on her
. finger.
Ceased to be noticeable. So she gave gave it back.
And for ,months he knocked. at the gnarl of her
black door
When he knew she had left the city. Eternity
Had'ended.
She would tell her beads of .rose15uds
,
Elsewhere, in other summer. And he broke his toe
Kicking the blackened city walls and lumpy .
Totals of cathedrals. Dizziness overcomes
His gift of seeds. Time shakes down
From the bleak fortress, professionalizes.

In

a

And he lives in stone corridors enjoying
The rattle of keys and. importance, the damp
Odor of peace, the amorphous sound
Of recollectio~ the filmy-bellied
Metaphors of ice, the snuffed-out paintings
Of his one-man show.
.And now on the sepulchral mounds and bridge of
evenIng,
He cannot take foothold any more, and of bigger
'hours
Has no desire to know. '

.

J AM-ES
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TWO POEMS
OF

THE

ADVISERS

Some words I re~d and hear,
Through the tasks and amazements,
Ring in the attentive ear.
Each master has a meaning
But the meanings clash. .
The student wanting to be fair
To the sincere speakers .
Finds ten commandments and a thousand spare.
None wishes to be a naive savage
Or, Serenely mad, a superman
Who stares from his cold peaks;
But framed with flesh his voice
Can say no more, though sometimes less,
Than his experience or divination speaks.

EACH

IN

HIS

PLACE

Since you would take it
With you if you left it,
Stay in your ivory academe.
Some must keep the streets
And some the centuries clean.
Some must rub the past
And classify the worm
While the living build
And have what good may come.
The dust that was is safe
Further to scrutinize.
None but a comrade gives
Our future dust advice.

..

ALICE

MOSE
~
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THE

BRAVE

HOUR

An elegy on parting
To take this -bright tongue of evening hour,
This aspiration to be heart of star!
.
Take it! As the wide plumed sea
Receives impetuous heaven What leaves the eternal talk
Of tidt trickOing the coast"
Into waking eons of quiet attending.
And now (with tides of cold
Folding down with dark) _
To hold your waist-~mall presence here
And your still furled pride of constancy,
o tidy firm child of body!
'
And with the mind,~with obedient hands,
Seek to trap the hour
Into sudden quick eternity.
oC

0-

•

Listen then, as wings of words
Spread in the wind and grapple
With the advancing ~nd-wall of an hour:
Though the expected tears
Plummet-drop as pearl-bright birds
.Over the ledge of night,
Wailing, calling, only knowing parting,
See the fear as brave,
o brave while everything is lost! .

THE

FIR S TeA L L .T 0

THE· FIR I N G

S QUA D

I did not fire,
Yet the trigger on my finger
.. Lay loose as any tongue.
And dogs barked absently.
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I did not fire,
But through the corridor of fear
My eyes fled to pi~rce the void
Above the strewn unburied shapes.
I did not fire,
And yet they said, and came and said,
It was time to walk away.
It was growing late, they said.
P E T.-.E R J 0 H N S T

STRANGE

"

E P HEN S

HORSEM'AN-

"Ahundt:ed years are but a moment of sleep."
And in a brief sleeping, Po Chii-i,
You've reined your horse in stranger land than keep
Barbarians of Pa, ape-like and scorning
Flowers. You have wakened in a morning
. Dark with exile, wars and yearning, where
The Gobi blows its dust into man's heart,
And mountain mist is burned with desert air.
Your bearing throws a "spell upon our magic.
Alembics shatter with their promised gold~
Around philosophers' feet, still the tragic
Stones that burden life. Draw your bridle
.Back to sleep; the hearts you shock are idle,
And bend like sponge around your horse's feet.
(In Attic~ they called him Pegasus.)
This is a cold day for the spirit to heat.
Your poem on the inn-wall chokes in moss.
There drink with Yuan Chen a cup of wine,
And to a kinder day awake, and cross.
HUBERT

CREEKMORJ

• The first line is from a poem about falling asleep on horseback written by Po Chilo
(772-846 A. D.). His life, which covered periods of war, exile, and longing for home ani

friends, is reflected in more than a hundred poems in Arthur Waley's Translations fror
the Chinese (New York, Knopf, 1941). Yuan Chen was his clos~t friend.-H. C.
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THE DREAM
Winter-bound and white,
. The earth lay cheerless as a grave.
Except for the snap of a 'frozen branch,
No sound.
A shape loomed and sharpened,
A mound, high and heavy, sheathed in iron ice.
Dispirited,
I stared iong and grievously on massive death.
Suddenly,
Deep from the base a snake streaked out,
Blacker than black against surrounding white.
I shuddered in cold terror:
Quiekly the terror passed.
No carrier of venom,
B:ut friendly and benign,
It played at my feet,Unconquerable coil of buried life,Then swift as it had come, it whipped from sight.
In eager wonder
'I poked the mass with' a stick for the secret point
Of exit and return;
The traceless hole had closed;
But, as in answer to my prods and thrusts,
At last I felt a yielping of the bulk.
With stouter
blows I whacked as at a beast,
•
And as I blindly struck,
The stick'within my grasp'
Changed t~ a living wand,
Quivered, and was freel
.",

'. The rooted iceberg trembled, broke apart,
Slowly dissolved, ~
Then issued as a fountain;
Which ~ossed its crystal spray to the spring sun.
The world was new and young,
As, wa~ly in the pool belqw,
The black snake swam.
MEL V I i L E C A' N-E
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Ungen'tlemanly, brusque, however it may seem,
Discount all this as gracefulness gone lame;
Always disclaiming the direct and real,
, Suspiciou~ of the simple and the good.
Don't think you're not involved; whoever
Has told to me these vitiating anecdotes,
Picking at lint in his mean navel,
Has sometime told you something you know still,
But cannot quite repeat. That influence
Gently corrodes a thing that might be good;
Stands at the wooded verge of all bad dreams,
The hands unhappy at the bitten ends.

Who stood at the dim margins of that dream,
His agents busy as the night rolled on?
Denying that they took their orders from him,
A thoroughfare, an unknown girl, a lawn
Suggested they were free and meaningful
But smirked behind elaborate disguises.
No buildings could be entered, the girl touched;
Somehow the lawn seemed meant for other uses.
All was forbidden but a silly quest
Whose rules were scrawled in a familiar hand:'
To wear a uniform or be more naked,
And run for office in an alien land.
DEAN
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NARRATION ON AN.AGE THAT IS

AN~TIME

f'

It was a time that was meant for a great undoing;
Wisdom graced through the air like a eulogy,
.
Goodness was, as vast as infinity,
And .love-love had come pure in one· effortless doing.

It was the time quite meant for a brilliant undoing;
Faith was both vision and vise with no irony,
Beauty was near, as alive as an ecstasy,
Truth had no yield that form could not. have in pursuing.
So it was: as though growthed beyond fear, or a sudden undoing, _
Life slept too long. Doubt fused to memory,
. Became loss, 'wasa hate, swarmed f~ar like a jeopardy.
From fate. Life woke, then rushed from the seething ruin,

o

how the time rushed toward' its great great undoing.
MEADE

THE

HARWELL

WHITE .DUCK

The son of the king is going hunting
With his gun of silver.
c

.

I'll build a little mill by the river;
A little boat to cross the water.
, The son of the king is going hunting,
Sights the black one, kills the white.
.0 son of the king, you are ~uel!
You've killed my pretty white duck.
At the wing it's losing its blood,
Gold and silver thrbugh the bill,'
Through the eyes beautiful diamonds,
From its tail foam of white.

1

f

I'll build a little mill by the river,
A little boat to cross the water.
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o

son of the king, you are cruel!
You've killed my· pretty white duck.
Three of its feathers fly in the wind, .
Three of its dames are off to pick them up
To make a field-bed soft
For gallants to lie upon.
I'll build a little mill by the river,
A little boat to cross the water.
Louisiana Folk Poem
Translated by CAL V INC L A U DEL

THE LEFT
There with the great water wheel above us
and. the down cracking of the water on the rocks
and the sharp blue slivers of broken water
shooting falling crunching in the blue swift lane
-over stones and sanguineous earthbetween rhododendrons well pinked
we left a pair of ourselves
(that lovely early summer pair)
contemplating a small wild snake
in its taffeta wrath guarding private sun and icy bay.
Impersonal as an unfertile egg: the water wheel and waterpersonal as one's own cry: the anger of the snake.
All day being large we had examined starring mossesall day being small we had looked down into a valley.
fj

There without size
we left ourselves.
MAIDI PAYNE
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SEASON OF WAR
In the nights the young are lonely.
In the days the old are sad,
And the winds that blow can surely
Drive a man mad.
For the earth is stirred this season
By boys' knuckles in the loam, .
And the bones of young mariners
Drift on the foam.
HELEN

SCALES

PITY
Who speaks with a soft passion
Is a stranger irrational in aUf tonIDle:
He has a lonely name
And lives only in our pain,
.
Our ·slight pleasures ~eaping up ~is tears.
\,

'..

Are you hurt by the dawn dove mourning
Hound moaning in the chain
Cat crying like' a child,
.
Do you mind a bird's miraculous breath
'Yhose innocence draws early death
Under its implacable hawk?
When man's talk is sick with knowledge
Or song climbs for the escaping note
Or blood breeds incestuous battle:
Do you wish him least of the living,
Some ·beast with no memory and no hope?
In that late afternoon of honor
When colleagues laurel a man's head
And put purple on his shoulders:
Do you watch his dead· hair behind the leaves
The stoop that never -straightens
The shad9w leaning older down the wall?
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But'm<?uth remarkable for laughter wakens.
Buddha meditates against the wild figtree
Socrates repledges us with acrid dram
The Passion hangs his hood of pity
And shows the far face of man.
S. R A

I Z ISS

A REVIEW OF SOME· CURRENT POETRY
The Collected Poetry of W. H. Auden. New York: Random House, 1945· $3.75.
.A Masque of Reason~ by Robert Frost. New York: Henry Holt and Company,
1945. $2.00.
.
A World w~thin a War: Poems~ by Herbert Read. New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company. 1945. $2.00.
.
To Marry Strangers: a Book of Poems~ by Winfie~d Townley Scott. New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1945. $2.00.
Only the Years: Selected Poems: I9J8-I944~ by Ruth Lechlitner.. Prairie City. Illinois: The P~ess of James A. Decker, 1944. $2.00.
Poetry London X~ ed. by Tambilnuttu. London: Editions Poetry London. Nicholson and Watson, 1944. 15s.
Poems for d Son with Wings~ by Robert P. Tristram Coffin. New York: The Macmillan Company. 1945· $1.75.
American Citizen Naturalized in Leadville~ Colorado: a Poem~ by Kay Boyle. New
York: Simon and Schuster, 1944. $.50.
Crag and Sand~ by Irene Bruce. Reno. Nevada: Reno Poetry Workshop. 1945.
$1.00.
Eclogues in Blue~ by Richard Lyons. Centerville. Ohio: The Merrykit Press, 1945.
No price indicated.
Anti-Climax and Other Poems, by MiChael Gar. New York: New Era, 1944. No
price indicated.
Generation of Joumey~ by Jacob Sloan. Waldport, Oregon: The Untide Press,
1945. No price indicated.
Five Poems~ by Margaret Grote. Carmel, California: The Pine Cone Press, 1945.
No- price indicated
W. H. Auden's career has been newsworthy. He shot into public esteem
about fifteen years ago when he was quite young; he "led" the most talked-about
group of poets during the decade of the thirties; and now he seems to be groping
Ills way toward a new inaturity. Already it is being said that Auden was the typical
and leading poet of the thirties. but that the poet of the forties is clearly not
Auden.
Publication of his Collected Poetry gives us a chance to look over Auden'~
entire poetic career to date. The first remarkable thing about Auden's poetry i~
that. despite its dependence at times upon all sorts of predecessors, it has a voice:
of its own. This is a real achievement attained by few contemporary poets. Next,
it is true that Auden shoWs great facility. Recently in a review of one of Auden'~
long poems Malcolm Cowley contented himself with enumerating .all the verse
forms Auden used in the poem. a Iarge number indeed This is silly aiticism,
for writing verse in practically. every known pattern is an exercise and hardll
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proves a poet's ability. Yet there is an admirable aspect of the fact that Auden has
been more willing than probably any Qther contemporary pqet to try his band at
anything which seemed worth while; and it is even more to Auden's credit that
he has tried all these manners. with at least fair judgment and ability. Finally.
Auden has worked consistently in a down-to-earth idiom, and at least in his
earlier poems he wrote with quality in a language more broadly recognized than
that. of most recent poets.
But all these comments ar~ very general. . Specifically. Auden's achievement
is less than these comments would suggest. .So far he has written probably no more than a half dozen short poems of really fine quality. His longer poems, I
.. think, are a more interesting achievement: Auden's method is extensive~nd inclined to wordiness. the longer poem provides more room for displaying the
general abilities mentioned above, and the faults are more easily overlooked.
I doubt if these longer poems will live, half so long as ~e handful of fine lyrics,
but from our immediate viewpoint they are fruitful in a number of ways..
Auden's faults are found in practically every one of his poems. Essentially,
I suppose, they are (aults of self-deception. Although he tries almost all forms
and manners, his ear is pedestrian-the ear of free verse. a little poorer than that
of John Skelton. whom Auden often wanted to imitate, and certainly a good
way from the ear of a Shakespeare, a Milton, or a D~nne. Much of Auden's
facility is pyrotechnics. a delight in exciting·· but nearly meaningless juxtaposition
of images and ideas. a symbolism which has little faith or belief behind it, a
heavy dependence upon the' adjectiye. Basically, one occasionally finds a muple
of lilles as fine as are written by anyone today. followed by ten which vary from
anti-climax to shoddiness. The fault is thus one of intelligence. judgment, choice:
When they operate at ~eir best and the pyrotechnics is cut down, as in the last
part of the poem to Y~ats. in "Doom is dark and deeper than any sea-dingle,"
in "Epitaph on,a Tyrant," or in the nineteenth song, to mention some different
types. Auden is with our best. But the moments ~ more rate than we might
'
expect.
These paragraphs on Auden, whose book demands consideration as extensive as any magazine can give it, leave little space for' the remaining books on
the list. Robert Frost is always plenty;\! worth while. A Masque of Reason is a
fine anniveisary publication, for Frost's seventieth birthcIay. The masque is,
I take it, mainly a joke; it is -fun in Frost's .best joking manner, and the seriousness in it is sound enough to give it;, bite.
. ~_~..,
Herbert Read has become the godfather of a whole generation. apparently,
of English poets. His Critical leadership. fortunately, is better than the example
of his verse, which is largely built upon the propositio~ that if one fqUows a passage of rhetoric with a p . of imagism one comes up with a poem. In the
opening long ode, within a f~ ·lines of each other, we nnd these lines:.
And so we drifted twenty years
down the stream of time
feeling that such a storm
could not break again.
Disembodied voices drift past behind the hedge
the vespers of the blackbird and· the thruSh
rise and die. A golden frog
leaps out of the grasses.
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And he ends '''To a Conscript of 1940" ~th the folJowing:
Then I turned with a smile, and he answered my salute
As he stood against the fretted hedge, which was like white lace.

Winfield Townley Scott and Ruth Lechlitner have both published in mOl
recent literary magazines, and at least a portion of their work is rather wide]
known; , Both are concerned with cont~mporary and social themes, S<;ott wit
more traditional manner and Lechlitner with more experimental; and both suff€:
from laxness in composition, even dullness in book quantity. Lechlitner's hig:
spots are mostly matters of good lines, whereas Scott occasionally is at his bel
throughout an entire poem, as in'the last one in To Marry Strangers:
The tenth issue of Poetry London, combination book-periodical, is the fin
I have seen. It is probably the poorest in quality in that the editor has usel
poems from only the youngest and unpublished. poets. One is not particular!
impressed by any' other than promising talents among the several dozen poel
represented, even by Alison Boodson and Joan Snelling, the two singled out £0
. comment in the preface. However, the project is interesting and admirable, for it
poetry is only a part of its interest and ordinarily has better resources than thos
of this iSsue.
Robert P. Tristram Coffin is becoming more and more journalistic. Thi
time we move from the send-off for his aviator soIl} "You do not cry, for you arl
brave, l Your father has a world to save," to sentimental poems of childhood
"The small boy fi.lled the dusty train, / A dozen men were boys again." I won
der if Coffin has thought of syndicating these poems in the chain newspapers
they would make a great deal of money.
The remaining items are pamphlets. Kay Boyle's war poem is a topica
book, a sort of allegory of racial flight. Its quality is poor, certainly not worth~
of Kay Boyle. The first ,collection of Irene Bruce is interesting, both as a well
documented case study of a good talent starting to write poetry today, and for.
number of poems of quality. In his very limited edition of Eclogues in Blul
Richard Lyons writes with ability and self-consciousness, but I don't think he ha:
hit his snide. Michael Gar and JacoQ Sloan (the latter with a finely printe(
pamphlet 'well decorated) write little more than notes for poems; integration i:
not evident in the work. Margaret Grote publishes the winning poems in the
undergraduate, contest at the University of California; there is nothing displayec
except promise, which entitles them to be mentioned here.
""
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Geor.ges Rouault: Paintings and Prints, 'by James Thrall Soby. New York:
The Museum of Modern Art, 1945. $3.00.
Contemporary American Painting,-by Grace Pagano; introduction by Donald Bear. New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1945. $5.00.
.
Paul Strand: Photographs 1915-1945, by Nancy Newhall. New York: The
Museum of Modern Art, 1945. No price indicated.
·Mexico, by Fritz Henle. New York: Ziff-Davis Publishing Company, 1945.
$4.00.
.
.
Whether an artist uses subject matter as a symbol or whether he puts
"meanings" into ordinary things is largely a matter of conjecture or of
reliance upon what the artist says he means; The work itself mayor may
not mean something to the beholder. It communicates or not; but critics, .
no less than the public, like to atta~ sigilificant meaning and to interpret
the symbols-often iri a manner complicated and obtuse and not infrequently far afield from any intention of the, artist-to pictures which may
have been nothing more than sensuous exercises in the simple pleasure
of painting.
Through recent publicity Georges Rouault and his- intens~ly personal
work have caught the.eye and fancY o,f the At,nerican public. The critics,
because of the religious bent of the man, have assumed their favorite oracular role to interpret the work. A great deal is made of the man's undoubtedly intense religious nature; and his work is said to' be. "spiritual," to
symbolize much of a moral, social, or religious meaning, and to have>
significance above and beyond its surface value. To some he is a Savonarola in paint; to others, "a dark horse of the modern. movement." His
unique place in. the field of modern French painting seems to have called
forth undue emphasis upon the "symbolism" of Rouault. Interpretation
should not detract from an artist or from his accomplishments; but it
does seem presumptuous to be attributing some literary, moral, or socially
conscious motive to what ordinarily ~is, as is most subject matter, merely
a springboard for the painter's design, for his approach to the thing with
which he is most concerned: the problem of form or color or composition
~
or a combination of all these principal elements.
J ames Thrall Soby avoids the' symbolic, interpretive approach in. his
book, George-s· Rouault: Paintings and Prints. Serving as it did as the
2 19
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catalog of the Rouault exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art earl}
in the year, the book now approaches a greater public·and a wider func·
tion in acquainting the student and the layman with this extraordinary
work, with the man, and with his processes. Rouault remains an Ex·
pressionist, according to Mr. Soby, as he quotes Rouault as ~isclaiming
any "dependence on surface reality-'as opposed to· the reality which
satisfied Renoir or Degas, I would say, almost as the Sl,lrrealists, that there
exists on another plane a very beautiful reality which is not that of the
amateur photographer, who has always seen nature througp the lens 01
his camera.''' The reality to which Rouault alludes does not, surely, refet
.to parable or symbol, but to a sense of being which exists apart from· sight.
Mr. Soby's treatment of the biographical material, his chronological
record and discussion of Rouault's work, clarify the painter's solitary posi.
tion in the modern art world and scotch the popular trend toward read·
ing into the work sermons on this and that.
e.
<
Undoubtedly, as is shown in the text, Rouault was influenced by the
nineteenth century Catholic writers, Ernest Hello and Leon Bloy. The
latter had the stronger influence, since he was Rouault's men.tor and close
friend; but, as often occurs between writers and painters, a misunderstand·
ing arose when Rouault sought to follow the path indicated by Bloy's
philosophy, because "Bloy could not accept the pr9jection il1l visual terms
of a feverish conviction which so startlingly paralleled his own." Rouault
was n~t a painter of religious subjects merely, but a religious painter in
the sense of his intense conviction and devoted loyalty to his artistic ideal.
Of the 128 plates reproduced in the book, only three are in color;
but these accomplish the almost impossible task of indicating the original
ferocity, the pas~ionate intensity of Rouault's color. The writing is, made
still more valuable to art stu~ents by a chapter on "The Technique of
Georges Rouault's Prints," by CarlO. Schwiewind, which explains the
technique, so unorthodox and daring as to amount to one of the most
significant contributions to etching since Rembrandt.
The section called "Notes from the Artist, February 1945" adds to the
portrait of Rouault because he says directly what many artists have said
indirectly, "In order to have a taste for enriching the mind, it is perhaps
not necessary to be a graduate or to have a degree or to be a mandarin
. with pearl buttons."
,
.
Almost as if to aid in acquiring "a taste for enriching the mind" in
the field of American painting, Grace Pagano has compiled Contemporary
American Painting, which features, in 116 plates, forty-two of them in
color, the Encyclopaedia Britannica Collection. The naturally limited and
difficult selection .of this collection was accomplish.ed through the assistance of an "Advisory Board" of museum and gallery directors and artists.
The collection is to circulate as a traveling exhibition and of course is to
continue to expand. The book, with an introduction by Donald Bear
and a preface by Daniel Cotton Rich, makes a sizable and important contribution to the already popular publications on painting in the United
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States. Unlike so many of its imme4iate predecessors, Contemporary American Painting presents the artists and their work and allows both the work
and the artist to speak directly without the superfluous claptrap of critical
judgment, the bias of press-agenting, or revelations of the precious, despotic
savant. The pictures are al~owed to communicate or not "according to
the basic wishes of the artist," as Mr. Bear says.
In the preface, Mr. Rich remarks, "Too many writers on American
art have commenced with a chip on their shoulders . .. a sense of inferiority with regard to Europe. This has resulted in a distasteful toady-,
ing to continental standards or a belligerent isolationism." Neither attitude is true of Mr. Bear. He places understanding before classification;
aI].d his approach is one of standing, as it were, with the painter before
his painting to discuss the work and to invite understanding. He_does
not attempt to pass judgment or use' the hackneyed "what to look' for"
,approach. It is the painter who is allowed to speak both thr~ugh. his
picture and in a brief statement ~of his credo in general or' in ~remarks
which refer to his picture. I like the way each plate faces a shortbiographical text headed by a small portrait of the paint~r; further, I recommend the format of the book (about 9~ by 10 inches) wh~ch is such an
improvement over the larger, more unwieldy art books in the same field.
Of particular intere~t to New Mexicans is the inclusion of paintings by
John Sloan, Randall Davey, Pete,r Hurd, and Howard Schleeter, all of
whom New Mexico claims.
This otherwise excellent book is made less effective by the inclusion
of a vague treatise by Frederick Taubes, who attempts. ,to explain in elaborate terms what he' calls "TheT~chnique of Painting." l\'Ir. Taubes
manages, as always, tQ give an impression' of profoUJ}dness with his
pseudoscientific, pseudohistorical approach. As usual, he, takes the names
of old masters in vain, 'as it were, of course capitalizing the classification,
to back up his profitable lege~demain of art technicalities, his so-called
scientific methods, and his precious secrets of the studio for the uninitiated.
Analyze his text in the light of painting knowledge and experience, and
one finds a neatly put-together,' well-written pastiche which amounts to
little more than a racket. I am reminded of the final remark of Rouault
in Mr. Soby's book: "That is why I sometimes tremOle with sacred anger,
may I say, when I am compared. in my various attempts with some of
the great old masters whom I love. . . . I am so far away from them-in
a certain way. But can, we not say, here more than ever, to make ourselves better understood with regard to this cult of the old masters: 'The
letter killeth and the spirit iiveth life.' "
'
..
Two books of'photographs which' are far enough above the average
to come into the realm of art are the recently published Paul Strand~ by
N~ncy Newhall, and Mexico~ J>y: Fritz Henle. Each is quite successfully
done;, yet each is as distinct as 'the work of the man it features. The nearest points of siririlarity are in some of the subject matter, as when Strand
photographs Mexico and when his semiabstract treatment of iris blades
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compares favorably with Henle's like approach to a cactus wall. These
points of comparison serve chiefly to bring out the real differences 0:
technique, but more definitely the principal difference: the character 0
the two men.
,
The Strand Qook, like most of the Museum of Modern Art publica
tions, was the catalog of an exhibit of Strand phqtographs; andf> the forma
and layout are the usual thorough presentation. There is a concise Yan
kee flavor about the book, although the subjects range widely both iI
material and chronology. They cover a period from 1915 to 1945 an<
include the early candid camera shots of big city types, machine, plant
and landscape forms from Gaspe to Mexico, including some of Nev
Mexico. Strand's Mexican photos have a simplicity, a starkness, wh~cl
is reminiscent of his, New England photographs. Somehow there is c
feeling of the J}orthern matter-of-factness about them. Although Frit:
Henle's similar subjects .are simple, "even severe, they have, in contrast, al
exotic quality, a southern, foreign glamour which may be described a
sophistication in the continental sense.
For the photographer and student the Paul Strand book would seen
to offer a greater variety of technique and to stimulate experimentation
This is not' to say that the Henle book is not also of great interest to ~thesl
.groups; it serves a greater public by its very nature and its theme. Henle'
writing and the picture captions in both Spanish and' English are' weI
done. They are no ordinary, unimaginative, literal translations from Olll
language into another; each is in essence the same but expressed in thl
idiom peculiar to each tongue. This book should create a lively
interest
ll!
not. only because it deals superbly with photogenic Mexico, but becausl
of its informative bilingual text.
LL 0 Y D L. Go F 1

Ancestors' Brocades: the Literary Debut of Emily Dickinson, by Millicen
Todd Bingham. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1945. $3.75.
Bolts of Melody: New Poems of Emily Dickinson, ed. by Ma1:?el.Loomi
Todd and Millicent Todd Bingham. New York: Harper and Brothen
1945. $3.00.
In Ancest'Ors' Brocades is an image of Emily Dickinson w.hich seem
to me to characterize the poet better than any other I have read., Mn
Todd, Emily's first editor, knew Emily for a short while before the poet'
death. About her talks with Emily she later remarked to her daughtel
"our interviews were chiefly confined to conversations between the bril
liandy lighted drawing-room where· I sat and the dusky hail just outsidi
where she always remained."
,
,
In truth Emily Dickinson has become in American literature thl
speaker £ro~ the "dusky hall." She took seriously the doctrine of EmersOl
regarding the ecstatic and divine quality of the momentary vision, a do(
trine which in more recent years is that of "automat:.ic writing," associa
tion, and surrealism. She seemed literally to live in a separation betweel
intellect and emotion, in the realm between conscious and subconsciou
I
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thought. - As she says in one of her poems, "I dwelt as if myself were out."
And the following two stanzas of the first poem in Bolts of Melody illustrate the doctrine vividly, and as well Emily's frequent obscurantism of
imagery and thought:
I would not talk like cornets.
. I'd rather be' the one
Raised softly to horizons
And out, and easy on
" Through villages of ether,
- Myself endued balloon
.By but a lip of metal
The pier tQ my pontoon.

'j

Nor would I 'be a poet.
It's finer own the ear, ,
Enamored, impotent, content
The license to revereA privilege so awful
What would th~ dower be
Had I the art.to stun myself
With bolts of melody!

The resultant body of poetry is one of the most remarkable in the
world. On a single page o.f ]Jolts of Melpdy we find the two extremes. The
poem numbered 48-2 shows Emily working with an intellectual construct
with her provocative and maddening ambiguity:
Her sweet weight on my heart a night
Had scarcely deigned' to lie,
When, stirring for "belief's deliglit,
My bride had slipped away.
.,

If 'twas a dream, made solid just

The heaven to confirm,
Of if myself were dreamed of her,
The wisdom to presume
With Him remain, Who unto me
Gave,. even as to 'all,
A fiction superseding faith
By so much as 'twas real.
The poem numbered 484 is one of ·those slight perceptions which apparently delighted Emily and'which still delight the P?etry "clubs" and their .
little magazines:
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We introduce ourselves
To planets and to flowers,
But with ourselves have etiquettes,
Embarrassments and awes.
Rare, but truly fine, were the moments when Emily got somewhere in be
tween these two extremes to communicate a perception which was remarl
able, interesting, extensive, and truly sensible. .Those rare poems amon
her work have made her the finest American poet of the nineteenth centuI;
The publishers are right in calling these two books a literary event (
the first importance. Ancestors' Brocades is written simply and with .sma
literary flourish, and it tells one· of the most interesting stories in America
literature. It wipes away the mystery about the publication of Emily
poems, and i.ncidentally it provides us with a less speculative and more na
ural view of Emily than we have had before. Bolts of Melody gives t
more than 650 new poems or fragments of Emily's work. The book prol
ably completes the text of Emily's poetry until such time as scholars 3.1
able to get their hands on all t!Ie manuscripts and other documents~ AI
tually the book does not add a considerable number to Emily's finest poen
which we already know, b~t to Millicent Todd Bingham go rightfully Oll
gratitude and our admiration for her accomplishment in these two book
ALAN

SWAL~O'

Cannery Row, by John Steinbeck. New York: The Viking Press, 194!
$2.00.
Sleep in the Sun, by Alan Moody. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Compan
1945. $2.00.

"Cannery Row in Monterey in California is a poem, a stink, a gratin
noise, a quality of light, a tone, a habit, a nostalgia, a dream." Cannery RO'L
the novel by John Steinbeck, is neither a poem nor a quality of light. :
is simply the most spurious piece of folksy lore ,to have oozed from til
pen of any writer of our time whose talent, if not his judgment, should ha'
taught him better. It occupies the same position on Steinbeck's shelf ;
The Wild Palms does on Faulkner's or Tragic Ground on Caldwell's. Lil
their failures, it acknowledges the decadence that must set in when realisl
finds nothing about man more interesting than his physiology.
There is more secretion, regurgitation, defecation, expectoration an
g<:nerally visceral and cloacal activity in these two hundred pages than .ca
_be found in the nearest freshman textbook for "Zo" Ia. Ostensibly, it
the story of the attempts of the inhabitants of Cannery Row, all of whol
have a mental age of about ten, to tprowa party for Doc, whom Steinbe<
would persuade us has a men~al age of about one thousand. Actually,
is a confused (or is it deliberate?) amoral succession of episodes mail
taining impenitently that despite the biological ~niformity which excitl
Steinbeck so utterly, man is much more than he seems. Lee Chong is mOl
than a Chinese grocer. He is "an Asiatic planet held to its orbit by tl:
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pull of Lao Tze and held away from Lao Tze by the centrifugality of abacus
and cash register." Gay, besides being an inspired mechanic, is the. USt~
Francis of coils and armatures and gears"; and Doc, owner and operator of
the marine laboratory, collector of Daumier, Titian, Picasso, Dali, ~nd qregorian chants, reader of Li Po and :aihana (preferably aloud), 'has a face
"half Christ, half satyr"; and when he knocked down Mack for wrecking
his laboratory during a drunken brawl, "in Doc's head the monotonal opening of Monteverdi's Hor ch'el Ciel e la Terra began to form, the infinitely
sad and resigned mourning·of Petrarch for Laura."
Outside the pages of William Saroyan and Henry Miller, more pretentious writing would be difficult to locate, and Steinbeck has much less
justification for it,· dramatically or philosoRhically; than either of those
gentlemen. In Chapter Six, where Steinbeck, with all the delicious shudders that accompany a child's first discussion of sex, describes marine life
in the Great Tide Pool,· the word "lovely" is used three times as synonymous with "murderous." The fact is that Steinbeck has ceased to be a
novelist, since a novelist, for most purposes, deals with the stuff of humanity; and Steinbeck is far more at home, and genuinely more edifying, when
he is writing' directly about octopi, crabs, or gophers.
The late Mr. Moody's Sleep in the Sun, as the title suggests, belongs;
also, to the siesta school of literature which produced You Can't Take-It
With You, The Beautiful People, and Tortilla Flat, as well as Cannery
Row: the school that says, if the life of the mind is as inaccessible as, the
life of power and wealth, it's more fun to surrendet; and proclaim the beauties of irresponsibility, hallucination, or rural shiftlessness.
Mr. Moody found these beauties among the Mexicans of the Oxnard
. country in Southe~ California. Like Cannery Row, the San Marque unyon houses the primitives of society. Unlike Steinbeck's these primitives
are agricultural, not urban, backwash~ and Moody had at least the good
grace not to confuse them with animals or saints. Very quietly, with as
little charlatanry as distinction" he chronicles the adventures of the whimsical Mercados and their neighbors an the technological border, baffled by
any strain put upon their intelligence by machines or projects~ or by the
exigencies 01 their· own confusion. Moody has added nothing to what
Steinbeck in Tortilla Flat and· Robert Bright in The Life and Death of
Little J 0 told us about the pa'isano: that he is hopelessly superstitious, uninformed, sly, self-exploited, frequently cruel-and' charming withal. Lacking. the sense of fable and the poetic ability that Steinbeck did, indeed,
project in Tortilla Flat, Mr. Moody's novel is as scanty in implications as
it is in pages.
V ERN 0 N You N G
The Ghostly Lover, by Elizabeth Hardwick; New York: Harcourt, Brace
and Company, 1945. $2.50.
Elizabeth Hardwick's first novel '(her first published story appeared in
these pages) elicits a special problem and service of criticism: how, justly,
to distinguish between. the dozens of first novels of .,this order that appear
T .
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annually, all obviously autobiographical, each rendering the magic or tra,
vail of existence as experienced by its author, none dealing an impact be,
yond the evening taken to read them. How does this one, for example
differ from the others of its kind, fr:il offerings at the altar of personality
bearing such titles as Dawn Breaks the Heart or' We Too Are Drifting J
The obvious answer, in this case, is that it differs mainly in the superficiei
of subject matter and in its treatment. One may well demand what else
in literature, there is" and approach closer, thereby, to the distinction be
tween a first nov~l that' incontestably signals a future (one of stature, not 0
mere productivity) for its author and one that is simply minor.
The provenance of minor literature is established in every gossamel
line of Miss Hardwick's production: the intention, not so much of analyz
ing or dramatizing experience, as of repossessing it (Proust's intention, bu
not his sole one) ; the submergence in emotion instead of emergence froD
it; the obsession with the texture rather than the meaning of events. Thesl
preferences are legitimate components of fiction, but taken from the servio
of atmosphere and employed as be-all'and end-all, as they are in $is nove]
they are pejorative to complete artistic experience. Structurally, Thl
Ghostly Lover is transparent enough:-IlO pun intendedl-Marian COIf
man (so designated because Elizabeth Hardwick cannot fairly name he
Elizabeth Hardwick) grows painfully into herself by learning to reject he
own need of too soon serving the needs of others. This theme is at least a
old as Portrait of the Artist As a Young Man, and is still potentially powel
ful, but it deserves maintaining by a braver self-exaII].ination than Mis
Hardwick seems able to provoke or by more undaunted observation of th
external world than she is willing to endure. A vivid social correlative i
suggested in the early pages of the book by her depiction of a Southerl
family's insecurity before the confident animality of its ancestors and of it
Negro servant. It remains a suggestion only; the characters who surrounl
Marian during her college days, and later, remain as ghostly as Marian hel
self or her hypothetical lover.
. It is not gratuitous, but pertinent, to perceive an analogy between th
following description of a "particular night" undergone by .Miss ColemaI
Hardwick and the novel itself.
,~

[It] had no flesh or bone; it was composed o~ papier-mache reproductions (
emotion, constructed only for the occasion. . . . Reality intruded momentarily an
vanished the succeeding moment.

Reality did just this on page 95, when Miss Hardwick's invertebrate de
pendence on phantom sensibIlity led her not to stylistic crisis only, but t
the very "surface of the intense imine":
But the impenetrable insincerity, as autom~tic and instinctual as closing t1J
eyelid against dust, threw its weight between them.

On page 254, constructed for another occasion, the simile,' this time wit
accuracy, if with unconscious irony, is urged to do yeoman's service:

.
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This feeling of obligation was so old it was now a reflex response, but, like
the instantaneous closing of the eyelid against danger, it. was fleeting and could not
be sustained.

In the face of such a contretemps, the critical reader is likely to dismiss as
publisher's trade ,humor the jacket's declatation that Miss Hardwick "has
... stepped into the front rank of American novelists," assuring himself
that the front rank includes Katherine Anne Porter and Jean Stafford.
VERNON YOUNG

I Ask You, Ladies and Gentlemen, by Leon Z. Surmelian. New York: E. P.
Dutton and Company, 1945. , $2.75.
It is hard to find a critical handle by which to lay hold of a book like
I Ask You, Ladies and Gentlemen. 'One could put it upon the shelf with
all the other books by immigrants telling what they have found and what
they miss in the United States. Or' one could classify it with accounts of
,the Armenian massacres and say that here is a vivid,. first-hand record of
those events. Perhaps simple exclamatory words of praise, like-s'William
Saroyan's in the introduction he has written for the book, would be bestbut that has already been done.
'
Leon Z. Surmelian, son of an apothecary, was borri and grew up in
Trebizond, where Greeks were Christians and friends and the Moslem menace was perpet~aI. He idolized an uncle' who was an Armenian revolutionary, had most embarrassing expePiences at his confirmation, went to school,
spent summer vacations in Armeni~n villages. The Russians fought the
Turks and the Turks in turn took their wrath out on the Armenians. The
boy's family were forced to go into the interi~r, his father and mother finally dying of their-sufferings. His sisters got refuge with the Greek, Dr.
Metaxas. The boy escaped his captors, went to Russia to school and orphanage, finally got back to Constantinople, from whence he departed to American to study agriculture in Kansas State College. He has been inAmerica now approximately twenty years, and he Iives'in Hollywood and
owns an automobile and drinks martinis on New Year's Eve when memories get the better of him. The book is a series of separate sketches, and not
a connected autobiography, but it is neither sketchy nor incomplete,. It is
to be read for pleasure and not for information; part of the reader's pleasure will come from vicarious experience of ways of life Americans know
little about, ·but most of it will come from the earnestness' with which Surmelian sticks to his inner life-his fan~asies, his enthusiasIIl&, his appreciation of the qualities of experience.
.
Reading this book, one is prompted to put an old question. What is
this immense difference between the Old World and the New-the Old
World where young boys admit they love poetry and talk about their fantasies and learn early to find a place in the scheme of things for suffering
'and defeat, and.the New World-where the "young Americans [have] bright
minds, [are] keen in laboratory w~rk, and won~erfully healthy" but are
t ·
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singularly devoid of intellectual, spiritual, or cultural interests? It is n(J
solution to say tha~ the Americans have a different kind of inner life whic1l
the Old World cannot understand, or that if given time we will show to the;
world out:. particular brand of spirituality; or even that, after all, ~ Leoll
Surmelian may be as rare an Armenian as the highly perceptive and sensi
tive person is rare among us. For however tired we may be of having OU]
cultural thinness pointed out to us, we are likely to admit in our bette]
moments that this Surmelian and the Old World have something we de
not have. True, there may be a" great deal of fulsome posturing in Sur
melian's characters (see, for example, the chapter "Ah, That Night in Starn
bull" which, incidentally, appeared first in these pages) ; those lads may no
ha.ve been as full of Dostoievsky, Baudelaire, music, and poetry as the:
thought; they may have been only emotionally effervescent, possessed of thl
gesture without the meaning. But making the gesture "may lead to thl
meaning. And. when we talk about our, own cultur~l thinness we are talk
ing mainly about our unwillingness to make the gestures, to admit thl
existence of the inner life, to try to tease it out into form; about a certaiJ
lack of warmth and spontaneity and concern about goo~s and evils.
Surmelian, being a gentleman, does not harp on these things. He i
abundantly grateful for Ariierican freedom-freedom from want, opprel
sian, all the inherited petty meannesses of Europe and Asia. At one poin
he feels a rapturous identification with the American earth-the same eartl
as in his native land-and he is thoroughly "Americanized." But in hi
very next chapter the old division plagues ,him; Hollywood and his aute
mobile and the martinis are not it.. "It" is childhood's straight seeing an
honest feeling-an Asiatic more than a European contribution, and one nc
very .easily adoptable, one fears, in these parts.
Our terrific outpouring of external energy in the war may have led t
to believe we can put all these considerations behind us. The end of tb
war will perhaps bring us finally out of our colonial sense of cultural infe:
iority. But power and world leadership will not telieve us of the respons
bility of trying to see how much of the Old World needs blending into tll
New if the latter is to have more than a certain bright efficiency in the crl
ation of instruments of power.
':.D
, U D LEV Wv N :
. _. i

The Best American Short Stories 1944: and the YeJr600k of the America
.Short Story~ edited by Martha Foley. Boston: Houghton MiHlin COil
pany, 1944. $2.75.
American Writing 1943: the Anthology and Yearbook of the American NOl
Commercial Magazine~ edited by Alan Swallow. Boston: Bruce Hut
phries, Inc., 1944. $2.50.
In the preface to her crop of 1944 stories, Martha Foley inveighs bi
terly against the publishing mores, the editorial inflexibility of commerd
magazines, and the l~re of Hollywood for what they do in draining off 1:
erary talent to more paying but less creative pursuits. By now this is CI
old story. Apparently Miss Foley feels the need for saying that her job I
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separating the best short stories from the acres of published material of this
-past year w.as a particularly tough one. It is not mere coincidence that
pr.pmpts Alan Swallow also to confess to the rather troublesome experience
of gathering his anthology o{ story and'll verse. Mr. Swallow, though, -proq..
ably hits more immediately home by ascribing the falling off in quality of
writing to the impact of war.- This is, however, no reason for critical laxity.
If the "little" magazines, from which about half of Miss Foley's stories derive, are indeed, as Mr. Swallow tells us,: the tutelary deities of much that
is promising and great, then our critical sights must be trained even higher.
The truth is that Miss Foley's anthology is marked by a good deal of undistinguished writing. "Best" is after all one of the language's superlatives
-a fact we may overlook in the easy American habit of just wanting to
read something, the same easy way publishers have of going into adjectival·
transports just to sell something. And "best" is not the word for too many
stories in this volume. We are mindful of Matthew Arnold's judgment
that only twenty per cent of Wordsworth's poetry ra~ed immortality. The
remainder is wingless. That is inevitable. To write well, as Maugham remarked, one must write much-if not always well, we can add. But in this
collection the reader is justified in expecting a more sustained level of
excellence since it represents not one man's output but a conglomerate
effort.
.
Miss Foley's credo? "I make no plea for grimness in writing. Laughter is as valid as tragedy. I do make a plea for the truth." Miss Foley
hews faithfully to this line. The stories -she has selected speak with a ring
of truth, if the transmission of this truth to the realm of feeling in the
accents of imaginative literature is not always successfully consummated.
Sidney Alexander contributes a fine story of a relief family of Negroes
caught in a mad and tragic stampede ~o board an excursion boat. Saul
Bellows writes some maundering "Notes of a Dangling Man." Mr. Bellows' "Man" is more like a dangling doll, shiftless, undirected, and spilling
over with the bitterness, frustration, and ill will of min9r political faction·
alism. Lionel Trillin~ takes a flier from his critical work and contribut~s
a k.een study of two college students. . A sensitive close-up of awakening
adolescence is furnished by Elizabeth Eastman. Humor and mirth receive
sprightly expressjon in stories by William E. Barrett and Emanuel WinterS. Stories about soldiers by Berry Fleming, Josephi~e Johnson, and
Ruth Portugal tell" of wartime America. War-t9rn America· has yet to
come home arid tell its story. The prolific, the facile, the almost glib Irwin
Shaw is here again with the reflections of a veteran on his way home after
victory -listening to the kind of big business talk that would make foranother world war. Miss Johnson writes a deeply moving story of a
mother and child moving from state to state in" order to be with her soldier husband. The griefs, hardships, and hopes of war prisoners, refugees,
the hungry, the dispossessed are recorded in overseas settings by Dorothy
Canfield Fisher, Noel Huston, Eyre de Lanux, Vladimir Nabokoff, Leon
Z. Surmelian, Edita Morris. Mention must be made of a long, powerful
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tale by Carson McCullers, "The Ballad of the Sad Cafe," portraying the
rotten, unregenerate, destructive individualism of the South. There are
thirty stories in all.
In the brief space remaining, it is perhaps better in the longer view to
acknowledge the excellent case Alan Swallow makes out for the "little"
magazines from which his entire selection of stories and poetry is drawn.
The undeniable record these small journals have established in introduc·
ing future writers of note, and in serving as media for advanced cultural
and literary thinking .is indeed all out of proportion to the meagre support and recognition they inspire. Mr. Swallow seems strangely resigned
to this. In place of striving for a wider acceptance, he offers the cama·
raderie which exists between the writers and editors within the small cor·
ppration of these "little" magazines. "Camaraderie" in this case can
spell "coterie" and may ultimately result in a complete removal from
the literary mainstream to the rarefied atmosphere of the "elect" with all
of its implications. Men like Anderson.and Sandburg grew to full stature
not because of the dubious satisfaction derived from writer-editor ex·
changes, but out of an instinctive desire to reach out to the greater num·
ber they were· thinking and writing about, and from them to gain renewal
and no;Jrishment. It is not for the "little" magazine to continue preening
itself o~ its parturient past, or on the great and near great it has cradled
within its covers. This can be as meaningless as the fact that George
Washington slept here. In remaining content (and basically they are)
about the problem of limited circulation, the noncommercial magazines
betray a stasis in thinking as to the potential audience that exists for the
kind of writing they offer. Publishers are given to marveling nowadays
with ill~concealed puzzlement at how "serious" the public taste has be·
come. Regardless of whether this is the audience, if the "little" maga·
zinesare to grow (or have any desire to grow), it is for them to discoveI
whether they can do so on what may be a greater base than they have ad·
IJ!ittedly had in the past. . If not, they will persist in their present and
restricted function of being an avant-garde for the avant few (with reports
of casualties among their number from time to time), and, as ¥iss Fole~
points out, as the initial springboard to send the more fortunate on theiI
way to monied recognition.
I R V I N G B ROD KIN

Continent's End: a Collection of California Writing, edited by Joseph
Henry Jackson. New York and L~ndon: Whittlesey·House, 1944. $3.50.
Mr. Jackson states in the introduction to this volume that the purpose
of any collection of regional writing "should serve to remind the general
re~der of the high quality, the var.iety and vigor of the wrilting that has
stemmed from the· region, and it should suggest to him something of the
region's physical, social and-so to put it-spiritual variety." This is, on
the whole, an excellent and succinct 'statement of the aim of the regional
anthologist, and we can have little quarrtel with it. One question that
arises, however, is concerned with the use of the term "high quality." Un·
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less the anthology is .to represent merely a sampling of California's best
writing and a stimulation to the reader to go back and reread the works
from which passages have been taken, it is difficult to see how we. are to
judge the "quality" of certain ·brief excerpts such as the one from Jphn
Steinbeck's In Dubious Battle, without first having read the book in its
entirety.
. This problem, of course, represents the dilemma of the anthol_ogist,the- inevitable compromise between form and subject matter; but it is difficult to understand why Mr. Jackson did not allow so prolific an author as
Steinbeck the advantage of a complete selection; one 'of his many excellent
short st<:>ries, for instance. Continenfs End, like so many of the recent anthologies, suffers from the inclusion of too many obvious excerpts, particularly in the first section, which contains the bulk of what might be termed
"quality" writing-if such a term may encompass the works of such divergent authors as Yvor Winters, William Saroyan, and Budd Schuldberg.
The selections from Gale Wilhelm~s excellent noYel The Time Between,
Upton Sinclair's Oil, Myron Brinig's The Flutter of an Eyelid, as well as
from the Steinbeck novel, suffer :;t. formlessness which can be accounted for
only upon the grounds of either parsimony or the inadaptability of the
original work to the purposes of 'the anthologist.
The very catholicity of Mr. Jackson's collection does,.- however, man:
age to present the incomparable mixture of cultural forces-the "spiritual
variety"-which make up the Califo1Jlia milieu, fromt4e excellent though .
diverse poetry of Josephine Miles, Robinson Jeffers, Yvor Winters, Kenneth
Rexroth, and Hildegarde Flanner to· the products of San Francisco journalism and the Hollywood film colony, from the quiet scholarship of T. K.
Whipple to the flamboyant historical sketches of William and George Banning and Oscar Lewis. It is, for the most part, a culture based more upon
the search for gold (either of the Hollywood..or of the Sutter's Mill variety) than upon a search for human........ethical" -and "moral"-values, which
are the stuff of genuine literature.
RAY B. W EST, J R.
,

,Wife to Mr. Milton: the Story of Marie Powell, by Robert Graves. New
York: The Creative Age Press, Inc., 1~44. $2.75.
Marie Powell, wife to Mr. Milton, was the daughter of a Cavalier.
She believed in the Cavalier cause, grew up and revelled in the Cavalier
manner of living, and at the age of twelve fell in love with one Mun,.a
Cavalier. She remained in love with Mun until she was twenty-six years
old, at which time she died. According to her own confession she was a
"particular bold spirit." Thus it is no~ strange that as "wife to Mr. Milton" she was unhappy. For John Milton in his own particular- way was
also a bold spirit; and he undoubtedly found his patience tried by a Wife
who always disapproved, andfreque-ntly opposed, those things in which
he most earnestly believed.
.An account of the conflict between these two bold spirits constitutes
the central theme of Robert Graves' latest novel. The romance with Mun
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pro"ides sentimental interludes. The two are larded together by descriI
tions of war-. politics. and customs in the second quarter of the seventeentJ
century.. The result is not happy. particularly in view of the fact that w
have a right to expect better things from the author of I, Claudius ani
Claudius the God.
,Marie Powell arouses sympathy at"times and occasionally irritation. bu
she is never quite plausible as a figure of either fact or fiction. And despit
the publisher's assurance that ,at last Milton is presented "in his true lighl
in those characteristics which led him to become Oliver Cromwell's Dl
Goebbels." it is impossible to regard the portrait as authentic. A ch~l
terization of John Milton that ignores the eloquent testimony <?f his pe:
and disregards most of the facts of his public life is necessarily suspecl
when in place of such sources it substitutes the evidence of a wife. antagol
istic in temperament. politics. and religion. and admittedly in love wit:
"another man: the result can be viewed only as a Qistorted caricature. havin
validity only if presented as a 'mirror in which we see the reflection. not c
Milton, but Marie. In such a circumstance. the reflection is unworthy c
the mirror.
But despite its weakness and its inferiority to previous novels by il
author. Wife to Mr. Milton is not without virtue. Readers surfeited wit:
the lusty, bloodletting, swaggering seventeenth century presented' b~ s
many novelists in recent years may well find in Mr. Graves~ seventeent
ce~tu.ry a certam relief. Even the quarre.Is between Marie and her husban
m ght be a welcome change from overlush romance. This reaction. c
co rse, is a matter of taste; but the hard,. vigorous writing of Robert Grav(
is happily a matter of fact. To a degree it compensates for a novel poor]
C H AR L E S J UDA1
conceived and built from too scant materials.
~

The Lambs: a Story of Pre-Victorian England, by Katherine Anthony. Ne,
York: Alfred A. Knopf. 1945. $3.50.
Charles Lamb and His Friends, by Will D. Howe. Indianapolis and Ne,
York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1944. $3.50.
The principal difference between these two recent books about Charl(
Lamb and his circle is that one of them. Mr. Howe's. is chiefly about Lam
himself; Miss Anthony's decidedly is not. T he Lambs is a double biOI
raphy of Charles and Mary. with almost as complete a presentation (
Coleridge and less well-rounded accounts of Hazlitt and others for goo
measure. Charles Lamb and His Friends proceeds in another manner. dl
. voting but a single chapter to straight biography and dealing critically an
appreciatively in the rest of the book with his haunts. his friends, and var
ous aspects of the man.
Miss Anthony is a skilled writer of biography. as those who have rea
her previous books are aware. But in The Lambs she has not come an;
where near the standard she set in Margaret Fuller, Catherine the Great, c
.. - Queen Elizabeth. Those books were sure, deft. enjoyable. The Lambs b
comparison is labored and forced; it verges upon being angry. The reaso
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may be found in two facts. First, all of Miss Anthony's previous studies
have been of women, whom she apparently understands 'and to whom she
is more successful in applying her method of psychological analysis. Now
that for the first time the center of her stage is occupied by a man, her
weaknesses become apparent. And this points to the second fact in explanation of the defects in The Lambs: Miss Anthony is a vigorous partisan of
the cause and rights of ·women. She tries to build Mary Lamb up to the
proportions of her brother; indeed, at times, she attributes ~the greater importance to the sister.. This, rightly or wrong!y, neither history no~ posterity will have. It is the Essays of Elia after all' which so delightfulIt enrich
English literature, and these are Charles Lamb; he is Elia. Furthermore,
a century' of tradition has made of Lamb "the best-loved' writer in English
literature." If any neglect has been visited upon Mary Lamb, Miss Anthony's book does not correct it. In her zeal she has built far too~eavily,
not only in dealing with Mary btit throughout the cook, upon assumption.
The best present-day knowledge of Lamb still leaves many gaps; some of
these Miss Anthony has tried to fill, but the result is' not, to me at least,
very plausible. Along ,the path ofconjeciure she has encountered more
stones than primroses.
.
Mx:.Howe has abided much more faithfully by the record; and since
he is a trained and careful scholar, that record is the fullest now known.
To this fund of knowledge Mr. Howe has added an enthusiast;ll for Lamb
and a nicety of critical .appreciation that make of his book a rich and
judicious pkture of Lamb, his background and times, his life' and friends,
his tastes and habits, his writing and his conversation. The book will
serve admirab.ly as an introduction to' the much-loved essayist. The only
more enjoyable study of Lamb I know is Canon Ainger's, th~ shorter one,
now nearly fifty years old, but in my estimation one of the best of all literary biographieS! Charles Lamb and His Friends has, of course, the advantage of much recently discovered material, particularly that brought to light
by E. V. Lucas" towards whom, incidentally; Miss Anth(,ny tosses two or
three rather soUr glances. One of the ,wise things about Mr. Howe's book
is the liberality with which he has qJ10ted from L~mb's 'writings.
Both books are provided with brief bibliographies and are well illustrated. Miss Anthony's 'book will no dqubt find many admiring readers,
bitt Mr. Howe's Charles Lamb and His Friends is a much more solid contribution, in spite of the looseness of its organization, and will remain so.
C. V. WICKER

~

The Violent Friends, by Winston Clewes. New York and London:
D. Appleton-Century Company, 1945. $2.50.
Described on the jacket as "a novel of the great Jonathan Swift and
of the two women who loved him," The Vi~lent Friends does very~well in
225 pages to make a readable work of fiction out of very recalcitrant material., The story begins with Swift's return to Dublin as Dean of St.
Patri4's and carries on two threads of story: the amazing and never-to-be-
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understood trianple of Swift, Stella~' and Vanessa; and Swift's defense of the
Irish people agamst Wood's Pence in the Drapier's Letters. Two capital
difficulties beset Mr. Cl'ewes, that of explaining to the uninformed reader
much political and literary history and that of creating scenes and putting
into the mouths of well-known historical personages speeches to fit the
scenes. The first of these proQlems results in slowing down the story considerably, and the second Mr. Clewes has handled in far too melodramatic
a fashion to please those who are familiar with Swift's life and writings.
The book jacket further informs us that both the play which Mr. Clewes
has written about Swift and the present novel are already successes in England; having read the novel and enjoyed it, though with a good many
reservations, I should like very much to see the play. Mr. Clewes writes
well and The Violent Friends is decidedly worth reading.
C. V. WICKER

Inocencia, by Alfredo d'Escragnolle Taunay;· translated by Henriqueta
Chamberlain. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1945. $2.50.
Rebellion in the Backlands (Os Sertoes), by Euclides da Cunha; translated
by Samuel Putnam. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1944.
$5.00.
Both of, these books recently translated from the Portuguese have as
their background the sertoes, the Brazilian l].interlands, and as characters
the sertanejos, the inhabitants of this same vast, mysterious region.
The earlier of these two publications, Inocencia (1872) is one of the
best-known works in Brazilian literature and the masterpiece of Alfredo~
d'Escragnolle Taunay. Inocencia is primarily a n9vel of protest in which
the author raises his voice again~t a social system that tolerates parental
tyranny over children. The chief literary merit of the novel, however, lies
in the fresh and simple portrayal of the people who live in the interior
provinces of Brazil and in the faithful description of their customs and
environment.
A more powerful and: signficant work is Rebellion in the Backlands (Os
Sertoes), written by Eudides da Cunha toward the close of me year 1902.,
The central theme of Os Sertoes is historical-the founding of the village
of Canudos by the fanatic Messiah, Antonio Conselheiro, and tile amazingly
heroic resistance of his backwoods followers against troops of the national
government (1896-1897).
Authors before da Cunha had manifested an interest in this same
Brazilian hinterland. Whereas theirs was chiefly.. a fictional interest, ,da
. Cunha's is that of a man of science. flis book is indeed "an epic treatise
of the geology, the geography, the climatology, the flora, the fauna, and the
- human life of the Brazilian backlands."
Although Os Sertoes is not a novel, its importance in the history of
the Brazilian novel cannot be exaggerated, for time and again novelists
have found inspiration in itS pages. Besides~ffording a wealth of material for plots, Os Sertoes paved the way for the regional and social novel
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of today. And the modem Brazilian novel is basically region=iJ,1 and sodal.
Mr. Putnam's translation of this monumental work is superior-precise, clear, and often brilliant. In addition to an excellent introduction
that accurately evaluates the author' and 'his works, there are notes, glos~
saries (botanical, zoological, and regional terms), and two·' indices, one of
names and one of subjects.
ALB E R T
Lop!- S

.

1.

Cocks and Bulls in Caracas",~ by Olga Briceno; illustrated by Kay Peterson
Parker. Bost~n: Houghton MiHlin Company, 1945. $2.75.
Olga Briceno was for three years Cultural Delegate of Venezuela to
the United States, has lectured in Europe and the Americas, and is now a
correspondent for the Caracas daily, El Universal. -In this little. book she
has attempted to. describe her native country, not as' the tourist sees it,
but as the setting for the life of 3: typical Venezuelan upper-class family,
her own to be exact. Her poiqt of view is that of the Venezuelan woman,
concerned first solely with courtship and matrimony, then with managing her household and rearing her children, her life spent indoors, her
interests centered in her home, family, friends, and church.
Miss Briceno has written charmingly and sympathetically of Venezuelan customs and superstitions, food, courtship, convent education, ,servants, man, and money. But the author herself, not having been confined by the sheltered'life she describes, can well afford to sigh' with "sheer
longing for the old known things," to 0]', '''How long the little while seems
before I return againl" Such a life as the author wants us to believe typical
of Venezuela, serene, comfortable, unchanging, is no doubt that of' her
own economic class. But she herself says, "At this tragic moment of history it is almost a moral obligation for people to look each other straight
in the eye, and to see other men and countries in their true colors." 'Miss,
Briceno has certainly not given us the whole picture in Cocks and Bulls in .
Caracas, but rather only that part which is quaint and alluring. The book
is pleasantly illustrated with watercolor reproductions in the end papers
and a generous sprinkling of woodcuts through the text.
<
<

MARY

.

WICKER~

Origins of Inter-American Interest 1700-1812, by Harry Bernstein. Philadelphia:. University of"Pennsylvania Press, ,1945., $2.00.
In this study of the origins of inter-American interest, prepared and
published under the direction of the American Historical Association, Professor Bernstein succes~fully sh~ws that the earliest appearance of interAmerican relations took place in an area of English influence-New York,
New England, and Pennsylvania-even though Florida, '~ouisiana, and the
Southwest had the adva,ntage of Spanish seitlement and culture.
The arguments are arranged under headings such as "The Contest for
the New World," "Pre-Revolptionary Trade," "Inter-American Trade,"
"The Formation of Cultural Interest," and "Inter-American Political Ties."
The composition of the book and the seventeen-page bibliography bespeak
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e scholarship of the author and his wide acquaintance with the literaure pertinent to his subject. A glance through the many footnotes shows
ow extensive the author's research h.as been. The discussions are constantly intermingled with relatively brief quotations from Olriginal sources;
this approach has the advantage of dispensing with many notes but the
disadvantage of hampering the reader who wishes to obtain a general view
of the subject without stopping to consult the evidence provided.
Criticism of omission may seem 'unjust to so meaty a work as Professor
Bernstein's. But one cannot help wondering. whether an interpretative
study of early inter-American relations, rather ,than so factual a compilation-even though it would risk being both 'personal and prejudicedwould not have left the reader with a clearer evaluation of this canvas depicting the political, economic, and cultural inter-American activities of
New York, Boston, and Philadelphia between 1700-1812..
Scholarly, readable, and businesslike, Professor Bernstein's work certainly represents a great amount of p3:instaking effort. As a contribution
to the history of the period, however, his monograph will be valued for
its details rather than for its synthesis, for its facts rather than for its inE DNA L U E FUR N E S S
sight or interpretation.

Mexico's Role in International Intellectual C~operation: Proceedings .of the
Conference Held in Albuquerque, February 24-25, 1944, under the
Sponsorship of the University of Texas and the University of New
Mexico, edited by Joaquin Ortega. Inter-Americana Short Papers, VI.
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1945. $.65. -This thin volume contains the proceedings of the Conference on Mexico's Role in International Intellectual Cooperation held under the joint
sponsorship of the Institute of Latin-American Studies of the University of
Texas and the School of Inter-American Affairs of the University of New
Mexico. The purpose of the' Conference was to provide the opportunity
for the furtherance of understanding and appreciation and the establishment of good will between the United States and Mexico through the
promotion of cultural relations between the two countries.
Five well-known Mexican scholars presented addresses that admirably supplement and reinforce one another. Alfonso Caso's masterly paper,
"The Indigenous Cultures of Central Mexico," is followed by one by Francisco Villagran Prado on "The Importance of the Study of English and
Spanish in the International Relations of Mexico and the United States."
Specialists in principles of education will be interested in reading that
effective foreign language instruction enabling the student to use the language for other than purposes of translation is also a problem in Mexico.
In his analysis of Mexican-American relations, Pablo Martinez del Rio
states that a policy of absolute nonintervention is a sine qua non in Mexican-American relations. Rodulfo Brito Foucher follows with a short address, "The National Autonomous University of Mexico; Its: Past, Present,
and Future Contributions to .. -Ipternational Intellectual Cooperation."
, .. .
:

.-
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Jaime Torres Bodet closes the series with "Tlie Bases and Significance of
Relations· Between Mexico and the' United States," in which paper he
recommends the international co-operation of the cultures of the Americas
and of Europe. In addition to sftveral photographs of the leaders at the
Conference, there are several pagel~ of general infqrmation concerning the '
activities arranged in honor of the five distinguished Mexi~n guests upon
whom the University of New Mexico conferred honorary degrees at" the
..
Fifty-second Annual Commencement.
The fact that this material was designed for oral presentation ad~' t9
the charming informality in the unfolding of the theme. Surely 'only those
who were present at the delivery of 'the lectures can by comparison with
this text appreciate fully how useful these papers are as contributions· to
~
E DNA LyE FUR N E S S
cultural understanding.
'8

The Netherlands, edited by- Bartholomew Landheer. Berkeley· and Los
"
Angeles: University of California Press, 1943.. $5.00.
This volume is..one. of a series under the general e~itorship of- Professor Kerner and designed to promote a more intimate acquaintance
, among the United Nations. "A nation is a living and growing entity,"
writes the editor in the preface. The twenty-one authors who have contributed to this work h~ave not spared themselves in writing of the growth
of the Netherlands. But they have not imparted to their work the warmth
_~
of a nation that- is living.
To parade the chief characters of Dutch life and highlight the principal events of Dutch history are not sufficient to introduce the foreigner to
the character of the Dutch people. No· sharp delineation of the "little fellow" who has contributed so much to the development of the country
emerges from the pages.!b One catches neither the varied color nor the full
vigor of Dutch life. This reviewer believes that Professor Adriaan J.
Barnouw's volume, The Dutch, more nearly conveys the ,life and spirit of
'
the Netherlands than does the book under review.
The book is divided into seven parts: (1) The Scene; (2) Historical
Background; (3) Political and Constitutional Development; (4) Economic
and Social Development; (5) Cultural Aspects; (6) Netherlands Overseas
Teditory; and (7) Second World War and After.
One's field of interest naturally will dictate his reading, but the'third
and fourth parts most nearly explain the "why" and answer the "how." of
a people who have welded themselves into a really united nation. Land.
~
heer, in his ch;.lpter on social structure, observ~s:
On the whole, th~ average Dutchman has not been particularly empire-conscious. He has been· too individualistic to regard the Dutch role in the overseas ..
territories as an achievement of the community as such. But he has taken a, pardonable pride in the achievements of his .fellow countrymen, and this has aided
him in overcoming the inferiority complex peculiar to citizens of man, small countries; a reaction by no means ~ien to the Dutch. . . .

This individualism, to which the other contributors have paid too little
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attention, has been the strength of the nation. From it has sprung a refreshing degree of tolerance and a marked tenacity of character. The latter
is best known tQ the outsider in the popular figure of speech, "stubborn
as a Dutchman." But five years of unflinching conflict against the Nazi
invaders have turned this into an heroic phrase. Freedom-loving Hollanders will find even deeper significance in that stanza of their national
anthem, "William of Nassau," which runs:
My God, I pray Thee, save me from all who do pursue,
And threaten to enslave me. Thy" trusted servant true.
o Father, do not sanction their wicked, foul design.
Don't let them"wash their hands in this guiltless blood of mine.
ALB E R T

C. F. W

EST P HAL

University Records and Life in the Middle Ages, by Lynn Thorndike. New
.
York; Columbia University Press, 1944. $5.50.
·This volume is "Number XXXVII of the Records of CivilizationSources and Studies!, edited by Austin P. Evans of the department of
history of Columbia University, with an advisory board composed of such
disJinguished scholars in history as David S. Muzzey, James T. Shotwell,
and William L. Westermann, as well as the compiler of th.is collection,
Lynn Thorndike. However, Professor Thorndike has done more than
compile, for besides writing a general introduction he has supplied valuable explanatory introductions to most of the selections, as well as numerous footnotes. These records, arranged chronologically from the twelfth
century to the,seventeenth, contain 176 selections, beginning with an extract from one of Abelard's letters dealing with the rivalry of teachers
and concluding with a catalog of lectures and exercises at the University
of Hesse-Schaumburg for the semester "from Michaelmas 1654 to Easter
1655." They range in length from a few lines to thirty-four pages.
Two common responses will result from reading this book. First is
the realization of the similarity between educational problems of today
and those of five" hundred years ago. A few titles will illustrate: "The
Youth Movement," "Literature versus Logis," "An Invective Against the
New Learning," "Regulation of Booksellers," "Academic Dress Regulated,"
"Hours of Classes," "Hazing of Freshmen Forbidden, Paris 1340," "Students Forbidden to Catch the Burghers' Pigeons," "Absences of Professors
at Padua, 1424," "Getting a Degree," "Student Responsibility," "A Case of
Viole~ce and Academic ,Discipline, Montpellier, 1455/' "Inspection of University Buildings, Heidelberg, 1512." Moreover, the nature of the controversies, the types of regulations, and the reforms recurrent~ urged have
a strangely familiar ring.
The second point of general interest is the predominant position of
theology in the intellectual life of five hundred years ago. Here the themes
debated sound as anachronistic as those dealing with student and faculty
problems soun4 like 'a contemporary university catalog or the carryings-on
at a faculty club. Few better measures of the extent to whiich science in-
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Huences our whole intellectual outlook can be found than in material of
this sort out of daily life and thinking in medieval universities.
Collections of documents like these have many specialized uses for the
historian and the educator, of course, but their value isperh~ps even
greater as a medium of insight into the way men's minds habitually reJAY C. K NOD E
spond to persistent human problems.

Puritanism and Democracy, by Ralph Barton Perry. New York: The Vanguard Press, 1944. $5.00.
.
,
This book is timely, for it is a digest, historical and philosophic, of the
vital ideas at the 'roots of the United states, a survey of their growth, and
an appraisal of the fruit they have borne. In style, -it Hpctuates between
illuminating epigrammatic phrase and stretches of prolonged, perseveriI,lg
analysis. The life of the Puritan, in this discussion of it"assumes at times
the "spirit of dull sobriety" with which critics have condemned it. Ag~in,'
the author breaks through with a kind of dry wit and crisp irony that is
singularly refreshing, such as his reference to Cotton Mather's "relentless
benevolence."
.
However, Puritanism and Democracy was not "ineant to be read as a
diversion; nor was it intended as glowing, '.heartfelt eulogy of the sturdy
English folk in the Eastern colonies who have in many ways set the pattern
for American thought and behavior. Professor Perry undertook to interpret the relationship between the religious and political elements known
in the seventeenth century as puritanism and their philosophic counterparts in the eighteenth century defined as democracy. He points out the
antitheses between. the medieval, theocratic,. puritan ideals and the enlightened, tolerant, humane outlook. of the eighteenth century deists; but
he finds a leaven working within the former set of dynamic principles
which brought about a gradual union with the revolutionary social forces
which followed them. "The deepest bond between puritanism and democracy was their common respect· for the human individual irrespective of his
place in any ecclesiastical, political, social, economic or other institution.
This individualism, with its far-reaching implications, modified every
difference of method and doctrine." Although puritanism was authoritarian in its conception of God, the fact that every individual was given a
Bible and taught to read it and confirm for himself the f~ndamental truths
encouraged self-reliance and fr~e judgment.. "Among "the puritans religion
itself was education," writes Mr. Perry. Such deists as Thomas Jefferson
and Benjamin Franklin may be said to have reversed the terms and made
education their religion; but where the search for truth was both literate
and zealous, the mind found its own freedom to arrive at principles emphasizing worldly happiness, economic prosperity, and justice based upon social
compacts and the English common ~w.
Professor Perry does not disregard the role played in American history
by the Spanish in Florida ~nd in the Southwest, by the French in the_
Carolinas and in the Mississippi Valley, by the Dutch in New York, the
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Germans and Scotch-Irish in the Middle Atlantic regions; but in his
opinion an earlier society had crystallized the American pattern sufficiently
to assimilate new material without altering the type. In this respect, I am
reminded of tl}.e point made by Howard Mumford on s, in an article in
The Atlantic Monthly five years ago, that the Irish po lation of Boston
today is "the puritan branch of the church univers "an has much in
common with the tra4itiorial puritanism of New Engla
in stressing domestic virtuFs and demanding thrift and sobriety of its parishioners. One
who is not a Catholic feels that in Am~rica the laity plays a larger part
in shaping the destinies of Catholicism than in the countries where political
democracy is not so strongly felt. When the late AI Smith ran for the
presidency, it was generally understood that the principle of separation of
church and state had been accepted by American Catholicism; in contrast,
in Italy, Spain, Portugal, Argentina, and elsewhere no such acknowledgment .has ever lleen made.
"
Professor Perry concludes with a strong plea for American democracy
to abandon its provincial outlook. Modern democracy .i$ pledged to the
creation of a just and humane international order by virtue of its concern
-with morality, which it conceives in terms of the relations of human individuals as such. "Democracy implies internationality, then, by the expansion of its basic moral principles to the total aggregate of mankind:' He
endorses the use of force to establish a world-wide conscience and a worldwide economic, legal, and political system which shall achieve for the several nation-states what. each nation-state accomplishes for its individual
members. Professor Perry concludes eloquently, "Nations, like men, will
no longer live in walled castles from which they make occasional armed
forays, but in the valleys and plains where without loss of domestic privacy they enjoy together the fruits of the earth and* the achievements of
human genius."
T. M. PEA R C E

Ideas in America, by Howard Mumford Jones. Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1944. $3.00.
In 1935, Dr.' Howard Mumford Jones gave a paper before the English
Section of the Modern Language Association of America. He pointed out
that this society of American scholars at its founding in 1883 had no section devoted to American literature, that in thirty-nine presidential addresses it had never listened to one which discussed American letters, that
it had published 1405 articles and studies of which only twenty-nine dealt
with American litera,ture as such, and that of forty-three presidents it had
selected ~nly one who could be called a scholar in the American field and
that one was James Russell Lowell, recognized as a critic of British literaturerather than of American. Pursuing the anomalous position of the
study of American literature in colleges and universities of the United
States, Dr. Jones analyzed the personnel of a typical university department
of English. It is a masterpiece of quiet satire: the "remaining" man of a
staff of fifteen or sixteen is assigned to Ame~can literature, the entire field
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from 1607 to 1935 and in all the literary forms-poetry. the drama. essay.
biography, and fictio~. This challenging and entertaining speech is the
first essay in Ideas in ."America, ~ collection of speeches and articles prepared by Dr. Jones between 1934 and 1944. dealing with American'literature, colonial history. and the cultural responsibilities of American educational institutions. Some of the essays are among the liveliest and most
easily read papers of the present day- All invite discussion. and discussion
at length. In this review only three more of the essays can be touched
upon.
,
,
"The American Scholar Once More" points out that American cul:tural traditions have been ignored or ·treated with ineptitude by the division of studies called. the humanities in just the way departments of literature hjlve mishandled American writing. While. orientation courseS have
been provided on the art of Greece and Rome, the Middle Ages. and the
Renaissance of the 'lId World, and entire curricula built about lists of
great books induding the legendry"of India, the science of Greece, an,d
the metap~ysics of medieval Europe. the hemispheric geography and cultural history of the Americas have been slighted;' and the art, literature.
and evolution;ary thought of the United States and other, related American
nations regarded as minor, if considered at all. "I am continually impressed." says Dr. Jones. "by the fact tHat among the humanities we seem
to stress the importance of an acquaintance with every great culture except
our own." After a resume of the well-knowQ. educational experiments' by
Meiklejohn. Foerster, and Hutchins, the first rooted in classical heritage
and the last renovating the disciplines of European -scholasticism. Dean
Jones comments: "I venture to suggest that a living core of interest around
whicili the liberal college could once more be given a vital unity is the study
and comprehension of American civilization." This reviewer applauds
when he continues, "What l am seeking is not an administrative reqrganization nor a required course nor a curricular upset·nor an absorption with
the immediate and contemporary, but a point of view. . . . We do not
necessarily need to abandon what we are teaChing. but we need to te~ch it
in a different way. _ .. I do not desire to drive Europe out of the colleges.
I merely insist upon the necessity o~ putting America in. How long can
we safely permit our students to believe that the rise of industry is all
there is to the story of American "life? We. have faced backwards and
turned to Europe in tile humanities; cannot we sometimes turn westward
and appraise our own' accomplishments? The spirit of Emerson is likewise America. We have neglected the resources of our own spiritual life
too long."
In "American, Literature and the Melting Pof' a,nd "New England Dilemma." the idea is stressed. that English political and cultural tradItions,
if they survive, must co-operate, assimjlate, and merge with the traditions
of the non-English peoples in the United States. Why"not with the traditions of the other Americas as well? Since this review is being written in
Mexico, it is easy here for me to feel'the community of political. economic,
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and creative life between the American republics. The right ideas in pne
will have vitality in the other, and an exchange is indispensable to under.
standing.
It is difficult to put down the pen while reviewing this book. I felt
regre~ that Professor Jories' admirable researches into colonial: origins did
not inc;1ude the colonial backgrounds of New Mexico as well' as those of
Virginia. The ideas of colonial New Spain are a part of the total American
experiment, and the area is rich in th~ qualities Dean Jones peclares the
New England intellectual tradition gravely needs-"earthiness,: emotion, a
,~. M. P E:A R C E
deep sense of life, a belief tt!at intellect is not all."
The Ten Grandrriothers~ by. Alice Marriott. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1945. $3.00.
Here are' people. That their blood is Indian, t4eir language Kiowa,
their locale the Wichita Mountainsl . seem but accidental particularizations of history, so universally human are the men and women in these
'pages. Their life in actuality, both past and present, is one thing; their
life in the printed record of this book is another,.a triumph of the author's
deep insight and literary skill in transferring tlfe elusive vital warmth· of
reality from the one to the other. The book is a rich picture of Kiowa
tribal life as represented by a handful of people-one or two families, their
friends and associates-living between the years 1847 ·and 1944.
These years comprise a critical period in the history of the Kiowa and
other Southern Plains tribes, a time when the flow of native life broke upon
the relentless rocks of an impeding culture, churned in futile rebellion
until, rechanneled, it today moves on with quiet strength in the great common stream of American civilization. The Kiowa of Miss Marriott's book
appear in four generations: there are· Spear Woman's parental relatives,
her own age-mates at various stages of their Ilves, her thildren and then
new problems, and' finally her grandchildren. These geneal!ogical levels
roughly coincide with the four major sections of the book: Part I, "Tile
Time When ,There Were Plenty of Buffalo" (1847-1869, native life as yet
barely touched by White contacts); Part II, "The Time When the Buffalo
Were Going" (1870-1883, White encroachment destroying· basic 'subsistence _a~d normal mode of life); Part III, "The Time ~When the Buffalo
Were' Gone" (1884-1910, complete disintegration of native liife with arti·
ficial support from the patron government); Part IV "Modem Times'!
(1912-1944, contemporary Indian life, self-sustaining, essentially American
but with strong native retentions). Biographical incidents enc-ompassing thf
manifold activi~ies'and emotions inherent i~ Kiowa life through -its ph<l;Se~
of calm and chaos are strung on the supporting threaqsof Spear Woman'~
and Eagle Plume's lives: a child's first taste of sugar, a tired. wife's need
for a .sister-helper, a youth's straining after spiritual power, an old man'~
haven of rest, such bits in all their homely, .poignant intim~ are there,
Skillfully the author has presented Kiowa culture in terms of its own logic
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and, without explanation or apology, has rendered it comprehe~sible, ev:en
sympathetic, to an alien reading Pllblic.'
. '.'
.
Thebasic data carefully recorded from native lips are ethnographically.
sound~ though the Chosen' m~thod of presentation is not sufficiently strin~'
gent .to· permit free use of the material for technical purposes. But the.
radiance of .human warmth which this book sheds' will serve to illumine'
c~lder, more objective studies of Kiowa life; it will be.a joy to arithropologist and layman alike. .
,.
A. H. G" A y'T 0 N'
I

.

.:

..;~

Home in the West: an Inquiry into My Origins, by Harvey Fergusson. New
York: Duell, Sloan and. Pearce, 1944. $2.75.
Harvey Fergusson," the author of eight. novels (several of which are
excellent), one philosophica! book, an~ pne history, now adds an attempt - •
at autobiography to an already long list' of writings. He .was born and
reared in New Mexico, and although he left home as a very young man, he
manages a 'rather solitary return from time "to time. 'He calls himself an
alien to the world that produced him, "one who departed but never forg~t, who always returned but" never again couldbelon.'g:' This sta,tement,
although it appears in an appendiX to thebodk. as a sort of apology 'or
justification for this story of his first twenty-one years, .might well serve'
for the basis of the opening chapter because it creates the mood of disillu-;
sionment and unrest that permeates the whole work. The title, Home in
the West, is less fitting than the subtitle, An' Inquiry into'My Origins, 'for'
he is more concerned with the emotional p~ocess 'of his growing up' than
with a hom~ th~t is e.ither a family, ~ house: or eve~ a. town or tegio~.
The author IS b~et WIth the problem of haVIng "somethIng to cOmmunIcate" a1?oUt himself, something that he has been unable to express 'through
the characters in his novels, however much they may .have been a part' oftheir creator. He claims to have refrained deliberately from dramatizing
himself and to have IQoked upon his early life'with detachment- in theduaf
role of "observer and observed," but· almost with the same stroke of the'
pen he admits the difficulty of describing "a process of becoming' from the
viewpoint of the subject."
.
Mr. Fergusson begins with an impressive description of the Albuquerque of his childhood, a sprawling Western city in the late nineteenth
century, sunk into insignificance in the.immensity of its natural surround-'
ings. ; One feels that h~ loves "this sight and that it must h'ave been a pow':
erful influence upon his rather'solitary childhood. He describes his yoUth
as being antisocial, unrestraine<:! by the normal amount of parental influence, confined within' himself. Although he was fully an<;l contentedly
aware of his natural environment, he ,hardly ever became a part of hishuman surroundings. It is interesting to note that exceptbfor his maternal
grandfather, his father, and himself, the few people mentioned in, the.
course of the autobiography pass through the pages as mere shadows, never.;
made to live and breathe, forgotten once they are briefly mentionea.
Sympathetically anc;l with a sketchy sort of grandeur, Mr. Fergusson'
i
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tells the story of his German immigrant grandfather, !ranz Huning, aJ
imaginative, dreamy youth, but not without practicality, who came tc
America in 1848 and finally landed in New Mexico in 1850, having workec
hi~ way across the country as a bullwhacker with a wagon train. He likec
the place, easily adapted himself to the three-faceted culture of the region
and proceeded to settle down to make his fortune, found a family, anc
become an integral, moving part of the frontier Southwest. Here is thl
skeleton of a story of consuming interest with possibilities for powerfu
characterization, a story to which the author has failed to give substance anc
life. He next, somewhat less sympathetically, sketches his father's pOSl
Civil War background in South Carolina. The el~er Mr. Fergusson mi
grated to the New Mexico Territory to practice law. He entered territoria
politics, was sent to Washington as'a delegate, and was twice elected t~
Congress after New Mexico became a state. According to his son, he "ell
joyed the West but he never became a part of it as Franz Huning hal
done." He remained a Southern gentleman, deeply rooted in his own tn
dition.
These three influences, then, the region, the grandfather, ,and th
father, are our author's origins.. He might have done well tb expand thi
much into a whole book rather than confine it to the first eighty pagel
When he writes about his own emotional reactions to the "process of b(
coming" he grows dull, repetitious, and mystical. In telling of his lif
as an adolescent, as a cadet at a military academy, and later as a student a
Washington and Lee University, he is preoccupied with his ~truggle t
become an individual, to rid· himself of the ~ivalrous tradition grOUD!
into him by his father, to discover woman, and free himself from th
sexual inhibitions which stemmed from the Southern idealization (
woman. This absorption with the minute details of his c1;Jriosity aboll
sex, his near-sexual experiences, and the final elimination of all restrainl
is boring. From the point where he begins to write about himself h
withdraws more and more into his own soul-searchings until hardly a breat
of the real world about him enlivens the pages of his book.
.
It is never quite clear that Mr. Fergusson succeeds in communicatin
the "something" that he thinks he must, or if he does so~ it is far too pel
sonal an end to mean a great deal to the reader., Evep autobiography mw
go beyond the confines of the individual to justify the expenditure of tim
and energy put into both the writing' and the reading of it. Someday tb
epic of Grandfather Huning should be written in full, pernaps even b
novelist Fergusson 'himself, as a study of the adaptable, ipttrepid imm
grant who so materially' assisted in throwing open the American Soutl
west to advanCing civilization. It would make a magnificent story an
certainly should prove to be of mote permanent value as a social documer
than the tortured self-probings Mr. Fergusson has given us iIi Home in'tll
West.
MAR Y WICKE
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-Border Command: General Phil Sheridan in the West, by Carl Coke Rister.
Norman: University of Oklaho~a: Press, 1944. $2.75.
Another volume from the pen of Carl Coke Rister presents the career
of General Phil Sl!eridan from Civil War days through his brilliant activities in the defense of the West. Crediting Sheridan's Rio Grande demonstrations of military power with part, of the responsibility for the French
collapse in ,Mexico, the author turns to the period of the military governorship of Louisiana and Texas. Apparently unable to meet the diplomatic demands of this assignment, Sheridari' was removed fr6m his position
and ordered to take over a border .command, the Department of -Missouri,
under his ftiend, Major General W. T. Sherman, Commander of the Division of the Missouri.
Here Sheridan dealt with "the wild. Indians of the Great Plains." .Few
and poorly disciplined troops had to be built into a competent force ~o
handle strong nomadic tribes. Border problems involving rights and claims
in white men's scattered settlements, American and Spanish traders andadVG'Ilturers of all kinds confronted Sheridan. The administrator found
himself dependent upon public funds often quite inadequate and upon
p_ubli~ opinion that ranged from indifference to white-lTot anger over
Indian depredations~-.
,
Sherman and Sheridan agreed upon a realistic pblicy of punishing
recalcitrant Indians rather than upo~ continuation of ineffective peace
agreements.' Many difficulties such as remoteness from supplies and police
and presence of large numbers of hostile Indians led to the unprecedented
plan for winter campaigns. The battle of the Washita and the Fort Cobb
powwow that followed somewhat modified original policy, but Sheridan
still adhered to the fundamental teget that "punishment shall follow
crime." From south to north he and his men ranged the Indian countrY,
working with Kiowa, Comanche, Apache, Cheyenne, and Sioux, in con:
tact with Custer, 1diles, Buffalo Bill, Satanta, Sitting Bull, and many others.
Raised to the rank of Lieutenant General, given command of the Division
of the Missouri, Sheridan moved into -the Grant Administration and found
himself confronted with ~ peace polic~ in Washington. But frontier problems were not solved by such a policy, and again Sheridan was permitted
to pursue his plan of stopping Indian raids by complete military con~ol.
From the Red 'River to the north his realistic work was carried on. Mr.
Rister says in evaluation, "His . . . solution was effective" and the way
was paved for the white man's occupation of the Great Plains. . . . In the
light of history, Sheridan's policy was justifie~:'
Although Sheridan's campaigns, battles and marches, travel to Europe,
and promotion to full generalship are rela.ted in- some detail, the composite
fails to leave a very clear picture of -the man during this time. Dates, battles, commands, and events overshadow him. Descriptions such as that of
the Kiowa-Comanche country ~d of the Indian's advantages and disadvantages for living off the land are splendidly written~ But too often after
such warmth of writing, _the author falls back into a recital of facts that
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· conceal the individual of chief concern. One too wishes for references 1
which to trace certain facts and interesting quotations (pages 182, 18~
Omissions of desired explanations and some stilted expressions are COl
· pensated for, however, in an adequate index and a splendid bibliograp~
This volume is a usable addition to the ever-growing literature on' the e
Dolt 0 THY Woo ntH A R
; pansion of the American frontier.

· 100 Great Years/by Thomas Ewing Dabney. Baton Rouge: Louisiana Sta
University Press, 1944.. $4:00.
The New Orleans Times-Picayune played a major role in the bistoi
of Louisiana. Founded in January, 1837, as the Picayune~ this infl~~n~i
, daily newspaper began a most illustrious history fuIl of innovations in ne""
,gathering, feature sections, cartoons, pictures, and e~litorials. Not ~~~
>among its triumphs we.re the dispatches of war correspondents fI:om ~
, front of the Mexican War. One of these reporters was George Willi
Kenda~l, p~ticipant in the Texan-Santa Fe Expedition and author of ~
~,famous book compiled from articles .published in the Picayune. In l~~
· Kendall went to Emope to write foreign correspondence which transfo~{
. the Times-Picayune from a provincial news-sheet to an organ of in~m
tional comment. Telegraphic dispa~ches dating from 1848 fur~er e
tended the .scope of a press which surmounted many -difficulties. to mal
itself a sound newspaper with national and international coverage...
. Perhaps one of the most unusual facts in its colorful record. is. i~ s~
cessfulleadership by a woman, Pearl Rivers. As editor, publisher, and sour
. poliq maker wy.en women, especiaIly in the Soutl}, were not usuaIly .~
cepted in the business world, Pearl ~vers introduced special editot1.
feat~es,. a woman's page and society section; she early sponsored Doro~
Dix and maintai~ed continued> exceIlence in newswriting, editorial COl
ment, and general make-up of the paper. .
.
"
Mr. Dabney has stated in his preface that no history of a newsp~pl
can be written "without teIli~g the his~ory of its community," and beyoIl
that, of state, nation, and world developments. Truly this story of tl
Times-Picayune is justly an i~lustration of this point of view. Perhaps r
better source of social history can be found than the pages of the dai
press. Hence the author compiles through the century a picture of tl
customs, ~eeds, and improvements of the city of New Orleans, of state all
national event. Editorials vary in subject from condemnation of duellir
to "gentle ridicule" of the filthy streets; from commenting upon changir
fashion, notably "bloomers," and upon the delectable' oyster loaf, 1
taking up the torch for pUblic education; from campaigning for pro.tectic
against yeIlow fever and cholera to discussing river-boat races on the Missi
sippi and public works construction. Sports reporting ranges frOJ
bicycling to prize fights and football. Reports of art, music, and Iiter.3.1
attractions glorify New Orleans as an unequalled Southern cultural cente
Thus the many facets of the growing city and port "are relayed.
.
Political and military history too thread through the volume: tl
"'-.-
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: Mexican War, the he~vy and heartbreakin.g events of the Civi1'War~post
. war defiance and final peace, the era of trade expansion and civic develop, ment in the eighties and nineties, World War I, depression and postwar
Ku Klux Klan, the spectacular regime of Huey Long; and the prelude ·to
World War II.. In economic history; 'the press follows the trends of local
agriculture, especially cotton, the 'trade of the Mississippi, the' expansion
into greater sea traffic, the building of port facilities, transportation by
. rail and water, Hood control,establishriient of banks and stock exchange,
market q'uotations. Events of local interest, such as Eads' successful opening of the Southwest Pass by jetties, centered nationalatt-ention upon' the
city.
. '
Mr. Dabney's lively, interesting style and' his ability to. present an
all-around picture are evident. 'We note the 'adm:irable pride the author
takes in his place of birth, even as we' now are happy to claim him a citizen
of Socorro, New Mexico. We might ,take issue with: the use of, certain
superlatives and with his unqualified assumption that in -'1837 ~'Louisiana
was close to its beginnings" (page '3). We commend the explanatory footnotes and quotations fronl the press,. the' appendix and 'excellent" index,
and we note the novel arrangement of the table of contents.. Mr: Dabney
has Written not only an able history of the Times-Picayune, but· also an
excellent, truly social history of Louisiana as seen through .the pages of'this
active, aler.t newspapero.
D 0 ROT It Y Woo D· W A a D
I

A Grizzly from the Coral Sea: .Conversation and Pictures~ by Tom Lea., EI Paso, Texas: Carl Hertzog, 1944. $2.00 and $4.00. '
_~ ,
Charles Schreiner, ,General Merchandise: the Story of a Country Store, by
J. Evetts Haley; illustrations by H. D. Bugbee.. Austin: Texas State
, Historical Association, 1944. No price indicate4.
Some time ago, in· a notation concerning a vol.ume of the letters of
Adolph Bandelier, this departmeJ)t commented with pleasure and admiration on its publisl1er and designer, Carl Hertzog, of El Paso. It is surely no
derogation o( the' texts of A Grizzly from th~ Coral Sea. and Charles
Schreiner, General Merchandise, to treat two such.disparate books in a re. view which chooses to link them through their common iqdebtedness to
this same designer, Mr. Hertzog. Connoisseurs of Southwestern items have noted, in the past ten years
or so, occasional perfect little books, the product" often, of collaboration
between Mr. Hertzog and the artist Tom Lea. A Grizzly from the Coral
Sea is their latest, though it will so~m be succeeded by Peleliu Landi1!-g, a
book of battle narrative and drawings, the original material of the oil
paintings by Mr. f..ea which were published in Life this summer. A Grizzly
from the Coral Sea is a thin, rare little book, recording, in conversation and
pictures, Tom Lea's reminiscence in a. Chungking restaurant concerning a
mountain, a silver'bear, and a certain General Quarters aboard the aircraft
carrier Hornet just out of Bougainville. A West Texan, "not a professional
Texan," Tom Lea loves the mountain-El Paso's Mount Franklin, "the
"
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stone-sided mountain. at home"; he
has been fascinated since childhooc
by the grizzly, almost as an animal fetish, now embodied for him in c
silver commemorative coin from Lieutenant COmInander Herbert Jackson
collector, whose mind met Lea's in that battle tension in the Coral Sea
The emotional synthesis of elements so diverse is one of the magical onel
we owe to the impact of war on the cr~ative artist. That the result is livin~
unity is due to Mr. Lea's skill with the dialogue of men at war, to hi~
painter's perception of detail-note especially his description of that Gen
eral Quarters-:-, and to his power to distill the universally significant froD:
his own emotional reactions.
.
The combined craft of Carl Hertzog and Tom Lea supports this unit)
at every step of the collaboration. A sea-green cover is imprinted with the;
stars of Ursa Major; the end papers are the drawing of a great carrie!
against a delicate coral sea and a muted lavendar and green sky; the sea
blue in which tea's sketches are reproduced and their very placement iJ1
conformity to climax and anticlimax in the narrtive attest· the presence:
·of a creative artist in bookmaking as well as in text and illustration.
That Mr. Hertzog is equally skillful in the prese~ce of another authOJ
and other material is amply proved in his work with J. Evetts Haley's
Charles Schreiner~ General Merchandise. Mr. Haley tells in homespull
. Texan the story of a pioneer mercantile firm and its founder, Charles
Schreiner, from the beginnings of this country store through three generations of Schreiner management in seventy-five years of serving the hill coun·
try of Kerrville County, Texas. Mr. Haley injects into his narrative tht:
full flavor of the pioneer trade: storekeeper and customer bar~in again in
frontier commodities and frontier speech; characters and anecdotes vivif~
'what might otherwise have been a dull hymn to free enterprise. Somt:
readers, this one included, may feel that the barrelhead has been undul~
beaten, even so,' in the latter cause. To me, the Schreiner story is good
enough in itself; to force it to adorn a present theory and point an economic
moral is an unconscious anachronism, a distortion of ~ts real import. Tbi,s
is a. carping point, however, mentioned only because I feel it the only
Haw in the otherwise perfect unity of text and book design.
Subtly and with restraint, Mr. Hertzog has used "horse ana buggy"
type for chapter titles, brown ink on an off-color paper ("whatever:~ said
Haley, "you call a dun in paper language")-details which communicate
the full flavor of the country store. The title page and jacket design utilize
the first letterheads of the store, and H. D. ijugbee's Western sketches blend
ideally with the design as a whole.
~
Books such as these have been largely labors of love, for tlilese publishing- ventures are not in the direct current of Mr. Hertzog's activity. That
he indulges in them generously, in terms of time, skill, and money, is a
fact too little noticed and appreciated, even in a Southwest which should
be proud to acclaim him.
KAT HER I N E S I M 0 N S
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New Mexico's Future: an Economic and Employment Appraisal, by E. L.
Moulton. Albuquerque: Committee for Economic. Development, Bernalillo County, New Mexico, 1945. $2.00.
Anyone who -has followed ~e inany economic studies of the Committee for Economic Development has been' impressed with two ideas:· any
econcJmic system must give opportunity for steady, high employment to
survive; and no economic system can ac€omplish this end more effectively
than one which gives emphasis at the same time to individual initiative and
to contr~l of enterprise. Mr. Moulton in his splendid summary and ~is
cussion of economic data of New Mexico ha~ -pressed this viewpoint and
. has suggested a pattern to be followed. .'
.
Mr. Moulton strikes a sound note in his plea for a balanced economy
in $is state. New Mexico is predominantly agricultural, with definitely
limited room for exp\nsion in this field. Limited rainfall and water
resources are controlling factors. Our high normal unemployment (21 per
cent in J940) demands developme~t of new opportunities for endeavor.
He feels these opportunities can best be found in the field for manufacturing, particularly light a~d relatively high-value production. There can
be no quarrel with this conclusion.
Mr. Moulton, however, has made this conclusion his beginning. New
Mexico is ripe for many new manufacturing industries such as handicrafts
and food and raw material processing,Jlut it is doubtful whether sufficient
growth can be dbtained from this source soon enough to bring about the
high level of employment the author seeks unless certain trade restrictions
are ameliorated.
Equal emphasis must be placed upon the expansion of service trades.
The wholesaling business, -particularly the small 'wholesaler, has been
constricted by what Mr. Moulton calls "the bogie of freight rates,." ,Extremely favorable distribution rates into New Mexico from nearby out-ofstate cities have cut unfairly the market for goods which already exists
within the state. Amarillo and EI Paso, for instance, enjoy lower mileage
rates arid commodity classifications th~n exist from Albuquerque and other
New Mexico centers. An equalization o~ freight rates ~in this area would
do much to stimulate employment in New Mexico.
. The extractive industries offer, with the aid of research, a growing
field for employment. The study draws a detailed picture of these possibilities. Cheap power, however, is an essential in this field. It is to be
regretted that a thoroughgoing endorsement of a Rio Grande Valley development with hydroelectric power was not made in the book. Public works
of this type act as a multiplier of income, a creator of property values, and
a strong backbone for a healthy system of free enterprise. Mr. Moulton
is too prone to point out the small percentage which public works expenditures bear to total income in the state. The significant factor is' the
effect these expenditures have on future income and employment. Witness
the TVA.
The case for manufacturing would be stronger if more consideration

I
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were' given, to th~ quaiity of 'labor avaiIab.le. .There is a crying need ,
- a- comprehensive nealth program in New' Mexico, which would'~ have
one of its purposes increased· productiveness- of the 'working man. : 'Mal
facturing will grow faster and operate at lower cOsts when efficient lal
is pr.esent in quantity.
These- criticisiDS are minor indeed when stacked against the genu
contribution whith Mr. Moulton h3.$ made to the economic future of N
· Mexico. The large amount of data which he' has col~ected and interprel
So ably should awaken many an enterpriser to the possibilities for success
, industrial operations in this 'state.,
V! ILL I A M J. PAR. I :
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A GUIDE TO THE "LITERATUR.E
OF THE S.O'U'THWEST
Lyle Saunders

T

HlS

~lBLl~GRAPHY, a serv~c~ of the Iriter:.American ~ection of ~e

UniversIty of New MexIco's Research Bureau In the Social
Sciences, attempts to list, with as much thoroughness as time and
'resources permit, current materia1s dealing with the, Southwest. 'The
Southwest, as
define it here, includes all of New Mexico and
Arizona and p~rts of Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado, Utah~ Nevada, and
California.
'
" . The symbol (F) designates ficti.on; (1) 'is used to indicate material
, on the Juvenile level. Included here are' mainly' those items which
were published or came to'our attention between April 1 and June 30,
1945·
The major part of the work of compiling this issue was' done by
Mrs. Martha Morris.
BOOKS
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Adams, Ansel. Bo":fl free and equal, New York, U. S. Camera, 1945. $1.00 paper; $2.00
cloth. PhotographS of a Japanese relocation center.
Baker, Elizabeth Whitemore. Stocky, boy of West Texas. Philadelphia, Winston, 1945.
,$2.00.

OF),'

,

Brienlow, G. F. Cavalryman out of the West.
$5.00•

(F)

.

Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton Printers, 1944.

Brown, F. J. and Roucek, J. 5., eds, One Ameri,ea. New York, Prentice-Hall, 1945· 3.75.
Revision of Qur racial and national minorities, including discussion of Southwestern
~~~~~

.

"

,

Chappe, Eli. Raiders of Concho Basin. New York, Phoenix Press, 1945· $2.00.
New Mexico setting.
'
Dean" Leon W~ 1 become a ranger. New York, Farrar &: Rinehart, 1945· $2.00.
Texas.
Eberle, Irmengarde. The very good neighbors. New York, Lippincott, 1945.
OF)' The story of a Mexican family in Texas.
Gorman, Herbert. The wine of San Lorenzo. New York, Farrar &: Rinehart, 1945.
(F) Texas in the Mexican war period.
'
,
Kupper,Winifred. The golden hoof: the story of the sheep of the Southwest. NeW
Knopf, 1945. $2·75.
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Leighton, Margaret. The singing cave. Boston, Houghton Miffiin, 1945. $2.00. UI
• Setting, California near Mexican border.
Means, Florence Crannell. The moved-outers. Boston. Houghton Miffiin, 1945. $2.0
UF) Japanese-Americans in a relocation- center.
Miller. Harry and Cooper. Page. Footloose fiddler. New York, Whittlesey House, 194
. $2.75. Personal 'experiences in the Southwest in the 1880'S.
'
Moody, Alan. Sleep in the sun. Boston, Houghton Miffiin, 1945. $2.00. (F) Mexical
Americans in Southern California.
'
Stanley, Chuck. Wild cayuses.' New York, Phoenix Press, 1945. $2.00. (F)
Steele, Wilbur Daniel. That girl from Memphis. New York, Doubleday Doran, 194
$3.00. (F) Arizona in the 1890'S.
.
Stilwell, Hart. Border city. New York, Doubleday Doran, 1945. $2.50. The fight again
intolerance along the Texas-Mexican border.
~
Sykes, Godfrey. A westerly trend. Tucson, Arizona Pioneers Historical Society, 194
$4.00 Wanderings of an Englishman in early Arizona.
Thorp, N. Howard, and Clark, Neil M. Pardner of the wind; story of the Southweste,
cowboy. Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton Printers, 1945. $4.00.

PERIODICALS

j;

AGRICULTURE AND RANCHING ~ ...
Anonymous. "Arizona spring lambs." Arizona Highways, 21:9-13, April 1945.
- - - . "Cow country." Arizona Highways, 21:31-35, March 1945.
- - - . "New director for Texas." Extension Service Review, 15:185, Dec. 1944.
Atchison. Topeka, ~nd Santa Fe Railway. Statement of agricultural conditions in Sani
Fe states. Regular pUblication, with crop prospects for Oklahoma, New Mexico, AI
zona, and Texas.
Crops and Markets. Quarterly publication of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, givir
statistics by states.
Current Farm Economics in Oklahoma. Bi-monthly publication of Oklahoma Agricu
tural Experiment Station, Stillwater.
The Dude Rancher. Official publication of the Dude .Ranchers' Association.
Economic News for New Mexico Farmers. Monthly publication of New Mexico Sta
College Extension Service with price and market information.
Edmundson, W. C.; Landis, B. J.; and Schaal, L. A. Potato production in the Weste,
states. U. S. Department of Agriculture, Farmers' Bulletin, 1843. Washington, ApI
1945·
'
Farm and Ranch. Monthly publication devq.ted to Southwestern farming.·
Fraps, G. S. and Fudge, J. F. "Chemical composition of sixty-four species of range pa
ture grass grown on a Victoria day loam soil." Journal of the American Society ~
Agronomy, 37:251-58, April 1945. Texas.
Maher, Raymond E. "Farms in the high country." New Mexico Magazine.. 23:14-15, M~
1945. Johnson Mesa, northeast New Mexico.
New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station. Recent results of range reseeding trials (J
semidesert rangeland in southern New Mexico. Press Bulletin 1000. State Colleg
. March 12, 1945.
.
New Mexico Extensipn Service. Middle Rio Grande irrigated area. State College, Fe'
1945·
.
New Mexico Stockman. Monthly publication of New Mexico Cattle Growers Assn., Ne
Mexico Wool Growers Assn., and Southeastern New Mexico. Grazing Assn.
\,
Sorrels, J. H. and Ratsek, J. C. A study pf rose oil production in Texas. Texas A. Be 1\
College, Bulletin 84. College ~tation, 1944.
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station. Agricultural production, Texas }945. Colle~
Station, Aug. 1944.
ANTHROPOLOGY,ARCHAEOLOGY,ANDSOcrOLOGY
Anonymous. "Indian home conveniences." Indian Education, 119:4-5, May I, 1945.
---.. "Navajo and his blanket." Brooklyn Museum Bulletin; 6:3-4, April 1945.
---.. "Promoting the assimilation of the Spanish-speakiI\g people in the UnitE
States." Interpreter Releases, 22:18-22, Jan. 3 1, 1945.
Ashley, Montague and Peterson, M. F. and C. Bernard. "The earliest account of tI:
association of human artifacts with fossil mammals in North America." ProceedinJ
of the American Philosophical Society, 87:365-460, 1944.
.
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Beals, Ralph L.; Brainerd, George W.; and Smith, Watson. Archaeological studies in
. northeast Arizona. University of California Publications in" ~erican . Archaeology
and Ethnology, v. 44. Berkeley, 1945.
Brogan, Bill. "Cleaning up San Antonio." The Messenger, 7:9-10, June 1945. Juvenile
" delinquency."
.
Colton, Harold S. "The Museum of Northern Arizona and the post war period." Plateau,
17:55-64, April 1945.
- - . "The Museum of Northern Arizona in 1944; 18th annual report of the director."
Plateau, 17:65-67, April 1945.
Cummings, Byron. "Some unusual kivas netlr Navajo mountain." The Kiva, 10:80-85,
May 1.f}.45.
Goldfrank, Esther S. "Irrigation agriculture and Navaho community leadership; case
material on environment and culture." American Anthropologist, 47:262-77, AprilJune 1945. ,
Gottschalk, Louis; Kluckhohn, Clyde; and Angell, Robert. The use of personal dqcuments
in history, anthropology, and sociology. Social Science Research Council Bulletin 58.
New York, 1945. Illustrative material from the Southwest.
Harrington, M. R. "Bug sugar." The Masterkey, 19:95-96, May 1945. The use of aphides
, by California Indians in the formation of cane sugar.
Hibben, Frank C. "As torres misteriosas do Novo Mexico." Selefoes do Readers' Digest,
7:I3- 16, Junho de 1945.
- - - . "We found the home of the first American." Saturday Evening Post, 217: 11, .85,
87, April 7, 1945. Folsom man.
"
Hurst, C. T. "Completion of the excavation (If Tabeguache cave I1~" Southwestern Lore,
11:8-12, June 1 9 4 5 . .
.
Jones, W. Norton, Jr. "City in the sky." . New Mexico Magazine, 23:16-17, 43, June 1945.
Acoma.
Kirk, Ruth Falkenburg. "Southwestern Indian jewelry." EI Palacio, 52:41-49, March 1945.
Kurath, William. A brief introduction to Papago, a native language of Arizona. University of Arizona Bulletin 16. .Tucson, April 1, 1945.
Lee, Rosalind. "Mexico in Los Angeles." The Pan American, 6:23-25, May 1945.
Loomis, Charles P. "A cooperative health association in Spanish-speaking villages."
American Sociological Review, 10: 149-57, April 1945. Taos County Health Cooperative.
McGregor, J. C. and Colton, H. S. "Unfi!ed sherd from Black Dog cave." Plateau,
17: 68 -7°, April 1945.
_
.
McNickle, D. "Afternoon on a rock: an experience at the Hopi village of Hotevilla."
Common Ground, 5 (8) :7 1-7 6, 1945·
Marriott, Alice. "Indians in blue jeans," Southwest, Review, 3°:258-60, Spring 1945.
Oklahoma.
Renaud, E. B. "About the 'disappearance' of Folsom man and Folsom points." Southwestern Lore, 11:1-8, June 1945.
.
Roberts, F. H. H.; Jr. "Early Texan; skeleton uncovered by flood waters near Abilene."
, Science Monthly, 60:392-93, May 1945.S>
Senter, Donovan. "Acculturation among New Mexican villagers in comparison to adjustment patterns of other Spanish-speaking Americans." Rural Sociology, 10:~Jl-47,
March 1945.
.
Tatum, R. M. and Dondelinger, N. W. "Final report of the archaeological survey of Las
Animas County, Colorado." Southwesterh Lore, 11:12-14, June 1945.
Tichy, Marjorie F. "The distribution of early elbow pipes." EI Palacio, 52:7°"73, April
1945··
,
Toulouse, Joseph H., Jr. "Early weather systems at Gran Quivira National Monument."
American Antiquity, 10:362-72, April 1945.
Walker, Edwin F. "America's ,Indian background. II.'" The Masterkey, 19:83-88, May
1945·
.
~
---,. World crops derived from the Indians. Southwest Museum Leaflets No. 17. Los
Angeles, 1943.
.
.
Watkins, Frances E. "Fiesta." The Masterkey, 19:97-99, May 1945. Spring exhibit at
the Southwest Museum, Los A~geles •.
Wissler, Clark. "Com and early American civilization." Natural History, 54:56-65, ,;Feb.
19&
.
Wyman, Leland C. and· Thome, Betty. "Notes on Navaho suicide." American Anthropologist, 47:278-89, April-June 1945.
<}
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Anonymous. "A surv~y of musical activities of Belton and Temple, Texas." Southw~stem
Musician, 1:17-19, 21, March-April 1945.
. ,.
---_, "R. Farrington Elwell, Painter." Arizona Highways, 21:18, 27, March 1945.
cassidy, Ina Sizer. "Agnes Tait, painter and lithographer." New Mexico. Magazine,
23:20, 31, Marcb 1945.
' '
- - - . "State art museum." 1Vew Mexico Magazine, 23:20, 29, May 194!5'
Hamner, Laura V_ "Cowboy quips on western art." Southwest Review, 3°:289-91, SJ».ring
1945·

Henkel, Josepb. "Texas. sympbony orcbes~ras." Southweste~ Musician.. 1:8-9, 1:"11-12,
Marcb-April 1 9 4 5 . '
. :
Laudermilk, Jerry. "Indians made their own dyes." The Desert Magazine, 8:20-2~h Jan.
IM~
.
Meyer, H., R. "House in Dallas, Texas." Pencil Points, 26:85-88, Feb. 1945.
Mitcbell, Hal. "Incredible Arizona." Arizona Highways, 21:11-17, .18-n~ March 19"5.
Includes color reptoductions of his paintings.'
.
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
American Geograpbical Society. Current geographical publications. Monthly list including titles on Southwestern geography and related top~cs;
"
Boggs, R. S. "Folklorebibliograpby for 1944." Southern Folklore ,Quarterly, 9:18-88,
Marcb 1945. Includes items on Soutbwestern folklore. .
' ,
Jobnson, J. Harlan. "Selected bibliography on Colorado petroleum geolegyand strati.
"
graphy." The Mine~ Magazine, 3!P6']-73, April 1945. '
Library of Congress: Monthly check list 0/ state publications.
Murphey, Leslie V. dibliography 0/ Edgar L. Hewett, z89J-z944. Santa Fe, 1944.
U. S. Department of Agriculture Library. Bibliography of agriculture. Monthly pUblicatioo.
a
.
BIOGRAPHICAL
Barker, S. Omar. "Old curiosity sl!op." New Mexico Magazine, 23: 19, 33, June 1945.
Story of George W. Gr.iggs, Old Mesilla, New Mexico.
.
','
,Caughey, John Walton. "Hubert Howe Bancroft; bistorian of western Am~ica." The
American Historical Review, 50:461-7°, April 1945.
Creswell, Lena. "Oldman of the mountains." The 'Desert'Magazine, 8:23-24, May 1945.
Happy Sharp. .
. ,
Huff, J. Wesley. "Chee Dodge, Chief of the Navajos." New Mexico Magazine, 23: 18, 39.
June 1945.
.
Redfield, Georgia B. "Uncle Kit, frontiersman." The Desert Magazine, 8:17-19, June
1945. William Kit Carson, Roswell, New Mexico.
,oil'
"
"
Van Valkenburgb,' Richard. "Interpreter to the Navajo." The Desert Maga.zine,. 8:9-12,
May 1945. Life of Frank Walker.
' ,:
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Aldous, C. M. "A winter study of mule deer in Nevada." Joumal of Wildlife Management, 9:145-51, April 1945.
Bailey, L. H. "Palmaceae." Flora of Texas, 3: 197-99, Jan. 23, 1945.
Beal, Mary. "Sunflower pageantry." The Desert Magazine, 8:25, June 1945.
Bradt, George McClellan. "Birds of the desert spring." The Desert Magazine.. 8:19-22,
~Yl~

.

.

Carter, George F. Plant geography and culture history i he American Southwest',Viking
Fund Publications in Anthropology, no. 5. New York,
5.
'
Chamberlain, C. E. "'I:'be hummingbird." Texas Geographi Magazine, 9:13-14, Spring
1945. Distribution in the Southwest.
.
:
Cooley, R. A. and Kohls, Glen M. The argasidae of North merica, Central ,Af!Jerica.and
Cuba. American Midland Naturalist, Monograph No. I. Notre Dame, '1944.' ,
Davis, C. H.; Smith, T. J.;' and Hawkins, R. S. Eradication 0/ white horse nettle in southern Arizona. Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 195.. Tucson, Jan:
.1945·

Dodge, Natt N.- "A green Goliath meets its, desert David." Natural History, 54:260-63,
.29°, June 1945. Saguaro.
Laudermilk, Jerry. "Desert midget and jungle giant." The Desert Magazine, 8:9-10, June

I

1945·

Munz, P. A. "Onagraceae."
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Ra~}l, F~. "New Mexico ~ttlesnakcs.'~ N'euJ. ~exic~ Maga~~n~, :23: 28, 37, !-lay ,1945·.

Sm~th, Gusse !homas•. "Tr~ ~n the desert:' A~I%O~a .~Jghrp~y'~, 21,:34-37. April, 1~45,'
SmIth., L.B. Bromeliaceae. Flora of Texas" 3:;00-07,.. JaIl. 2S, 1945.
Taylor. 'Walter P. "Geographic distribution of Texas wildlife/"Texas Geograph'c Magaz.ine.. 9:1-12. Spring 1945'
.
Tha,rp,~B~C •. "Notewor;iliy pl~ ~f T~., I." Am.-p"Jc{Z~MidI~nd. Natur.alis~, 33:667-73./
May 1945.
Tharp;. B.: C.. and. Barkley~ Fred, A~ ",!niYe~ily,:,of:; Tex~: Herba<rj~m. B~ographical
Note I." American Midland NaturalISt, 33:6'74-724, May 1945"
Wpodson,.W;•. D., "Th~tre h~ess little ~ep~es.;' The. Des~rt.:Ma.gaz.ine, 8:18-19, Jan.
1945. Horned lizards,
.
Young, S~~y r;,and GoI~, Edward .A,. The wolf!~:pf No.r.t/l Amt;rica. Washi1l:g41.~,
American Wildlife Institut~.. 1944.
CONSERVATION AND RECLAMATION
Brown, C.' B. Rates of sediment 'Foduction in southweStern United States. W:~~ing~on,
Soil Cons~t~on Service, 1945~'
' '.
W,allis, George A. "To make the'desert blooin."New Mexico Mqgaz.i"e, 23:9-11, May'
1945. Arch Hurley Conservation' Djsfrict," New Mexico. '.
.'(
"
.,

•

&

.

.

.

'

.J

_

•

•

CqNTEMPORARY SOClAJ,. ANI> ECPNQ~C PR9BUMS·
AnonyDlow;. "VER's review, employment problems of: veterans," Manpower. Review,
12:3-20, April 1945. In N~ ,MexiCQ. Colorado. Texas, andCalifomia.
Bcsho~., B.·B~, "When goodwill is· organi~;Colora40',s ,vote ,on ownership of land by
.
, Japanese:' Common Ground, 5: 19-22, 1945.
Crocheron, B. H. "Policy onplace~ent of MeJ;'ican n~t~~nal. workers." California Citrograph, 30: 132-33, March 1 9 4 5 . "
Gom,ez•. M. R, and Wickard, C. R. "New. ties, ,acrpss the. border." Agri~f.I,lture .in the
Americas, 4:162, Sept. 1944.
.
.
Perry. G. S. "Texas at war." Scholastic, 46:17-18,. March 19. 19115.
Wickard, C. R. "New tieS across the Mexico-U. S. border."->r~ Foreign Commerce, 16:4,
July 29, 1944. M~can wl?rkers in. the U. S"
,
,
EDUCA:I"ION .
Anonym~us. "Good neighbor policy at home." American Teacher, 29:11-12, Jan. 1945.,
---,. "New teacher tenUre law substitute for SB-116 passed by the, ~eventeenth legislature.~' New Mexico School Review, ~4:20, May 1945.
. ,
- - . "Postgraduate courses for petroleum engineers." . Mining and Metallurgy, 26:263.
May 1945. University of Texas.
.
. ~
.
. ,
.
- - . ' $ "The reorganization of the Universi.ty of Houston:' School and .Society, 61:340,
May 26. 1945.
.
--'-.' "Report on final action of the 17th legislature:' New Mex,ico School Review,
24:20-22, May 1945.
--.'~' "Spanish in elemcQ.tary schools." Education for Victory.. 3:13. Feb. 20, 1945.
- - - . "Texas academic freedom case:' The Railroad Trainman, 62: 125. April 1945.
Arizona State Department of Education. Ariz.ona educational directory, :1944-45. Phoenix,
,The Department, 1945·
01'
Beatty" W. W. "Education offered by the U. S. Indian service.:' Indian Arts and Yocat~o.nal Education, 34: 1'34-35, March, 1 9 4 5 . '
'
Eckelberry. R. H. "Situati!Jn at Texas:' Journal Of Higher Education, 16~49, Jan. 1945.
Rainey case.
.
I
Fixley, E. H. "The teach~ recruiting and teacher replacement pr<?blem.." New Mexico
~chool Review, 24:8-9. 11, May 1945.
.
,
Gleaves, Mrs. Leo. "The Southwest." Regular departme~t in Physical Education.
Griggs, Joseph R.; Culpepper, S. B.; and Brace, David K. Texas handbook of instruction for health education and physical et;fucation .for junior and senior high schools.
Austin, State Department of Education, 1944; . ' ,
"
HiIQ.stead, R. E. "Academic freedom and tenure at .the, University of Texas; an interim.
report." American Association of University Profes$ors Bulletin, 30:627-34.. Dec. 1944.
Indian Education. Fortnightly field lett~r of the Education Division, U. S. Office of
Indian Affairs.
'
.
J~hnston. M. C. '''Spanish for Spanish-speaking pupils.~' Hispania,. 28: 132-34, Feb. 1945,
Jones. J. J. "Visual aids in technical wri,ting at the University of Te~as:' Joumpl of
English Education, 35:292-94, Dec. 1944.
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Krehm, William. "Propaganda puppets." Teachers' Digest, 5:18-16, April 1945 . Use
puppet shows by Gilberto Alvarado to further U. S.-Mexican....relations.
Lynn, Klonda. "Bilingualism in the Southwest." The Quarterly Journal of Speech, !
175-80, April 1945.
McKeithan, D. M. "Dr. Rainey and the University." Texas Outlook, 29:36, Jan. 1945.
Martin, E. L. and M. F.· Manual for New Mexico school bus drivers. Santa Fe, State D
partment of Education, 1944.
.
laUne, Marie G. "New Mexico Congress of Parents and Teachers," New Mexico Scho
Review, 24:17, 24, May 1945.
Nevada Educational Bulletin. Quarterly publication of Nevada State Department of Ed
cation.
New Mexico Library Bulletin. Bi-monthly publication of the New Mexieto State Libra
Association, State Library Association, and State Law Library.
New Mexico Progress. Monthly publication of New Mexico School for the Deaf.
New Mexico State Department of Education. Educational directory, I944-z945.. Santa}
State Department of Education, 1945. Mimeographed.
- - . Specifications' for school ;busses. Santa Fe, State Department of Education, 194
Provinse, John H. "Relocation of Japanese-American college students: acceptance of
challenge," Higher Education, 1:1-4, April 16, 1945.
"
University of New Mexico. Biennial report for the years I94J-45' Albuquerque, 1945.
---,. School of Inter-American Affairs. _ Mexico's role in international intellectual ,
operation. Inter-Americana Short Papers VI. Albuquerque, 1945.
Wills, E. "Spanish in the elementary schools of Texas," Modern Language Journ~
29: 84-86 , Jan. 1945.
FINANCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
Albuquerque Progress. ill Monthly publication of Albuquerque National Trust Be Savin,
Bank.
Anonymous. "Bids received for dry ice land- in New Mexico," Oil and Gas Journ(
43:79, May 5, 1945·
- - - . "State Capitals," Regular feature in the Oil and Gas Journal.
Arizona State Land Commissioner. Thirty-second annual report of the state land comml
rioner, July I, I9+J-June 30 , 1944. Phoenix, 1944.
.
Bradshaw, H. C. and Hervey, E. J. Purchasing in Texas counties. Texas Agricultur
Experiment Station Bulletin 653. College Station, 1944.
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City. Monthly rt;View of agricultural and business co:
ditions, tenth Federal Reserve District."
,
Gossett, Ed. "We're being cheated." Southwest Review, 8°:2°7-10, Spring 1945. Soutl
western freight rates.
Miles, J. E. Report of the Commissioner of Public Lands of the State of New Mexi.
through December 31, 1944. Santa Fe, 1945.
New Mexico Tax Bulletin. Monthly publication of New Mexico Taxpayers' Associatio
Oklahoma Business Bulletin. Monthly summary of business conditions in Oklahoma all
adjoining states, published by the University of Oklahoma.
Schoch, E. P.; Pence, F. K.; and Williams, Simon. Solutions of Texas' gas and industrilJ
ization problems. University of Texas, Publication No. 4503. Austin, Jan. 15, 194
Schoffelmayer, Victor H. "The chemurgic future of the Southwest." Southwest Revie1
30:240-42, Spring 1943.
Texas Business Review. Monthly publication of the Bureau of Business Research, Unive
sity of Texas.
FOLKLORE
Anonymous. Opportunities in Arizona folklore. University of Arizona Bulletin 16. Jal
uary 1, 1945.
GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Bates, Robert L. and Burks, Marian R. Geologic literature of New Mexico through I94
New Mexico School of Mines and State Bureau of Mines, Bulletin No. 22. Socorr
1945·
Conrad, F. "The march of talc," Mining Journal, 28:5-6, April 15, 1945.
Crowley, A. J. and Hendricks, Leo. "Lower Ordovician and upper Cambrian subsurfa.
subdivisions in north central Texas." Bulletin of the American Association 4
Petroleum Geologists, 29:413-25, April 1945.
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Decker, Charles E. and Coleman, Mrs. Tom. "Graptolites from well core, Carter County,
Oklahoma." Bulletin of the American Association oj Petroleum Geologists, ~9:454-58,
April 1945.
,
Fosshage, E. W. "Recent deep test in Moore County, Texas." Bulletin of the American
Association of Petroleum Geologists, 19:IU!7'-19, Feb. 1945.
Joralemon, Ira B. ,"New sources of ore in the western United States." Mining Congress
Journal, 31:50154,68, March 1945.
Keller, W. D. "Size distribution of sand in some dunes, benches, a,nd sandstones." Bulletin of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists, 29:115-21, Feb. 1945.
Kelly, Charles. "Crystal jewel box in the Utah desert."" The Desert Magazine, 8:11-13,
June 1945. Selenite crystals. .
'
Laudermilk, Jerry. "Dawn cactus of Green River." The Desert Maga%ine, 8:7-8, May
1945. Fossils.
.
Lehman, R. P. "Thrust faultihg in Arbuckle Mountajns, Oklahoma." Bulletin 01 the
American Association of Petroleum Geologists, 29:187-209, Feb. 1945.
Lovering, T. X. and Stringham, B. "Zunyite in Utah." American Minera!ogist, 30:76-77,
Jan.-Feb. 1945.
Miller, A. K. "Permian .nautiloids from the Glass Mountains and the Sierra Diablo of
west Texas." Journal 01 Paleontology~ 19:281-94, May 1945. ,
The Mining Journal. Regular publication wiUl notes bn Southwestern mining.
New Mexico Miner and Prospector. Monthly publication of New Mexico Miners and
Prospectors Association.
Patton, L. T. "Crystalline rock in deep well in Winkler County, Texas." Bulletin of the
American Association of Petroleum Geologists, 19:222-27, Feb. 1945.
Wheeler, H. P., Jr. "New helium plants of the Bureau of Mines." Mining and Metallurgy, 26~ 245-48, May 1945,' Some in Oklahoma and Texas.,
White, W. N.; Rose, N. A.; and Guyton, W. F. Ground water resources of the Houston
District, Texas. U. S. Department of the Interior, Geological Survey, Water Supply
Paper 8S9-C. Washington, 1944. '"!"

T

j

.

GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
Acheson, Dean. "United States-Mexican water treaty." Vital Speeches of the Day,
11:374-76, April 1, 1945.
Anon)lIIlous. "Eight states vie for water; controversy over Mexican treaty." Business
World, March 17, 1945. pp. 31-32.j>
---,. "John Collier's record." Nation, 160:321, March ~4,'1945.
- - - . "Mexican water treaty attacked by former Presjdent Herbert Hoov~." Engi,neering News Record, 134:415, March 19, 1945.
Corey. H. "Lol the poor Indian Bureau." Nation's Business, 38:31-32, Feb. 1945.
Hunter, Homer A. -"Ingenuity and small outlay greatly increase Dallas water supply."
American City, 40:81-8~J, April 1945.
,
Maslow, Will. "Fair employment state by state." Nation, 160:410-11, April 14. 1945. Survey of states moving toward establishment of Fair Employment Practi~ Commissions.
U. S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau. State labor laws for women, with wartime
modifications. Women's Bureau Bulletin No. 202, Washington, Dec. 15, 1944. In.eludes New Mexico.
HEALTH
American Medical Association. Hospitals. registered by the American Medical Association.
Reprinted from the Journal of the American Medical Association, March 31, 1945.
Census by states.
Ariwna Public Health News. Regular publication of ArizOna Department of Public
Health.
Gould, D. M. "Mass X-ray survey in San Antonio." Pu~lic Health Reports, 60:117-.6,
Feb. 2, 1945.
; ; ' ,
'
Marshall, J. T. and Dempsey, M. "Current tuberculosis statistics in the United States."
American Journal of Public Health, 35:248-52. March 1945"
New Mexico Sunshine. Regular quarterly publication of the New Mexico Society for
Crippled Children.
U. S. Public Health Service. "Prevalence of disease." Weekly reports 'of states and cities
in Public Health Reports.
Whitacre, J. "What rural Texans eat." Journal 'of Home &onomics, 37:149-50.- March
1945·
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HISTORY
Abbott, C. "Father Kino, empire builder of the old Southwest." Scholastic, 46: 13March 19, 1945.
Baker, ShermaQ. "Trek of the .Mormon Battalion." The Desert Magazine, 8:4-8, Jll
1945·
Bloom, Lansing B., ed. "From Lewisburg to California in 1849 (continu¢)." N
Mexico Historical Review, 20:144-80, April. 1945. Notes from the diary of Willi:
H. Chamberlin.
Casavantes, Octavio. "Faith founded a college." New Mexico Magazine, 23:16-17,
May 1945. St. Michael's, Santa Fe.
i
Casteneda, Carlos E. "The sons of St. Francis in Texas." The Americas, 1:289-3°2, J:
1945·
Drummond, G. B. "Touring New Mexico in '81." New Mexico Magazine, '23:18,
May 1945. Journey of C. M. Chase, Vermont editor.
Gambrell, Herbert. "Hurrah for Dall~." Southwest Review, 30:225-3°, Spring 19,45.
House, Roy Temple. "High times in Brenham, Texas." Southwest Review, 3°:265Spring 1945. In 1890'S.
McKinney, Lillie G. "History of the Albuquerque Indian SchooL" New Mexico Hide
cal Review, 20:109-37, April 1945.
Mitchell, Hal. "Gold in Cardboard Mountains." Arizona Highways, 21:28-33, April 19
Early days at La Paz, Arizona.
Panhandle-Plains Historical Review. Regular pUblication of Panhandle-Plains Histori
Society.
Peattie, Donald Culross. "The Californa missions," Catholic World, 161:130-37, :M
1945· .
Storm, Barry. "Bonanza of the lost Dutchman." The Desert Magazine, 8:16-18, May 19
Van Valkenburgh, Richard and Walker, Frank O. "Old placenames in the Nayaho COl
try." The Masterkey, 19:89-94, May 1945.
Watkins, F. E. "When camels came to the desert," The Desert Magazine, 8: 10- 13, J:
1945·
Worc~ter, D. E. "The use of saddles by American Indians."
New Mexico Histori.
Review, 20: 139-43, April 1945. Some mention of South'yestern Indians.
MISCELLANEOUS
Anonymous. "Mexican holiday; 134th anniversary of. Mexican independence celebral
in California." Bulletin of the Pan American Union, 79:168, March 1945.
Bagg, Rufus Mather. "Death Valley, a desert wonderland." Natural History, 54:168April 1945.
Boon~ John D. "Did the tall grass make it rain?" Southwest Review, 30:281-86, Spri
1945·
.
Burwell, A. L.; Case, L. C.; and Goodnight, C. H. Fluoride removal from drinking wat
small installations using virgin bone black. Oklahoma Geological Survey, Circu
No. 25. Norman, 1945. OklahOlna towns.
Corle, E. "Seeing the Southwest," Scholastic, 46: 13-15, March 19, 1945.
Dabney, Thomas Ewing. "Mountain trout-or nothing." New Mexico Magazine, 23:
.~3, June 1945. In the Black Range.
Fraitse, H. G. "Tough going but worth it." Arizona Highways, 21:-15-17, April 19
Trip to Betakin in Navajo National Monument, Arizona..
• Indians at Work. Monthly publication of Office of Indian Affairs giving -news of Sou
western Indians.
.
Johnson, Evelyn. "Carlsbad wonder caverns," The Messenger, 7:45-46, June 1945.
"Maxine." "Stars of the great Southwest," Saddle and Bridle, 18:15-31, June 19
Thoroughbred horses.
Miller, Joseph. "Salome 'where she danced'," Arizona Highways, 21:28-3°, March'19
Mitchell, John D. "Lost mines and .buried treasure." The Mining Journal, 28:37April 15, 1945. The lost San Pedro silver mine.
.
Morgan, "Jeff. "Blizzard trail." Southwest Review, 3°:296-97, 301, Spring 1945. Advi
ture in a Texas norther.
.Muench, Joyce Rockwood. "Sunset crater," Nature Magazine, 38:249-51, May 1945. A
zona.
New Mexico Alumnus. Monthly publication" of New Mexico Alumni Association.
Oklahoma Public Welfare Review. Monthly mimeographed publication of Oklaho]
Department of Public Welfare.
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Rusby. H. S. "Cotton finishing in the Southwest:' Textile Colorist and Converter,
67:760-61 • 789. May 1945.
Smelley, Era Mae. "Polk County, Texas-a geographic survey:' Texas Geographic Magazine, 9:15-:U, Spring 1945..
.
The Southwest Wind. Monthly publication 'of New Mexico Highlands University.
The Southwestern Baker. Monthly. trade journal.
.
Sparlin. Estal E. "The OPA price panel program in the Southwest." Southwestern Social
.
Science Quarterly, 25:30l!-lo. March 1945.
Storm. Barry. "Lost mines of the Peraltas:' The Desert Magazine, 8:25-28, Jan. 1945. In
Superstition Mountains, Arizona.
"Rumors of gold:' The Desert Magazine, 8:20-22. June 1945. Superstition
Mountains. Arizona.
Sunset. Monthly publication devoted to w~tern houses, gardens, home hints, etc.
Texas Bar Journal. Monthly publication of Texas State Bar Assn.
The Turquoise. Quarterly publication of the New Mexico Federation of 'Business and
Professional Women's Clubs.
U. S. Forest Service. National Forest facts, Southwestern Region, Arizona and New Mexico, I945. Washington, 1945"
, U. S. Department of Commerce. 'Weather Bureau. -Monthly weather review. Statistics
for Southwestern states.
Wetherill, Al. "As I remember ... " The Desert Magazine, 8:4-6. May 1945.' Reminis. cences of an old timer,;
Woods, Betty. "Town of plenty:' New Mexico Magazine, 23:14-15, 44, June 1945. Aztec.
New Mexico.

---'a

"
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LOS PAISANOS
Saludo a Todos Los Paisanos:

/

t

Albuquerque, as maybe readily realized, was proud of the fj
that Ernie Pyle called it home. That he had a deep affection for 0
state, town, and citizens was apparent from his frequent references
New Mexico and New Mexicans in his columns. When he return
h~re for a few months of rest before departing for the far ~acific
Shima Islands where he was killed, this community showed its vene
tion for the world-famous reporter by respecting his desilie for priva'
The only public appearance which he made here was at the graduati
exercises of the University of New Mexico last October., at which til
he was given an honorary degree. Seven months later;,'memor
services were held in his honor i~ the same building o~ the sal
.campus. Those who were present on those two occasions' will ne,
forget either one of them. T~e Jong lines of Albuquerque peo]
who stood for hours in order to gain admittance to the premit
showing of, "The Story of G. I. Joe" were in a measure paying thl
last respects to a member of our community, one who gave his life J
his country. In the near future, Albuquerque will have a permanc
memorial in memory of Ernie Pyle, one symbolic of his talents, ide,
and tastes. At the present time his home here is already assumi
the proportions of a shrine. Aviators landing at Kirtland Field fr(
far places in the world ask if it will be possible to get there and b~
while attendants refuel their planes. Soldiers, sailors, and maril
en route to the Coast say that the only thing they would like to :
iIi town is "the place where Ernie Pyle lived," and scarcely a day pas
that the Chamber of Commerce does not give some traveler directic
to "the little white house With the picket fence around it."
Great Tales of the American West (Modern Library) , edited w
an introductio~yHarry E. Maule, interested me very much. Amo
those included in the recent editio~ are" Bret Harte, Owen Wist
260
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Stewart Edward White, Eugene Manlove Rhodes, and Zane Grey. Mr.'
Maule writes in his introduction:
The Western story has a long and, distinguished genealogy,. and it 'springs,
as all good stories must, from a natural affinity of the aulhor for his material. No
one in this line of ancestors ever sat down and said to himself, "Now, I'll write
a Western." No matter what the author's geographical background was or how
much time he spent in the West, if the ~a of the country got into his blood
and if he steeped l!imself in his subject matter enough either by firsthand experience, or by study, then the West became a part of him, and he a'part of it. Out
of that affinity of 'the author for the material that engages his bone..-deep interest
spring stories that will. last, and so it was with th~ leaders ,in the field of the
Western story. They created an authentic picture of one of the most thrilling
periods in all history.

From my viewpoint the only writer represented in' the anthology
~ho wrote great Western stories, and the only one who has contributed
"an authentic picture of one of the most thrilling pe'rio~ in all history" was Eugene Manlove ~ Rhodes.. Bret Harte, O. Henry, Owen
Wister painted tocal-color backdrops ~gainst which they projected
synthetic types, and are important not from the viewpoint of having
written great stories of the West but from the standpoint of their contribution 'to the development of, the short story as a type of fiction.
(I don't know what Zane Grey isiJmportant for.) ,
Editor Maule missed a fine 'opportunity iq. not establishing for
.
the re~der the difference between a great Western story and a Western. If he had done so, then Hal Borland, who reviewed' the anthology in a recent issue of the New YOTk Times, might <not be so confused. Mr. Borland states in part:

-

. The time is certainly past when the. Western story needs anybody's apologies.
Westerns written by craftsmen can stand right alongside the full-bodied stories in
any categOry. As this collection proves, the Western is not essentially a story of
straight action or even necessarily based,on violence.' !.-.. I would like to have
seen one of Conrad Richter's New Mexico stories included in the volume.

.

Mr. Borland should know, that Conrad Richter does not write
Westerns-not the man' who h~ established a reputation in, quality
magazines and has won distinctive recognition as a. novelist because
of his style and tre~tment of regional material. Successful writers of
Westerns are meeting market demands for this type of story by adhering strictly to a formula, and they are cutting Western material
to fit types, not individuals. You might be interested in knowing
that Luke Short (Fred Glidden of Santa Fe), popular. writer of
Westerns, has a stoty in Great Tales of the American West called "Court Day."
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Carl Hertzog, of 620 Stanton Street, El Paso, Texas, publis.her of
'beautiful and distinctive books, has issued a ·limited edition of 500
copies of Peleliu Landing, by.Tom Lea. The book presents the narrative and the first rough drawings this famous artist scratched in
his sketchbook atPelel1u. The drawings are produced in full-page,
actual size by offset lithograph.' The end papers have beeri made from
a photograph taken by the author in a Peleliu foxhole. From this
original material grew the oil pain~ings recently published in Life
.
,magazIne.
New Mexico's Future: an Economic and Employment Appraisal,
written by Earl L. Moulton and published by the University Press,
has attracted a great deal of attention throughout the state. Mr. Moulton is president of one of the" largest wholesale houses in the .West,
and jn addition to this economic perspective has a forty-year focus ph
general problems in New Mexico. When the author was asked where
he found the time to make such a definitive study he made the same
answer that all busy and successful people make, " 'n my spare time."
And when asked what his famous brother, Dr. Harold MoultQn of
the Brookings Institution, or what his famous astronQmer brother
thought of the new book, he modestly said, "I'm the sheepherder
brother, you know."
And speaking of sheep, the new book Shepherd's Empire, by
Charles Mayland Towne and Edward Norris Wentworth, an historical
study of sheep in America, will no doubt be of interest throughout the
Southwest. . . .' One of the most popular books of the summer season
here was Pardner of the Wind, by Jack Thorp as told to Neil McCullough Clark. Mr. Clark, a former author and editor, came to New
Mexico several years ago and settled down to the business of writing
in a cabin in Tijeras Canyon. The new book -is the result of Mr.
Clark's conviction regarding Jack Thorp's place in the literature of
the West. Here is the' full story of "Little Joe,' the Wrangler" and
other gems of the cowboy and range life that Thorp's name will Cllways
be associated with.
Raw Material, by Oliver La Farge, a Houghton MifBin publication, has been widely and, favorably reviewed. According to the
Saturday Revie,w of Literature, "there is hardly a page of Ol.iver La
Farge's book that is not alive and kicking." New Mexico 'readers are
of ,course interested in the autobiographic study of this ~uthor because
he came to this state shortly after- his graduation from 'Harvard, and
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it was here that o~e of his most important books, Laughing Boy" was
written..
The New Me~co Book Store gave an autographing party for
Margo Kurtz, author of My Rival the Sky" and Publisher's Weekly
for July carries a picture of the event. One of the most. interested
onlookers at the party was Colonel Frank Kurtz, Commanding Officer
at Kirtland Field, aI].d husband of the author.
.
The University of Pennsylvania'has granted Abraham Feldman,
former English instructor at the University of New Mexico/a scholarship for work in history in 1945-1946. The Historian published
Mr. Feldman's 'prentice .piece in historical composition, the result of
iresearch under ,the guidance of Dr. Arthur Marger of the University
of Hawaii. Poet-Lpre bas accepted a- critical article written by Mr.
Feldman on Eugene O'Neill, ~called "The American Aeschylus."
A Texan in England, by. J. Frank Dobie, has gone into a fifth
printing.... New Mexico: a Guide to the Colorful State (Uni~ersity
Press) is now available in a second edition. . .. John Gunther'spent
a few days here recently gathering material for his forthcoming book
Inside the U.S. A. John Erskine was married here last month to
Helen Worden, feature-story writer. . .. The Roark Btadfords are for
the present making their home in Santa Fe.... Children of the Sun"
by Fra Angelico Chavez, will be brought out in C\ second edition this
faIt-by the St. Anthony's Guild Press: The author, one of the most
gifted New Mexico poets and storytellers, is now a chaplain in the
Pacific theater of war.... Tlie title of Dr. Howard Raper's boo~ has
. ' beep. changed for the third and, according to the author, the last time.
It is to be called Man Against Death and will be an October publication by Prentice:'Hall.... Announced fall publications of significance . locally include Spin a Silver Dollar, by Alberta Hannun; Mid-Country:
the Best Writings from the Heart of Amprica; and Mesa Verde,.' by
Christopher La Farge. The latter is a play in verse about the sudden
migration from their homes of the cliff-dwelling I~dians .of Mesa
Verde..... Mid-Country will contain contributions by J. Frank Dobie
,and Stanley Vestal. .... The University Press has a contract with Ross
Calvin for a second book. The Reverend Calvin, author of the
highly esteemed Sky. Determines, published by Ii'Macmillan in 1'934,
left his pastorate in Silver City some time ago for one in Clovis.
Hasta la pr6xima vez. ,
t

JULIA
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The problems of the Rio Grande watershed are increasingly engagblg the attention
of Congressmen, businessmen, governmental agencies. The symposium on this subject
has already been circulated widely as a pamphlet. THOMAS NICKERSON; i\vho secured the
contributions and edited them, has contributed previously to these pages as a collaborator
with Dr. Michel Pijoan. EDWIN BERRY BURGUM, an editor of Science and Society, for many
years a teacher of English at 'New York University, author of numerous critical articles in
many magazines, editor of the anthology The New Criticism, was out-of-region representative at the 1944 Conference on the Humanities, in Denver.
EDITA MORRIS had a story in Martha Foley's "Best's" last year. GREER JOHNSON is a
young Kentuckian who has tried his hand at numerous occupations in New York City.
He has published previously in American Prefaces. JESSAMYN WEST, well known in the
non-commercial magazine world, has lately been appearing in the"Atlantic and is to have
a book with Quaker setting published soon. OSCAR TARCOV, of Chicago,'has studied and
carried on research in anthropology and sociology at the University of Chicago and at
Illinois and has been an editor for the Army Air Forces. His fable here is the first of
his work ever accepted by a magazine, although Accent has just published a story by him.
The following poets have appeared here before: ANN STANFORD, of Los Angeles, author
of In Narrow Bound; BYRON HERBERT REECE, of Blairsville, Georgia, author of two short
collections and a full-length book to be pUblished this fall by Dutton; CAROL ELy HARPER,
of Walla Walla, Washington, author of a collection of poems soon to be pUblished; JAMES
FRANKLIN LEWIS, professor of chemistry at ~he University of Kansas Ci~y and author of
Score for This Watch and other collections of poems; ALICE MOSER, of chapel Hill, North
Carolina, represented ~ith Byron Herbert Reece in Three LyriC Poets; Lt. MEADE HARWELL, who is on a destroyer escort in the Pacific; MELVILLE CANE, of New York City,
author of several books; CALVIN CLAUDEL, instructor in Romance Languages at the University of North Carolina. Appearing in these pages for the first time: are PETER JOHN
STEPHENS of New York City; DEAN JEFFRESS of Berkeley, California; MAIDI PAYNE of Jacksonville, Florida; HUBERT CREEKMORE of Jackson, Mississippi; HELEN ~s of Chapel
Hill, North Carolina; S. RAIZISS pf Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. All except Helen Scales,
who appears here with her first publication, have appeared frequently in other maga-

zines.
N.B. The editors of the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW deeply regret an unfortunate error in setting the poems of Byron Vazakas in the preceding (SpJting, 1945) issue.
It was an error and not an attempt to "edit" the pQet. Mr. Vazakas !has good reason
for wishing his stanzas to be set as follows:
Some time the day will waken where
the tan grass ripples like
an itch across the cancerous
river silt. As the intelligence
and not with Bush left margin. Sincerest apologies I
The reviewers, according to custom, are mostly members of the teaching staff of the
University of New Mexico: LLOYD-L. GOFF, art; T. M. PEARCE, KATHERINE SIMONS, C. V.
WICKER, English; JAY C. KNODE, philosophy; DOROTHY WOODWARD, history; WILLIAM J.
PARISH, economics. ALAN SWALLOW, poetry editor of the NEW MEXICO QUIARTERLY REVIEW,
is still with the Army in San Francisco. VERNON YOUNG, formerly English instructor at
California (Berkeley), now lives in Santa Fe, is soon to remove to Tucson, Arizona.
IRVING BRODKIN, of New York City, free lances in the field of public relations. RAy B.
WEST, JR., one of the editors of the Rocky Mountain Review, taught recently at Montana
State University, has recently removed to Utah Agricultural College. CHARLES JUDAH,
author of the recent swashbuckling Tom Bone, teaches social sciences :at New Mexico
Highlands University. LT. ALBERT R. LoPES is on leave from the Un.iversity of New
Mexico to teach Portuguese at the United States Naval Acadetpy. MARlY WICKER is coauthor with C. V. Wicker of Three Latin-American Poets. EDNA LUE FURNESS teaches
Spanish at Pueblo (Colorado) Junior College. LT. COMDR. ALBERT C. F. WESTPHAL,
USNR, on leave from City College, New York, was i~ Holland when the War began, wrote
his review "somewhere in the Pacific." . A. H. GAYTON is an associate editor of the

Journal of American Folk-Lore.
Regular features are by LYLE SAUNDERS, research associate, School of! Inter-American
Affairs, University of New Mexico, at the present moment doing graduate work at the
University of Chicago, and JULIA KELEHER, English depattment, University of New Mexico.
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THAT THEIR FIELDS 'SHALL
PROSPER AND THEIR
FLO C KS .INCREASE
Problems of the Rio Grande Watershed
A Symposium
Edited by -Thomas Nickerson
. INTRODUCTION

There are indications from all quarters that the seriousness 6f ,the
watershed problem facing the Rio, Grande Valley is not fully. appreciated
by the residents of New Mexico. The continued use oCthe valley fo.r agricultural and stockraising purposes, and even for mere habitation, is gravely
endangered if conditions on the. watershed above the valley continue t~
.accelerate the processes of erosion.
.
Several factors have been responsible for these conditions. They include the unregulated cutting of timber during the early eighties, a practice
which continues' even to the present' time on some privately owned areas.
A second factor is the overuse of the range on federal, state, and private
lands. Such overuse is largely responsible for the det~rioration both of the.
upper and lower portions .of the watershed. Without satisfactory ground
cover, we cannot hope to control the How of water in the watershed-irrespective of any dams anc;l other mechanical structures which might be installed. ,The river bed will inevitably continue to rise as a result of the
deposition of silt from the surrounding areas. There will follow a corresponding rise in the water level in the midfile valley. If tIi~s aggradation,
as it is called, continues unchecked, farms wlill shortly be waterlogged, business will stagnate, and the inhabitants of th~ valley will have to seek greener
fields elsewhere.
·1
The foregoing may appear to be a radical statement. But these are
the facts~facts which have been established by the investigations of various
federal agencies over a period of many ye~rs. An exaI!lple familiar to many
of us is the town of San Marcial, which several. years ago was HoodedJand
ruined by deposition of silt from the Rio Grande. A repetitio~ of this
occurrence on a vastly larger scale is an imminent. possibility unless comprehensive measures are taken to counteract the present trend. Various
117
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remedial projects are now under consideration
by state, county, and federal
groups. These should be vigorously prosecuted if the prosperity of the
people is to continue. It is important that the public should inform itself
upon the extent of the impending danger and upon what measures are
capable of combatting it. For it is the public who will either sink or swim.
Awareness of the true state of matters is a prerequisite to popular pressure
in support of appropriate action.
The studies and plans of the several federal and state agencies over the
past ten years provide reliable data for a plan of action. Prior to the war,
the Illterdepartmental Rio Grande Board 1 endeavored to co-ordinate these
plans.' In order to expedite action, the Army Engineers have, more recently
perfected plans and specifications covering the flood control and power
phas~s of such plans.
The initial section of $e following symposium sets foith the general
problem as viewed by the Army Engineers.
The second section deals with soil conservation as practiced by-the Soil
Conservation Service. This work is a particularly important factor in any
comprehensive prQgram. It has been responsible for the fact ~at operators
on the watershed are practicing better farming methods and better range
use oLtheir pasture lands, and are learning how to conservei the water on
the gtound rather than allow it to run wild and increase er~sion on their
lands ana on that of others. An act known as the Wheeler-Case Act provided
a program implemeD:ted with funds capable of giving' immediate assistance
to the rural economy, and of improving pre-existing irrigation structures
and supplemental dams. These dams impounded flood waters which could
be used later in the growing season' without penalizing the valley irrigation.
This program should have had far wider application throughout the watershed, ~or it directly benefited the middle and lower valleys and at the same
time bettered the economy of the rural ~'communities, which are in dire
need of;;.all assistance possible.
Section three is an excellent treatment of upstream development.
There is a feeling in s~me quarters that any change in the use of irrigation
waters in the upper watershed will be immediately reflected in less water
for the lower valley. It is felt that this premise is incorrect. ,For the water
which might be held in the upper watershed for supplemental irrigation
would normally be wasted in flood times and do damage to the middle and
lower valley by aggradation of the river bed through the deposition of silt,
and by the cutting away of fertile agricultural lands.'
.
There then follow, in order, sections describing the activities and aims
1 This board is composed of four agencies of the Department of Agriculture-the
Forest Service, the Soil Conservation Service, the Farm Security Administration, and the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, and four agencies of the Department lof the Interiorthe Indian Service, the Grazing Service, the Reclamation Service, and tb.e General Land
Office.
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of the Forest Service, the Indian Service, and the Grazing Service. Sec~ion
.eight deals with work among the mountain people, section nin~ with
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy matters, and a final section with the attitude of the businessman toward wate'hhed problems.
~
The following table may. serve to give the uninitiated a clearer pnderstanding of the types of land included in the watershed and the agencies
which are responsible for them. .
Land Status
National Forests
Indian Lands
Public Domain
State Lands
Private Lands
Miscellaneous, Urban
and Railroad

Percent of
Watershed •.
20%

12%
12%
6%
40 %

Administering Agency
Forest Service. Dept. of Agriculture
Indian Service, Dept. of the Interior
Grazing Service, Dept. of the Interior State Land Office
Individuals

100%

This complex land ownership pattern calls for close co-operation between private landowners and government agencies 1£ the watershed problem is to be solved.
The recently proposed Anderson Bill, in its original draft, was similar
to the TVA. It was designed to help remedy the co.nditions in the valley.
However, many of the interested groups felt that a Valley Authority was
premature and that it would not sotve the problem in its entirety. The
Anderson Bill has been subst.antially rewritten. ILprovides, among other
things, that the Bureau of Reclamation take over the Conservancy District
jointly with the Reconstruction Finance CorpWation. Regardless of. the
merit of that proposal, it fails to solve the basic problem which is focused
above the middle valley and must be remedie~ first. For without a st~ble
and controlled watershed, which means a steady flow of clear water into the
valley floor, the over-all picture will not be improved. It must be emphasizeq again and again that conservative use of the range and timber c~)Ver
is a must, for revegetation on portions of the ranges is essential. Some
dams for flood control are necessary, but it should be remembered that the
upper watershed is the water-producing area, and that this area, together
with the ranges adjoining the .agricultural landS, must maintain a proper
grass and timber cover at all times. Otherwise, excessive erosion, floods,
and aggradation of the river bed will continue to accelerate, and no amount
of flood conttol structures will save the valley, its farms, its railroad, its
cities, and its villages.
. It should again be emphasized that more conseryative use of the watershed is imperative-a use which envisions 'a co-ordination of water storage
and soil conservation upstream with the more dramatic downstream struc-
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tures. To achieve this end necessitates the closest possible c~-operation be- .
~een all administering agencies, and between these agencies and the people
concerned. And all of us are concerned if the middle valley is to be effectively operative fifty years hence, rather than becoming an amplified counterpart of the ghost village of San Marcial. The simile is not a bit farfetched. Unless concerted and unselfish action is taken, and promptly,
we'll all go down the river, so to speak, and in the same boat. .
JOHN ADAMS, Chairman
Interdepartmental Rio Grande Board
I
THE GENERAL PROBLEM

Any plan fqr the ultimate development of the· Rio Grande Basin
should provide for the fullest possible conservation and explaitation of the
natural resources with which the basin is endowed. Although this area
is extremely rich in certain of these resources, some of them have been only
meagerly developed to date. This is principally. true of agriculture and
water power. The importance of these two features in our national economy pas been brought out very clearly by the present needs of war, and
there is no reason to believe that they will be of less importance during the
postwar period.
In the semi-arid Rio Grande Basin the waters of this river must be
co~trolled, conserved, and used to the fullest possible extent, both for the:;
development of agriculture and the generation of power. In addition,
steps must be taken to retain the meager rainfall on the land in order to
improve grazing conditions and check the deluge of silt~from entering the
river channel. This involves the contouring of range lands, controlled
grazing, erosion control, and the establishment of other effective soil conservation measures on tributary areas within the watershed. It involves
the control of floods by the impounding of flood waters in reservoirs so that
these waters may be put to beneficial use instead of remaining a destructive
force. It involves the desilting of these waters so that the river bed will
degrade, thus establishing a well-defined channel which will carry any
uncontrolled flood waters as well as allow effective drainage of irrigated
lands adjacent to the river. It involves the use of available ~ater for irrigation to the: maximum practical extent. It involves the ·production of
the maximum amount of hydroelectric power consist~nt with other uses
of water. It further involves the establishment of the most efficient practices of fish and wildlife conservation and the construction of suitable
recreational facilities where practical.
.
The necessary steps for the development of the Rio Grande Basin
enumerated in the preceding paragraph are not in any way in conflict with
each other, and all have been under study by appropriate federal agencies.
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The Soil Conservation Service, the Grazing Service, and the Forest Service
have conducted extensive surveys: and are at the present time actively en. gaged in effectuating measures for rainfall retention on the' land, soil conse~ation, and erosion control. The United States Engineer Department
has recently cQmpleted surveys and studies for flood control, supplemental
irrigation water, hydroelectric' power generation,"silt control, and degradation of the channel. The United States Bureau of Reclamation is also
.actively engaged in a study similar to that completed by the United States
Engineer Department with special emphasis on the irrigation features. In
conjunction with studies made by the. United States Engineer Department,
the federal Power Commis~ion has made power surveys of the middle Rio
Grande basin and 'adjacent areas. The Fish and Wildlife Service as well
as the National Park Service has investigated the wildlife and recreational
features which may be developed in conjunction with other improvements.
The various surveys and studies conducted by the above agencies' indicate that a general development'of die Rio Grande Basin is feasible froin
the engineering standpoint and economically justifi~d. Appreciable work
has already been done toward soil conservation and erosion control. The
United States Engineer Department h~ evolved a plan for flood and 'silt
control which reduces all floods to safe channel capacity, provides a more
dependable irrigation supply, provides for the generation of hydroelectric
power, and results in degradation of the channel throughout the middle
valley. These results can be obtainetl without placing~an undue financial
burden on the middle valley. The plan would remove only a small amount
of irrigat~d land fro~ the tax rolls, and at the same time better drainage
would make an appreciable amount of marginal land suitable for irrigation.
In developing .the plan of improvement, care was exercised to avoid 'damage to any historical landmarks or Indian Pueblos, which constitute an
irreplaceable asset to the basin..,
.
LT. COL. R. E. COLE, District, Engineer
U. S. Army Engineers Office
I

Il'
SOIL CONSERVATION,

The continued use of the highly productive areas of the Rio Grande
watershed depends upon the solution' of three outstanding problems of
soil and water conservation-the erosion of farm lan' by irrigation water,
the deposition of silt and gravel, on farm lands by side arroyos, and the
raising of the ground-water level and flooding of crop land caused by the
constant aggradation of the Rio Grande bed.
The Soil Conservation SerVice believes that the responsibility for
achievin:,g and maintaining soil and water conservation and proper land
use restS first with the landowners. Even if govet:'nment agencies could
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install all the measures needed to solve these problems, they would not be
permanently effective unless the land users believed in them. The solution of many of these problems is in local treatment of farms and ranc4es,
which' necessitates the development of local programs. Soil Conservgtion
districts, organized and governed by land users, are. legal subdivisions of
the State set up to handle these programs. The Soil Conservation Service
and other agencies assist these districts as well as other organized bodies
which have legal authority and are interested in furthering soil and water
c~nservation and proper land use. The Service does this. by providing
tec.hnical advice on the land itself, in 'order that each acre on each farm or
ranch may be treated in accordance with its individual needs and capabilities.
Irrigation methods that will bring about sufficient water penetration
to grow crops and at the same time prevent erosion of the fertile topsoil
are being advocated by Soil Conservation Service technicians. The experience of many farmers has proved that larger yields can be obtained with
less' water if the land' is carefully prepared for irrigation and the faIm
irrigation system is properly laid out. The ideal preparation gives land
a very small and uniform slope in one direction and makes it level in
the other direction so that when water is applied in. sufficient quanity it
will spread evenly over the surface. This brings about uniform penetration of water on the whole field without waste. The depth of soil and
slope of the land often prevent perfect leveling; in such caseS, special irrigating methods must be used in order that water can be kept under full
control at all times.
But of even greater danger to irrigated land in New Mexico is the
deposition of silt and gravel from summer flash floods in side arroyos.
This damage usually comes from a narrow belt, five to twenty miles wide,
along the edge of irrigated valleys where the mesa breaks to the valley
lerel. It is possible that vegetation on this sloping land has always been'
scanty. The natural vegetation was probably furtI1er depleted by early
settlers along the streams, who allowed livestock to graze these rangelands,
thereby denuding them. As the grass cover decreased, natural drainage
ways eroded more readily, and more and more silt and gravel traveled
down tp the farmland.
The Soil Conservation Service encourages conservation gt:azing. in
these areas p.nd assists conservation districts in reseeding and other prac-,
tices that will restore a protective vegetative 'cover to barren sections.
But prQbably the most serious problem
in the Rio Grande watershed
.
is the rising of the river bed. This process, which is going on at a rate
of three inches a year, creates two hazards. It disrup!s the drainage system of the valley lands and necessitates the building and maintenance of
levees.
"

.
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.;The silt deposited in the beu of the Rio Grande comes from all'over
the watershed, though, some parts, such as the Rio P~erco area, are notable
contributors. A small~ amount of this silt can be classed as geologic erosion,
and is due to natural processes, but by far the large;t part of it comes from
gullies and arroyos on range land fx:om which the vegetative ~over has
been removed, and from caving banks of the numerous arroyos and stream
channels. ~t has been estimated, that 35,000,000 to 40,000,000 ton~ of sediment were carried annually into the middle' Rio Grande valley between
1937 and 1941. Two thirds of this was deposited in the river bed and
valley lands, and the rest of it was carried into the Elephant Butte Reservoir. This reservoir, the sole supply of water for 155,000 highly productive acres, has lost 17 per cent of its original storage capacity since 1915.
'The silt that is deposited in the bed of the Rio Grande prevents the
drainage system of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District from functioning as was inten<!ed. Drain outlets for the area alie now several feet
higher than they were when constructed, and the, water table is much
higher than it would be if the drains co_uld function properly. This condition becomes worse as the riverbed continues to rise, and unless this
process can be halted, it appears that most of the farm land of the middle
Rio Grande valley will in time becople waterlogged and useless. ~ ,
. The rising of the Rio 'Grande stream bed has also-reduced the capacity
of the channel to carry spring floodS. For many years it has been necessary
to maintain levees to increase (the '. natural carrying capacity of the river
bed, but in spite of these costly efforts, floods continue to break out and
ruin crops on valley lands. In 1941, it was estimated that the cost of
levee maintenance, crop and highway damage, and other flood damages in
the Rio Grande watershed above the Elephant Butte Reservoir amounted
to $1,000,000.
The increasing flood hazard has forced the Santa Fe Railway Company to move part of its line out of the valley. Matty miles of U. S. High. way 85 have also been rerouted on higher ground. The business section
of the city of Albuquerque is definitely menaced because it is now lower
than the Rio GraI}de at flood stage.
.'
It is .obviousthat the wise use of'land all over the watershed is necessary to protect the land from these hazards. The Soil Conservation Service
and other agenci~s are attempting to show the landowners of the water- ,
shed that this interdependency exists, but since these problems do not
affect all parts o~ the watershed equally, landowners are not~sufficiently
aroused in some cases to take the proper preventive measures.
A large part of the Rio Grande watershed is in SOlI Conservation districts, organized to attack the problem.of land use. When coverage, of the
watershed by districts is complete, a comprehensive at.tack can be made.
However, it is apparent that full control of siltation in the Rio Grande
<
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watershed depends upon three definite programs-the construction of large
reservoirs on the river and major tributaries, the construction of numerous
gully plugs and other upstream engineering structures aU over the watershed, and finally, land use practices which will allow a protective vegetative
cover to be re-established and maintained.
CYRIL LU~R, District Conservationist
Soil Conservation Service
Department of Agriculture
III
UPSTREAM MANAGEMENT

Water conservation in a broad sense means, not simply the use of
water for economic benefits, but the conservation of the water resources
for the maximum benefit to society as a whole. Water conservation
implies, in addition, efficient use, preservation of the source of our water
supply-timber and vegetative cover at the headwaters of streams, protection of stream banks to prevent gullying in small tributaries, and retard
devices to prevent erosion and ultimate siI~ation of lower stream beds and
reservoirs.
Paradoxically the life and continued usefulness of downstream irrigation and power developments are seriously threatened by upstream abuse,
yet the initiation of measures ~o provide for the. best use and conservation
of upstream areas is hampered by objections from downstreaJ1ll users. These
interests 'are apprehensive of, upstream storage, as well as measure~ to aid
in flood and erosioq control.
.
Most large irrigation developments are downstream-storage dams to
store water for irrigation of former~ arid lands. Projects invoJving
large reservoirs are more spectacular, produce more for commercial channels, and hence get more public notice. However, the value of the relatively few large developments, important as they are in themselves, is far
outweighed by that of the numerous small direct diversi0n systems. upstream, if we consider the economy of the area and the weUare of people
.of the region.
All the original settlements on the watersheds of the West were upstream, and irrigation developments here are much older. ·Unregulated
timber cutting "and overgrazing has resulted in denuding the drainage
areas of the tributary streams of their vegetative cover. The runoff is rapid,
both from melting snow in the spring' and from summer rains. There is
an oversupply of water in the spring and early .summer, and critical shortages occur in late summer and fall when water is needed to mature crops.
Where water is abup.dant in the spring and deficient in late summer,
it is frequently the practice of upstream users to flood their fields and to
overuse water in the hope of saturating their land sufficiently to alleviate
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critical dry conditions later. This practice results in the diversion of more
water tharl is needed fdr ,local irrigation. .
Failure to effeet proper conservation at the SOUFce and on tributary
streams results in the depletion of the vegetative cover and the waterholding capacity of the soil and in the accumulation of silt deposits in
lower stream beds-which in turn causes overflow and inundation of adjacent areas, the destruction of bridges, highways, farm lands, and homes.
The siltation of large storage reservoirs is of evergrowing concern to downstream water users. Although small upstream direct diversion develop'
ments are ,older, they can!10t exercise their rights without supplemental
storage. Opportunities for improvements in the' welfare of the people of
the region lie in the improvement of the numerous small direct diversion
systems.
S~all reservoirs are needed in tributary streams. Impounded water
would insure a steady supply and pt.:event ,overuse in the spring and early
summer. ,It would also make use of summer flash floods which contribute
little to downstream storage. A number of small dams on the headwater'S
would serve in a dual capacity: to control floods and to provide an adequate supply in late summer for upstream irrigators. Protection of the
upper drainage areas and stream banks, induding the construction of small
reservoirs upstre3;m, would help to regulate stream flow and prevent siltation in lower stream beds apd .large t:eservoirs. Upstream farmers, assured
of·a steady supply, would-1tave no ,inclination to overuse water during
seasons of abund~nce.
.
.
Investigations indicate that the wise use of all facilities, both natural .
and mechanical, to retard the runoff at or near the source and to provide
for a saturation into the natural reservoirs at the headwaters will not
jeopardize downstream supplies. In fact, some investigations indicate that
such a regulated flow would possibly inn-ease the annual supply for downstream reservoirs. ~
,
. Water conservation, then, demands that the upper watersheds be adequately protected, that small upstream dams be constructed, and that all
other retard measures be used to insure a regulated flow of water. The
welfare of all the people in a watershed must be considered. Upstream
farmers must be enabled to exercise their rights, and downstteam residents
must be protected from the- damages of siltation and, floods. From the
institution: of such.conservation measures to prevent floods and silt movement and to stabilize and regulate ~ater supplies, will accrue untold benefits to the entire watershed without infringement upon the rights of any
section of it~
GLEN GRISHAM, State Director
Farm Security Administration
..
Department of Agriculture
(f.

I
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IV
DOWNSTREAM STRUCTURES

America today stands at the threshold ofa new era-an, era which will
bring into action a revitalized development and conservation of the nation's natural and human resources. Following the war, river floods will
be dammed, river navigation will receive attention, flooded areas will be
reclaimed, chronically dry areas will be irrigated, and more of the waterpower resources of the continent will b'e harnessed. Whole regions will .
be transformed in the years immediately ahead. Cities and towns will receive .new life blood, the economy of regions will be stabilized; land will
be made to support more people better than ever before.
This is not an idle dream. It is in the planning stage. The Bureau
of Reclamation's inventory for postWar construction and development in
seventeen Western states involves 415 projects, costing approximately five
billion dollars. This planned development of the land and water and
human resources in the West will employ for a period of several years
several hundred thousand persons at the site of ,construction, and many
additional thousands of off-site laborers. In New Mexico alone the Bureau
of ReClamation is investigating and planning for seventeen irrigation and
power developments for the postwar period.
The experience gained in more than forty years of planning, construction, and operation of irrigation, flood control, and power generating projects is being used by the Bureau in designing its program for the immediatei'
future. In these plans, the Bureau is co-operating to the fullest possible
extent with all state and federal agencies. If projects planned for New
Mexico are carried forward to their conclusion, at least 2,000 new farms,
with a proportionate increase of 50,000 persons in the rural and urban
areas of the state, will result. It is estimated that these projects would cost
approximately $175,000,000, with resulting annual benefits of more than
$16,000,000.
In our present approach we ask whether the development of the entire
river basin will return benefits to the people w':l0 live within it commensurate with expenditures. This cannot be measured alone in direct cash
returns, but. in the economic development that will be stimulated, the
abatement of the menace of floods, the benefits from river transportation,
the value of municipal and industrial water supplies, an,d other satisfactions
which come from health-giving recreational facilities.
Co-ordinated river basin development is not conceived merely as the
completion of great engineering enterprises, but of laying the economic
foundation for ri9Ier and happier living, which will ~nable our men and
women to perform their necessary economic tasks 'with less effort and
greater profit, and to devote more time to citizenship and cultural growth.

.
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That is the way not only to preserve our freedom and, independence as a
nation, but to become a nation of men and women who will be regarded
by other nations as wise and gen~rous, to be envied, not for our wealth
alone, but because we uI\derstand and appreci~te what is good in life,
including a sense of international justice.
.
The creation of prosperous and happy communities benefits more than
the people directly involved. Such communities contribute. value to the
entire nation. Their industry enriches the nation and provides a market
for all manner of goods produced in other sections.
. Individual industry is in keeping with the tradition of the West. It
made possible a~war production which astounded ·the world. It, together
with a development of natural resources which mak~s the application of
human energy more effective, is no less important in the economy of eeace.
JOHN L. MuTZ, Acting Area Planning Engineer
Bureau of Reclamation
Department of the Interior

"'!

v
PLANT COVER AND THE NATIONAL FOREST

The war' has brought home to .all of us that it is possible, even in this
land of plenty, to have shortages of many things 'formerly taken for granted.
Many of the short items are products' of tire land-some renewable like
tiIJ;lber and grass, and some nonrenewable such as oil and minerals. These
shortages naturally lead to more thinking about the management of our
basic resource-the land. When one considers that only a quarter' of the
earth's surface is land and that a considerable part of this, for various
reasons, is not usable for the maintenance of populations, which are increasing, the extreme importance of protecting and managing what is available
becomes apparent.
This thought was back of the' estabIi~hment of .the national forests,
the aim being to maintain. the productiveness of the land ,within these
forests so that it would.!£i: continue to produce maximum ryields of the
products for which it was suited and to provide for the distribution of
these products so 'as to render' the "greatest good to the greatest number
in the long run." The New Mexico national forests, of which there are
five wholly within a~d div~ions of two others partly within the state, have
the above Qbjectives.
"
Our national (orests include the mountainous portions of the 'state,
since only at the higher elevations is the annual precipitation sufficient for
the growth. of timber. crops. The two broad timber types of New Mexico
are the woodland, composed of juniper, pinon, and oak, and the sawtimber forests of pine, fir, and spruce. The woodland requires from twelve
to seventeen inches of precipitation annually, and the sawtimber forests
. 6
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need in excess of nineteen inches. The topography of tile forests is in
general rough and the climate severe, which eliminates the use of the
land for the u~ farm crops. However, regardless of these adverse factors, the land can, ~properly protected and managed, be made to yield
on a continuous basis products and services of very great value to the
product so as to ayoid high cost of importing lumber from distant states.
people living on or near them.
Complete agreement as to the most important values received from'
these properties is not possible. The recreationist naturally would place
the cool climate and scenery high on the list. The fisherman and hunter'
would have decided opinions and place a good game and fish supply first.
The locai purchaser of timber would press for a continuous supply of this
The farmer in the valley dependent on a readily available supply of water
would vote "yes" to the importance of the forest as a produqtive watershed.
The stockman would also be present to say a word for the value of the
forage on winter ranges and especially on the summer ranges at higher
elevations. The management of the. national forests must tale into account
these various viewpoints and direct the growing and· harvesting of the
products so as to maintain a How of all products consistent with the quality
of soil and amount of precipitation.
It is relatively easy to maintain the producing capacity of land if it is
retained .in virgin condition, but the job becomes progressively difficult
when such a diversity of crops must be grown and harvested and new
crops started.
.
The timber resources on the national. forests are managed on a "sustained yield" basis. This requires that the volume of timber removed each
year shall not exceed the growth. ,Starting with virgin stanqs, the problem
is to harvest the portion that is ripe for cutting, leaving the y~unger portion
with added space !or growth as a reserve stand to form t4e basis for a
second cut and to produce seed for the starting of a new timber crop which
in later years can again be harvested. Under local climatic conditions,
light rainfall and relatively short growing seasons, growth is naturally slow;
. but sufficient time has elapsed since the forests have been under protection
and management to demonstrate that the sustained yield system will and
does ~ork since some of the early cutover land has produced a second cut
of timber and is now growing future crops.
The same ge.,neral sustained yield is the aim in managing the forage
resource. It is necessary, if the land is to be protected from the destructive
ravages of erosion and if the vigor of forage plants is to be maintained, to
protect the density and quality of plant cover. This in the long run will
yield a continuous supply of food for domestic livestock and game, meeting
the d~mand of the stockman and hunter and sustaining, watershed cover
in good condition. Plant cover is essential to prevent erosion. It cushions
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the fall of rain and 'delays runoff so that the moisture required to nourish
plants and to feed spr~ngs has a better;opportunity to be absorbed in the
.;,
soil. .
The mountains of New Mexiqp, ,Lrgely within the national forests,
are the major producing watersheds from which comes the water to fill
storage reservoirs so essential to farm.ing in the state. MJlch late fall and
winter. precipitation a~ the higher elevations comes in the form ,of snow
which banks up and melts in the spring over a rather extended period.
This moisture in part replenishes underground water sources feeding mountain springs and streams during the ,dry summer period and providing sup'
plies fot large reservoirs.
. "
The maintenance of a timber stand and a good forage cover goes a
long way toward preserving in place the good rich topsoil which is essential
if ,any land is, to continue growing the products needed to support a population. Consequently, in all phases of national forest operation this need'
is kept in the foreground. Once the productive capacity of the land is
severely impaired it is only a short time before this loss is reflected in the
economic copdition of the dependent p<?pulation.
Between the soil, trees, grass, and springs of the.watershed and valley
,dwellers there. is a life chain. There is an interdependence of GOpS and
services; houses in the valley are bunt of timber from the mountains;
alfalfa grown in the valley. finds its. market through the livestock raised in
. the hills., But most important are the little streams which join and grow
into the "Big River," ,because without them there would be no crops in
the ·valley. If that chain is not kept strong the valley cannot prosper.
"
P. V. WOODHEAD, Regional Forester
United States Forest Service'
Department of Agriculture

I

!
i

1

I
1

VI
THE 'PUEBLOS-GooD NEIGHBORS

In the latter part of the sixteenth c~ntury, the Conquistadores entered
what is now New Mexico, following the course of the Rio Grande northward and claiming the land for Spain. The Spanish Crown, in accepting
these claims, recognized the ,prior occupancy rights of the Pueblo Indians,
an essentially agricultural people who had long since established fortified
villages along the valley as a means of securing themselves against their
enemies. In recognition of prior occupancy rights, the Spanish government
granted land to the Pueblo Indians. Such land constituted square' or
rectangular areas surrounding their villages and became known as Spanish
Crown grants.
.
The Mexican government, during its brief ascendancy in this region,
recognized and honored the Spanish Cro~, grants, as did likewise the
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United States when, in accordance witli the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo,
1849, the region became incorporated into the Union as the Territory of
New Mexico. Congress subsequently confirmed these grants by issuing
patents in the name of each pueblo.
The Pueblo I~dians have, since long before the coming of the Spanish,
occupied the approximate present sites of their villages except when they
were -forced from them at the point of "the sword or because of devastations
by fire or Hood or the failure of the water supply. Archaeological remains'
along the Pajarito Plateau reveal that the Indian homes hugged the diminishing water supply of the springs iIj ever-narrowing circles before the
people moved into the valley to ta~dvantage of the life-giving water of
the river. There the Spanish, upon their arrival, found extensive and
ingeniously developed Indian irrigation systems already in existence.
These primitive irrigation systems. have subsequently been .improved
and modernized under the direction of the United States Indian Service.
The Service, through the United Pueblos Agency, has likewise installed
stock waterings, dams, reservoirs and diversions, and instituted measures
calculated to combat the forces of erosion. Programs to promote proper
farm and range management have been instituted, and modem equipment
and approved methods have been introduced.
In brief. the objective of the Agency's resources department may be
said to be to encourage the fullest possible' use 9f resoiIrces consistent with
sustained yield. This involves, among other things, the rotation of crops,
the regeneration of the soil and limitation of the livestock load to the
established carrying capacity of the range. The responsibility for preservation of natural resources applies to the original Spanish Crown grants and
to two other principal types of land used by the Indians: r~servations made
available for Indian use by Executive Order, and Government purchase
areas.
To insure economic and social independence to the Pueblo Indian
constitutes the Agency's ultimate objective. His econ<?mic level raised, and
equipped with knowledge of matters beyond his present physical and spiritual horizons, he will ultimately share ,to the fullest the benepts of the citizenship which is his.
In the meantime. and in direct relation to this objective. it is the
opinion of the Agency that a "watershed approach" should at all times
be preserved. No net gain in the solution of watershed problems will be
accomplished if the interests of one group are served to the detriment of
thgse of another. Let it not be forgotten that the greatest resource of any
given ar~a is its citizenry. no matter how rich or poor it may be in other
respects. Regional planning which is not conceived and executed with
human values as its core of, motivation is doomed to failure.
- Any permanent solution should tak~ into consideration the rights and
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needs of all persons, all groups, all interests dependent upon the watershed
for their livelihood.," Each of these elements should have a full voice inany planning for the solution of watershed problems. Sucl1 planning
would naturally, I assume, also take the fullest possible advantage and
make the fullest possible use of the facilities" of existing agencies-federal,
state, county, municipal, and private. *
The co-ordination of the interests of the inhabitants, as well as of the
facilities available to' established agencies, would, in my·estimation, result in
insuring the utmost in economic a~d social benefit to all resident citizens
in the watershed. The experience of the TVA, and the proposals to establish river valley authorities in all parts of the nation, either patterned on the
TVA or under the aegis of" an established governmental department, give .
rise to the thought that perhaps in'this direction lies the ultimate solution
to the complex problems of the Rio Grande watershed.
Whatever the sponsorship, the Pueblo Ind\ans, whose past cultural apd
economic contributions to the area are admittedly of incalculable value,
stand" ready to assume their full" share of the responsibility for the furtherance of their own stake in the valley's future, as well as that of their
neighbors.
JOHN G. EVANS, General Superintendent
United Pueblos ·Agency
United States Indian Service
Department of the Interior
'."

VII
THE SOIL MANTLE AND THE PUBLIC DOMAIN

The forces of nature such as wind, rain, snow, freezing, and thawing
have, since the beginning of time, been engaged in a never-ending effort to
reduce the earth's surface to a common plain. In order to combat the
effect of these forces and hold. them in check, nature lias but one agency~ the vegetative cover. The function of vegetation is, (1) to protect the
soil mantle; (2) to sustain life. Life and civilization as we know them
today are dir~ct1y dependent for their" existence upon the products of the
soil. It follows theteforethat nature intended tJ;J.at fOfage should be used,
but what we must learn is the degree to which suCh utilization may be
made without impairing its ability to protect effectively the soil resources.
Man in his use of the forage resources has the power to elect on which
side he will align himself. Destruction of the protective vegetative cover
through continued ,overgrazing or unwise harvesting of the timber or b~sh
cover, exposes the soil mantle to, the full effect of the degrading agencies,
with the result that the soil, whicli has taken centuries to ,develop, is carried
away to the sea and forever lost. Conversely, with proper utilization. and
management of the forage and timber resources, man is allied with the
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one agency of nature designed to protect and preserve the soil and thus
becomes an active member in the field of conservation.
The character of the streams Howing out of an area serves as a fairly
dependable guide as to the general conditio~ of the vegetative cover of the
stream basin. Clear streams, Howing in well-defined channels, generally
indicate a stabilized soil, whereas meandering, silt-laden streams indicate
an unstabilized condition. The Rio Grande is of the latter type,
but it is not to be assumed that the entire basin is so affected. As a matter
of fact, a major portion of the silt load is contributed by a num~er of the
larger tributaries, and it is in these basins that it is reasonably safe to conclude that the vegetative cover has lost much of its ability to hold the soil
in check.
Steps to provide for more effective erosion control in these basins stand
out as one of. the major problems confronting the agencies concerned in
planning for an over-all program for development of the Rio Grande
basin. The problem is further intensified by the extremely complex land
status. The success of control measures such as regulated grazing, augmented by the construction of mechanized structures of various types,
will depend to a very great extent UP9n the degree of co-operation had
with owners of the privately controlled land.
The author does not wish to leave the impression that it is possible
to eliminate entirely the silt problem. Softness of the surface formations,
together with the torrential nature of the storms, is a factor that cannot
be entirely overcome. There is no reason. for not believing, however, that
under a pr?perly co-ordinated program the silt load may be materially
reduced.
The Rio Grande watershed is located in parts of three grazing districts in New Mexico and one in Colorado. Administration of the public
grazing lands within these districts is authorized by the Taylor Grazing Act
approved June 28, 1934 (48 Stat., 1269), as amended June 26, 1936, and
July 14, 1939. In this act Congress recognized grazing as the highest use of
the larger part of the remaining public lands, and established objectiv-es
for the control of the lands: "To stop injury to the public grazing lands
by preventing overgrazing and soil deterioration, to provide for' their
o!derly use, improvements, and development, to stabilize the livestock
industry dependent upon the public range and for other purposes."
Much has been accomplished towards carrying out the objectives of
the Taylor Act during the relatively short time the public lands located
within the Rio Grande watershed have been under administration.
In carrying out this program the livestock operators have been most cooperative and the progress that has been made is -due in a large measure
to their ability to see and realize the need for protecting the forage cover
on which they depend for grazing. With not to exceed 30 per cent of the
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Rio Grande drainage basin under jurisdiction of the Grazing Service,
it is manifestly impossible to accomplish a great deal towards a complete
solution of the problem. The program of all' land-management agen- .
cies operating within the basin mUst be co-ordinated and expanded to
include all land-public, state, and private-if the objectives of the over-all
program are to be realized.
E. R. GREENSLET, Regionaf GTa~ieT
United States Grazing Service
Department of the Interior

VIII
THE COUNTY AGENT AND THE MOUNTAIN PEOPLE

There is a group of watershed residents which until relatively recently
has derived only small benefit from -governmental agencies, whether federal, state" or county. There are some 250 Spanish-An:ierican families living
in the mountainous areas in the southeastern corner of Bernalillo County.
When three years ago the County Agricultural Extension Agent first undertook to assis.t these neglected people he found the older 'ones among them
so wedded to their traditional way of life as to b~ resentful of intrusAon
and resistant to the advice of outsidc:;rs. It was for this reason that £he
younger and more amenable people were concentrated upon-and -with
success. Four-H clubs were organized, entrants into the Sears Roebuck
replacement pig contest were secured, and certified corn, bean, and potato
,seed clubs were established. Sixty-three children under the age of 'eighteen
were enrolled in the potato dub; and, despite the fact that they had never
cultivated this crop before, many of them won prizes in a contest conducted
by the Kiwanis Club. The children are 'making a good start; but, curiously
enough, their efforts are limited by a bottleneck: not directly related to
agriculture.. This bottleneck is Toads.
,
In this forty-seven-mile-wide valley, roads, for all practical purposes,
are nonexistent. Such as exist, even under the most favorable· weather
conditions, " are frequently not negotiable.. There are but six bridges in
the whole region, all of them unsafe. Roads, consequently, are a primary
and pressing need of ,these isolated and impoverished people-ro~ds to permit the introduction of certified seed, improved breeds of stock, modem.
farm machinery, and equipment for digging wells and- installing water
conservation structures; roads to facilitate the marketing of agricultural
produce and livestock products; roads, over which a monthly motor clinic
may bring medical aid to a people who ha:ve never enjoyed such benefits;
roads t<:> enable the children to attend 's&hol where they may learn to·
read English and to appreciate the advantages which are to be derived
from diversification, crop rotation, regeneration of the soil, and other
modem agricultural methods. Delegates ftom this area have not been
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able to sign their names to petitions that some attention be paid by polio
ticians to their pressing needs. Until recently, when three private libraries
were started with the assistance of. money donated for shelving, there were
no books in the area. Yet, so avid for learning have the people become,
that they" vol~ntarily foregather to hear those qf ~eir number who know
English read agricultural bulletins to them aloud.
Work among these backward people is abundantly rewarding, not only
because of their growing appreciation for assistance, but because their
lands are among the richest in the county. Removal of the bottleneck
imposed by the lack of roads would not only immeasurably improve their
economic state but would make available to the city of Albuquerque agricultural and livestock products of which that community is sorely in need~
At the present time, 90 per cent of the city's wood supply derives from this
area. These people constitute a.large potential source of com, feed, poultry, meat, eggs, and vegetables. The region is capable of developing a
dairy industry which would supply nearly the entire'milk needs of the city.
And the "area is in many ways ideally suited to fruit growing. It is such
communities as these which form. the foundation of the watershed's economy-a fact which war shortages have re-emphasized. It is estimated that
in the course of two years the advantages which the introduction of roads
would bring to these people would increase the present value of their produce by two and a half times-a matter of some quarter of a million dollars.
The long-range objectives of the county agent's program include many
of those referred to in the foregoing sections of this symposium-soil conservation and regeneration; crop rotation and diversification; education in
proper land use and modem farm and range management m.ethods. To
these classic aims are added others specifically applicable to these particular' people-aims which strike at the heart of their problems. These include
the construction of the aforementioned roads in order that the barrier to
aid by the county agent and by state and federal agencies may be thrown
down; assistance in securing for these people an, adequate market for their
produce; development in the community of widespread interest and local
pride in agriculture; guidance in establishing returning war veteran farmers
on the soil; and the development of a spirit of co-operation between business, industry, finance, and agriculture. For it is only through realization
of the necessity for integration of each and every facet of our economy.
however small, that the fullest possible development of the watershed may
be achieved.
CECIL PRAGNELL, Agricultural Extension Agent
Bernalillo County
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IX
THE CONSERVANCY DISTRICT

. The New Mexico Legislature created the Middle Rio Grande Con-'
servancy District in the late twenties,_ authorizing an appraisal.and asses~
. ment and the borrowing of about nine million dollars which was used to
build the El Vado Flood and Irrigation Control Dam in Rio Arriba"
County and the construction of levees and riverside drains for irrigation
and flood control on' the Rio Grande from Pena Blanca to the head
of the Elephant Butte Lake. . The District. is operated by a. board of
directors appointed by the senior judge of the Second Judicial District.
The directors: serve without compensation and are removable at the
pleasure of the court.
The District was set up to bring under irrigation and flood control
about 15,O,000.acres of Rio Grande land, one half of which is under cultivation at present. .The tax levied each year against the 'farm land in theDistrict for bond retirement, interest, and operation amounts to about
$4.50 per acre. per year, which is one of the lowest-cost operations in the
country~ The physical condition of the levees, drains, and canals is fair.
Much work could be done to improve them, but inasmuch as only 80
per cent 01 the taxes levied each year are paid. the directors' are limited in
the amount of money they can spend on the upkeep of the District works.
Inasmuch as this whole area is well populated and there is no colonization problem before the District, and because the winters are mild and
the summers not too· hot, some people have the expectation that the Dis.
trict could support a million people.
The Army Engineers and the Reclamation Bureau have both made
surveys and have expressed a willingness to constl11ct flood control, irrigation, and power development dams at three or four places in the District.
Without much doubt, some of this work will be done at government expense within the next few years, as that is ~e kind of work that the government feels itself responsiple for. Such work will give employment to
many thousands of men returning from the wars.
In nonnal times most of the land of the valley is used for subsistence
farms. there being very few large 0Rerations,.which is a desirable condition.
People of thre~ bloods occupy the District 'with more or less success-the
immemorial Indian. the Spanish-American, and'the Anglo.
.
Principal farming activities of the District are the growing of alfalfa,
com, wheat, vegetables, and dairying. Though the District is capable of
raising all its own needs and exporting s~me, at present alfalfa, com, wheat,
butter, cream, and milk are 'brought into the District from the outside..
Vegetables are tran~ported in huge r~frigerated truckS from Arizona .and
California to the market, but local· vegetables would be preferable.
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At the best this proposed solution will require a great deal of time.
Business is eager to see it get started as soon as possible. The bonded
indebtedness of the district, no matter to what agency it may be transferred,
will remain. It is a debt and the investors holding the bills must be paid.
At present what the Conservancy District officials want, and what informed
businessmen want, is authority to start toward carrying out the plan·
roughly outlined abOve. It is necessary to find out what the people want
-the landowners in the valley and the owners of property and business
within the confines of the district. The district was organized in 1927
under an act of the legislatu·re :and is a political subdivision of the state
with pOwers to finance conservancy improvements. When plans have been
completed, all parties and interests, including the state government, will
have their day in court. It is not unlikely that this proceeding. which
will be necessary. will have to take its coursp through all the courts and
pouibly to the Supreme Court of the state. That is neces-'rUy a long
proced~re and it is important that it be instituted at the earlliest possible
moment and that authority to proceed be obtained at the earllieat pouible

time.' .
That is the attitude of informed businessmen Rntl womttn and l>roP'
efty ownert /lnd invelton as I baV(l found it,
,-,-1.-J. -li).o,
f 'r ,." , r L .. ' ' 1"";:>"
agement and downstream structures. These overlap and must necessarily
be worked out together. Two agencies have fOrIJlulatedcomprehensive.
plans for' large-scale improvements which. having been co-ordinated, are
1_
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being executed. These are the United States Army Engineer Corps, whose
.primary interest is storage for damage control, and the United States
Reclamation ~ervice, which stores for irrigation. Watershed management,
on the other hand, is befng promoted by several general agencies including
the Soil Conservation Service and the Farm Security Administration. The
work of these two' groups of agencies is being supplemented by that of
services whose activities are restricted respectively to lands of particular
status. These include, among others, the Forest Service. ,the Indian Service,
the Grazing Service, the County Agricultural Extension ~nt. and the
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District.
.
,
Space and circumstance have excluded statements from agendes. reo
sponsible for the administration and dev.elopnient of State land•• namely.
the State 14lnd ,Office and the ORrce of the State Engineer. Had apace
permitted. the symposium would have benefited by enlargement upon the
recreational and sporting' ASpects of the watershed, which are under the
direction of the FiBli and Wildlife St!fVice ~f the Dol,anmcnt of the
Interi.,f. the State Department of Game and Fish, the United Statea
National Pal'lt 8tn'\'ioo, and the United Statel Forelt Servia:,The wOI'k of aU thcae apneici t. hampered by • complicated and. in
mAny place•• checker-boarded Innd pnttern, by tht oftf'n divergent intCJ'8tl
..LU~O:-lll iJL.. _l:lpU':· .... _1l::1 .. $ '.le '1 'J . •, . r~ ,. :llC1L 'U agelll:) L~ <:. ~ •.t.m:i[\~c <Jl
created to assure the co-ordination of. pre-existing agencies.
No matter what vehicles are selected, the warning is sounded that
positive action is imperative if the continued deterioration of the watershed
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able to sign their names to petitions that some attention be paid by polio
ticians to their pressing needs. Until recently, when three private libraries
were started with the assistance of money donated for shelving, there were
nO'books in the ~ea. Yet, so avid for learning have the people become,
that they -voluntarily foregather to hear those of their Dumber who know
English read agricultural bulletins to them aloud. .
Work among these backward people is abundantly rewarding, not only
because of their growing appreciation for assistance, but because their
lands are among the richest in the county. Removal of the bottleneck
imposed by the lack of roads would not only immeasurably improve their
economic state but would make available to the city of Albuquerque agricultural and livestock products of which that community is sorely in need.
At the present time, 90 per cent of the city's wood supply derives from this
area. These people 'constitute a. large potential source of corn, feed, poultry, meat, eggs, and vegetables. The region is capable of developing a
dairy industry which would supply nearly the entire milk needs of the city.
And the area is in many ways ideally suited to fruit growing. It is such
communities as these which form. the foundation of the watershed's econ. omy-a fact which war shortages have re-emphasized. It is estimated that
in the course of two years the advantages which the introduction of roads
would bring to these people would increase the present value of their produce by two and a half times.,....a matter of some quarter of a million dollars.
. The long-range objectives of the county agent's program include many
of those referred to in the foregoing sections of this symposium-soil conservation ~nd regeneration; crop rotation and diversification; education in
proper land use and modern farm and range management methods. To
these classic aims are added others specifically applicable to these particular people-aims which strike at the heart of their problems. These include
the construction of the aforementioned roads in order that the barrier to
aid by the county agent and by state and federal agencies may be thrown
down; assistance in securing for these people an adequate market for their
produce; development in the community of widespread interest and local
pride in agriculture; guidance in establishing returning war veteran farmers
, on the soil; and the development of a spirit of co-operation between business, industry, finance, and agriculture. F.or it is only through realization
of the necessity for integration of each and every facet of our economy,
however small, that the fullest possible development of the watershed may
be achieved.
CECIL PRACNELL, Agricultural Exte:sion Agent
Bernalillo County
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THE CONSERVANCY DISTRICT

<

~

The New Mexico Legislature created the Middle Rio Grande Con-·
servancy District In the late twenties, authorizing an appraisal and assessment and the borrowing of about nine million dollars which was used to
build the EI yado Flood and Irrigation Control Dam in Rio Arriba
County and the construction of levees and riverside drains for irri~tion
and· flood control on the Rio Grande from Pena Blanca to the head
of th~ Elephant Butte Lake. The Di~trict is operated by a board of·
directors appointed by the senior judge of the Second Judicial District~·
The <Iirectors serve without compensation and' are removable at the
pleasure of the court.
The District was set up to bring under irrigation and flood control
about 150,000 acres of Rio Grande land, one half ol which is under culd- .
vation at present. The tax levied each year against the farm land in the
District for bond retirement, interest, and operation amounts to about,
$4.50 per acre per year, which is one of the lowest-cost operations in the
country. The physical condition of the levees, drains, and canals is fair.
Much work could be done to improve them, but inas~uch as only 80
per cent of the taxes levied each year are ,paid, the directors· are limited in
the amount of money they can spend on the upkeep of the District works.
Inasmuch as this.whole area is well populated and there is no colonization problem before the District,. and bl!cause the winters are mild and
the summers not too hot, some people have the expectation that the Dis-~
trict could support a million people. .
..
The Army Engineers and the Reclamation Bureiu have both made
surveys and have expressed a willingness to construct:rfl()od c-ontrol, irrigation, and power '<1evelopment dams at three or four places in the District.
Without much doubt, some of this work will be done at gOvernment expense within the next few years, as that is the kind of work that the government feels itself responsible for. Such work will give employment to
many thousands of men returning from the wars.
In norma1. times most of the land of the valley is used for subsistence
farms, there being very few large operations, which is a desirable condition.
Peo}ille of three bloods occupy the District with more or less success-the
immemorial Indian, the Spanish-American, and the Anglo.
.
Principal farming activities of the District are the growing of alfalfa,
com, wheat, vegetables, and dairying. Though the District is capable of
raising all its own needs and exporting some, at present alfalfa, com, wheat,
putter, cream, and milk are 'brought into the District from the outside.
Vegetables are transported in huge refrigerated trucks from Arizona and
California to the market, but local vegetables would be preferable.
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The following are the few simple needs of the District:
1. For the people who live on the small farms to pay their 'taxes, which
are not large, without expecting the politicians to save them from taxpaying as they have done in the past.
2. The organization, whether co-operatively or privately, of vegetable
and fruit-packing concerns to handle local produce.

.

,

.

To take a broader view of our needs, history shows us that postwar
periods have been times of unrest. Returning war veterans have traditionally demanded an <?pportunity to make an honest living. No one
in his right mind would deny them this privilege. The absence of opportunity is a cause of revolution. We in this country-possibly rashly, possibly unthinkingly-have promised jobs to millions of war veterans. Industry cannot be expected to absorb them all. Hope lies in the direction of
the government-approved development of our natural resources, and in
making them accessible; in the building of dams and roads and waterways.
Through this means, both our human and our natural resources are served.
New Mexico should claim its fair share of such development.
ALBERT G. SIMMS, Chairman
MidsUe Rio Grande Conservancy District

x
THE BUSINESSMAN
I have been asked to discuss briefly the attitude of busineSs "as to the
way the watershed problems of the middle Rio Grande vallex might be
solved." This, of course, means the solution of the problems of the Middle
Rio Grande Conservancy District, which comprises all of the irrigable land
in the middle
Grande valley, the area from White Rock Canyon to the,
village of San Antonio in Socorro County, a distance of 150 miles.
Wh!le the reclamation of the irrigable area is a major problem, the
problem 'of adequate flood protection is of equal importance; first, because
the reclamation of the area of irrigable land cannot be carried out successfully without flood protection; and, second, because flood protection
is necessary for the safety and further growth of the cities, towns, and
villages along the river within this 150-mile' area.
The total area within tile exterior boundaries of the conservancy district is approximately 210,000 acres, of which 123,000 acresi are within
the benefited limits, that is to say, subject to agricultural development
and use. Of this 123,000 acres, about 20,000 are Indians landS, and about
5;000 acres are taken up by cities, towns, and rights-of-way of railroads
and highways, leaving approximately 98,000 acres of non-Indian agricultural lands subject to irrigation and cultivation. In 1944 approximately
75,000 acres were in some form of cultivation.

Rio
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It is apparent at once that business must be in favor of the full development of this entire area and that" it is strongly in favor of adequate
and permanent flood protection at the earliest possible time.
Unfortunately, a majority of businessmen and property owners in the
district, both urban and rural, are not fully informed as to the conditions
surrounding the origin and clevelopment- of the Conservancy District.
There is a vague idea among the., people, including 'perhaps a majority
of businessmen and investors, that the United States Bureau of Reclamation can come into this district, take over its indebtedness, and relieve
landowners, investors, and all ..other interested people of all their debts,
with the federal government benevolently paying the bills. Of course, this
will be found to De impossible as a growing number of people acquaint
themSelves with the problem. ~
No project carried out by the United States Reclamation Service relieves the landowners of the cost of construction and operation. In all
such districts cost of construction is assessed against the land and is payable
over a long period of years. ' Operating costs of the land, that is, the furnishing of water, cleaning and repairing of main irrigation canals, and
upkeep of drainage canals, are paJ!able by the landowner or operato~ on
. the basis of an annual charge.
There is an idea in some quarters that the operating expenses of the
, Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District are excessive. .This is not the
case. Investigation will disclose that the operating costs of this district
are lower than any other United States 'Reclamation Service project.
During recent years an increasing number of. businessmen and landowners have, given careful study and thought to the over-all solution of
the problems of the district, that is t~ say, the control of flood waters from
the"tributaries of the Rio Grande and its watersheds and the building of
adequate defenses against possible disastrous floods which might cause
enormous dam:age, not only to the agricultural area, but to the city of
Albuquerque and the smaller towns and villages Viithin the district. As a
matter of course, business favors the solution of th~~e problems at the
~
earliest possible time.
Informe.d opinion strongly advises the carrying out of plans which
have been made after a long period of investigation by United States
Army Engineers and engineers of the Reclamation Service, in co-operation
with the officials of the Conservancy District. Roughly, this plan provides
for the construction of three and possibly four dams along the river which
would impetfe ~ood waters of tributary streams, check silting, and hold
back the flow of floodwater; second, the channeling of the river; third,
the construction of permanent flood defenses; and finally, the placing' of
theirrigable area under the supervision of the United States Reclamation
Service.
&
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At the best this proposed solution will require a great deal of time.
Business is eager to se~ it get started as soon as possible. The bonded
indebtedness of the district, no matter to what agency it mayb~ transferred,
will remain. It is a debt and the iI\¥estors holding the bills niust be paid.
At present what the Conservancy DiStrict officials want, and what informed
businessmen want, is authority to st~rt toward carrying out the plan
roughly outlined above: It is necessary to find out what the, people want
-the landowners in the valley and the owners of property and business
Within" the confines of the district. The district was organized in 1927
under an act of the legislature and is a political subdivision !of the state
with powers to finance conservancy improvements. When plans have . been
completed, all parties and interests," including the state government, will
have their day in court. It is not unlikely that this proceeding, which
will be necessary, will have to take its course through all thei courts and
possibly to the Supreme Court of the state. That is necessarily a long
procedure and it is important, that it be'instituted at the earliest possible
moment and that authority to proceed be obtained at the earIlest possible
time.
That is the attitude of informed businessmen and womeIil and property owners and investors as I have found it."
OSCAR LOVE, Vi.ce-President
Albuquerque National Trust and Savings Bank
,

'

SUMMARY

To summariz~ the problems of the Rio Grande watershed would, require the, wisdom of Solomon. Yet possibly a useful purpose would be
served if an attempt were made to draw together the threads which run
through the' foregoing sections.
It has been pointed out that in an essentially agricultural and stock-.
raising state such as New Mexico, the manner in which the soil and water
problems are solved reaches directly into the pocketbooks and lives of
every individual. This concept has beel?- expressed in terms of a life chain
which includes the trees of the forestlands, the springs and streams along
the slopes. the vegetative cover of the plains, the water which (inds its way
int<? the irrigation ditches, and the residents of the valley. The links in
( this ·chain have meaning to the people in terms of timber; jforage, and,
food. The life chain must be strong if the valley is to prosper. No link'
in the chain shoulp be neglected-both for its own sake and Jor the sake
of maintaining an unbroken progression of interdependent benefits.
There are two major aspects of the watershed problem: upstream management and downstream structures. These overlap and muSt: necessarily
be worked out together. Two agencies have formulated ~"CoJnprehensive.
plans for large-scale improvements which: having been co-ordinated, are
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being executed. These are the United States Army Engineer ~o ps~ whose
primary interest is storage for damage control, and 'the UnIted States
Reclamation Service, .which stores for irrigation. Watershed management,
on the other hand, is being promoted by several general agencies including
the Soil Conservation Service and the Farm Security Administration. The
work of these t'Y0 groups of agencies is being supplemented by that of
services whose activities are restricted .respectively to lands of particular
status. These include, among others, the Forest Service, the Indian Service,
the Grazing Se~rvice, the County Agricultural Extension Agent, and the
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District.
i
'
Space and circumstance have excluded statements from agencies responsible for 'the administration and development of State lands, namely,
the State Land Office and the Office of the State Engineer. Had space
. permitted, the symposium would have benefited by enlargement upon the
recreational and sporting aspects of the watershed, Which are under the
direction of the Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of the
Interior, the State Department of Game and Fish, the United States
National Park Service, and the United States Forest Service.
The work of all these agencies. is hampered by a complicated and, in
many places, checker-boarded land pattern, by the often divergent interests
of economic groups, and 1}y failure of the general public to appreciate the
gravity of the problem.
If;<
. Attention has been drawn to the fact that all groups have a stake in
the watershed-farmers, stockmen, lumbermen, sportsmen, vacationists, industrialists dependent upon hydroelectric power, and the resident and
businessman whose welfare depen.d upon .the general prosperity of the
. watershed and whose very safety rests upon the extent to which the forces
of nature are properly utilized and the habitability qf the valley maintained.
,
It has been p.ointed out that the fullest possible development of the
natural resource·s of an area not only makes for greater profit with less effort
and for a fuller life with more leisure, but also' strengthens the general
fabric of the state (Uld of the nation at large, ancl for$ifies our position
among the family of nations.
.
The important of close integration of the services of. all agencies has
been stressed. It has been stated that the Anderson Bill, which places
emphasis upon the Reclamation Service and the Army Engineers, may, if
_passed, provide a .vehicle for the promotion of such" integration. And
always in the offing is the possibility of establishing an adaptation of an
authority principle such as the TVA, in which an agency is appointed or
created to assure the co-ordination of pre-existing agencies.
No matter what vehicles are selected, the warning, is sounded that
positive action is imperative if the continued deterioration of the watershed
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is to be forestalled, and that in ·such action the people muSt. play a prominent part. How intelligent, how unselfish, how farsighted their action
proves t!J be will depend upon the extent to which they post themselves
upon the conditions which prevail and upon the remedial m~asures which
ar~ capab!e of correcting them.
'
It was for the purpose of clarifying some of the, complex issues involved
that this symposium-admittedly incomplete and purposely non-contro,versial-has been" undertaken. In the final analysis, the gOlrerning factor
is what the people want and how badly they want it. Agencies-federal,
state, and county-have been created to translate the people's wishes into
action-a fact which, curiously enough, is sometimes lost sight of. An era
of re-employment of war veterans and of postwar government ~pending is
at hand. It remains for the people to express their mature and well'it
considered will.
THOMAS NICKERSON, Administrative Assistant
United Pueblos Agency
Unite<l States Indian Service
Department of the Interior
~

\
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we kill pig tomorrow. Come early, she
had written, and sent the scrap of paper up the lake with the
fishermen. To old Badilla, wading out to meet them, the pescadores' .
white-sailed vessels looked like a cluster of butterflies swarming out of
!he sunset. But then anything connected with his daughter made him
think of light~ pretty things. The glow. of the fallen sun swept up
men and boats in a last burst of color, and as. he trudged back over
the ribbed sands, glazed with a 'film of phosphorescent water, night
fell. He seemed to qear the sun's red fire hiss'as it was being put out.
He set off instantly. His ~ld man's brittle feet were his sole means
of conveyance.; he knew that if he were to hurry them, they would
pitch him into holes or send him tripping in the. ~tch. He put his
box of wax matches in the crown of his sombrero, together with tor·
tiTIas and twangy~ red peppers. When the road turned into ruts he
would strike his wax matches one by one, like little private stars. By
their precious light he would mun~h his tortillas, his back against a
.
stone.
, But now in a few hours he would be eating pig againl Very good
it would be to sit and gnaw at a pig-a small tender one, he thought.
It was a year since he had tasted meat. He pulled down his serape,
drawn almost to his eyes because of the cold night air, and felt about
in his mouth for ,his one remaining tooth. It was still there, ready for
crunching pig cracklel A real king of a tooth, he had always thought.
His feet gathered speed. The. landscape over which he jour~
neyed was vast and generous, shrugging its mountain shoulders at
everything that was petty. This immense shrug .pleased Badilla; it
expressed something deep within himself. His Mexico was a country

P

APACITO, LI'ITLE F.ATHER,

~

1 Reprinted. with permission, from Cross Section (New York: L. B. Fischer Publishing
~
Corporation. 1945).'
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that always had shaken off its governments and powers when the~
became too burdensome, had purged itself with wholesome revolution:
when its organism grew clogged. Old Badilla liked the feel of hi:
sierra's broad hips and of his mountain's firm chest as he strode alon!
them; he could hear the land's lungs draw deep breaths in the night
The moon came up. He gave it a nod, meaning, you'll be help
ing me to save my little wax matches! But a moment later he hac
to strike the first one, catching sight of a drunkard's body sprawlec
across his road; over it hovered buzzards, at¢ a stray dog, weepin~
hungrily from 019 habit, nosed at the bare toes. _ The dog's stumpJ
forelegs ill matched his soaring hindquarters, which belonged
to Cl
..
different breed entirely; one limb, .crippled by rickets, trailed behind
like a crooked twig. Badilla threw a pebble at it. Then, very gentlYl
he rolled the drunkard off the moon-bathed patch in which he lay;
he knew that men went blind from lying in the full lunar light. The:
sopilotes~ their beaks coated with putrefied liquid from some forme)
victim, made off in a lop-sided, ungainly flight across the moon.
His path veered oif into volcanic country. Out of black lips ot
stone a torrent gushed forth with th~. brashness of an urchin's stream
of spittle. The hard spray, flung back from .the surrounding rocks,
made old Badilla stop and ponder. Given the steepness of the pass
through which those waters had co:r;ne pouring, he supposed that thejr
uproar was not sheer bravado. His own life had torn through similar
gorges, making a very extravagant noise at times!. Like the river's
life, it had been a full one, following the curves of his hot male blood
and the fates of his turbulent country. In spite of instants of hig~
grief, he would not have wished it otherwise.
As his steps dipped into the valley, the waters of the torrent flowed
in a broad river bed beside him. Badilla wondered if his own life
would ever run so sweetly and so smoothly. He thought ,not; he saw
no signs of it. And now there was a war again-a gr~t new war
which would leave no life untouched! He felt a mome~t of apprehension, but as he made way for a cowherd driving his oxen to slaughter~ his 'anxiety subsided. The still, heavy-foot,ed beasts radiated
serenity as theyttod on towards their annihilation. Hearkening to
their steps and to the cowherd's clear confident voice singing in the
night, old Badilla likewise began, to sing softly as he walked along. .
He had strode through many of the night's long hours when the
scaffolding of an unfinished house reared its beams before h,.im. Amidst
il.
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piles of planks he saw a youth moving about, clad only in sun-ravaged
trousers in the cold Mexican night. , The boy's dark hair, starting an
inch above the brow and growing far down the neck, covered his
head like a helmet of black flowers with distended. petals. When his
eyes met Badilla's they were as frightened as a starved coyote's caught
stealing a hen. The punishment for taking lumber_was severe, ·yet.
when the young man braced himself to speak, Badilla felt that he
would not be lied to. ,"These planks I'm taking are for my father's'
coffin," he said defiantly. Though-the voice was off-key and shrill as
~ child's with terror, the black eyes looked firmly into -Badilla's.
The old mart leaned his back against the unfinishe4· dOQQ\Tay.
His face was like a mosaic of Wrinkles as he scrutinized the forlornlooking figure of the youth, twirling his sombrero with a horseshoe
and three little bel~s embroidered on it. ,The boy's f~ll lips, colored
purple like the :meat of the marney-fruit, opened ~nd closed on breaths
of terror whet! Badilla shifted his glance to the moo~:washed planks
that lay between them. Badilla, without a word, bent to hoist the !
boards upon his shoulder, motioning the youth to seize the other ends.
From the boy ther~ escaped a little moan of gratitude. "Now, muchacko, it's you who must lead th~ way," said Badilla, and he put spirit·
into his voice and comradeship into his gaze.
But as they plodded down the road together, he found himself
lowering his eyes.' It hurt them too much to look at that back, so
strikingly like the back of young Emiliano, the last. of his three sons
to be killed in Obregon's revolution. It was always Emiliano's dapper
young back receding down a road ~hat Badilla kept seeing in his mind.
Perhaps that was natural, he thought, for after·the day that he watched
him marching off to fight, he never saw his face again.
. The youth made a sign that they should lay down their planks:
The dead man's shack, built of organ cactuses, with intertwining com::
stalks fo.r roof, leaned toward them across a ditch. At his end of the
lake, Badilla was accustomed to attending wakes: fine ones where the
corpserest~d on a mattress, and ordinary ones where it reposed on a
petate of straw. In the stark abode that they now entered, the body
lay on the bare earth, and' hadttot :even the comfort of candles. Badilla might have trod on the dead man's stomach, blown up in death
. like a balloon, had not the moon's rays guided his steps.
As he stood sniffing for the odor of coffee customary at wakes,
he became" aware of the bereaved family squatting in a circle by the
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dead man's head. The group looked like a gnarled tree trunk with
desiccated branches. With arms like boughs, three small maidens
clung to a stunted woman, whose mouth stood wide open in a question
that would. never be answered. Her" worn feet under the hems of her
skirts resembled terrified animals in the way they convulsively dug into
the mud floor.
Badilla knew that no word had. been found to be used at such a
moment. Removing his sombrero, he produced from Its crown his
tortillas and his little red peppers. When the three maidens, like
ravenous foxes, pushed their faces in the gritty dough, he was glad
that the father had his eyes closed to their hunger, and to all hunget:
on earth. He fumbled for the box of wax matches and, slipping them
into the'widow's fingers, stepped out quickly on the road.
. The ruts, plowed deep in the rainy season and hardened in the
drought, caused him to stumble. Then he felt a hand under hi:s
elbow and swung sharply about. uEmilianol" He stopped himself,
coughing embarrassedly. His old man's mind had been playing tricks
on himl Somehow this youth's tall stature, his hair like dark leaves,
and the touch of his eager hand brought his youngest son back to him
with a VIvidness that made his heart contract. A feeling of quiet joy
seeped through his body as the youth guided his tired footsteps. How
well they walked together, the boy adjusting his strides so that they
kept perfect time I Suddenly old Badilla wanted this thin boy to have
a big cut of pig meat-the very piece that his daughter would be reserv" ing for him: the best one, with the most crackle on it. Amazingly
easy it was to persuade himself that he wanted no meat at all-though
he had been trudging twelve miles to get it-really wanted nothing
except to walk arm" in arm with this tall youth ,along a road without
end.
The empty space between heaven and earth began to fill up with
light. Through the early morning haze· Badilla caught sight of his
daughter, Lupita, scanning the dawn for his coming. He knew when
she recogniied h~m by her'quick burst of laughter, and it seemed to
Badilla that her breath perfumed the air-as though her lungs were
beds of flowers. Taking her arm as he, walked on between her and
the youth, he experienced a rare sensation of fulfillment. He felt imbued with a wisdom that had its origin in torrents and sierras, and in
a cowherd's song, and a woman's weeping, and in young people's
love.
~
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The matador de puercos, the professional pig-sticker, was already
at work. 'Beside him in her wide skirts squatted Badilla's' sister,
Milagyos, plying the fire with charcoal. She was old-people said a
hllndred-and nearly blind; for some time Lupita had looked after
her to stop her ~om walking into rocks and trees tpat would splinter
her chalk-dry bones.
Badilla sank down on the gyass a ShOFt distance' from the others.
He leaned his head against the trunk of a eucalyptus tree and dozed
'a bit, while he followed the happenings with one eye. Very fine it was
to watch things and to ponder on them, he thought!
Pinioned between the legs of jovial Paco, the matador, the game
little pig kept burrowing for food until his last moment. When the
snout was jerked upwards and'one foreleg lifted high, he only winked
up trustingly through his white eyelashes. Then the knife's blade
flashed briefly, piercing the heart in one stroke. As Paco extracted the
knife, the long, drawn-out wail issded forth simultaneously. The matador, his slender hands clad in, gloves of blood, lifted the small limp
animal and plunged him in the caldron above the fire. Quickly the
scalding water softened the b~istles, and the pig was hung by its neck
from the eucalyptus,bough above Badilla's head.
Again the knife went to work. Slitting a circle around the belly,
Paco peeled off the, black skin as though it were a woolen sweater.
Badijla .thought tha~ the dangling pig, his head inclined sideways,
looked like a tired little boy being undressed before going to bed. .The ~
little fellow was all naked except for his bristly black pants! Now
these, too, came off, and the open ~ chest was robbed of its crimson
treastues: Heart, liver, and kidneys appeared one by one, to be ranged
on the gyound in an even row; upon the black'gyass, they seemed like
fantastic flowers, flaming red and still quivering. Old Badilla, tossing
the warm heart in his palm, had a strange smile: He peered at the
knife-slit through which life had fled like a sigh a, mere' second ago.
How simply, how easily, death came! Why were, men so afraid of it?
Over the brazier's fire Lupita.prepared the chicharron, the goldenhued pig crackle. A speck of fat leaped to her chin, calling forth that
happy laughter, which B3:dilla thought must fall like a drop of ~lear
water into a young man's heart. The youth's gaze rested on her face,
and she closed her eyes so that the lashes beat against her cheeks like
dark moths. When she looked up, she handed 'the. boy a piece of
chicharron with a gesture as if she were handing him her own self. , Ba10.
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dilla saw that it was indeed that piece, the choic~st and the largest,
that she always reserved for him! Heaving a sigh of profoUiIld satisfaction, he sat with eyes fixed dreamily on the lake, on which.the fishing
boats were returning with the dawn. He surrendered himself to an
old man's reverie and saw in his mind's eye grandchildren sleeping in
the shadow of a young mother's hair and a youth with a strong back
planting the yearly corn. Fullness of the heart he saw, and long years
of peace.
"'.
The rumbling of a bus sounded distantly. Old MilagTos, packing
the remclins of the pork for market, and Paco, wiping his knife on a
tuft of hay, halted their tasks to listen. They all heard the bus stop
beyond the cactus fence, and a moment later saw Arnulfo, the conductor, sauntering across the yard. This Arnulfo never thought anything of keeping his passengers waiting while he laughed away a quarter of an hour with friends. Now he had come to fetch MHagro's pork
. for delivery in the next town and to leave a turkey for fattening. ' Waiting hopefully to be given a piece of chicharronJ he smiled from one to
the other and danced a little jarabe, which he accompanied with his
conductor's whistle. Under his arm the turkey trumpeted, kicking
him in the stomach with its knobby feet.
~ As he pirouetted gaily, the newspaper tucked .in his belt 'fell to
the ground. The great red letters stared up at them. LA, GUERRAI
.LA GUERRA! Your country needS you. Young men of Mexico to arms!
tnstinctively the small group by the eucalyptus tree drew together,
as if they might gain protection from each other. Understanding little,
ignorant as to whether this war would strike them tomorrow or in a
year, they were aware only of the approach of terror. Their heads
were lifted by a common impulse springing from the dark wells of
their racial inheritance as they hearkened to the sound. Always wars
and. revolutions had come that way; like thunder pounding nearer,
ever nearer. Inexorably closer, almost bearing down upon them, the
Horse with Hoof of Fire was galloping, and the sparks from his ironshod hoof were igniting their peaceful fields.
With a movement that was compulsory, elemental, the youth beside Lupita swung around to face the oldest man in the group. His
eyes sought Badilla's, imploring explanation and assurance. Father,
I don't understand! What is the meaning? Yesterday I lost my own
father. Today we met. Tomorrow I may be taken away to die. But
. that can not be the way of life!
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There was a with~awn look on old Badilla's face. Ah, yes, yes,"that is the way of life, it seemed to §aY. Until today we didn't know
each other; now we'll part. So all will be as it was before. When I
lost my three sons, one by one, that thought lent me strength. I had
received them as a gift-then t~ey were taken from me. How could
I lament?
Smiling deeply, Badilla gazed at the youth. It 1is #ght, Son, he
wanted to say to him. You .must go if they neea you. ' You are a man,
Son, and it is good to be a man. Yes, it is good, to be a manl The,great
word made Badilla stand very upright, very still, almost as though he
were standing at attention.
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painted it. The picture has been widely repro, duced in certain magazines, perhaps because of its somewhat
striking romantic qualities. But the man who set it with oils on canvas forever, indulged little of his personal vagaries, for the house is
like that. It is detached from any other dwelling near it, not as if its
S9litude were planned but rather because some natural"'force ordained
it this way. It is because of this separateness, one may be sure, that
the artist has placed the old frame structure on what appears to be a
great black rock, the greatest, blackest rock. Or on the knob of the
world., The light which reveals the half-shuttered windows is a 'gh~stly
stage blue, and there seems to be too little of the sky about its top for
comfortable reality. Yet the house was, is, real. To this moment, at
any hour of the day or night, anyone in the district can point it out to
you, or breathe with unaffected fear the nature of the woman who owns
it and lives in it.
She, too, has gone on like the house, and presumably she will live
forever. There is little reason to believe she intends to do otherwise,
being ancient as she is, having elected with a grim, shutaway cheer the
existence of a crone. Now, as then, she will make her exits from the
house, her rare exits; her business elsewhere is always cut short, as if
to hasten the time when she may draw the walls about her once more.
I assume ner name has been duly recorded somewhere, though I have
never known it. Never quite known it. When dignitaries of the city
mumble this name, it is invariably in the same confused stammer. I
never have been able to get it and I have become more than a bit
ashamed to ask again what is it.
You will begin to see it was no miracle tha~ fifty people had
warned her the policeman Rafferty was on his way up the streets, into
the district, past the barriers of social station and time and place, into
her worfd to see her. These voices had prepared her., though many
are willing to believe that no preparation was necessary, that Rafferty
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waS doomed to search the streets for her name and t having found
it, to come at once.
Early in the season, when the unprecedented hatred exploded ()ver
a trivial, recurrent incident, Rafferty, from his secure position with,
recognized -forces, had been instrumental in quieting the month-long
street battles-forcibly. Rafferty kept the newspapers fully informed
of all backgrounds conducive to the affair: economic, ideological,' biological. Rafferty"s tongue was quick, if tho~ghtless; witty, in a crude
sort of way, if :uninformed., Those stragglers who bitterly carried the
battles almost to the door of her house were indeed the last to be carted
(jff to jail, and she knew this. Everyone knew it. Our riots had become nationwide scandal for the otherwise slow summer, and Rafferty
had been the hero of many a faction.
UHets coming now," someone said. "Down through the gates
and past the cemetery. He has on a' gray suit, a light brown fall overcoat,. and a-"
oIA green tie," she said, nodding.
"He was seen very early this morning. It's taken him a long
time."
"A long time."
,_
"What are you going to do? . What will you say when he comes
in the door? Or lock it?, Lock it first?"
She said without evident feelipg, "I shall sit here where I am
sitting. Neither nod nor bow. There he'll sit, and here I'll sit, and
after that there will come the waiting."
.
And so Rafferty did come crt last, and went in to her alone. If
it took a certain amount of courage to do this, it must have taken also
a considerable blindness. They were together that afternoon, and, into
the night, seven or eight hours. Te,stimonies on the affair vary. Certainly he went to her because he had learned that her own way of
speaking to people (as if she were not really interested, as if they were
going to go on being strangers) had precipitated much of the brutal
resoluteness behind the attacks ~her world had made at last on his:
They were sitting together a long time, this is certain; in that time,
waiting for the veil of her face to tear away, he must have accused her
of insurrection and violent ob~tinacy. Her words would have been
terser, I think,' and nearer the pqint. She must have been willing,
anyhow, to point out that the incident which set the summer fires w~s
an old one, an old outrage. "A sore opened over ·and over, never left
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to heal," perhaps she said. Across the brooding rqom from him, her
fingers must have waved scorn at every explanatiop-. Rafferty had
turned his back to the cries of her people, and ho~nded them to jail,
and prosecuted the innocent for a passion which in its purity was so
incorruptible he could not reckon with it. Some are. willing to swear
yet that the house shook and made storm, but only for itself; beyond
its radius, the night was all too still.
,
And yes, she. cursed him. With what, and how, one may only surmise. What finally staggered his bloated complacence out of the chair
_ may have been scream or cry or whisper. It had power, her curse and
condemnation. It sent him up the 'night streets with his hand shielding his eyes; and everyone, no. matter how slim his connection with
the occurence, knows that this was the very night that ~same hand began
to tum black.
2

. Emmeline Rafferty turned her head with some curiosity as he
came in. He was late, and he guarded with more than his customary
care the click the door made. He'did not come directly into the bedroom where his wife was lying, reading in desultory fashion at a magazine, propped up with his pillow and hers, now and then munching one
of the plain crackers which were stacked on a saucer beside the bed to
satisfy her night hunge~. Then he spent a long time in the bathroom~
breathing hard, as if he were standing before the mirror surveying
himself.
"You're late," she said, but with no rancor. He was late just as
he was Rafferty, or her husband.
When he came into the room, she saw that he had not removed
his overcoat or hat. The hat's brim shaded his face, and he was
shaded: Emmeline Rafferty had darkened the room except for the bed"
lamp; it conserved electricity. Rafferty had reminded
her often in
irritation they scarcely needed to conserve anything so cheap as electric power, but now s0mething in the way he hugged into a shadowed
co!ner showed he was glad for it.
"What is it?" she said. She nev~r laid the magazine down, but
kept it poised for her eyes. In this way, she, a woman, suggested that
she was not yet ready to resign what she had been doing when he came
in to her.
"Emmeline," he said. "Emmeline. Emmeline," as if stating to a
.roomful of people that his wife was herself, her name was this.
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"Well, take,yo~Ir coat off and stop acting like you'll be off again."
He said her name.
."There's been six dozen calls for you. I just said I didn't know.
You've 'been out from headquarters all 'day." She lowered the magazine, almost all the way, with some interest. Her eyes were picking
at him, there in the dark. "Is there more
. trouble?"
"There's no trouble."
"Well, why don't you sit down? .Why are you standing there like
a vulture, or something?" She sat up and flattened her back against
the bed's head. Her breasts hung loose in the sleazy nightgown.
"Don't get up!" he said. "Yet."
"Listen, what is it?"
:'1£ people called, you should ha~e taken the message." He would
not sit down, though now he swayed ~ little, in and out of patches of
shadow like a tree hit by storm, like a vine rope with nowhere to attach, itself in the wind.
"I took them. I couldn't say ~nythingabout you. You ought to
call me when you ain't coming home to supper-itl~wasted, and good
roast beef."
i'I'm not hungry." His eyes glared fury. "Emmeline."
"Why don't you say what's wrong?"
.
He waited so long that it frightened her. It frightened her Qecause there was something he meant to tell her, and it was coming out
too slowly to be very real. He was dressing it uP,. he was pushing it
with all his power onstage. His feet;moved a little and he came near
the bed.
"Hurry up," she snapped. "I'm sleepy. Some people got to get
their rest."
"Look," he said. "Look, look." He pulled his hands from the
?v~f(;oatAocketswith ~ tearing effort, as if the hands had been chain{a
InSide and had to be'npped away. Sheets ,had been put on fresh that
day, as in every ~ek, and the two black hands against their laundered
whiteness w~re like a ~imple G~rman woodcut. Her eyes narrowed,
seeing, and her scream tore like a flood through the midnight house:
~

{jo

3
In the first place, things don't

sal·d• ,;

~appen

.

-

like this-Statepatrolman

Man· with him in conversation answered, Never In this world.
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The way I look at it is, it's some mental aberration. Hard work
can. do it. Too much strain in home life. Maybe his wife's a bitch.
My wife says she's faithful, if nothing else.
I don't mean just faithful. Doc Sanborn, he's the coroner, but
he took this psychiatry, whatever it is, in college. Says it's a preconceived idea he dreamed up all by himself.
Funny thing for Rafferty of all people to dream up. He hate~
the niggers so.
, Hates? He don't hate. Rafferty just happened to be the man to
take care of biggety ideas.
Biggety! That's a Southern word. Man, we're ninety thousand
bluemillion miles above the Mason-Dixon line.
My wife's cousin, she's a Southerner.
When did you see Rafferty? Did you tell him? There must be
a dozen doctors glad to help him.
I ain't seen him. Nobody has. 'His wife screamed and when the
people got there, no Rafferty.
Nobody seen him?
Nobody I heard from.
It's,a funny thing to me. I heard of lots of guys going bugs. Some
of 'em ending up in strait jackets and in state institutions. As a 'rule,
it's som~thing like running around wild with a knife in your hand or
squeezing little girls' legs when they go by.
He says he's black.
Rafferty! Old Rafferty.. I remember that day in July when the
first sho~ was fired. Shot heard round the town. Rafferty said, joking
like, "Don't wait to see the whites of their eyes before you shoot, men."
My wife went down the street and fell in loXe with ~very member of
the troop-said the uniforms slimmed out their hind ends and fhinks.
. He says he's black-Statepatrolman re~eated,and stopping Third
Party' on way to civic meeting-You hear that?
Third Party smiled-Yes, but I talked to his wife, old boy. She
saw his face.
4

Somebody had. to begin a search for Rafferty, this' much wa~
ob~ious. Becal:lse he had been roommate at college and frequent dinner guest, and because he owned the city's most rapidly growing
newspaper, L. P. ,Smith figureheadedth~ committee. No one wa~
blinde~ by it, L. P. Smith least of all. Rafferty was merely another
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uniform, easily replaced; but he was, whether he knew it or not, the
key man responsible for set,tling the summer troubles, and for that he
dese~ed the city's gratitude.
L. P. Smith instructed all reporters to look' out for' indications,
and the paper ran a four-eolumn picture of Rafferty every night for a
week. Mrs. Rafferty, calmed and ready for anything, gave numerous
interviews before her version of it was syndicated and converted into
big newspaper moneymaking. Most of the private detective agencies
in town picked up the trail in the Rafferty bedroom, losing ,·it lust
outside the door. In no part of' the Negro section of the town was
trace to be found. Noone had seen him since, and no one had heard
his voice. One young man, conveniently behatted to play cub reporter
in any play, went to see the old woman in the old house. There had
been some talk of arresting her, but liberal feelings in liberal homes
rat.her restricted this strategy. Rafferty had left her house alive and
well; Mrs. Rafferty gave this fact away at the outset. What excuse
was there to cry for blood?
:
"Then what did you say?" the young'man asked her, pleased that
she had been most accessible.
"Nothin' you can print. Nothin' you can spell. I kept lookin'
over at him and he kept lookin' over at me."
"You do know' what happened to poor Rafferty, don't you?" the
young man asked anxiously.
'~I ain't heard."
~'Listen,you know," the boy pleaded, unwilling to put into the
'
irretrievable cold word the exotic plu!Jl; his tongue watered for.
"Did what? What happened to hiin?"
"I don't believe in curses," the youngster said~ heavily and finallv~
:'Then why're you ask~n'?"
Failing a clue anywhere in the old house or with those who knew
its owner, entire organizations advertised that upon Rafferty's return,
science and art would stand by to aid. As one interested observer, put
it in ~ weekly newsmagazine, himself@a scientist of sorts, i/jt ha4 r~ally
happened, it had never happened before, and· deserved the closest
examination. Everyone meant to find him.
I

5
The student's eyes were wide, propped open that way with a toothpick of understanding. "You mean you haven't eaten a single thing'
in four days?" he asked the rainsoaked'man.
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"No," Rafferty said. "I haven't."
"Can't your own people-"
"I have no people."
The student looked carefully
at the clothes the
Ip.an wore. Whn
*
,
he himself had nothing left that was pressed and new, he could. ten;
fine suit of clothes when he saw it; this suit was expensive and we]
made. "I-I· don't think I can understand why you...."
"All I'm asking you is have you got anything," Rafferty said
"Anything at all. I'm hungry."
"I've got some cheese and stuff. I keep it coolon the w~dowsill
If that's what you want."
"I want sOIpething to eat," Rafferty said clearly. Not humbl
at all.
The sthdent led him into the doorway and up the long stairs. Hi
steps slackened on the top steps. "They may not ... ,". he began
stifling a crazy laugh. "I mean."
Rafferty said, "Nobody saw me."
"You mustn't think 1-" the student said. "I mean."
Rafferty whispered that he understood, cr0'Yded back against tb
wall and watching the slim key enter the lock. The student's roon
was a small one, with toilet-and attached, but he had brightened i
with prints stuck up at random, and there were books. Rafferty obeyec
the finger and sank into a chair whose springs were evident.
"1 can make tea."
"Tea's-hot,', Rafferty said, beginning to weep down inside hi
throat, stifling cries there a~d making them grunts, holding his eye
straight into the light so they might be strained· and .staring and hard
"Are you a Southern ... Negro?" .the student asked, hearing thl
queer speech from the dark face.
Rafferty started. "I'm not ... Southern."
- "You mustn't misunderstand," ~e student said, watching the doD'
anxiously. "The people in the flat below ... 1 mean, after all, I';Vl
always been interested in the problems of minority."
"Sure. Sure," Rafferty said, motioning helplessly toward thl
half-stale loaf of bread.
"Some of those books are by ... Negroes," the student said, and 1i4
pointed to a rack of them for confirmation. "Things have only begul
for you."
OIL
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"4>ok,'" Rafferty said, beginning,- but leaving it there for whatever it did. .
.
"We'd better be quiet, I gUess. What I mean is, it's late-" say
. sure, his eyes begged-lIthe people downstairs might-"
Rafferty watched the student rinse last night's .liquor from the
pair of glass tumblers, and his eyes saw the blond in the sweater occupying the frame in the great spot of honor on the false' mantel.
6

We was standing on the comer; fit to kill. We was Amos and
Andy, that's what they call us at the garage. He lurches right into us
like a punchdrunk. prizefighter that was, or a cokey joe too 'high to.
call his own name. Hidy boy I say and Whatcha know, -lack Andy
says. The' low brown looks at us a long time and the rain keeps
running into his eyes.
I got to get work, he says. I got to get work and new clothes.
Tells him, Do~'~ worry about new clothes, just get yourself work.
There's a-plenty, everybody says so. T~ken your choice. Elevators got
to be run, horses got to be curried, streets got to be swept and garbage
carted off, if you can dance a buck and wing or tickle the ivories, sixty
thousand cabarets can use you cheap.
I can't keep walking around, he says. ~oys, you got to help me.
He talken like no nigger he ever seen, says Andy. I do agree.
He stand like the color of wet old mud, wet Georgia mud. Was we
there to help, the way he says. ""'That's your na~e, and he wasn't
going to give one. Up to now, how you been eating, and he wasn't.
gonna say a word. .What I going to do? in fine fancy language.
Shine shoes, open doors, drive taxis, deliver mail, sing a song,
manage a whore, clean houses. You just elegant enough to make a
fine butler.
Boys, you got to help me, he says.
But Andy recognues the man from pictures in the newspaper,
it's a damn lucky thing Andy can read. He set~ up a cry and calls
the hounds on our tail. His hand across his face, the fool. I'm dark,_
dark he says niggers, I'm dark. Nigger to nigger, rIll telling you.
.

.~

7
The nurse came bustling into the room, all white aridity and
cool. "It's no use," she said. "Doctor, it's simply no use."
"You've tried the last bleaching agent? The very last?" T~e
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lines on the doctor's forehead were like the striated ridg~s on desert
sand,- just as even and monotonous. "
"After the first, he lightened a little. You remember. Now it's
getting dark.er-" The sound from inside the operating room cut her
short.
The .doctor said, "What's that?"
"He's screaming. He's gone much blacker. He's very black now.
He's -every Negro in the world."
The doctor laughed. "Being a white man, I suppose, white
through,to my guts where the red blood should be, I never thought
they had different shades of itl"

8
"He's been found," Emmeline Rafferty's new friend said over
the wheel of the one-seated Ford.
'.'My husbCl-nd hasn't been found."
"They've got him down at City Hospital." His hand claimed hers.
•
"Will you go back to him?"
"Can't make a black man my husband, can I? Maybe he'll want
to be my furnaceman now." Her head flew back and she laughed. It
even looked hard.
"I don't believe in miracles these days and times. Maybe he had
nigger blood in him all along, and that's why he hated them so," the
man said.
9
"It wasn't a curse as you'd have it. More than that. It wasn't the
dust of a black cat's ankle or a~couple 'of dried snails knocked together'
in a. gourd. It wasn't no drum beatiIi' and it wasn't no finger pointin'.
You can goon sayin' what you want to, but it wasn't no chant. I done
forgot all the chants I ever knew, I done threw away all the coon tails.
My eyes looked at him."
The room was crowded with people, people being brave, some of
whom had never been there before. For once the shutters were drawn
and there were shadows big and small flung on the wall~
"It was goin' to happen to somebody, and it happened to be him.
Now, he's found. He's found, and with everything they c:an do, he's
still black. Go find him and bring him back. Ten him to sign a
paper givin' us rights, then. Ten him to get a new city charter givin'
us rights."
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The heads nodded. in rhythm together, making the shadows sing.
Some of the old chants were in the room, then.
"It's the only way. Call it curse if you want, tell him he'll stay
black forever unless he's the one to' forgive it. It's time he forgave.
He was the one this summer. If. it hadn't' a-been for Rafferty, a lot of
boys and girls would be alive enjoyin' themselves.'!
No one repeated a word, for the old,woman needed no emphasis.
But everyone listened, bent forward. She had never spoken so clearly,
so long. Each syllable was treasure,. a bright gift to .store away. Every
sound was a drop of water for barrels in time of drought.
"Say it's the orrly way. I will riot forget the wrong he did. It's
me: it happened to be me. Remind him he come here himself, and
wasn't .called. How the people run cryin' it was him. But also tell
him I knew and: before anyone could, I ~aid he wore a green tie."
All the heads m~de benediction.

a

10

His hair had hot changed, only his skin. It made him even more
the curious object in the room. L. P. Smith, the newspaper publisher,
had donated the use of his office, and there were also present three
doctors, a nurse, two attorneys, the new friend of Mrs. Raff~rty (though
Rafferty did ~not know this) , and several incredulous reporters. They
kept .touching him, as if this might teach them something.
"'What are we going to do now," Smith said, "unless you Sign
.the paper?"
,
Rafferty spoke in a monotone. "Who am I to s~gn it?"
"She wants you to," a reporter urged. "Thee-man.' It's
the one way."
.~
.
,
"Sign it and give' them perpetual amnesty," R' . erty said. "Encourage. their dirty ambushes. The:.Qell I will."
"The hell you won't;' the thin nurse said, drawing her hands
wonderingly and amorously across his burnished,' smooth skin.
"Man, you ought to see it by now," one of the doctors said, a young
one, and proud, too, of his generosity, perhaps because of the obvious
Southern color in his speech. "Now that you are like one of them
you can see their side of it."
"And if I call? if I can," Rafferty said, "give them this much of
the Qattle, signing-"
"One little old piece of paper," L; P. Smith said disgustedly.
uWhat's one piece of paper?"
e
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- Rafferty pushed the document out of eyeshot, but the small, red-

haired nurse slid it back. "It's just something like being defeated.
They can make me black, 'and make me hungry, and lose my wife and
job for me. They'll never give me a nigger heart."
L. P. Smith threw up his hands. "God, man, it's a way, she said."
"What does she know!",
They looked closely at his skin, all of them; while it made no
answer for reason, it was an answer.
"I'm not signing anything. I'm still against them, whether I'm
black or white. Send them back where they came from. Send them
to Africa. Take the vote away-"
The redhaired nurse sighed. "You're so obstinate, Mr. Rafferty.
You've been through so much."
His eyes, littered with broken veins, sleepless, saw hers. And he
reached for the pen: "I suppose everybody here thinks I'm a little
harsh on the subject. Maybe. Maybe I should have let them run the
streets forever, looting and'1cilling and grabbing a revenge they don't
deserve. I suppose everybody here thinks that."
No one spoke, but the elder of the two doctors coughed delicately
behind his hand..
"All right, all right." The pen poised in his hand, catching the
light and holding it for a moment. The heads in the room strained
forward, watching as the golden point made a slow arc in the air,
reaching the straight, uncompromising black line. When the ~ame
was written, the ':y" trailing off into the revealing hook, Rafferty sank
forward into the (hair and 1lumped '>forward toward the floor.
Before the young doctor caught him, he turned to his superior
and said, "He's dead." And the re<Utaired nurse pointed to the signature-not blue, but red; this color-and others of the men discovered
that the pen dripped blood. Still no one spoke. With Rafferty dead,
3Jld no one to blame, or at least no one to imprison for it, some of
them saw this way had been one way. Some of them saw it, and all
agreed it surely was not the best.
<.
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THE PLACE OF 'LITERATURE
IN A LIB ERA L ' E D U CAT I 0 N l
Edwin- Berry Burgum
no subject in the college curriculum which is less
certain of its aims and methods than English studies. The most
extreme form of this confusion is to be found in the graduate faculty.
The conventional scholars who generally' dominate graduate depart':
ments agree as to m~thod. They accept what is called the method of
scientific scholarship, but, since they are divided into philologists and
literary historians, they pursue different immediate ends. Opposed
to them is a group too small to' tause .trouble but large enough' to
increase ,the confusion of points of view. This group shares its own
general end in choosing to emphasize· the philosophy of literature
Father than its scholarship. But it is rent into factions by specific divergences both in' the understanding of this general end and in the
methods pursued to' reach it. ~he sociological approach seeks the
practical application of literature to daily living. The advocates of
pure form insist that .the enjc;>yment 'Qf literature is entirely without a
relation to everyday life. ' To say that they share a common goal is
thus a tour de force ~f terminology. Within this~ general grouping
of the philosophical as opposed to the scholarly approach there are
virtually as many differentiations as there are representatives on the
graduate staff. Since every .philosophy finds SOIIle 'place for aesthetics,
one finds the, Marxist and the Neo-Thomist, the pragmatic and the
Humanist, the Platonic and, occasionally, the psychological, which is
usually Freudian. These various approaches obtrude also into undergraduate teachi~g, where the less strenuous demands dilute the differ-

I

SUPPOSE THERE IS

1 This essay was prepared to be read at the second annual Regional Conference on
the, Humanities, Denver, Colorado, December 1, 2, 3, 1944. Because of a crowded program, Professor Burgum gave orally, the gist of his paper, which is here presented in full
for the first time......Editor.
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ences into. three. Most undergraduate departments may be divided
into the scholars who regard their undergraduate teaching as a distracting .annoyance, the dilettantes who have drifted into teaching
because they love literature and do not wish the beautiful experience
to be disturbed by our asking why, and, finaHy, theHllmanist who
tries without ruftling his dignity to mediate between the two.
These disorders, however, are not confined to -tIre field of letters.
At least three different psychologies are generally taught, behaviorist,
Freudian, and Gestalt. In the field of economics possibly a dozen
diff~rent· schools of interpretation 'ranging from some variant of the
free enterprise theory to some authoritarian. approach muddle the
prospective business man and voter. Even in the area of science, that
science which has always been most secure on its.foundations, physics,
.now finds the relativity of Einstein disrupting ,the comfortable categories of Newton. Obviously the difficulties attendant upon English
studies are only.a single instance of· the tremendous expansion of our
thinking which is going on
over the world at the present time. As
far 'as this is true, it should be welcomed as the inevita'ble challenge
which the accumulation of scientific knowledge and the changing demands of the practical world throw before the scholar in every field,
and ,in:every period of crisis.
Perhaps because I see them from the outside, these modifications
of theory in the field of science do not disturb me. They arecertainly no more serious than those met and assimilated in the severiteenth ·century. I take them as an inevitable phase of .any developmental process, and see no reason for concluding that scientific theory
has ceased to be gro~nded in objective reality and h~s become a subjective phenomenon. I do not think that we are ready yet to write off
science as no more than a mechanism to get u~ superior airplane en-.
gines, which is misleading and irrelevant as an aid towards a better
social philosophy. Doubtless the narrow mechanistic application of
it which led to tile errors of the simple materialism of the early nineteenth century is open to such criticism. The scientist, faced with the
need for a broader philosophy, has lost his old arrogance and requires
the friendly aid of other disciplines. But under cover of this need, I
hope the rescuers of science will not plot the eradication of what has
been wholesome in its long tradition: its belief in objective reality,
its assumption that it works for the common good of all mankind,
its demand for the practical application of theory, its hypothesis, which

all
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it has., already done so much to realize, that men have the power
, through their cooperative 'effort to make their lives progressively more
rich and satisfactory. And I hope also that whoever comes to her aid
will recognize that his own discipline is probably in ,as sorry a state,
and that his own confusion is not so easily recognized because the
discipline he follows has never had as sharp an apparatus for testing
its conclusion~. This isa temptation the outsi~e,r should be aware of
when he proffers his friendly hand in support. '
Now this'failure of science, I believe, is less the result of recent
investigations' into astrophysi,cs .than of the vagueness of its beneficent
social intentionsl' I am less troubled than Eddington by the elusiveness 'of matter. once the atom has been broken dow'n, because the
poignant.actuality of my relationships as a person with other similar
persons must .remain the inescapable basis of any definition. of reality
that can matter to tpe. .Whethet we are material objects or only collehions of electric energy in une~sy equilibri':Jin is beside the point.
Objective reality remains centered in our r~lci~ionships witll one
another within the framework of nature. To cladfy what this means,
_ to. define its inevitable implication Qf a theory of denIocracy at the
present ti~e (asour war against fascism shows), is a problem too'vast
for anyone field of research to coyer., It demands the cooperation of
all those who recognize that to deny democracy is to be suffoc.ated by
illusion. Not letters alone should coine to the aid of the scjentist,
but every discipline that- is concerned with any aspect of human relationships. The present moment is not one hi which the Humanities
shoutd supersede the sciences and take charge of the curriculum, but
one in which, mutual~eakness should lead, to gr:eater tol~rance on
both sides and a recognition that each may be helpful to the other if
they both .act with the same generous social objective. It is not a
time for snap conclusions, but for the breaking down of department
lines in a common enterprise of cart:ful, flexible investigation, such as,
I believe, has c~aracterized these annual conferences in Denver.
What I am concerned about as an English teacher is the contribu'tion the arts and letters may make towards a new philOS<?Phy of education which the situation demands from both the arts and the sCiences.
I am concerned that we p~t our own house in· order so that any
rapprochement with the scientist may be really constructive in this
social sense .and not merely an attempt to move time back and restore
letters to the thrdne where it' sat in Classical theory. Whatever its
I
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,limitations, we must not forget that the development, of science was
accompanied by the rise of democracy, and that the Humanist tradition carries the handicap of always having been associaJ1:ed with an
aristocratic view of society.
From the sociological point of view, therefore, the problems we
face are probably more difficult than those involved in the reorientation of science. The difficulties of science have not resulted from the
hostility of the world at large, but from a taking over of that world's
limitations. Science has accepted the crude materialism that followed
the world's failure to achieve the possibilities of democracy. The situation with the arts has been quite the opposite. The aristocratic
assumptions of the Humanist have been a taking refuge in the past ·in
the face of a rejection by the dominant elements of the' practical world.
The greater confusion of method and objectives in English studies
has been the inevitable consequence of our search for a relationship
with the world .at large which it has had no interest in promoting. I
know that this world has given lip service to culture. But a lip service
which only promotes hypocrisy is worse than none at all, for it impedes
by a' conscious act what otherwise would have been wholesome unconscious unfolding of interest, as folk art everywhere testifies. In
the shadow of Pike's Peak it may not be entirely gracious to say that
this rejection is personified in the pioneer. I am aware of his many
virtues and his indispensability at the time. But it remains true that
he was not an exemplar of the well-rounded man as the Renaissance
conceived him. Those areas ot'culture in which we are professionally
interested were superfluous to him. He gave them perhaps~ as he
gave Ieligion, the nod of the hat as he rushed to bar or mine. What
he really wanted was money for his own power and self-advancement.
Yet the pioneer was only frankly expressing the basic attitude,
stripped of its veneer, that prevailed in the bourgeois world generally
after the introduction of the machine. I well remember years ago
listening to the rage and incomprehension of a Boston manufacturer
when he heard that his son was studying French literature of the seventeenth century at Harvard. He might have been a character from
Balzac or Buddenbrooks. It is highly significant that a whole tradition
of fiction from Stendhal and Flauber,t to Galsworthy and T1;lomas Mann
emphasizes with bitterness the hostility of the bourgeois world to lit,:,
erature. Business men might buy art as casual adornment for their
drawing rooms, or, might desire their wives and daughtels to indulge
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it since they were only a higher order of similar adornment. These
novels pre~ent the:rp. as shuddering lest the virus of art enter masculine veins to paralyze or contaminate the purity of individual initiative. As a formative influence upon the functioning personality, art
was regarded nbt as an aid but as insidiously degenerative. And in
one way or another these manifold attitudes of ours towards the function and values of literatur~ 'are our desperate' response to this basic
rejection. Now that the rejection has passed in ~n era at one an,d
the· same time more disposed. to cooperation as a social ideal and literature as a worthwhile pursuit, we can discuss the subject the mor.e
profitablr. But we bring to the discussion the scars the past has left
~pon us.
For our philosophies of liteFature have been determined, as we
inherit them, by this rejection. Our reactions, defined most generally,
were of ~wo sorts, according as 1,Ve defied or accepted this rejection.
The Humanist of theninete.eth century and his American successors,
.relying upon th~ authority of a tradition centuries old and overstimulated by the lip service the"bourgeois world did pay to literature,
availing ,himself also of the example of the pulpit, sought to compel
the respect of thi~ hostile world by~ exhortation. The advocate of
art for art's sake, ,on the contrary~ accepted the rejection with contempt for the practical world and sought to make the best of the opportunity for specialization. He turned the bourg.eois contempt or
neglect against itself and insisted that art was a special and superior
interest in whi~h only a few qualified individuals could participate.
The difference between t4e two groups, therefore, was in reference
to their attitude t~wards the practical world. They were alike in
their hostility to democracy, in their assumption that they formed
an elite of the 'superior few.
Humanism, as represented first by Matthew Arnold and later by
P~ofessor Babbitt, had considerable i~fluence upon the academic mind
and therefore upon the teaching of literature. Faced by the dilemma
of imposing aristocratic attitudes upon a people determined to become
more democratic" it has had surpdsingly little effect upon either the
writing or the enjoyment of literature in America. Undeniably our
literature has developed with the aid of the general tradition of which
Humanism was the articulate spokesman.. It is a platitude to '. say
t:l!at we are cu1turalffi~in the Renaissance tradition. But of spe«;ific influence there~ hardly a trace. The stream of American litera.:
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ture has developed without the benefit of academies, derivative of
the people in its diction and its eplotional patterns. Mark Twain,
Walt Whitman,' Dreiser and Anderson, Sandburg and Hemingway,
. and Richard Wright and John Steinbeck: clearly they have not been
listening to Professor Babbitt nor recollecting Matthew Arnold in tranquility. What the Humanists could have told the public, it was getting
already from the Protestant pulpit, and they had nothing to offer the
writer who sought technical aid, beyond generalities he was already
familiar with. Nor did the Human~sts encourage discipleship among
living writers' since they usually stressed the great works of the past
a~d too often damned those of the present for their shortcomings.
. The art for art's sake movement, on the other hand, though of
course indifferent to the. public save as an object of contemplation and
analysis, w~s immensely interested in the artist as craftsman, and
brought every hew specialization to bear upon his problems. Freed
from ,the traditional Humanist approach of the Renaissance, which
put first in art the moral idea, the advocate of pure form went into
all sorts of fresh and promising explorations. Following archaeology,
he escaped the limitations of the Graeco-Roman tradition and ·made
us '-aware of whole areas of past art which contradicted itsassumptions. Making use of psychology, he investigated the actual nature
o£the individual response to art, the effect upon the art of the medium
it employed, attempting to define with precision 'both the nature of
art and the ~fferences among the several arts. Not bound to take
a moral view of his subject, ,he worked out with the aid 'of mathematic~ new conceptions of form and symmetry. He acquainted him;
self with physics for whatever aid it might shed upon the' nature of
sound and color. Whatever the fallaciousness of his philosophy of
pure form, the specific insights he evoked provided a phenomenal
extension of aesthetic sensibility from which the artist profited a great
deal as a craftsman 1£ not as a spokesman for society. The symbolist
poem may be obscure and esoteric, but for those who can read it, it
opens up new areas of subtle meanings. The introspective novel may
be part of the cult of the unintelligible, but those who have taken the
pains to learn its alphabet find it a most elaborate revelC}tion of human
motivation.
If only the actual accomplishment of the movement for pure form
could have been brought under the aegis of th~ good intention of
Humanism, our difficulties might· have disappeared. P~rhaps that is
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the work that lies ahead. For though much might be wrong*about
Humanism,. its central precept .remains acceptable: that art has an
influence for the good, and an important influence for the good, upon_
society. But in defining this: influence it was too vague to make a~y'
contribution to a philosophy of aesthetics, and its vague definition
carried overtones' of host.ility to democracy. There was an unfortunate
contradiction of tone in the unctuousness of its abstract preachments
and the contemptuousness which characterized its occasional ventures
into their application. Mattliew Arnold's general statement is that
literature promotes sweetness an~ light in the h:uman disposition, but
he opposes the use by dissenters of Church of England burial grounds
because of the uncouthness of their rituals. More importantly, he'
warned against our loss of the Renaissance ideal of the well-rounded
man. But everything that h~ wrote upon the subject implie~ both
that a poor man cannot be well-ro~nded without renouncing his class
and that the nature of science, by its affinity for the practical as opposed to the ideal interests of man, leaves it a no more significant
ingredient in the well-rounded man than the .weekly bath. Indeed,
the debate between Huxley and Arnold on this point would never
have arisen if either contestant had recognized and accepted the relationship of science to democracy. Huxley insisted that, in educ~tion,
health and foed came first, with fine art in the ignoble state of a miscellaneous refinement of life; whereas Arnold declared that literature with
the assistance of ethics as embodied in religion and philosophy was of
paramount concern. Huxley's attit~de ought to have been a platitude
to both of them. Fqr certainly jt is useless to talk of ideal goals to sick
and starving men. Huxley was taking·a democratic point of view, but
he could not look beyond basic material needs in his theoretical analysis because the society of his day did not take for granted its duty to
provide the masses with these ·n€cessities. To Arnold, on the other
hand, thinking in terms of the elite who usually manage to be wellfed, gluttony was the risk, and the emphasis ought to be placed on
the right use of the plump physique.
In a society in which everyone has.security of work and income
Arnold's values become -an ideal everyone can pursue: everyone can
seek the powers, as he calls them, of conduct, ~f intellect and knowledge, of beauty, and 6f social life and manners. .Only in a society in
which a decent standard of living is available to .the few alone will
such an ideal be forbidden the masses of men. I am not saying that
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they will all. attain the ideal or make a serious effort to follow it.
Arnold did not make any such claim for the minority of the well-fed
iii his own day. We may not all become well-rounded men, but a
great many more of us are likely to.
But though Arnold wavered, puzzled by' the democracy of our
American experiment, and admitted that the elite might become a
sizable body, he never changed his basic approach. He always felt a
hostility between quantity and quality, and seemed to believe that the
smaller the size of 'the significant group in society,. the more reasonable
it was to assume an improvement in quality. Always he seemed to
believe that quantity of itself was an implication of poor quality,
where~s it is more properly conceived of as the spawning ground of
quality; without which quality could not exist. Instead of thinking
metaphorically of the flower as fulfilling the possibilities of the soil
that nourishes it he conceived of literature as a purifying agent thrown
into the hostile, fetid waters of the commonplace by the selected
corps of the elite. But his failure to understand the relationship'
between quantity and quality was an unconscious carry-over into the
, aesthetic fielel of the existing class divisions of English society. Quantity and quality, poor and rich, the valueless and the value, tended to
be~ome parallel categories in his thinking. If one pays as much"
attention to the definite psycholoiical overtones of his statements as
to their frequently ambiguous verbal meanings, such a conclusion is
inescapable. One of the instances of his superciliousness not only
towards the poor but towards the Bible, is his remark that the Bible
will have to do as a substitute for the classics among the lower classes.
Though he called the well-to-do 'either barbarians of charm or
Philistines without it, he saw the lower classes virtually as a vast
residuum of Calibans. Now the psychological meaning of these distinctions is that there is no hope at all from the masses, little hope
from the middle class, and a great deal from the aristocracy if they
would only vitalize the charm of their manners with Arnold's own
.
insight into the true aims of living.
A second and analogous reason for Arnold's aristocratic outlook
was the limitation of interpretation he acilially gave to his second
power, that of intellect and 'knowledge. Here again, as with the
J:lumanists generally, the abstract statement is acceptable until one
investigates precisely what is meant by it. The power of intellect and
knowledge is obviously that part of our functioning devoted to the
v
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discovery of values. Now i think that today f.ew persons would,challenge the statement that a workable set of values is the result of the
combined efforts of many branches of research working under the
guidance of the general intention of·society. SPecifically at the present
time our values are the consequence of the investigations of psychiatrists, social scientists, economists, philosophers, working under the
assumption of democracy, of the greatest good for the greatest number. We do not believe, for instance, that the ideal of justice has "
any teal' me~ing in· a specifit case· until we have investigated,environmental and hereditary influences; the relation of the case to the l~rger
interests of socie~y at the moment and so on. Any merely abstract
statement we make about ju~tice, when taken as aD. aid to a particular
decision, and not as an emotive talisman, must have a specificity that
will, for instance, exclude· the Greek conception that permitted' the
execution of surplUS ·slaves and the Nazi that advocates the mass execution of Jews. And this means that the value called, justice is a
'
changing one once you have got beyond mere verbalism.
. To Arnold, on the contrary, the fundamental truisms of human
conduct have r~mained the same during recorded history. Following
Burke he-believed that they have been thrown up in adequate form
by man's empirical experience i~ living. No amo~Ilt of intellect and
knowledge can change their essential outlines; it'can only make the
particular adaptation needed at the moment. More necessary· than .
,understanding them is ~e practice of them. Hence the superiority
to him of literature over all other disciplines, since it not only clarifies as much as necessary·but, most important of all, stimulates to
imitation. It does not seem to. me that, this is a tenable position. It
leads in actual practice to the unconscious employment of the specific
meaning of the abstract tenet imposed by one's environment, as my
strictures upon .Arnold should illustrate.
Nevertheless, a certain flexibility in great literature seems to justify Amold'~ position. Undeniably the liter~ture that any people has
considered great retains an enduring value. It is beyond time, and
place to the extent to which it keeps us aware that man has always had
a sense of his human dignity, to' the extent that -it exalts, his better
natUl'e as agaip~t' his worse. And in a general sense, his 'better nature
has remained the same. It has continually~exhibited itself in the
range of his interests, in his capacity for_love and friendship, his need
for self-development,. his heroic ,pursuit of noble ~goals. \Vhether it
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be Chiilese or Hindu or Gree:k or German, literature with .any moving
appeal or stylistic distinction has possessed a socially wholesome intention. Through both tone of utterance' and verbal, meaning, it has
made the reader sensitive to the difference between the trivial and
.the significant in men's thoughts and motive~ and actions. Whatever
has been constructive in his outlook, man has put into his art. For
these reasons an extensive reading of literature, not only from the
Classical traditi~n but from any quarter of the globe, should increase
our awareness of whatever is destructive in our own era, should give
us the disposition to ally ourselves with whatever seems the contribution of our time to man's continual striving towards a better life.
So much is granted by almost everybody within the field of letters.
But the reasons why and how literature accomplishes these ends ~ave
been ei!ther neglected or misunderstood. This en~uring quality of
great lit~rature depends upon two related factors. The first is purely
aesihetlc and may be crudely defined as adequacy of phrasing and
planning. The second is that what is so finely written be capable of
-general rather than specific meaning. For this reason the abiding
literature is more often poetry than prose, which forces a greater
uniformity of interpretation. The more gener~lized utterance of
poetry permits its translation into a fairly large range of divergent
contexts. Its power resides to a great extent in what is suggested
rather than stafed. When the Shakespearian actor says, "I am thy
father's spirit," this poetic statement looks speCific only because it
induces everyone to translate its general statement of parental authority in some particular and qualified way. To the Elizabethan it carried
overtones of superstiti9us compulsion, since he had not yet discarded
the medieval belief in the reality of ghosts. But to us it is either an
evidence of hallucination or a figure of speech to stimulate a sense of
duty. The poetic phrase and the whole poem always convey a specific
meaning, but both the value and the nature of that meaning change
for different readers and for different periods. Words and metaphors
and indeed plots- also are given their specific interpretations by the
changing, living environment of the reader; so that the same phrase
will carry a special nuance of meaning for .this reader of this era, whi~h
will be in some way different from that in the author's mind and
to his own age. Modern readers of Pindar bring to the general statement of his odes their own, conception of clean sportsmanship quite
fr~e from the overtones of homose~uality such as, we know, athletics

<
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set: up for the" Greek listener. Sophocles, praising justice, reserves it
silently to the citizen, while the modern reader may have our disen&:anchised Negroes in mind. IIi this instance there has been a' vast
. change in the mere quantity of mankind the reference to justice
subsumes. The Greek poet wrote; however, in a mood similar to ours
because the possibility of applying Jhe phrase to slaves had not yet
arisen within his consciousness, and "'wetherefore interpret his silence
as agreement with our· more humane attitude. In this respect poetry
is closer than prose to music, but it differs from m!1sic in that some
definable ideational element is there .to fix a limit and to direct the
channel which the special response~ must take.
But" there are limits beyond w;hich one pursues these so-called
eternal values of literature at some peril. This use of poetry is healthy
only as long as the reader's environment forces this act of translation.' "
And the environment· can do this only when it is sufficiently integrated
to provide him with the new order of overtones. it must be remembered that all meanings of words are social, and whatever person~l
meanings they may have exist as a second and subordinate order of
specific interpretations, conditioned. by" the surrounding mores.
Though this statement holds true for the ideological meanings, it is
also true for those spontaneous emotive responses, beyond the control
of reason~ which I have called pvertones. 'Now"we live at a time when
~ere is no accepted harmonious pattern ip the mores to provide that
these spontaneous individual responses be communicable and unambiguous. There is now little or no general agr~ement as to the
emotive overtones of many words. In an ·era of unhappy family
life and frequent divorce, the overtone of "home," for instance, can
be neither the simple acceptance of the Victorian period nor the simpl~
indifferefice of the Neo-classical, but ~ very painful confusion, whos~
meanings canno~ be taken for granted but would require a whole
poem .in itself to explicate. A parallel with interesting deviations is
found in those concepts concerned with democtacy, with the libertyfraternity-equality of the French Revolution'. Once such words were
generally acceptable and carried tremendous authority in poetry pre-.
cisely because they were without specific connotations. Men who
did not know what they wanted specifically from life expressed through
these words their common rebellion against feudalism. But now that
that rebellion has long since" been won, we are faced on the level of
daily living with a need for specific meanings. Some among" us have
"

o
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become suspicious of certain connotations of the words, and reject
the old terms in the significant reaches of their personaJIities because
these terms are capable of radical interpretations. Others flounder
as they try to give them, an appropriate definiteness. But the result
is the same. The word liberty no longer sets up the commonly
acceptable response it stimulated in Byron; the word comradeship can
no longer be used with the exultation of Whitman. Once more words
such as these create discords it would require whole poems to straighten
out. Their meanings have become highly personal reactions, or have
uni~ormity only within limited groups.
The consequence is that poetry, forced into unintelligibility as
purely individual expression, or as no tangible expression at all, has
ceased to be an important literary form. The ordinary reader seeks
the safety of prose, and those who still insist· upon emphasizing the
eternal samene~s of values of grea~t literature tend to live in a vacuum.
Unable to bring any specific translation of the generality in the poem,
. they are left with the bare generality itself. Or rejecting certain general statements, peculiar to othe modern as opposed to the earlier
periods, because they are now capable of disconcerting interpretations,
they fall back on the unmistakably aristocratic flavor which accumttlates from any extensive reading of the earlier literature.
Otherwise I do not know how one can explain the paradox of
Hum~nisIl)~ that those individuals who are always preaching the tonic
inftuen~e of letters upon life are so habitually abstracted from any
significant relationship to the life about them. Their rule-of-thumb
identifi¢ation with the past becomes an attempt to thrust the pres~nt
into a ;tate of equivalent ambiguity. Since the present, however ambiguous, is disturbingly particular in its obstinate interference, they
do their best to escape into the Elysian Fields of the eternal values.
Any specific meaying comes to alarm them, and their most specific
action becomes their suspicion of the contemporary. Immersed in
their abstract fashion in all the past murders in literature, and literature being so largely tragedy there are many of them, they find every
suggestion of violence in contemporary literature a lapse into \TUlgarity,
since they cannot similarly reduce it to an abstraction.
Lovers of poetry, when thei.r age plays them false in this way,
have two possibilities of' compensation. They may safely read the
great pros~ of the past, since it is the nature of prose to elaborate into
specific meanings what poetry leaves to il!ference, though at the price
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of occasional boredom, repetitiousness, irrelevancy, and loss of emotive
power. Or they may avail themselves of a second way of reading
poetry, which is as highly conscious as the first is ·spontaneous. They
may seek by strenuous effort of exegesis to recover the specificity of
overtone, that whole wealth of meanings, the poem possessed for its
original readers. They may pursue' what :Arno~d rejected as the ,historical approach to literature. Indeed, it is highly profitable to do'
so.. The past has its own light to shed on pres~nt difficulties, and
literature offers the only mechanism by which the illusion of living
significantly in· the past can be achieved. We can get close to the
surface of life in the past, it is true, by reading diaries and old newspapers. What I have in mind is that more profound identificatioIl:.
which is to sense the peculiar personality structures !hat have formed .
particular societies, each with its unique sense of what is mysteriou~
.. and tabu, its own style of love and friendship, its own way of seeking
power or' s~bmission, its own preference for the robust or the irishl1iating contact, for the risk of disorder that accompanies experiment or
the simplicity that makes for order. Doubtless this revival through
literature of the living forms and styles of interpersonal relationships
requires a great deal of preliminary work in re-creation of the environment, of some aspect of which the work of art is a simplificati9n. But
once this has been done, the poem throws the sqlttered information
.from anthropology and economics and social history into the appearance of organic functioning. When we read an ancient 'work of literature with 'such a preparation, along with the' vague general response' .
I have already mentioned which unites us with the past, we also get;
if we read with car~, responses that separate us. The specific' response
we now. can recognize as approximating that set up in the' original .
readers, we also recognize to differ from those normal to ours~lves.
This is equivalent to what Coleridge called the suspension of disbelief.
Its utility is more ~an the mere pleasure of not being ourselves, more
even than .the profit of widening the range of our sensibilities. It
affords us a better equipment with which to! appreciate what
is con.
temporary with ourselves, and the necessary contrast ·to enable JIS to
recognize its idiosyncratic features. This acquaintance with literary
tradition gives us a perspective upon ourselves. If many a modern
- reader were quite frank, he would admit that such is the use he makes
of both the Divine Comedy and Paradise Los~, in contrast, say, to the
.,
plays of Shakespeare.
•

l

~
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The style of personality in neither Dante nor Milton is as congenial to us as that in Shakespear~. The self-reliance of Milton pro~
ably seems to the modern reader an excess in the one direction of
which the submissiveness of Dante. is an excess. in, the opposite; and
Shakespeare comes near being the happy medium. But we can understand them all-and orient ourselves in life the more accurately by
so doing. The nearest Milton can get to submissiveness is ',fthey also
serve who only, stand and wait" with 'its ill-suppressed note of impatience. Its tone of holding one's self in check for the time being is
very' different from that complete surrender to the authority of another personality in the line" from Dante that Arnold liked so much,
"In thy. will is our peace." Far from enshrining an eternal value,
as Arnold supposed, this line of Dante will awaken the most contradictory .of respqnses accord-ing to the social attitude of the reader.
Taken apart from its context, I suppose, every reader will have moods
of acceptance, when life is too much for him, provided he can find
. the requisite authority. For many it would be involved with comforting recolleCtion of the maternal protection of childhood. But
certainly since the Renaissance, as systematic theology or, philosophy
of life, it must have unpalatable associations outside of fascist countries. Even there, one can say that peace is hardly the right word to
describe the effect of surrender of the· individual will to a dictator.
Otherwise the phrase will set up reactions ranging from indifference
to contempt as a result of its implication that man is unable to manage either his own life or the world about him. Its whole psychology
will seem to be wrong since it assumes only relationships of dictation
and submissiveness rather than any adequate notion of cooperation.
But we learn a great deal that is helpful about the past and about ourselves from understanding its meani~gs.
When such a bringing of our present attitudes into relation with
the objective meaning of past literature becomes the focus of our
interest, we have shifted to a third use of literary tradition, which is
even more spontaneous than the first and actually accompanies both
the first and the second in varying degrees of intensity. A trained
observer may carry ali three responses in his mind as he reads" as parts
of a single complicated absorption of. meanings. To the ordinary
reader this third response i~ probably the only one he gets spontaneously. Often it is a destructive imposition of prejudice, 'and much
of our formal training has as its end ;~s eradication. Yet we should
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not imagine that it is either healthy or possible to root out such a
reaction entirely. What is individual prejudice needs to be reduced
and can be if we read with attention to the first two attitudes. But
no oQ.e .can or should seek to escape the limitations' of appro~ch which
the needs of his own period impose, as part of the inevitable specificity
of any orientation. - The present QughJ to dominate the pa~t. Indeec;1
when we think we are preventing it, we are usually deceiving ourselves. .
Since we can never completely be any past person, our identification with past literature always' has' its limitations, though' we lose
sight of them for two reasons. So much of our training is purely
formal, that we assume we are getting reactions, that we are really ree.,-ding a poem, when we are merely accepting conventional interpretaiions of it. This is quite as. shallow as, though opposite to, the
'ordinary read~r's reducing it to a. prejudice. More importantly, under
. t4is assumption, we fail to realize that, when we go spontaneously t~
past books, the special needs of our own period always involuntarily
determine the emphasis. We may study in college a hierarchy of
authors with Homer and Shakespeare at the top. The actual hierarchy which influences our writing if we are authors or which is represented by our habitual reading, as it· is dictated by pleasure rather
than duty, may be quite -different. In the twenties, for instance, no
matter haw great the reverence we professed for Shakespeare, for many
cult~vated readers Donne was actually the most important English
'poet. The Humanist in a fashion sensed the existence of this reaction, and proceeded the more desperately to emphasize the academic
hierarchy. It woul~ seem to me more reasonable to proceed in the
opposite way. When there is' a demand for a new serum like penicillin, our laboratory experiments· and our' productive appa.t:atus
increase their efforts to satisfy it. Similarly, I should think, when
our critics make us aware that the needs of the moment are setting up
a nat~ral demand for Don~e, university faculties might recognize the
healthy potentialities in the de~nd, as well as its inevitability, and
meet it with a special emphasis upon the author. A well-rounded.
man will not suffer from a temporary neglect of Shakespeare when
Donne is more adequate for his psychological integrati~n, which is
the basic condition that must be met if he is to attain the goal of a
rich and bal~nced personality. Here again the needs of the individual
personality are but a variant of the prevailing needs of the larger
grouping. The sathe pressures from the state of soCiety that led us

I
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to Donne in the twenties, should, one would think, direct us to Whitman in our present state of war for democracy. But I have not noted
any movement· on the part of scholars <:>r publishers to increase our
awareness of his value in the present crisis. Mr. Hudson of the Rocky
Mountain Radio Council, and "Roy Harris, the noted composer, with
their !adio program on Whitman for the Conference, have stepped
in where our scholars have forgotten to tread.
Now it seems to me that we shall become more sensitive to the
value of these three uses of past literature if we rid ourselves of the
Platonic element in Humanism. When we assume that standards are
fixed and inherited, we are attempting to thrust the present into the
Procrustean forms of the past. Worst of all, we lose sight of the relationship between the creation and enjoyment of literature and its
contemporary environment. Tradition is little more than an aid for
clarifying this relationship. The art may use the tradition, but what
the ar,t represents is determined by the impact·of the present society.
Many 'Of our difficulties follow our neglect of this truism. The differences of aims and methods I earlier referred to are in a large part a
consequence of the immediate ~ull of other disciplines upon th~
field of letters; just as the common difficulties they all share are but
a reflection of the cross purposes now existing in the larger area of
society itself. These unavoidable disorders cannot be swept away
by any invocation of tradition. They can be tempered only within
the life process itself. The word "home" cannot take on~he connotations we may desire until we have restored the home as an experience,
and one does not restore it by writing poetry in old modes. Nor will
freedom have the connotations which will permit its use once: more
in poetry,' which will permit the restoration of this lost art of poetry
itself, until some of us have died to give its· general meaning the
new specificity Qf overtone a new age requires. We can see the process
at work in many of the letters members of the French underground
wrote before their execution by the Nazis. When GabrJel Peri left as
a legacy to his friends his conviction that there would be tomorrows
that sing, in one,and the same process he was integrating the new spirit
of French democracy and recovering the rich emotional- specificity
which the word democracy must secure before there can be any revival
of poetry, and any wholesome use of tradition.
@
The life of every day and the fictive life of art thus form a reciprocity of relationship, to which tradition makes.a valuable but sec'.
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ondary conojbution. We can aid this living process if as teachers
and critics lte abandon the assumption that the past should dominate
the present, and promote those changes of emphasis and insight, that
shift from an aristocratic to a democratic attitude, which the forces of
progress toruiy demand from us and every other specialist. Now that
society is in the cruel but necessary act of recovering its integrity; the
lirerature whether of the past or the present' that can make us the
more vividly conscious of this process immensely accelerates it. If
we critics and teachers rightly understand the aid which literary tradition can" "bring to man's awareness of tIie direction of events in the
Hving present, we·shall restore to- ourselves that,sense of professional
dignity we have missed. For we shall then know that we too have
our indispensable contribut!on to a democratic society.

"

'.
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Jessamyn West
Christmas with Jess and Eliza. The Christ·
mas tree was already up. It stood in the parlor baywindow, wild
and shining, waiting the harness of cranberry and popcorn rope~
which ~ould semi-domesticate it, quiet its outdoor cavortings and
prancings. In ,the sitting room its harness was still taking shape,
Cranberries and popcorn were being strung; gilded nuts attached tc
cords, red paper bells opened again for such ringing as the eye coul<l
apprehend. Grandma's han~ were squeezing ropes of sparkling tinsel
back to roundness.
The popcorn Elspeth was stringing squeaked a l~ t;tle now an<l
then, and the lofiely sound traveled up Elspeth's arm to her earwhich shuddered to hear it. Grandpa, who looked to be sleeping, witt.
feet almost in the fire, heard it too. When the squeaks were loudesl
his stockinged toes twitched uneasily. It was a sOund, Elspeth thought
l~ke a wind round a house corner, like the wind around the comerl
of Grandma's house, a house white in the windy night, squareexcepl
for the balcony upstairs which projected like a watch tower: or a sentll
box into the darkness and looked out across the great woods to hel
own home.
Elspeth thought of her mother. The dock ticked, slow, slow
It said, as Elspeth listened, for-ev-er for-ev-er. The fire rustled ane
sighed; Grandma's tinsef made a scratchy sou~d. The popcon
squeaked.
"Grandpa," Elspeth asked, "what kind.of trees' are in the woOd:
between here and home?"
Grandpa bent his toes comfortably back and forth, stared int(
the fire as if into a forest. "Oak," he said. "And honey locust. Shag

E
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bark hickory and button wood. Dogwood," he added. "And papaw
and Mayapple., But mostly farms," he said.
In the daytime Elspeth remembered the farms but at night only
the long, black woods, dark even at midday. "Corn?" Elspeth asked.
"Yes, lots of corn," her grandpa said, "and timothy and clover."
All was quiet again, only the lone,ly sounds in the room: the fire,
the wind, the clock.
"There's orchards, too."
"Yes," the old man said, rocking. "There's orchards. Summer
Sweetings, Northern Spies, Grime's Goldens. Lots of orchards)'
The fire curved like a wave; Grandma's tinsel crackled; the old
house creaked. Elspeth's needle split a piece of popcorn, halved it so
it was no longer a flower. The clock said" for-ev-e~ ... for-ev-er....
"Grandma," Elspeth said suddenly, surprising even herself, "does
thee love me?"
Grandma folded her strands of tinsel. "Of course, child. Thee
knows I do. With all my heart."
Elspeth knew this. "Better than I did my own," Grandma often
said. "The~ I ~as too young," she'd say, "to know childhood wasn't
enduring." She'd sorrowfully shake her head. "Better than thy
mother Mattie or thy Uncle Josh or Laban." But she never said,
'!Better than thy Uncle Stephen:' for no one could be better loved
than Uncle Stephen.
'
The clock str1!-ck nine. "Time to call a halt," Grandma said
and opened and shut her short plump hands, weary with the tedious
squeezing. Elspeth ~ooked ~t her grandma. Tidal wave and avalanche
were nothing to her so long as Grandma was n~ar at ha~d and well.
. But when Grandma's face grew sad, when, as ,sometimes happened,_
she would look far off and say, "Stephen, Stephen-my poor boy,"
then Elspeth's ·world was threatened. Tonight, Elspeth thought,
Grandma's sad.
"Would thee like me' to comb thy hair, Grandma, before thee
goes to bed?"
"No child, not" tonight," Gr~ndma said.
Then Grandpa asked, ('How about a little fflusic before we go
upstairs, granddaughter?"
This was, in away, a kind of joke, and Elspeth knew it-for she
couldn't really play-but it was. a joke she was glad to be a part of.
The organ, which long ago had stood in~' the attic, was now. in the
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sitting room open and dusted, waiting someone's touch. The music
Elspeth's mother, Mattie, had played, "Gala Water," "Evening Star,"
"Toll the Bell," had gone with her when she mar~ied, and GrandpCl
played by ear; but Grandma would not have the organ -look bereft
.On it she kept the red and gold atlas, larger and more beautiful thaI]
any song book i~ had ever held; ancJ Elspeth, who could not play music
played the maps.
:
"Now," she would say, "I will play Africa." Then she played all
~e p~ftures she had seen and ail the tales she had been told of dad
and distant Africa. She played the great winding rivers, the flas!:
of tusks through leafy jungles, the black men with spears taller thaI
their bodies.
Or she would open the atlas to a map of the arctic regions anc
play the North Pole, her hands hunting for sounds that said bareneSl
and whiteness and icy winds and flashing nprthern lights.
And she could play China, too, whpse sounds for her were at
tiny: tiny bells, tiny feet, tiny chopsticks tinkling againSt the side 0:
tiny bowls. But tonight Elspeth opened the atlas to a map of the
Unite.d States and said, "Now, I will play California." She chose. Cali
fomia because that was where U.nde Stephen had gone arid because he
wrote· home of i.ts greatmountains, its sunshine like arrows, its orange:
like gold. He wrote about the warm sea and the rivers ·with strange
names: the Sacramento, the Yuba, the San Joaquin, the Feather. To
night she would play the mountains, deep heavy sounds to show hov
.big they were and thin high notes for the high, snow-covered peaks
And she would play the Feather River which ·must surely sound like
a torrent of downiness.
But Defore the first mounta~n had been ·squeezed from the orgal
Grandma said once again, "No, child, not tonight."
Elspeth turned on the organ stool to look at Grandma, who or
dinarily liked all sounds which said California and reminded her 0
Uncle: Stephen: but, "Not tonight," she repeated. "I can't bear thl
name tonight."
Grandpa said, "How about the North Pole, granddaughter?
like to hear the north wind whistle."
Elspeth played the North Pole, ~and for awhile she ~ought tha
the cold air that swept abolit her dangling legs was music from thl
organ; but Grandpa had stopped pumping, there was na sound fron
the organ, and still
the room grew colder.
w
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"Shut the door," Grandpa said quietly. Elspeth turned and there
in front of the closed door stood Uncle Stephen and Lidy Cinnamond,
both tall, pink from the cold and lightly dusted with snow.
"How did thee get over?" Grandpa asked, an~" Elspeth saw he.
had known Uncle' Stephen was home from California.
"Lidy's father brought us." .
"He outside?" Grandpa asked.
"He went right back," Uncle Stephen told him and carried their
luggage which he was still holding and set it by the door which led
upstairs. "We plan to stay here until the infare at Lidy's Christmas
Day." He spoke very clearly and loudly as if arguing with someone,
but no one answered him.
.
Then he walked over to the organ, took Elspeth~s hand, and slid
her frOIp the organ stool. "Lidy,'~ he said, "this is Aunt Jetty:'
.Lidy Cinnamond. spoke for the first time, and her voice was. the
way."Elspeth had remembered it, very low and soft with a sort of
humming note in it. "Jetty?" she said.
"Because ~he's so black," said Uncle Stephen.
"Why is she aunt, Steve?"
"Oh, she's serious as an owl," Uncle Stephen explained. "Aunt
Jetty, this is tfy AUnt Lidy. Say hello."
Elspeth put out her hand. "I've seen Lidy.before. Aunt Lidy,"
she corrected herself.
"Has theet" said Uncle Stephen. "Where?,1
"At her house. And with Mr. Venters:'
Nobody said a word for' quite a long time and Elspeth, feeling
responsible for the silence, broke it. "They were having a picnic down
by Sandy Creek."
"
~
"Mr. Venters and Lidy?" Grandma asked in a strange dry voice.
"Yes:~ Elspeth answered. "Mel Venters. They.... "
But before she could, say what she had seen, Uncle Stephen
reached across and took his wife's hand. "Mel Venters almost ,beat
my time," he said. "And who could b~ame him for trying?" he asked
"
them all, but particularly his mother.
Elspeth looked at Lidy again. .She could not think -of her as
beautiful, still it was hard not to stare at her; ~he was so black and
gold and red, so tall and curving, so quiet. And so smiling too, as a
bride should ~e, ElsPeth knew.
"She's waiting to shake hands with thee, Lidy," Uncle Stephen
"

\
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said, and Lidy, ·as if recalling herself from some reverie, reached dow]
and took Elspeth's hand.
Elspeth shook it gravely. "It's past thy bed time," Gran.dma sail
to her-and to Lidy, "Take off thy coat. I'll heat thee and Stephel
some 'milk as soon as I've put this child to bed."
Grandma held Elspeth's arm as they went up the cold stair~
"When did thee see Lidy and Mel?"
"Last summer," Elspeth said. "Picknick~ng. They were...."
"That will do," Grand~a said an~ hustled her out of her clothe:
and into her cold bed which stood anchored like a little bo~t at th
foot of Grandma's great full-sailed fouFposter.
On the ceiling next morning was a sea of light, a radiance lik
milk alive and dancing. It had snowed in the night, and sunligt.
on snow was sweeping the room with waves of loveliness. Elspet
snuggled deeper into her covers. The snowlight so filled her rom
that it seemed as if, warmly Wrapped about, she were bedded i
snow itself. Then into the light something dark crowded; somethin
dreamed, or imagined, or ... remembered....
Grandma with a lamp in her hand ~nd Uncle Stephen by h«
side: shining upward onto their faces, the lamplight had made the:
mouths forbidding, their eyes shadowed. The light ate the ftes
from their faces, made bones look down at her.
"While thee was away...." Grandma was saying, " ... whi
thee was distant, sick, trying to get well, she not caring ... carrying on
The lamp in Grandma's hand trembled, and Uncle Stephen toc
it and held it for her, as if he would patiently hear her out.
"It isn't that she isn't of thy faith ... but holding herself so ligh
and her word given. And California so far away."
Uncle Stephen steadily held the lamp. "Tell him," Grandn
said, "with your own eyes .... on Sandy Creek."
.. ' "There's no need," said Uncle Stephen. "No need. I know
all. Things work out one way and another. Not as thee'd alwa
choose. This works out this way. Nothing to talk in the night abou
I was away and Lydia was young. Did thee want her in wido~
weeds?"
and bent
Uncle Stephen handed the lamp back to his mother
,
kiss Elspeth. "Go to sleep now, Aunt Jetty," he said. "It's begun
snow'."
Then, his"arm about his mother's shoulders, he guided her towa:
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the door, and Elspeth heard his voice· outside, dimini~hing, failing as
they descended the stairs. "Love is more lasting than.... " Then
his voice ceased, was swallowed by the narrow, echoing stairway, and
then one more word came back ~ .. "fire." From a long way off,
toward the bottom of the stairs, that word came back so emphasized
that Elspeth heard it, though all else was lost.
"Love is more lasting than... ~ " Elspeth was still thinking
about it when she went into the sitting room -after breakfast. The-.
room was already tidied for the day. .A holiday-sized log burned in· .
the grate; an enormous bell of honeycombed red tissue paper hu~g
from~ the su;spended lamp and swayed with every movement in the
room. Snowlight and firelight mingled on the rag carpet, gold and
silver. Uncle Stephen sat by the fire" very fine in his good black suit,
his light curly hair dampened by water and still showing the marks
of a comb.
"Hello, Aunt Jetty," he said. "Want to help?"
From a half dozen paper bags he was taking handfuls of candy,
putting. them in ,Grapdma's best china and cut-glass bowls. First a
handful of chocolates, then one of gumdrops, then one of peanut
brittle. "Have to mix them up," Uncle Stephen said. "Have to give
everypody a fair chance/'·
.
"Is it for the Christmas tree?" Elspeth asked.
"No, no," said Uncle Stephen. "The shivaree. 'Thee knows what
a shivaree is?"
She did of course: the bride and groomsurpr.ised after they had
gone t? bed by sudden shots,and shouts, by cowbells and horsefiddles
and lard pails full of stones. An4 after that the party inside with cake
and candy, hot coffee and cigars. .
"Will it be tonight? Christmas Eve?"
"Yes," said Uncle Stephen. "Tonight, I figure. With the infare
tomorrow, tonight's about the only time for it::
The, big log settled deeper in the fireplace, the red bell ge~tly
swayed.
"Love is more lasting than,", Elspeth said and her voice asked her
question.
.
"More lasting than the hills," aIiswered Uncle Stephen.
'~Fire," asked Elspeth. ,"What about fire?"
"Ask thy Aunt Lidy about fire," Uncle Stephen said.
Elspeth saw Aunt Lidy then for ~he first time, in a chair by the
'~
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far window, all in white. Not white like a bride, stiff and shining
but heavy and soft--like snow warmed and woven. She was lookinl
out into the snow, and didn't look away from it as she answered it
her low, humming voice. "Fire warms," she said.
Elspeth stared at her aunt. "Aunt Lidy looks like a snow queen,'
she said.
"She does, she does," Uncle Stephen answered her. "White all(
wintry and beautiful." Aunt ",Lidy when he spoke rose and walkec
to him and laced her hand which was darker, than his hair in all(
out of her husband's c u r l s . "
The whole day was magic for Elspeth. Christmas Eve and th
shivaree and in the parlor the waiting Christmas tree. Only at Chris1
mas time did the parlor come truly to life: in summer a snowbal
bush, white as"a cloud but noisier, tapped at the parlor window. 11
winter the snow was there, white too, but silent. - But on ordinar'
days, now that the children had left home, it was empty of any eYI
to see or ear to hear. The tapEings went unremarked. The sno,
crystal pict~res melted and in the common run-off of water at midda'
bore ~o sign of what they once had been.
Toward evening when the shadows of the pine trees" along th
driveway were already long and blue on the snow, Elspeth began ~tl
think with longing of the tree. There was no one about.' Uncl
Stephen was helping in the bam with feeding; Grandma was bus
with supper, and Aunt Lidy had been nowhere to be seen for hourI
The tissue paper bell swayed a little, but was silent as Elspetl
crossed the room toward the parlor door. The Christmas tree wa
secret, not to be really seen until Christmas morning when th~ prel
ents were unwrapped, but the parlor door was unlocked and quic:
peeks not forbidden. It was as if Grandma knew that there must b
a few stolen glances beforehand if the full sight of the tree's Christma
morning glory were to be endured.
But the opened door stayed open, and when it dosed ElspetJ
was inside the parlor, close to the beautiful and shining tree, able t
smel1~ to touch, to stroke. She stood with eyes closed. for a minute
,then opened them, and the little parlor with its red carpet and stiJ
white curtains was alive. It was as if a flower had fallen into a deal
shell, or a bee had crawled into a thimble. Or as if inside a marb]
clock·:that no longer ticked, a live butterfly flu~tered. The tree hal
made the room alive. It was so beautiful Elspeth wanted now to b
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forever. And it was forever, only Aunt Lidy spoke and now came
back again.
UAunt Jetty," she said in her voice that had to Elspeth the sound
of b~es in it. She was sitting in her white dress by a window, just as
she had sat that morning.
"I'm not supposed to be here," Elspeth said. "I oughtn't to be
here," she whispered feeling wicked to be in the parlor, talking, the'
day before Christmas. .
I
,
Aunt Lidy held out her arms and pulled Elspeth close to her so
that she felt the soft warm 'springiness of the white wool dress~
"Neither should I." Then she said, "Will you do something for me?"
UWhat is it?" Elspeth asked.
"Take a note down the road to Mel Venters? It's just a step
really. It's stopped snowing and the wind's di~d down."
uGrandma'll never let me."
.
UI know. I'm sorry-but I'd- fix i~ so you could go without
Grandma's knowing."
It was all planned. _She would take Elspeth upstairs after supper
and instead of putting her to bed would bundle her in shawls. "Six or
seven, even. You'll never feel the cold. I'll take you down the back
stairs and start you on the ro~d to Mel's myself."
"It's just a step," she saJd again. "-The wind's· gone, the· snow's
nice and dry~ and you can sbe the lights of ~oth houses all the way.
It's-just-I wanted to say goodbye to Mel. The minute he reads the
note he'll hitch up the sleigh and bring you home.~'
"Maybehe won't/' Elspeth said.
"Oh, but he will. You just wait and see."
It was as easy as Aunt Lidy said. No one missed her, n09~e
saw her leave. The night was dark, but quiet with a clear sky full ..
of stars. The snow was dry and light, not hard to walk through. On
any other night Elspeth might have been afraid--,but what could harm
her the night before Christxrtas?'
.
The Venters opened their Christmas presents on Christmas Eve
.and they had a houseful of relatives, old folks and young, children.
and grandchildren. There were so ~any -people and so much excite- _
ment Elspeth was scarcely noticed. She gave Lidy's note to Mel, who
was sitting apart from his family warming his feet at a big stove. He .
read and reread the note. He put it deep in his pocket, then 4ug it
out again as if he had forgotten what it said. ~
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No one asked Elspeth to take off her many wrappings, and she:
stood burning with warmth. Then the children gave her some candy,
and she squatted in a corner, eating the candy and playing with an
unclaimed jack-in-the-box. Grandma's sitting room, the organ witl1
the atlas, the parlor and the Christmas tree seemed remote as a dream.
She watched Mel read and reread his note and finally wad it into Cl
ball and throw it into the open draft of the stove. She leaned againsl
the wall, eating gum drops, and drowsily frightening hers~lf with the;
jack-in-the~box.

She was almost asleep when she heard from down the road the;
first shots of the shivaree, the banging of milk pans and the clangin~
of bells. Mel Venters looked away from the fire.. "What's going on?'
he asked. "Where's all that noise coming from?·"
, "From the shivaree," Elspeth told him. "They're shivareein~
Uncle Stephen and Aunt Lidy."
Mel lifted her off the floor by one arm. "Come on," he said
"I got to get you home."
He took her without time for e~planations or goodbyes to the;
bam and clapped her into the front seat of the sleigh to wait while;
he ·hitched. He;was a fast hitcher-before the cold had fairly awakenec
Elspeth he -1Vgeside her in the front seat, slapping the. reins ovel
the back of his horse.
"They'll stand out on the, balcony," Elspeth told him, "and bo~
to the people. -rhen," she said, clutchipg her jack-in-the-box, whid
she had forgotten to put down, "they'll bow to each other and kiss.'
"The hell they will," Mel Venters'said. "The hen they will."
The sleigh felt as if it didn't even touch the snow-as if it flew
Mel's big black horse was a part of the dark night. Elspeth toucqec
the latch of the box in her excitement, and the jack sprang out wid
.a whir and. rapped her under the chin.
"Oh," Elspeth said.
"Be still, be still, can't you," Mel rasped. "Hush your noise."
There was a blaze of light from the torches and lanterns of the
peopl~ who had come for the shivaree, but th~ house itself was stH
.dark, the balcony empty. Mel's sleigh cut hissing up the driveway
.and the crowd, seeing who had arrived, shouted and pounded loudel
than before.
"Hi, Mel, come to have your last look at the bride?"
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Mel said 'nothing, either to Elspeth or the shivaree-ers, but
brought up his sleigh, sharply and deftly into their midst.
"She ain't here," semeone yelled to him. "Neither one's here.
They've flown the coop."
"Go on, Mel, you ask the bride to come out," they shouted., '''You
got a way with women. She'll do it for you', MeL'.'
They seemed to know what they were talking about; lights showed
through the upstairs windows wliile they were still calling on Mel to
ask the bride to come out. They redoubled their shouting then, and
in a minute or two Elspeth saw Uncle Stephen open the door onto
the balcony, then tum back, give_his hand to Aunt Lidy, who stepped
out and took her place beside him. Uncle Stephen had on his black
suit, but ~unt Lidy was in a lo~g red dress, a dressing gown, perhaps; "
something that in the flicker of light from torches ana lanterns looked
to Elspeth like a dress which" might have had a crown above it, or a
garland of flowers. Aunt Lidy's dark hair was uncoiled and hung
about her face and down, her shoulders in rippliy.g tongues of black.
Uncle Stephen called out, "Hello, folks," and waved and said, .
HI sure did," to somebody who yelled, "You sure picked a looker,
Steve," but Aunt Lidy said nothing. She simply stood there very
quietly wth the red-gold of t4e torches and lanterns on her face, looking down at the crowd sometimes, but ~ore ofte~ smiling and watching~Uncle Stephen as he and the shivaree-ers shouted back and forth .
to each other.
Elspeth turned to look at Mel. She had supposed Aunt Lidy's
.note had said, "Farewell, Mel. I love another. We must part forever." That is what she would have written-and she supposed, too,
that Mel would bow, throw a kiss,~nd drive away heartbroken through
the snow. But Mel was neither bowing nor throwing kisses. He was
leaning far back in the sleigh, head lifted, eyes narrowed. Elspeth
watched, his small, soft mouth "le~gthen and thin as he returned Aunt
Lidy's gaze.
.
Once again somebody yelled, "Here's Mel, Lidy, come to have a
last look at you. Feast your eyes, Mel. It's your last chance. They're
headin' back to Califomy:'
Then Aunt Lidy did what Elspeth had said she would: she made
toward the crowd benea,th her, a slight bowing movement, then laid
her arms, very solemnly and slowly, as if thinking what she was doing,
about Uncle Stephen's neck and kissed him, just as seriously and just
.
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as slowly. Noone of all the shivaree-ers yelled or hooted-because:
the kiss did not seem playful, but almost a part' of the wedding cere
mony, dignified and holy.
.~
The first movement, the first sound came from Mel. "Take hel
and welcome," he yelled. Then he pushed Elspeth into the sno~
like a bundle of rags, laid the whip across his horse's back, and CUl
across the front yard and onto the north driveway with runners hissing
He pulled out onto th~ pike, slowing up for an instant to yell back
"Merry: Christmas," and to add in a voice that was both sharp anc
bellowing, "and a Happy New Year."
Elspeth turned from where. she had been dropped in the snow t(
gaze after him-but Mel, his sleigh and black horse, were lost in the
night. When she looked back at the balcony Aunt Lidy was standin~
as before and Uncle Stephen had his arm about her shoulders. He
leaned over the balcony and spoke in a matter-of-fact way. "There':
food in the house, folks, and warm drinks. Come in and welcome.'
Elspeth came in with the shivaree-ers, but Grandma hustled hel
. upstairs before the eating and drinking started. In bed she la~
listening to the night's many sounas. The sounds, at first from beloll
, stairs: the shouting and talking and singing, then the pawing an(
. neighing of horses and the sound of sleigh bells growing fine and thi!
as the bells of China in the frosty air, and finally the sounds of Grand
pa's and Grandma's talking. Talking, talking, their voices murmur
ing, rising and falling, until at last the bedroom door was flung widl
and Uncle Stephen came in. He held the big china lamp in hi
hands and his black coat was off so that the fine pleated front of hi
white groom's shirt showed. He put the lamp on the bureau an(
leaning against the bureau's edge looked down on hiS father ail(
mother, who lay wide-eyed and unsleeping. Uncle Stephen looke(
buoyant and well, serene and happy.
"Give over fretting," he said to them. He pushed himself uJ
very tall against the tall dark bureau. "It's my marriage and I'D
'content. I couldn't love except where there's a core of wildness. It'
not in me. It'll be a happy marriage."
Uncle Stephen ran his fingers through his light, cudy hair, whicl
, was no longer neat or combed. 'His face was calm but his eyes blazed
~e leaned over to blowout the, light, decided not to, and picked i
up again. The light fell on his shining face so that Elspeth thought
"He looks like an angel of the Lord." He stood on the threshol(
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for a minute, lamp in hand, as if hunting for some word to say. What
he finally said reminded Elspeth that Christmas Day had come. ~'Wise
men came bearing gifts of frankincense and myhrr," he said and
"closed the door softly behind him.
Elspeth went to sleep thinking of those words and they were
still in her mind when she awakened next morning. But before she
went down to see the tree again, she wanted to stand out on the .balcony where Uncle Stephen an4 Aunt Lidy'd stood and to think if what
she'd seen and heard the night before could be true.
She stood on the btdcony, looking. out into the fresh, sparkling
morning across' the front yard. New snow had fallen in the night,
hiding the footprints, the sleigh tracks, the charred splinters from the
blazing torches. No, it.could not be true. She lifted her arms· as
Aunt Lidy had done, slowly and seriously-but it was unreal. What
she had seen and heard could not be true.·
Then she saw something in the snow, red and silver and blue,
partially covered, but still, shining in the sun; brilliant as a flower.
It was the jack-in-the-box. It was ,true, it was true.·The black horse
had gone down the road in the darkness; Aunt Lidy's face. had shone,
gold, with the blaze of the torches on it; Unele Stephen had held the
lamp so that he looked like a Christmas angel.. . Elspeth gazed far
away, across the glittering woeds toward her h~me. "Oh, Mama,"
she said, "it was all true."
I

.•

I
1
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A Fable
Oscar Tarcov
NE DAY SOON A~

the happy wedding celebration, Ludmilla and
Ludovic sat dow~ to the first supper' prepared by the· beautiful
and happy bride.
"This is a fine supper, my love," Ludovic said as he ate with great
appetite the roasted meat and creamed potatoes. "You are, a fine
cook," he continued as he replenished his salad plate. "You have
a way with vinegar and garlic that promises great success for our shared
table."·
Ludmilla blushed at this cheerful praise and her fair skin changed
to a delicate red color that matched the shade of the wine-foam sauce
she had made for the evening's dessert. "Ludovic," the happy bride
said, "that this meal pleases you makes me an everlasting friend to the
merchants who sold me the victuals."
"My modest Ludmilla! It is not that merchants merit your ever·
lasting friendship; it is that I give my eternal love to the hands, to the
soul of you, my lovely bride."
After the flavorful dessert was eaten, a nut and fruit delicacy tha1
was bathed in fine burgundy-foam sauce, Ludmilla filled the cup~
with coffee. Ludovic raised his> cup and offered a toast. UTo you
Ludmilla, and to my love for you: a toast. And that I toast you with
caffee, 'Ludmilla, should not be considered strange and inappropriate,
for to me good coffee is as noble a drink as the finest and rarest wine."
uLudovic, we are so much alike. I too love this bra.wn brew. -Wt.
will indeed be happy together. The good Father has gone into OUI
deepest ~nd simplest natures when he fashioned us alike; he provided
for everything. I am so happy, Ludovic, that you are here."

O
,,'
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Ludovic sipped the coffee; it was bitter to his taste. A storm
exploded in -his soul. Should he tell Ludmilla about the bittet: coffee?
Or should he pretend that it wa~ brewed properly, for after all .this
was "the first meal that she had made for him? -And if he did pretend,
would he be successful at it?
Ludmilla saw the clouds that crossed Ludovic's face. "Ludovic,"
" you ill? Is there something wrong?
she said with great excitement, "are
You suddenly no l.onger look like my happy Ludovic."
., "No, my love," Ludovic pretended, and he summoned all his skill
to make his spirits gay again. "Your eyes have misled you. I was
but staring at the deep brown tolor of this fine coffee."
Many.days and many meals passed and Ludovic remained steadfast in hi~ing his disappointment over the qualities of the coffee
brewed by Ludmilla. Inwar~ly, however, Ludovic constantly was
reconsidering the wisdom of his behavior.· It troubled him that perhaps he was not shielding Ludmilla as much ·as he was deceiving her.
He perceived that deception was not a testimony of love but of be·
littlement, and if he was deceiving her it was an inconsistent thing todo, for he loved her.
_
O~e day Ludovic's labyrinthine. reasonings and desire for good
coffee made him resolve to inform Ludmilla of the unhappy truth.
.
"Ludmilla," he said to her in the morning while breakfast was
being served, "in all honesty and fairness there is something that I must
tell you:'
Ludmilla's fair skin became fairer. Her mellow but strong voice
became faint. "You mean, Ludovic, that there is something you have
held back from me all these happy weeks?"
Ludovic lowered his eyes. "Yes, beautiful Lu~milla, that is
true. I have held back this unhappy truth from you these many blessed
weeks."
"May the good Lord deny me my heavenly aspirations, for it
must be that I am to blame. I sense it. Do not spare me, Ludovic;
tell me this unhappy truth."
"It is not serious and I will say it quickly so that the words do
not become timid and lose themselves in my fears. Ludmilla, my
precious, your coffee is bitter to my taste."
Ludmilla uttered a quick, strange laugh and- then began to weep
copiously. Ludovic ran to her and embraced her. "Do not w.eep,
my love. You are not to blame and I am a man of no consequence to .
\

' ; , '

~
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have thus caused you pain. You see, Ludmilla, I was re3lI'ed on weak
coffee. My father and his father before him, ali" w~re reared in the
same manner. And so with my mother and li~r """revered ancestors~
You are not to blame for this, my priceless Ludmilla. I will try to
learn to like bitter coffee."
Ludmilla began to control her weeping and during a dry spasm
she said: "No, riQ, Ludovic. I am very happy that you told me this,
for though 1- weep I am really very happy, for ~ow I see that you
really love me. Only love can make for such great honesty between
people. And as for the coffee, it shall always be as you desire it."
Ludovic protested but Ludmilla persisted and the coffee was to
be as Ludovic desired it.
Ludovic was happy with the new arrangement; the coffee was
everything that he desired and he would not haye hesitated to offer
some to any of his relatives who were reared 'in his coffee-drinking tradition. Mter several weeks, LudCJvic forgot that coffee could be bitter
and meal-times were happy times once again for him.
Ludmilla was happy to be pleasing Ludovic, but she did not like
weak coffee. She had been reared in an opposite tradition; a tradition
so forceful and dynamic that it heaped contempt on those who loved
a weak brew. In fear, however, that her contempt for weakicoffee might
influence her love for Ludovic she decided that the wisest course was
to reveal her dissatisfaction to him.
One morning, while Ludovic was sipping his coffee and appearing.
sublimely happy, Ludmilla hesitantly unveiled her distress. "Ludovic,"
she said, "there is something that I must tell you. It would be unfair
to our love for me to be silent about this any longer."
Ludovic's radiant face sobereq instantly. He placed the cup in
his saucer and muttered inchoately. "May the heavens ,explode and
the earth crumble to bits," he said. "What have you cOlilcealed from
me these many happy weeks?"
'_
"Ludovic, my sweet, do not be· so aghast. It is~not really a great
matter. It is simply. that I do not like weak coffee. My entire family
loves strong coffee and 1 am their daughter."
Ludovic was stunned by Ludmilla's confession. The enormity of
his selfishness obsessed him. He was not onJy selfish, he castigated
himself, but h~ had not known it-the true crime was to be selfish nat:
urally. How easy it was to slip into the peace of drinking good coffee
and to forget thaf his good coffee was for Ludmilla a very bad coffee.
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They were silent, but,after a short while Ludmilla, fearful that she
had transformed s~renity into chaos, and the remorseful Ludovic found
their tongues and had a warm and tender conversation. After Ludmilla expressed her regrets for having complained about her plight, and
after Ludovic reiterated ,his guilt and his new determination to convert
to the tradition of bitter coffee, the hilPPY lovers suggested simultan~
ouslya new solution. Ludmilla wQuld try to like a coffee a little less
strong and Ludovic would condition himself to a coffee a little less
weak. "Why, this is what we should have done before," they joyously exclaimed, and they were enchanted that their wisdom had issued simultaneously.
And so 'Ludmilla and Ludovic began a new life in which th~ coffee
was not so strong and the coffee ~as, not 'so weak.-;:
. One night several months after Ludmilla and Ludovic had evolved
the new coffee soluti"pn, and after an even~ng during which the happy,
lov~rs had a gay time at a fine and splendid party, Ludmilla and Ludovic·' .
fell exhausted in their bed.
As on every night since their betrothal, Ludmilla sang softly to
Ludovic her song ~f how glad she was that he was here, and Ludovic
whispered after the song that she was delicious and it wa~ delicious that
~
.
she was here.
In the morning, wh~n Ludovic awoke, he looked about and didn't
see Ludmilla, and this was strange because Ludmilla never left the bed
before him. In the morning, when Ludmilla awoke, she looked about
and didn't see Ludovic, and thiswas!trange because Ludovic never left
.
the b~d before h e r . '
Ludovic hurried through the rooms of the house, calling, "Ludmillal Ludmilla1_ Where are you, Ludmilla?"
Ludmilla hurried through the rooms of the house, calling, "Ludovic! Ludovicl Where are you, Ludovic?"
But Ludovic did not find Ludmilla and Ludmilla did not find Ludovic.
Ludovic returned to the bedroom and sat down on the bed, depressed and distraught over Ludmilla's disappearance. He searched his
memory to see if she had said something before retiring that would indicate why she was not here, ~ut he could remember nothing. It had.
been a night like all the other' nights, loving and tender. 1.udovic
looked at the dressing-table chair and saw that Ludmilla's clothes were
whe~e he had placed them. '~Wha,t ~ have happened?" he cried aloq,d.
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He walked again through the rooms of the house, hoping and hopeful, but Ludmilla was not there. uUdovic saw that their house could
also be a lonely place. "Ludmilla," the sad Ludovic cried in anguish.
When Ludmilla returned to the bedroom, she sat down on the bed,
fearing that a terrible catastrophe had befallen Ludovic. She calmed
herself so that she could review all the events of the night before, but it
was a vain search for a clue to explain Ludovic"s strange disappearance.
She rejected the idea that Ludovic had left her, for of what grand meaning then was their great love: a love surely that the good Lord must have
sanctioned and given his special blessing, and she was reassured in this
rejection when she saw that Ludovic's shoes were still by the bedroom
door.
Ludmilla walked again through the rooms of the house, .hoping and
praying, but Ludovic was not to be found. Ludmilla saw that without
Ludovic each chair, each book, each window would be without form,
without color; without Ludovic. "Ludovic," she cried with a heavy
heart.. "Be with me, Ludovic. Be 'with me."
.Ludovic decided that Ludmilla was not to be found by worrying
and waiting. He would search for her; he must search for her. He
would ~dress and then he would walk the streets, and walk through the
city, walk over the hills and down the valleys. He would walk and he
would search. No cavern would be too deep; no precipice too high.
With bewilderment changed to determination, Ludovic dressed quickly
and prepared to eat before his journey.
Ludmilla, her heart unmoored, thought of the happy days and
happy hours that she had lived with Ludovic. But memories proved
bloodless meat, and Ludmilla could not resign herself to that. Ludovi<
was somewhere in this wide, big world, and in that somewhere shf
would seek him out. She would dress and begin her search. No land
would be too dangerous to shout for Ludovic; no darkness would bf
too menacing to whisper in her longing; no water would be too tumultuous to restrain her fervent search.
. .Lndmilla picked up her shoes and sat on the dressing-table chah
to dress. The shoe~ would not fit. At first her eye~ did not witnes~
what her hands essayed to do. And then she looked and saw thaI
Luqovic's shoes were already on her feet. She looked at her body: il
wcrs clothed in Ludovic's shirt, Ludovic's trousers. She rushed to tht
mirror. It was truel She was Ludovic; Ludovic was she.
"Ludovic," Ludmilla cried.
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.
"Ludmilla," Ludovic cded, having looked in the mirror with the
Same eyes as Ludmilla.
.

"

"Ludovic," Ludmilla said, "I am hungry. ~et us eat."
"Yes, Ludmilla. I too am hungry: Let us eat."
They were sad and restrained, but the terror of their union was
slowly subsiding.
"Th~re is some coffee from yesterday. I will heat it up," Ludmilla said.
~
.
.
'''Yes,'' LudoviC said in an unnaturally soft voice, "that will do all
right."
.
. "Ludovic," Ludmilla said, suddenJy regaining some of the vibrant
timbre of her voice, "we will be happy yet."
Ludovic tried to regain some df his gallantry. uYes, Ludmilla, as
long as we are together we will be happy."
"And we..; are.together, most wonderful Ludovic. We are truly
together now and I thank the good Lord for this too. And Ludovic,
I am so glad that you are here, really here now with me."
"And you are delicious, my priceless Ludmilla, and it is delicious
,
that you are here."
Ludovic removed the coffee pot from the fire and filled the cup.
He sipped the brew.
__
~
"Oh,
this is vile coffee,"
Ludmilla said. "It is so weak."
.
.
"Terrible coffee," Ludovic sardo "It is so bitter."
"I qUlnot drink this coffee," .Ludmilla said. "I will make a strong
goo.d coffee."
'
.
"No, you won't," Ludovic sai~ angrily. "I won't drink bitter
coffee."
-.
"Ludovic! Why do you always call it bitter coffee. It is not bitter;
it is strong coffee. I have neve! called your weak coffee, watery coffee,
or something worse. But you, you always call my good coffee 'bitter.
That is terribly unfair,''. Ludmilla said _in hot anger.
"Bitter coffee, strong coffee, it still is terrible coffee," Ludovic said
roughly.
"All the same, my selfish one,' I am going to brew some strong
coffee and drink it," Ludmilla said.
"If you call me selfish I will show you how selfish I can really be.
And gloatingly, Ludovic continued slowly, "If you make bitter coffee,

-',

.

~

~

It
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then I will refuse: to open my mouth. Then, my unselfish Ludmilla
you will have no coffee."
.
Ludmilla was stunned. They would not be happy after all. The)
would not be happy even though they were truly together. And ther
she threatened, "And I too will refuse to open my mouth and you wil
never drink weak coffee."
At night, when Ludmilla and Ludovic would go to sleep, Lud
milla would not sing her soft sang and Ludovic would ~ot whisper· 0:
the deliciousness of Ludmilla's .presence.
In the morning there was' no coffee and in the evening there wa:
no coffee, for Ludmilla would not open their mouth for weak coffee
and Ludovic would not open their mouth for strong coffee, and thi
was so even if the coffee was not so weak and even if the coffee was no
so strong.
One night, when Ludovic and Ludmilla went to bed, a night dur
ing which there were no songs, no whisperings, they fell into a dee}
sleep.
In the mornnig, when Ludovic awoke he looked about and h~
saw Ludmilla awakening too.
In the morning, when Ludmilla awoke, she looked about and ·shl
saw that Ludovic was awakening too.
"Ludovic," Ludmilla cried happily.
"Ludmilla," Ludovic cried happily.
While they were eating breakfast, Ludmilla said, "Ludovic, let u
go this morning to the store and buy another coffee pot.
"Wonderful, Ludmilla! Why, then, you can have your stron;
coffee and I can have my weak coffee," Ludovic happily said.
"Why
didn't we think of this before?" Ludmilla said.
!to
And so they did, and during the rest of their happy life,LudmiU
enjoyed her strong coffee and Ludovic enjoyed his weak coffee, and a
night, Ludmilla would sing. softly to Ludovic her song of how glad sh
was that he was here and Ludovic would whisper after her song tha
she was delicious and it was delicious that she was here.
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EDITORIAL
This essay started out as a much belated review of a small volume published
in' February, 1944.1 As the review proceeded-laboriously-and the reviewer caught
himself judging some ideas in the light of other ideas he had picked up in the
long interval, the unhappy thought occurred that it was very unfair to use such
a. quantity of hindsight upon questions that have received a vigorous attention
since the contributors to The Humanities'after the War wrote their essays. This
piece; then, i~ not a review of one book, but a random essay upon several booKs
and several ventures.
.
The humanists have been serving on committees and attending meetings.2
(Spelled with a lower case "h," a humanist is anybody lYho teaches in one of
the fields traditioI,lally labeled the humanities.) They ha,ve pecome very vocal in
the last two or three years. Occupationally apprehensive when' technological
emphases, due to the war effort, began to prevail in the colleges, the humanists
at first seemed to be looking for a' scapegoat. They blamed science and technology for all their own and the world's woes, and cried, "Save the HumaI,litiesl"
Few were so frank as to stop and count up their decreases in enrollment. and
worry about the future jobs of English, history, and .language teachers in the
way the Nashville group did. But they were all deeply worried. '
A next step seems to have been to broaden concern for' "the humanities" to
concern for liberal education. This much the Writer learned by December, 1943, , ,,'
, at. the Regional Conference on the. Humanities (Denver,~olorado). Whether 1
OlJlt of strategy or conviction, English and philosophy teachers were wooing scientists and social scientists, and the search was on for those unifying concepts that:'
1 Norman Foerster, editor, The Humanities after the War (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1944). (Contributions by Wendell L. Willkie, Roscoe Pound, Norman
Foerster, Theodore M. Greene, Abraham ·Flexner, William Macneile Dixon, and Gordon
Keith Chalmers.)
2 For example, General Education in a Free Society: a Report Of the Harvard Committee (Cambridge: Printed at the University, 1945); On General and Liberal Educatian:
a Symposium (Bulletin NO.1 of Association for General and Liberal Education, Washington, D. C., 1945); The Humanities at Work: Proceedings oj the Second Annual Regional
Conference on the Humaraities ... I944 (Denver and Albuquerque: Social Science
Foundation, University of Denver, and the University of New 'Mexico ~ress, 1945); The
Humanities Chart Their Course: Report of the Second Annual Conference Held by the
Stanford School Of the Humanities. .. I944 (Stanford University: Stanford Unive~ity
Press, 1945). Numerous regional conferences,.. sometimes aided or sponsored by foundations, have been held at intervals all over the country. Notable are the one held at
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, and the Conference on the Scientific Spirit
and Democratic Faith, New York City. Arnold S. Nash, The University and the Modem
World (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1944), is one among an abundance of
books on the general subject of the place of the university in contemporary society, of
curricular breakdown and the search for a unifying pririciple in curriculum-making..
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make a meaningful curriculum. There was amazingly rapid progress toward
agreement upon the concept of education that a great democracy deserves and
a concept of democracy that would give meaning and dignity. to :the processes of
education. There are no basic ideas in the excellent synthesis by the Harvard
Committee that have not been brilliantly expounded at the Denver meetings.
Not all the contributors to The Humanities aft,er the War a~e humanists by
occupation; their slant is far from narrow, and their dear conviction that training
to do is not the equivalent of training to think is valuable. Likewise, -these contributors' pervading conviction that no amount of schoolroom exhortation about
democracy can take the place of knowledge and trained intelligence and taste
is one that needs to be harped on continually.
In the light, however, of the thinking that has taken place since the original
fright of the practicing humanists abated, many biases and bad judgments appeal
in ,The Humanities after the War. These errors of emphasis, as they might be:
called, still no 90ubt prevail in many quarters~ are still the characteristic h~man
ist's attitude. In the search for unity and a "core" of educational effort, these meIl
have mainly in mind the intensely cultivated individual personaHty-which ma1
or may not in these days be valuable to either the, individual or society. Perhapl
unconsciously, these writers find order largely in a past synthesis. Another bial
which shows up is that against political and economic planning-a bias -derive(
from some conflicts in contemporary society but one which many of these gentle
men seek to justify in terms of'some "eternal values." Mr. Willkie, for instance
charges -all planners with "looking backward . . . in an attempt to solve every
thing by their pet economic theotjes." Dean Pound is extremely restive in the
face of "omnicompetent government" and the emphasis upon the sciences, "whid
have to do with the means of sati,sfying material wants:' PJI'ofessor FoersteJ
charges political and economic planners with being satisfied with that view 0
human dignity which does not go beyond concern for "the :well-being of animals.'
The modern concern for the material and physical well-being of the masses, can
of course, like any of the other great impulses that have driven mankind, ge
completely off the track and wreck a civilization; the humanist ought to cal
attention constantly to ideal ends out beyond the means. But the humanist's oft
repeated and frequently ill-natured complaints that concern about means is iPSI
facto a denial of any ideal ends, not c;mly lacks the substantiatiom of evidence; i
also betrays the timorousness of so many modern intellects in the face of the grea
demand of these times, the necessity of adapting the Greek ide~ of reason anI
of the free citizen to an order in which every man can be to some extent releasel
to pursue this ideal. A.ll talk about some abstract "human dignity" that does no
precisely take into account ~e struggle for the laying of the groundwork for .
dignity for all men, is but querulous dissent from modern life. The humani!
m<l;y go o~ forever shouting, "All that I am I owe to Greek"; he may indulg
himself recklessly in false dichotomies of body-soul, materialism-spirituality, ani
planned economy versus rugged self-reliance; but if so, the real attempt to brin
essential Greek values into living relationship with modern life will pass hit
by or falter for lack of his other and better insights.
Another ruling obsession in this small volume is the frequent assumptio
that the search ,for value, the solution of the question-of the ultimate worthwhil.
ness of anything, the art and act of commitnient to a working belief-that all th:
is the peculiar and unique province of the humanist. Dr. Abraham Flexner sel
up a complete division of labor, absolving science of all responsibility for tlJ
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worthwhileness or the good or bad results- of what it does. ' This concept of the
"thoroughness and impartiality of science" is, of course, excellent for the scien~
tist Iqua scientist. But it only gives encouragement to that very specialism which
is ulnder criticism from all quarters; it fails, also, to indicate that a major implicit
val~e of modem science-specifically, the concept of all. objective reality which
reasonable men can agree upon and modify as facts and man's sense of reality
dictiClte-is one of the v.alues that ought to enter into any synthesis. And it fails
to ijDdicate that unless. the scientist as person or Citizen accepts his share of the
responsibility for helping this. societ! to achieve some commitments and then to
keep them under scrutiny, we sh~ll be leaving all the ultimate solutions to a
group who are at least as little qualified as are the scientists to give us any major
sense of direction. For, as Flexner and Foerster know, there has been just asmuch specialism among professional devotees of the humanities as· among the
scientists-and very little if any more ability in handling the larger questions.
If the humanist had some transcendental or suprarational method of approaching truth, and if one believed in the superiority of such a; method, there might
be some point in insisting that the whole search for "cultural, .moral, and spiritual
values" be turned ove/'or turned back to those purportedly more skilled in "the
techniques of reflective commitment." If one believes, however, with Flexner,
that "the sources of the criteria which the humanist applies are not transcendental,"
that the "humanistic authority springs from .human tradition, human reflection!
human reason," then one will have difficulty seeing why science, a method of
reflection an4. of the use of reason, should be either entirely omitted in the search
fOf ultimate values or absolved of its. humane responsibilities. What we need,
of course, is what we have all known we needed all along, namely, scientists who
ha~e been introduced to Some of those human traditions and reflections that are
to ~e found in their 'best form in the arts and philosophy, and humanists who,
despite their avowals, will quit thinking and acting as if their nostalgic disorders
and wishful thinking had somehow achieved sanctity from the "eternal verities."
"Reflective commitme.nt," yes. It is the great -need- of our times. But why
do so many persons assume that the onl~ decent commitment free of the taint of
vulgarity is commitment to Plato's slave-owning society or St. Thomas' great
religious synthesis or the art for art's sakers' "hard, gem-like flame"? Perhaps
because justice {or a Greek who has' b~en dead more than two thousand years
is easier to comprehend and safer to stand, up for than justice for the Negro in.
the United States today; because the trivium and the quadrivium sound very scholastic and very solid and very safe;' because in a time of moral disorder it is
easier to be an aesthete than a responsible citizen.
.
.It is becoming fairly obvious that there is but one place for us to look for
our commitment. Why not a commitment to democracy7 And why cannot this
be seen as commitme-nt to the Greek concept of the potential reasonableness of
man, the Christian concept of the potential dignity of every man, and the modem
Western European concept that man an achieve a measure of control over his
destiny? To some Olympian intellect, of course, this will appear to be anotlfer
of the world's illusions. But for mere mortals, who invariably adjust their illusiolns (their working' hypotheses) to the particular climate they live in, this ought
to'be enough. Nash, in his'The University and the Modern World, "says there
is no hope that we can agree upon these things or any other thing; that the great
Western European illusion-the idea of an objective reality that reasonable men
can be brought to agree upon-is now dead; that human life is inevitably oilly
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the clash of subjectively- derived faiths. But the trouble with Nash is that he
thin~ agreement upon objective reality must be an ever-continuing agreement.
Basic in the great modem i,dea is that ·assumptions may change, agreement &be
modified. The Harvard Committee does infinitely better on this point in its
chapter entitled "Heritage and Change." The necessity of ke~ping commitment
open to change is part of the commitment we need to make-and that is a strenuous enough paradox to please the most scholastic-minded, a practical enough
difficulty to keep us from lapsing into any"easy Utopianism.
And we simply don't think enough about the alternative to this kind of commitment. The alternative is a swift and sure descent to angry blood-thinking,
the denial of reason. Our usable heritage can be brought alive only by being
changed enough to moye forward in a· very ~uch changed world.
D. W.

r
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W. HER E I S C H A R LIE LAN G FOR D G 0 N E

In bnitation of A. E. Housman
"0 where is Charlie Langford gone
That he comes not at set of sun
For friendly visits at my door
As he was wont to do before?"
"He -heard the martial bugle blown
. And Charlie Langford's gone t~ war."

I..

"Then tell ·me how does Charlie fare,
Now that he breathes a foreign air
And talks, with foreign·ale for cheer,
With words that I no longer hear?"
"He fares as well as any there,
He takes his ease, he has no fear."
"What! When the dreadful cannonade
Begins is Charlie not afraid?
And when the bombs are bursting close
Is Charlie not afraid of those?"
"His teeth would chatter when he prayed
No more than other -men's, God knows!"
"When dreary night displaces day
Are Charlie's weapons la:id away,
And sick and sote in every limb
Does he lie down to dream of them?"
"To dream-who knows? To sleep, oh aye,
And Hell could not awaken him!"
199
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SHADOWS

I mark now as I pass
Across tl:Ie greening meadow.
With jaunty step, the grass
Gloomed by my towering shadow.
My lease to hide the sky
Is all too short, alas,
For I at length must lie
In the shadow of the grass.
AS

I

WAS

BOUND

FOR

..

BABYLON

As I was bound for Babylon

Being a-wearied of the way
I rested at Jerusalem
About the fifth hour of the day.
And going on I chanced to see,
Nailed high on steep Golgotha Hill,
Three shapes as ghastly as could be
And near to death but living still.
The mi(i-most one they named with scorn(@
And gave to drink of vinegar
And wrote: «<Jesus of Nazareth born
King of the Jews he hangeth here!"....
The pain that wracked him trunk and limb
He bore with such a princely grace
There seemed to float a diadem
Above his strange and lovely face.
One look had I and hurried on;
The guards were dicing for his robe
When suddenly there was no sun
:And darkn~ss covered up the globe.
..;Be sure I hastened foith in fear
Nor lagged till day reclaimed the sun
At the ninth hour, serene and clear,
As I went on to Babylon.
BYRON
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I thought my love was gone,
A memory to place
As marble and alone.
Oh, stay your hand pf stonel
Let no smile move your facel

LOVE

SONG

Swift down the mountain, oh my love,
The snow
Gushes in freshets from above.

..

,

And where the snow and summer meet
Are.spread
.
Three seasons un4emeath our feet.
\.

~

We walk in winter and shall bring
The sun
~
To loose the frost}' winds of spring
And sef the cliffs to flowering,
Set the pale cliffs to flowering!
7

POEM

Proud heart, the foolish tongue
Too voluble, b~trays,
Indelibles a phrase
Of those .you move among.
~

It limits the attempt,
Holding a mo~ent's mood
Embarrassed and unkempt
In quivering attitude.
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ADVICE

One:
Burn less toward fpry than reluctant stone;
Return a gesture with a slighter one. ...
Fiercely immobile, you will learn the part
And stand as granite, proof against her art.
Two.:.
Be facile, fly, fear hammer-shock I
She'll study sculpture,~ swift as you turn rock I
PRECEPT

J

It is through -precept that pursuits appear

Trimming the lawn to make ideas agree
Or leaving hedges high that none may stare
Across dipped branches into privacy. iilti
The principle that reckons with desire
Outruns the blood, begrudging and unsought,
Dividing night, it stretches like a fire
Impassable between the act and thought.

SHADOW

AcroSs the window banked in night ,
Deep in the deepening eyes of sleep
The moon configur~s what we keep.
How shall I know my love when dark
Lengthens in shadow and the eye
Disdains to echo or reply?
iIJ'

Or how, confused and voiceless, meet,
. Beloved, where the shades replace
No. stolen vestige of a face?
ANN -STANFOR:
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FOR R ALP H,

3 R DAR MY,

I NTH E BAT T L E FOR G E R MAN Y

Your shadow moves toward me, Ralph, desolate,_
unlifted; nor can~J light yoq with 'my bedside lamp; ,
. I lie ~ith opening eyelids here afraid,'l wait:
you deepen your path to me with night shod feet, ,
my blowing lamp retches on the, stand,
and there is darkness, Ralph, darkness, where we meet.
•

4

The fault in the black rock is the concealment gleaming,
,
is the acknowledgement in yopr bitter black sight,
is the bend of death in the rock, of your black eyes bleeding:
you deepen your path to me with night shod feet,
you gaze, a groan of earth blows out my l~ght,
and there is darkness, Ralph, darkdess, where we meet.

NQTE

ON

PEACE

When Private Hunter returns to our lands,
Bending beneath the weight of his dead,
Holding his'entrails in with his hands,
Shaking his fist at the mounting sands
Of mourning memory -maiming his head,
When Private Hunter returns. to our lands1
His flesh a trap where agony hangs
In pistols, fires and mad man's dread,
Holding, his entrails in with his hands,
His expressionless face the desolate stands
Of despair, hunter toh!lnted bred,
When Private Hunter returns-to our lands,
Back from the two faced war's reprimands,
Metal'-splintered, his eye~alls bled,
Holdi~g his entrails in with his hands,
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What resistance to war, what world outspread
Belief in freedom shall he find in his bed
When Private Hunter returns to our lands
Holding his entrails in with his hands?
CAROL

VISIT

TO

MEMORY:

AN

ELY

HARPEl

ALLEGORY

I

"We want to see the stiffs," they said.
"We're going to enter here next fall
As medics."

f.··

"I shall be glad to show the way,"
He answered. "Come along with me.
I shall be glad to show you where
They hide out. You'll be glad to see them."

.

And so he led them wordlessly
Along the. waxed corridor,
Down the marble-footed stairs,
And across the wide hall. He opened,
Opened the door of that place
Into their face-the heavy stifle
Of phenol and alcohol,
Formaldehyde, and yet one more
Bitter component, to attack
,
The nasal roothairs at their sore.
'-0.

One by one he levered corpses
Up out of their pickle. Blackened
Skin hung ~o axis; shrunken
Fingers; penis mashed flat;
Bulging,hoop of pubie bone;
Ballooning skulls motionless,
Lifting their bristling mat of hair.
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'0 sacraments of accurate worship.

o reeling and groggy moieties
Of sanitation. Untrf.!,thful fruit
M ishappened. Pagan missionaries
Of the pauper's sacrifice.
Stuck now in the samt; mire~
Triturated in the same'
.Grime of asepsis. Autoclaved
Samples. 0 see, see~ these cultured
Embryos of age rerisen.
What Easter! What Easter! What Easter!
And he shook his mind. ~
His guests were calm and scientific,
Punching the corpses. "That one's solid.
And a woman, too. Hope I get her
When they deal these dummies out
To us next month. Hmm. Look .
At that. I'd say she died of a tumor,
Wouldn't you? Or maybe a-.. No,
It's not in the right place for a baby-"

Burst (jut.of the pit~ my darling.
Rise from the suction of the drain-trap~
o tarnished dead spir~t morgued
In a warehouse; 0 polymedicated
Festering slurp oj once ~eauty.
Rise out o(the rotten wringer
Of this fluid audit~ darling.
Come to my arms~ to"my arms~ to my arms!
And he shook his mind.
His guests had gone and left him there
Full of the sweet of dreams.
A ballad wept in his graying hair,
Great perfume now-presides in the air,
And the world is, what it seems.
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II

He played with a small cord of red silk,
Which was all, upon their new acquaintance,
That could attach him to her, or engage.
As art things take hold slowly on the mind,
Or the health of a good home defeats the~ footsore
Lust of discovery calling wild addresses,
So the great fertilizing power of love
At first, by only a little cord, is held
To the inexhaustible flow in the bed of night;
And the pearl sister, slim among thin glassings,
Insulators, offers the burned perfumes
Sti,ll savage in the midnight of her hair.
Had he come that near?
»

Together, sidling closer, they had read
Already the flyleaf of some ordinary
Best-seller, when the sofa warmed,
When suddenly the whole place kindled
With perpetual fires. Bright and soon
By radio-time they danced in the opening room,
Hardly moved their feet, their bodies, eyes,
But stood almost, with hands on other's hips,
Held apart and aging at that length,
Till the megacycle of coincidence
Had bantered, and welded, and cancell€Cfthem
.
together:
In the anaconda of desire accoutred,
They sank and drank from the lips' pneumatic cup.
Now we shall delight and not depart.

.

o moment forever nothing.
I'm where I want to be.
And for that reason,
Spoken and shelved in eternity,
They knew beyond knowledge, knew beyond need
of hope,
What rash credulity no one else could know
Or could even believe in.
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Greedy spirits bodilesslf aware of flesh
And the powder-puff of ancient burned perfumes
In aphrodisiac cellars. "
Now shall we gather up 'our hair?
She fed him coffee and doughnuts on the oilcloth
the kitchen. And it was after midnight.
And it was anyhow month later.
Maybe two months. Four. Even a year.
And the love-worn light of the old carbon bulb,
Which hung down from ~he ceiling, over the table,
Grew dimmer year by year. And the stone on her
. finger.
Ceased to be noticeable. So she gave gave it back.
And for ,months he knocked. at the gnarl of her
black door
When he knew she had left the city. Eternity
Had'ended.
She would tell her beads of .rose15uds
,
Elsewhere, in other summer. And he broke his toe
Kicking the blackened city walls and lumpy .
Totals of cathedrals. Dizziness overcomes
His gift of seeds. Time shakes down
From the bleak fortress, professionalizes.

In

a

And he lives in stone corridors enjoying
The rattle of keys and. importance, the damp
Odor of peace, the amorphous sound
Of recollectio~ the filmy-bellied
Metaphors of ice, the snuffed-out paintings
Of his one-man show.
.And now on the sepulchral mounds and bridge of
evenIng,
He cannot take foothold any more, and of bigger
'hours
Has no desire to know. '

.

J AM-ES
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Some words I re~d and hear,
Through the tasks and amazements,
Ring in the attentive ear.
Each master has a meaning
But the meanings clash. .
The student wanting to be fair
To the sincere speakers .
Finds ten commandments and a thousand spare.
None wishes to be a naive savage
Or, Serenely mad, a superman
Who stares from his cold peaks;
But framed with flesh his voice
Can say no more, though sometimes less,
Than his experience or divination speaks.

EACH

IN

HIS

PLACE

Since you would take it
With you if you left it,
Stay in your ivory academe.
Some must keep the streets
And some the centuries clean.
Some must rub the past
And classify the worm
While the living build
And have what good may come.
The dust that was is safe
Further to scrutinize.
None but a comrade gives
Our future dust advice.

..

ALICE

MOSE
~
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THE

BRAVE

HOUR

An elegy on parting
To take this -bright tongue of evening hour,
This aspiration to be heart of star!
.
Take it! As the wide plumed sea
Receives impetuous heaven What leaves the eternal talk
Of tidt trickOing the coast"
Into waking eons of quiet attending.
And now (with tides of cold
Folding down with dark) _
To hold your waist-~mall presence here
And your still furled pride of constancy,
o tidy firm child of body!
'
And with the mind,~with obedient hands,
Seek to trap the hour
Into sudden quick eternity.
oC

0-

•

Listen then, as wings of words
Spread in the wind and grapple
With the advancing ~nd-wall of an hour:
Though the expected tears
Plummet-drop as pearl-bright birds
.Over the ledge of night,
Wailing, calling, only knowing parting,
See the fear as brave,
o brave while everything is lost! .

THE

FIR S TeA L L .T 0

THE· FIR I N G

S QUA D

I did not fire,
Yet the trigger on my finger
.. Lay loose as any tongue.
And dogs barked absently.
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I did not fire,
But through the corridor of fear
My eyes fled to pi~rce the void
Above the strewn unburied shapes.
I did not fire,
And yet they said, and came and said,
It was time to walk away.
It was growing late, they said.
P E T.-.E R J 0 H N S T

STRANGE

"

E P HEN S

HORSEM'AN-

"Ahundt:ed years are but a moment of sleep."
And in a brief sleeping, Po Chii-i,
You've reined your horse in stranger land than keep
Barbarians of Pa, ape-like and scorning
Flowers. You have wakened in a morning
. Dark with exile, wars and yearning, where
The Gobi blows its dust into man's heart,
And mountain mist is burned with desert air.
Your bearing throws a "spell upon our magic.
Alembics shatter with their promised gold~
Around philosophers' feet, still the tragic
Stones that burden life. Draw your bridle
.Back to sleep; the hearts you shock are idle,
And bend like sponge around your horse's feet.
(In Attic~ they called him Pegasus.)
This is a cold day for the spirit to heat.
Your poem on the inn-wall chokes in moss.
There drink with Yuan Chen a cup of wine,
And to a kinder day awake, and cross.
HUBERT

CREEKMORJ

• The first line is from a poem about falling asleep on horseback written by Po Chilo
(772-846 A. D.). His life, which covered periods of war, exile, and longing for home ani

friends, is reflected in more than a hundred poems in Arthur Waley's Translations fror
the Chinese (New York, Knopf, 1941). Yuan Chen was his clos~t friend.-H. C.
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THE DREAM
Winter-bound and white,
. The earth lay cheerless as a grave.
Except for the snap of a 'frozen branch,
No sound.
A shape loomed and sharpened,
A mound, high and heavy, sheathed in iron ice.
Dispirited,
I stared iong and grievously on massive death.
Suddenly,
Deep from the base a snake streaked out,
Blacker than black against surrounding white.
I shuddered in cold terror:
Quiekly the terror passed.
No carrier of venom,
B:ut friendly and benign,
It played at my feet,Unconquerable coil of buried life,Then swift as it had come, it whipped from sight.
In eager wonder
'I poked the mass with' a stick for the secret point
Of exit and return;
The traceless hole had closed;
But, as in answer to my prods and thrusts,
At last I felt a yielping of the bulk.
With stouter
blows I whacked as at a beast,
•
And as I blindly struck,
The stick'within my grasp'
Changed t~ a living wand,
Quivered, and was freel
.",

'. The rooted iceberg trembled, broke apart,
Slowly dissolved, ~
Then issued as a fountain;
Which ~ossed its crystal spray to the spring sun.
The world was new and young,
As, wa~ly in the pool belqw,
The black snake swam.
MEL V I i L E C A' N-E
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Ungen'tlemanly, brusque, however it may seem,
Discount all this as gracefulness gone lame;
Always disclaiming the direct and real,
, Suspiciou~ of the simple and the good.
Don't think you're not involved; whoever
Has told to me these vitiating anecdotes,
Picking at lint in his mean navel,
Has sometime told you something you know still,
But cannot quite repeat. That influence
Gently corrodes a thing that might be good;
Stands at the wooded verge of all bad dreams,
The hands unhappy at the bitten ends.

Who stood at the dim margins of that dream,
His agents busy as the night rolled on?
Denying that they took their orders from him,
A thoroughfare, an unknown girl, a lawn
Suggested they were free and meaningful
But smirked behind elaborate disguises.
No buildings could be entered, the girl touched;
Somehow the lawn seemed meant for other uses.
All was forbidden but a silly quest
Whose rules were scrawled in a familiar hand:'
To wear a uniform or be more naked,
And run for office in an alien land.
DEAN
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NARRATION ON AN.AGE THAT IS

AN~TIME

f'

It was a time that was meant for a great undoing;
Wisdom graced through the air like a eulogy,
.
Goodness was, as vast as infinity,
And .love-love had come pure in one· effortless doing.

It was the time quite meant for a brilliant undoing;
Faith was both vision and vise with no irony,
Beauty was near, as alive as an ecstasy,
Truth had no yield that form could not. have in pursuing.
So it was: as though growthed beyond fear, or a sudden undoing, _
Life slept too long. Doubt fused to memory,
. Became loss, 'wasa hate, swarmed f~ar like a jeopardy.
From fate. Life woke, then rushed from the seething ruin,

o

how the time rushed toward' its great great undoing.
MEADE

THE

HARWELL

WHITE .DUCK

The son of the king is going hunting
With his gun of silver.
c

.

I'll build a little mill by the river;
A little boat to cross the water.
, The son of the king is going hunting,
Sights the black one, kills the white.
.0 son of the king, you are ~uel!
You've killed my pretty white duck.
At the wing it's losing its blood,
Gold and silver thrbugh the bill,'
Through the eyes beautiful diamonds,
From its tail foam of white.

1

f

I'll build a little mill by the river,
A little boat to cross the water.
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o

son of the king, you are cruel!
You've killed my· pretty white duck.
Three of its feathers fly in the wind, .
Three of its dames are off to pick them up
To make a field-bed soft
For gallants to lie upon.
I'll build a little mill by the river,
A little boat to cross the water.
Louisiana Folk Poem
Translated by CAL V INC L A U DEL

THE LEFT
There with the great water wheel above us
and. the down cracking of the water on the rocks
and the sharp blue slivers of broken water
shooting falling crunching in the blue swift lane
-over stones and sanguineous earthbetween rhododendrons well pinked
we left a pair of ourselves
(that lovely early summer pair)
contemplating a small wild snake
in its taffeta wrath guarding private sun and icy bay.
Impersonal as an unfertile egg: the water wheel and waterpersonal as one's own cry: the anger of the snake.
All day being large we had examined starring mossesall day being small we had looked down into a valley.
fj

There without size
we left ourselves.
MAIDI PAYNE
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SEASON OF WAR
In the nights the young are lonely.
In the days the old are sad,
And the winds that blow can surely
Drive a man mad.
For the earth is stirred this season
By boys' knuckles in the loam, .
And the bones of young mariners
Drift on the foam.
HELEN

SCALES

PITY
Who speaks with a soft passion
Is a stranger irrational in OUr tonIDle:
He has a lonely name
And lives only in our pain,
.
Our ·slight pleasures ~eaping up ~is tears.
\,

'..

Are you hurt by the dawn dove mourning
Hound moaning in the chain
Cat crying like' a child,
.
Do you mind a bird's miraculous breath
'Yhose innocence draws early death
Under its implacable hawk?
When man's talk is sick with knowledge
Or song climbs for the escaping note
Or blood breeds incestuous battle:
Do you wish him least of the living,
Some ·beast with no memory and no hope?
In that late afternoon of honor
When colleagues laurel a man's head
And put purple on his shoulders:
Do you watch his dead· hair behind the leaves
The stoop that never -straightens
The shad9w leaning older down the wall?
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But'm<?uth remarkable for laughter wakens.
Buddha meditates against the wild figtree
Socrates repledges us with acrid dram
The Passion hangs his hood of pity
And shows the far face of man.
S. R A

I Z ISS

A REVIEW OF SOME· CURRENT POETRY
The Collected Poetry of W. H. Auden. New York: Random House, 1945· $3.75.
.A Masque of Reason~ by Robert Frost. New York: Henry Holt and Company,
1945. $2.00.
.
A World w~thin a War: Poems~ by Herbert Read. New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company. 1945. $2.00.
.
To Marry Strangers: a Book of Poems~ by Winfie~d Townley Scott. New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1945. $2.00.
Only the Years: Selected Poems: I9J8-I944~ by Ruth Lechlitner.. Prairie City. Illinois: The P~ess of James A. Decker, 1944. $2.00.
Poetry London X~ ed. by Tambilnuttu. London: Editions Poetry London. Nicholson and Watson, 1944. 15s.
Poems for d Son with Wings~ by Robert P. Tristram Coffin. New York: The Macmillan Company. 1945· $1.75.
American Citizen Naturalized in Leadville~ Colorado: a Poem~ by Kay Boyle. New
York: Simon and Schuster, 1944. $.50.
Crag and Sand~ by Irene Bruce. Reno. Nevada: Reno Poetry Workshop. 1945.
$1.00.
Eclogues in Blue~ by Richard Lyons. Centerville. Ohio: The Merrykit Press, 1945.
No price indicated.
Anti-Climax and Other Poems, by MiChael Gar. New York: New Era, 1944. No
price indicated.
Generation of Joumey~ by Jacob Sloan. Waldport, Oregon: The Untide Press,
1945. No price indicated.
Five Poems~ by Margaret Grote. Carmel, California: The Pine Cone Press, 1945.
No- price indicated
W. H. Auden's career has been newsworthy. He shot into public esteem
about fifteen years ago when he was quite young; he "led" the most talked-about
group of poets during the decade of the thirties; and now he seems to be groping
Ills way toward a new inaturity. Already it is being said that Auden was the typical
and leading poet of the thirties. but that the poet of the forties is clearly not
Auden.
Publication of his Collected Poetry gives us a chance to look over Auden'~
entire poetic career to date. The first remarkable thing about Auden's poetry i~
that. despite its dependence at times upon all sorts of predecessors, it has a voice:
of its own. This is a real achievement attained by few contemporary poets. Next,
it is true that Auden shoWs great facility. Recently in a review of one of Auden'~
long poems Malcolm Cowley contented himself with enumerating .all the verse
forms Auden used in the poem. a Iarge number indeed This is silly aiticism,
for writing verse in practically. every known pattern is an exercise and hardll
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proves a poet's ability. Yet there is an admirable aspect of the fact that Auden has
been more willing than probably any Qther contemporary pqet to try his band at
anything which seemed worth while; and it is even more to Auden's credit that
he has tried all these manners. with at least fair judgment and ability. Finally.
Auden has worked consistently in a down-to-earth idiom, and at least in his
earlier poems he wrote with quality in a language more broadly recognized than
that. of most recent poets.
But all these comments ar~ very general. . Specifically. Auden's achievement
is less than these comments would suggest. .So far he has written probably no more than a half dozen short poems of really fine quality. His longer poems, I
.. think, are a more interesting achievement: Auden's method is extensive~nd inclined to wordiness. the longer poem provides more room for displaying the
general abilities mentioned above, and the faults are more easily overlooked.
I doubt if these longer poems will live, half so long as ~e handful of fine lyrics,
but from our immediate viewpoint they are fruitful in a number of ways..
Auden's faults are found in practically every one of his poems. Essentially,
I suppose, they are (aults of self-deception. Although he tries almost all forms
and manners, his ear is pedestrian-the ear of free verse. a little poorer than that
of John Skelton. whom Auden often wanted to imitate, and certainly a good
way from the ear of a Shakespeare, a Milton, or a D~nne. Much of Auden's
facility is pyrotechnics. a delight in exciting·· but nearly meaningless juxtaposition
of images and ideas. a symbolism which has little faith or belief behind it, a
heavy dependence upon the' adjectiye. Basically, one occasionally finds a muple
of lilles as fine as are written by anyone today. followed by ten which vary from
anti-climax to shoddiness. The fault is thus one of intelligence. judgment, choice:
When they operate at ~eir best and the pyrotechnics is cut down, as in the last
part of the poem to Y~ats. in "Doom is dark and deeper than any sea-dingle,"
in "Epitaph on,a Tyrant," or in the nineteenth song, to mention some different
types. Auden is with our best. But the moments ~ more rate than we might
'
expect.
These paragraphs on Auden, whose book demands consideration as extensive as any magazine can give it, leave little space for' the remaining books on
the list. Robert Frost is always plenty;\! worth while. A Masque of Reason is a
fine anniveisary publication, for Frost's seventieth birthcIay. The masque is,
I take it, mainly a joke; it is -fun in Frost's .best joking manner, and the seriousness in it is sound enough to give it;, bite.
. ~_~..,
Herbert Read has become the godfather of a whole generation. apparently,
of English poets. His Critical leadership. fortunately, is better than the example
of his verse, which is largely built upon the propositio~ that if one fqUows a passage of rhetoric with a p . of imagism one comes up with a poem. In the
opening long ode, within a f~ ·lines of each other, we nnd these lines:.
And so we drifted twenty years
down the stream of time
feeling that such a storm
could not break again.
Disembodied voices drift past behind the hedge
the vespers of the blackbird and· the thruSh
rise and die. A golden frog
leaps out of the grasses.
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And he ends '''To a Conscript of 1940" ~th the folJowing:
Then I turned with a smile, and he answered my salute
As he stood against the fretted hedge, which was like white lace.

Winfield Townley Scott and Ruth Lechlitner have both published in mOl
recent literary magazines, and at least a portion of their work is rather wide]
known; , Both are concerned with cont~mporary and social themes, S<;ott wit
more traditional manner and Lechlitner with more experimental; and both suff€:
from laxness in composition, even dullness in book quantity. Lechlitner's hig:
spots are mostly matters of good lines, whereas Scott occasionally is at his bel
throughout an entire poem, as in'the last one in To Marry Strangers:
The tenth issue of Poetry London, combination book-periodical, is the fin
I have seen. It is probably the poorest in quality in that the editor has usel
poems from only the youngest and unpublished. poets. One is not particular!
impressed by any' other than promising talents among the several dozen poel
represented, even by Alison Boodson and Joan Snelling, the two singled out £0
. comment in the preface. However, the project is interesting and admirable, for it
poetry is only a part of its interest and ordinarily has better resources than thos
of this iSsue.
Robert P. Tristram Coffin is becoming more and more journalistic. Thi
time we move from the send-off for his aviator soIl} "You do not cry, for you arl
brave, l Your father has a world to save," to sentimental poems of childhood
"The small boy fi.lled the dusty train, / A dozen men were boys again." I won
der if Coffin has thought of syndicating these poems in the chain newspapers
they would make a great deal of money.
The remaining items are pamphlets. Kay Boyle's war poem is a topica
book, a sort of allegory of racial flight. Its quality is poor, certainly not worth~
of Kay Boyle. The first ,collection of Irene Bruce is interesting, both as a well
documented case study of a good talent starting to write poetry today, and for.
number of poems of quality. In his very limited edition of Eclogues in Blul
Richard Lyons writes with ability and self-consciousness, but I don't think he ha:
hit his snide. Michael Gar and JacoQ Sloan (the latter with a finely printe(
pamphlet 'well decorated) write little more than notes for poems; integration i:
not evident in the work. Margaret Grote publishes the winning poems in the
undergraduate, contest at the University of California; there is nothing displayec
except promise, which entitles them to be mentioned here.
""
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Geor.ges Rouault: Paintings and Prints, 'by James Thrall Soby. New York:
The Museum of Modern Art, 1945. $3.00.
Contemporary American Painting,-by Grace Pagano; introduction by Donald Bear. New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1945. $5.00.
.
Paul Strand: Photographs 1915-1945, by Nancy Newhall. New York: The
Museum of Modern Art, 1945. No price indicated.
·Mexico, by Fritz Henle. New York: Ziff-Davis Publishing Company, 1945.
$4.00.
.
.
Whether an artist uses subject matter as a symbol or whether he puts
"meanings" into ordinary things is largely a matter of conjecture or of
reliance upon what the artist says he means; The work itself mayor may
not mean something to the beholder. It communicates or not; but critics, .
no less than the public, like to atta~ sigilificant meaning and to interpret
the symbols-often iri a manner complicated and obtuse and not infrequently far afield from any intention of the, artist-to pictures which may
have been nothing more than sensuous exercises in the simple pleasure
of painting.
Through recent publicity Georges Rouault and his- intens~ly personal
work have caught the.eye and fancY o,f the At,nerican public. The critics,
because of the religious bent of the man, have assumed their favorite oracular role to interpret the work. A great deal is made of the man's undoubtedly intense religious nature; and his work is said to' be. "spiritual," to
symbolize much of a moral, social, or religious meaning, and to have>
significance above and beyond its surface value. To some he is a Savonarola in paint; to others, "a dark horse of the modern. movement." His
unique place in. the field of modern French painting seems to have called
forth undue emphasis upon the "symbolism" of Rouault. Interpretation
should not detract from an artist or from his accomplishments; but it
does seem presumptuous to be attributing some literary, moral, or socially
conscious motive to what ordinarily ~is, as is most subject matter, merely
a springboard for the painter's design, for his approach to the thing with
which he is most concerned: the problem of form or color or composition
~
or a combination of all these principal elements.
J ames Thrall Soby avoids the' symbolic, interpretive approach in. his
book, George-s· Rouault: Paintings and Prints. Serving as it did as the
2 19
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catalog of the Rouault exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art earl}
in the year, the book now approaches a greater public·and a wider func·
tion in acquainting the student and the layman with this extraordinary
work, with the man, and with his processes. Rouault remains an Ex·
pressionist, according to Mr. Soby, as he quotes Rouault as ~isclaiming
any "dependence on surface reality-'as opposed to· the reality which
satisfied Renoir or Degas, I would say, almost as the Sl,lrrealists, that there
exists on another plane a very beautiful reality which is not that of the
amateur photographer, who has always seen nature througp the lens 01
his camera.''' The reality to which Rouault alludes does not, surely, refet
.to parable or symbol, but to a sense of being which exists apart from· sight.
Mr. Soby's treatment of the biographical material, his chronological
record and discussion of Rouault's work, clarify the painter's solitary posi.
tion in the modern art world and scotch the popular trend toward read·
ing into the work sermons on this and that.
e.
<
Undoubtedly, as is shown in the text, Rouault was influenced by the
nineteenth century Catholic writers, Ernest Hello and Leon Bloy. The
latter had the stronger influence, since he was Rouault's men.tor and close
friend; but, as often occurs between writers and painters, a misunderstand·
ing arose when Rouault sought to follow the path indicated by Bloy's
philosophy, because "Bloy could not accept the pr9jection il1l visual terms
of a feverish conviction which so startlingly paralleled his own." Rouault
was n~t a painter of religious subjects merely, but a religious painter in
the sense of his intense conviction and devoted loyalty to his artistic ideal.
Of the 128 plates reproduced in the book, only three are in color;
but these accomplish the almost impossible task of indicating the original
ferocity, the pas~ionate intensity of Rouault's color. The writing is· made
still more valuable to art stu~ents by a chapter on "The Technique of
Georges Rouault's Prints," by CarlO. Schwiewind, which explains the
technique, so unorthodox and daring as to amount to one of the most
significant contributions to etching since Rembrandt.
The section called "Notes from the Artist, February 1945" adds to the
portrait of Rouault because he says directly what many artists have said
indirectly, "In order to have a taste for enriching the mind, it is perhaps
not necessary to be a graduate or to have a degree or to be a mandarin
. with pearl buttons."
,
.
Almost as if to aid in acquiring "a taste for enriching the mind" in
the field of American painting, Grace Pagano has compiled Contemporary
American Painting, which features, in 116 plates, forty-two of them in
color, the Encyclopaedia Britannica Collection. The naturally limited and
difficult selection .of this collection was accomplish.ed through the assistance of an "Advisory Board" of museum and gallery directors and artists.
The collection is to circulate as a traveling exhibition and of course is to
continue to expand. The book, with an introduction by Donald Bear
and a preface by Daniel Cotton Rich, makes a sizable and important contribution to the already popular publications on painting in the United
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States. Unlike so many of its imme4iate predecessors, Contemporary American Painting presents the artists and their work and allows both the work
and the artist to speak directly without the superfluous claptrap of critical
judgment, the bias of press-agenting, or revelations of the precious, despotic
savant. The pictures are al~owed to communicate or not "according to
the basic wishes of the artist," as Mr. Bear says.
In the preface, Mr. Rich remarks, "Too many writers on American
art have commenced with a chip on their shoulders . .. a sense of inferiority with regard to Europe. This has resulted in a distasteful toady-,
ing to continental standards or a belligerent isolationism." Neither attitude is true of Mr. Bear. He places understanding before classification;
aI].d his approach is one of standing, as it were, with the painter before
his painting to discuss the work and to invite understanding. He_does
not attempt to pass judgment or use' the hackneyed "what to look' for"
,approach. It is the painter who is allowed to speak both thr~ugh. his
picture and in a brief statement ~of his credo in general or' in ~remarks
which refer to his picture. I like the way each plate faces a shortbiographical text headed by a small portrait of the paint~r; further, I recommend the format of the book (about 9~ by 10 inches) wh~ch is such an
improvement over the larger, more unwieldy art books in the same field.
Of particular intere~t to New Mexicans is the inclusion of paintings by
John Sloan, Randall Davey, Pete,r Hurd, and Howard Schleeter, all of
whom New Mexico claims.
This otherwise excellent book is made less effective by the inclusion
of a vague treatise by Frederick Taubes, who attempts. ,to explain in elaborate terms what he' calls "TheT~chnique of Painting." l\'Ir. Taubes
manages, as always, tQ give an impression' of profoUJ}dness with his
pseudoscientific, pseudohistorical approach. As usual, he, takes the names
of old masters in vain, 'as it were, of course capitalizing the classification,
to back up his profitable lege~demain of art technicalities, his so-called
scientific methods, and his precious secrets of the studio for the uninitiated.
Analyze his text in the light of painting knowledge and experience, and
one finds a neatly put-together,' well-written pastiche which amounts to
little more than a racket. I am reminded of the final remark of Rouault
in Mr. Soby's book: "That is why I sometimes tremOle with sacred anger,
may I say, when I am compared. in my various attempts with some of
the great old masters whom I love. . . . I am so far away from them-in
a certain way. But can, we not say, here more than ever, to make ourselves better understood with regard to this cult of the old masters: 'The
letter killeth and the spirit iiveth life.' "
'
..
Two books of'photographs which' are far enough above the average
to come into the realm of art are the recently published Paul Strand~ by
N~ncy Newhall, and Mexico~ J>y: Fritz Henle. Each is quite successfully
done;, yet each is as distinct as 'the work of the man it features. The nearest points of siririlarity are in some of the subject matter, as when Strand
photographs Mexico and when his semiabstract treatment of iris blades
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compares favorably with Henle's like approach to a cactus wall. These
points of comparison serve chiefly to bring out the real differences 0:
technique, but more definitely the principal difference: the character 0
the two men.
,
The Strand Qook, like most of the Museum of Modern Art publica
tions, was the catalog of an exhibit of Strand phqtographs; andf> the forma
and layout are the usual thorough presentation. There is a concise Yan
kee flavor about the book, although the subjects range widely both iI
material and chronology. They cover a period from 1915 to 1945 an<
include the early candid camera shots of big city types, machine, plant
and landscape forms from Gaspe to Mexico, including some of Nev
Mexico. Strand's Mexican photos have a simplicity, a starkness, wh~cl
is reminiscent of his, New England photographs. Somehow there is c
feeling of the J}orthern matter-of-factness about them. Although Frit:
Henle's similar subjects .are simple, "even severe, they have, in contrast, al
exotic quality, a southern, foreign glamour which may be described a
sophistication in the continental sense.
For the photographer and student the Paul Strand book would seen
to offer a greater variety of technique and to stimulate experimentation
This is not' to say that the Henle book is not also of great interest to ~thesl
.groups; it serves a greater public by its very nature and its theme. Henle'
writing and the picture captions in both Spanish and' English are' weI
done. They are no ordinary, unimaginative, literal translations from Olll
language into another; each is in essence the same but expressed in thl
idiom peculiar to each tongue. This book should create a lively
interest
ll!
not. only because it deals superbly with photogenic Mexico, but becausl
of its informative bilingual text.
LL 0 Y D L. Go F 1

Ancestors' Brocades: the Literary Debut of Emily Dickinson, by Millicen
Todd Bingham. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1945. $3.75.
Bolts of Melody: New Poems of Emily Dickinson, ed. by Ma1:?el.Loomi
Todd and Millicent Todd Bingham. New York: Harper and Brothen
1945. $3.00.
In Ancest'Ors' Brocades is an image of Emily Dickinson w.hich seem
to me to characterize the poet better than any other I have read., Mn
Todd, Emily's first editor, knew Emily for a short while before the poet'
death. About her talks with Emily she later remarked to her daughtel
"our interviews were chiefly confined to conversations between the bril
liandy lighted drawing-room where· I sat and the dusky hail just outsidi
where she always remained."
,
,
In truth Emily Dickinson has become in American literature thl
speaker £ro~ the "dusky hall." She took seriously the doctrine of EmersOl
regarding the ecstatic and divine quality of the momentary vision, a do(
trine which in more recent years is that of "automat:.ic writing," associa
tion, and surrealism. She seemed literally to live in a separation betweel
intellect and emotion, in the realm between conscious and subconsciou
I
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thought. - As she says in one of her poems, "I dwelt as if myself were out."
And the following two stanzas of the first poem in Bolts of Melody illustrate the doctrine vividly, and as well Emily's frequent obscurantism of
imagery and thought:
I would not talk like cornets.
. I'd rather be' the one
Raised softly to horizons
And out, and easy on
" Through villages of ether,
- Myself endued balloon
.By but a lip of metal
The pier tQ my pontoon.

'j

Nor would I 'be a poet.
It's finer own the ear, ,
Enamored, impotent, content
The license to revereA privilege so awful
What would th~ dower be
Had I the art.to stun myself
With bolts of melody!

The resultant body of poetry is one of the most remarkable in the
world. On a single page o.f ]Jolts of Melpdy we find the two extremes. The
poem numbered 48-2 shows Emily working with an intellectual construct
with her provocative and maddening ambiguity:
Her sweet weight on my heart a night
Had scarcely deigned' to lie,
When, stirring for "belief's deliglit,
My bride had slipped away.
.,

If 'twas a dream, made solid just

The heaven to confirm,
Of if myself were dreamed of her,
The wisdom to presume
With Him remain, Who unto me
Gave,. even as to 'all,
A fiction superseding faith
By so much as 'twas real.
The poem numbered 484 is one of ·those slight perceptions which apparently delighted Emily and'which still delight the P?etry "clubs" and their .
little magazines:
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We introduce ourselves
To planets and to flowers,
But with ourselves have etiquettes,
Embarrassments and awes.
Rare, but truly fine, were the moments when Emily got somewhere in be
tween these two extremes to communicate a perception which was remarl
able, interesting, extensive, and truly sensible. .Those rare poems amon
her work have made her the finest American poet of the nineteenth centuI;
The publishers are right in calling these two books a literary event (
the first importance. Ancestors' Brocades is written simply and with .sma
literary flourish, and it tells one· of the most interesting stories in America
literature. It wipes away the mystery about the publication of Emily
poems, and i.ncidentally it provides us with a less speculative and more na
ural view of Emily than we have had before. Bolts of Melody gives t
more than 650 new poems or fragments of Emily's work. The book prol
ably completes the text of Emily's poetry until such time as scholars 3.1
able to get their hands on all t!Ie manuscripts and other documents~ AI
tually the book does not add a considerable number to Emily's finest poen
which we already know, b~t to Millicent Todd Bingham go rightfully Oll
gratitude and our admiration for her accomplishment in these two book
ALAN

SWAL~O'

Cannery Row, by John Steinbeck. New York: The Viking Press, 194!
$2.00.
Sleep in the Sun, by Alan Moody. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Compan
1945. $2.00.

"Cannery Row in Monterey in California is a poem, a stink, a gratin
noise, a quality of light, a tone, a habit, a nostalgia, a dream." Cannery RO'L
the novel by John Steinbeck, is neither a poem nor a quality of light. :
is simply the most spurious piece of folksy lore ,to have oozed from til
pen of any writer of our time whose talent, if not his judgment, should ha'
taught him better. It occupies the same position on Steinbeck's shelf ;
The Wild Palms does on Faulkner's or Tragic Ground on Caldwell's. Lil
their failures, it acknowledges the decadence that must set in when realisl
finds nothing about man more interesting than his physiology.
There is more secretion, regurgitation, defecation, expectoration an
g<:nerally visceral and cloacal activity in these two hundred pages than .ca
_be found in the nearest freshman textbook for "Zo" Ia. Ostensibly, it
the story of the attempts of the inhabitants of Cannery Row, all of whol
have a mental age of about ten, to tprowa party for Doc, whom Steinbe<
would persuade us has a men~al age of about one thousand. Actually,
is a confused (or is it deliberate?) amoral succession of episodes mail
taining impenitently that despite the biological ~niformity which excitl
Steinbeck so utterly, man is much more than he seems. Lee Chong is mOl
than a Chinese grocer. He is "an Asiatic planet held to its orbit by tl:
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pull of Lao Tze and held away from Lao Tze by the centrifugality of abacus
and cash register." Gay, besides being an inspired mechanic, is the. USt~
Francis of coils and armatures and gears"; and Doc, owner and operator of
the marine laboratory, collector of Daumier, Titian, Picasso, Dali, ~nd qregorian chants, reader of Li Po and :aihana (preferably aloud), 'has a face
"half Christ, half satyr"; and when he knocked down Mack for wrecking
his laboratory during a drunken brawl, "in Doc's head the monotonal opening of Monteverdi's Hor ch'el Ciel e la Terra began to form, the infinitely
sad and resigned mourning·of Petrarch for Laura."
Outside the pages of William Saroyan and Henry Miller, more pretentious writing would be difficult to locate, and Steinbeck has much less
justification for it,· dramatically or philosoRhically; than either of those
gentlemen. In Chapter Six, where Steinbeck, with all the delicious shudders that accompany a child's first discussion of sex, describes marine life
in the Great Tide Pool,· the word "lovely" is used three times as synonymous with "murderous." The fact is that Steinbeck has ceased to be a
novelist, since a novelist, for most purposes, deals with the stuff of humanity; and Steinbeck is far more at home, and genuinely more edifying, when
he is writing' directly about octopi, crabs, or gophers.
The late Mr. Moody's Sleep in the Sun, as the title suggests, belongs;
also, to the siesta school of literature which produced You Can't Take-It
With You, The Beautiful People, and Tortilla Flat, as well as Cannery
Row: the school that says, if the life of the mind is as inaccessible as, the
life of power and wealth, it's more fun to surrendet; and proclaim the beauties of irresponsibility, hallucination, or rural shiftlessness.
Mr. Moody found these beauties among the Mexicans of the Oxnard
. country in Southe~ California. Like Cannery Row, the San Marque unyon houses the primitives of society. Unlike Steinbeck's these primitives
are agricultural, not urban, backwash~ and Moody had at least the good
grace not to confuse them with animals or saints. Very quietly, with as
little charlatanry as distinction" he chronicles the adventures of the whimsical Mercados and their neighbors an the technological border, baffled by
any strain put upon their intelligence by machines or projects~ or by the
exigencies 01 their· own confusion. Moody has added nothing to what
Steinbeck in Tortilla Flat and· Robert Bright in The Life and Death of
Little J 0 told us about the pa'isano: that he is hopelessly superstitious, uninformed, sly, self-exploited, frequently cruel-and' charming withal. Lacking. the sense of fable and the poetic ability that Steinbeck did, indeed,
project in Tortilla Flat, Mr. Moody's novel is as scanty in implications as
it is in pages.
V ERN 0 N You N G
The Ghostly Lover, by Elizabeth Hardwick; New York: Harcourt, Brace
and Company, 1945. $2.50.
Elizabeth Hardwick's first novel '(her first published story appeared in
these pages) elicits a special problem and service of criticism: how, justly,
to distinguish between. the dozens of first novels of .,this order that appear
T .
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annually, all obviously autobiographical, each rendering the magic or tra,
vail of existence as experienced by its author, none dealing an impact be,
yond the evening taken to read them. How does this one, for example
differ from the others of its kind, fr:il offerings at the altar of personality
bearing such titles as Dawn Breaks the Heart or' We Too Are Drifting J
The obvious answer, in this case, is that it differs mainly in the superficiei
of subject matter and in its treatment. One may well demand what else
in literature, there is" and approach closer, thereby, to the distinction be
tween a first nov~l that' incontestably signals a future (one of stature, not 0
mere productivity) for its author and one that is simply minor.
The provenance of minor literature is established in every gossamel
line of Miss Hardwick's production: the intention, not so much of analyz
ing or dramatizing experience, as of repossessing it (Proust's intention, bu
not his sole one) ; the submergence in emotion instead of emergence froD
it; the obsession with the texture rather than the meaning of events. Thesl
preferences are legitimate components of fiction, but taken from the servio
of atmosphere and employed as be-all'and end-all, as they are in $is nove]
they are pejorative to complete artistic experience. Structurally, Thl
Ghostly Lover is transparent enough:-IlO pun intendedl-Marian COIf
man (so designated because Elizabeth Hardwick cannot fairly name he
Elizabeth Hardwick) grows painfully into herself by learning to reject he
own need of too soon serving the needs of others. This theme is at least a
old as Portrait of the Artist As a Young Man, and is still potentially powel
ful, but it deserves maintaining by a braver self-exaII].ination than Mis
Hardwick seems able to provoke or by more undaunted observation of th
external world than she is willing to endure. A vivid social correlative i
suggested in the early pages of the book by her depiction of a Southerl
family's insecurity before the confident animality of its ancestors and of it
Negro servant. It remains a suggestion only; the characters who surrounl
Marian during her college days, and later, remain as ghostly as Marian hel
self or her hypothetical lover.
. It is not gratuitous, but pertinent, to perceive an analogy between th
following description of a "particular night" undergone by .Miss ColemaI
Hardwick and the novel itself.
,~

[It] had no flesh or bone; it was composed o~ papier-mache reproductions (
emotion, constructed only for the occasion. . . . Reality intruded momentarily an
vanished the succeeding moment.

Reality did just this on page 95, when Miss Hardwick's invertebrate de
pendence on phantom sensibIlity led her not to stylistic crisis only, but t
the very "surface of the intense imine":
But the impenetrable insincerity, as autom~tic and instinctual as closing t1J
eyelid against dust, threw its weight between them.

On page 254, constructed for another occasion, the simile,' this time wit
accuracy, if with unconscious irony, is urged to do yeoman's service:

.
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This feeling of obligation was so old it was now a reflex response, but, like
the instantaneous closing of the eyelid against danger, it. was fleeting and could not
be sustained.

In the face of such a contretemps, the critical reader is likely to dismiss as
publisher's trade ,humor the jacket's declatation that Miss Hardwick "has
... stepped into the front rank of American novelists," assuring himself
that the front rank includes Katherine Anne Porter and Jean Stafford.
VERNON YOUNG

I Ask You, Ladies and Gentlemen, by Leon Z. Surmelian. New York: E. P.
Dutton and Company, 1945. , $2.75.
It is hard to find a critical handle by which to lay hold of a book like
I Ask You, Ladies and Gentlemen. 'One could put it upon the shelf with
all the other books by immigrants telling what they have found and what
they miss in the United States. Or' one could classify it with accounts of
,the Armenian massacres and say that here is a vivid,. first-hand record of
those events. Perhaps simple exclamatory words of praise, like-s'William
Saroyan's in the introduction he has written for the book, would be bestbut that has already been done.
'
Leon Z. Surmelian, son of an apothecary, was borri and grew up in
Trebizond, where Greeks were Christians and friends and the Moslem menace was perpet~aI. He idolized an uncle' who was an Armenian revolutionary, had most embarrassing expePiences at his confirmation, went to school,
spent summer vacations in Armeni~n villages. The Russians fought the
Turks and the Turks in turn took their wrath out on the Armenians. The
boy's family were forced to go into the interi~r, his father and mother finally dying of their-sufferings. His sisters got refuge with the Greek, Dr.
Metaxas. The boy escaped his captors, went to Russia to school and orphanage, finally got back to Constantinople, from whence he departed to American to study agriculture in Kansas State College. He has been inAmerica now approximately twenty years, and he Iives'in Hollywood and
owns an automobile and drinks martinis on New Year's Eve when memories get the better of him. The book is a series of separate sketches, and not
a connected autobiography, but it is neither sketchy nor incomplete,. It is
to be read for pleasure and not for information; part of the reader's pleasure will come from vicarious experience of ways of life Americans know
little about, ·but most of it will come from the earnestness' with which Surmelian sticks to his inner life-his fan~asies, his enthusiasIIl&, his appreciation of the qualities of experience.
.
Reading this book, one is prompted to put an old question. What is
this immense difference between the Old World and the New-the Old
World where young boys admit they love poetry and talk about their fantasies and learn early to find a place in the scheme of things for suffering
'and defeat, and.the New World-where the "young Americans [have] bright
minds, [are] keen in laboratory w~rk, and won~erfully healthy" but are
t ·
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singularly devoid of intellectual, spiritual, or cultural interests? It is n(J
solution to say tha~ the Americans have a different kind of inner life whic1l
the Old World cannot understand, or that if given time we will show to the;
world out:. particular brand of spirituality; or even that, after all, ~ Leoll
Surmelian may be as rare an Armenian as the highly perceptive and sensi
tive person is rare among us. For however tired we may be of having OU]
cultural thinness pointed out to us, we are likely to admit in our bette]
moments that this Surmelian and the Old World have something we de
not have. True, there may be a" great deal of fulsome posturing in Sur
melian's characters (see, for example, the chapter "Ah, That Night in Starn
bull" which, incidentally, appeared first in these pages) ; those lads may no
ha.ve been as full of Dostoievsky, Baudelaire, music, and poetry as the:
thought; they may have been only emotionally effervescent, possessed of thl
gesture without the meaning. But making the gesture "may lead to thl
meaning. And. when we talk about our, own cultur~l thinness we are talk
ing mainly about our unwillingness to make the gestures, to admit thl
existence of the inner life, to try to tease it out into form; about a certaiJ
lack of warmth and spontaneity and concern about goo~s and evils.
Surmelian, being a gentleman, does not harp on these things. He i
abundantly grateful for Ariierican freedom-freedom from want, opprel
sian, all the inherited petty meannesses of Europe and Asia. At one poin
he feels a rapturous identification with the American earth-the same eartl
as in his native land-and he is thoroughly "Americanized." But in hi
very next chapter the old division plagues ,him; Hollywood and his aute
mobile and the martinis are not it.. "It" is childhood's straight seeing an
honest feeling-an Asiatic more than a European contribution, and one nc
very .easily adoptable, one fears, in these parts.
Our terrific outpouring of external energy in the war may have led t
to believe we can put all these considerations behind us. The end of tb
war will perhaps bring us finally out of our colonial sense of cultural infe:
iority. But power and world leadership will not telieve us of the respons
bility of trying to see how much of the Old World needs blending into tll
New if the latter is to have more than a certain bright efficiency in the crl
ation of instruments of power.
':.D
, U D LEV Wv N :
. _. i

The Best American Short Stories 1944: and the YeJr600k of the America
.Short Story~ edited by Martha Foley. Boston: Houghton MiHlin COil
pany, 1944. $2.75.
American Writing 1943: the Anthology and Yearbook of the American NOl
Commercial Magazine~ edited by Alan Swallow. Boston: Bruce Hut
phries, Inc., 1944. $2.50.
In the preface to her crop of 1944 stories, Martha Foley inveighs bi
terly against the publishing mores, the editorial inflexibility of commerd
magazines, and the l~re of Hollywood for what they do in draining off 1:
erary talent to more paying but less creative pursuits. By now this is CI
old story. Apparently Miss Foley feels the need for saying that her job I
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separating the best short stories from the acres of published material of this
-past year w.as a particularly tough one. It is not mere coincidence that
pr.pmpts Alan Swallow also to confess to the rather troublesome experience
of gathering his anthology o{ story and'll verse. Mr. Swallow, though, -proq..
ably hits more immediately home by ascribing the falling off in quality of
writing to the impact of war.- This is, however, no reason for critical laxity.
If the "little" magazines, from which about half of Miss Foley's stories derive, are indeed, as Mr. Swallow tells us,: the tutelary deities of much that
is promising and great, then our critical sights must be trained even higher.
The truth is that Miss Foley's anthology is marked by a good deal of undistinguished writing. "Best" is after all one of the language's superlatives
-a fact we may overlook in the easy American habit of just wanting to
read something, the same easy way publishers have of going into adjectival·
transports just to sell something. And "best" is not the word for too many
stories in this volume. We are mindful of Matthew Arnold's judgment
that only twenty per cent of Wordsworth's poetry ra~ed immortality. The
remainder is wingless. That is inevitable. To write well, as Maugham remarked, one must write much-if not always well, we can add. But in this
collection the reader is justified in expecting a more sustained level of
excellence since it represents not one man's output but a conglomerate
effort.
.
Miss Foley's credo? "I make no plea for grimness in writing. Laughter is as valid as tragedy. I do make a plea for the truth." Miss Foley
hews faithfully to this line. The stories -she has selected speak with a ring
of truth, if the transmission of this truth to the realm of feeling in the
accents of imaginative literature is not always successfully consummated.
Sidney Alexander contributes a fine story of a relief family of Negroes
caught in a mad and tragic stampede ~o board an excursion boat. Saul
Bellows writes some maundering "Notes of a Dangling Man." Mr. Bellows' "Man" is more like a dangling doll, shiftless, undirected, and spilling
over with the bitterness, frustration, and ill will of min9r political faction·
alism. Lionel Trillin~ takes a flier from his critical work and contribut~s
a k.een study of two college students. . A sensitive close-up of awakening
adolescence is furnished by Elizabeth Eastman. Humor and mirth receive
sprightly expressjon in stories by William E. Barrett and Emanuel WinterS. Stories about soldiers by Berry Fleming, Josephi~e Johnson, and
Ruth Portugal tell" of wartime America. War-t9rn America· has yet to
come home arid tell its story. The prolific, the facile, the almost glib Irwin
Shaw is here again with the reflections of a veteran on his way home after
victory -listening to the kind of big business talk that would make foranother world war. Miss Johnson writes a deeply moving story of a
mother and child moving from state to state in" order to be with her soldier husband. The griefs, hardships, and hopes of war prisoners, refugees,
the hungry, the dispossessed are recorded in overseas settings by Dorothy
Canfield Fisher, Noel Huston, Eyre de Lanux, Vladimir Nabokoff, Leon
Z. Surmelian, Edita Morris. Mention must be made of a long, powerful
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tale by Carson McCullers, "The Ballad of the Sad Cafe," portraying the
rotten, unregenerate, destructive individualism of the South. There are
thirty stories in all.
In the brief space remaining, it is perhaps better in the longer view to
acknowledge the excellent case Alan Swallow makes out for the "little"
magazines from which his entire selection of stories and poetry is drawn.
The undeniable record these small journals have established in introduc·
ing future writers of note, and in serving as media for advanced cultural
and literary thinking .is indeed all out of proportion to the meagre support and recognition they inspire. Mr. Swallow seems strangely resigned
to this. In place of striving for a wider acceptance, he offers the cama·
raderie which exists between the writers and editors within the small cor·
ppration of these "little" magazines. "Camaraderie" in this case can
spell "coterie" and may ultimately result in a complete removal from
the literary mainstream to the rarefied atmosphere of the "elect" with all
of its implications. Men like Anderson.and Sandburg grew to full stature
not because of the dubious satisfaction derived from writer-editor ex·
changes, but out of an instinctive desire to reach out to the greater num·
ber they were· thinking and writing about, and from them to gain renewal
and noJrishment. It is not for the "little" magazine to continue preening
itself o~ its parturient past, or on the great and near great it has cradled
within its covers. This can be as meaningless as the fact that George
Washington slept here. In remaining content (and basically they are)
about the problem of limited circulation, the noncommercial magazines
betray a stasis in thinking as to the potential audience that exists for the
kind of writing they offer. Publishers are given to marveling nowadays
with ill~concealed puzzlement at how "serious" the public taste has be·
come. Regardless of whether this is the audience, if the "little" maga·
zinesare to grow (or have any desire to grow), it is for them to discoveI
whether they can do so on what may be a greater base than they have ad·
IJ!ittedly had in the past. . If not, they will persist in their present and
restricted function of being an avant-garde for the avant few (with reports
of casualties among their number from time to time), and, as ¥iss Fole~
points out, as the initial springboard to send the more fortunate on theiI
way to monied recognition.
I R V I N G B ROD KIN

Continent's End: a Collection of California Writing, edited by Joseph
Henry Jackson. New York and L~ndon: Whittlesey·House, 1944. $3.50.
Mr. Jackson states in the introduction to this volume that the purpose
of any collection of regional writing "should serve to remind the general
re~der of the high quality, the var.iety and vigor of the wrilting that has
stemmed from the· region, and it should suggest to him something of the
region's physical, social and-so to put it-spiritual variety." This is, on
the whole, an excellent and succinct 'statement of the aim of the regional
anthologist, and we can have little quarrtel with it. One question that
arises, however, is concerned with the use of the term "high quality." Un·
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less the anthology is .to represent merely a sampling of California's best
writing and a stimulation to the reader to go back and reread the works
from which passages have been taken, it is difficult to see how we. are to
judge the "quality" of certain ·brief excerpts such as the one from Jphn
Steinbeck's In Dubious Battle, without first having read the book in its
entirety.
. This problem, of course, represents the dilemma of the anthol_ogist,the- inevitable compromise between form and subject matter; but it is difficult to understand why Mr. Jackson did not allow so prolific an author as
Steinbeck the advantage of a complete selection; one 'of his many excellent
short st<:>ries, for instance. Continenfs End, like so many of the recent anthologies, suffers from the inclusion of too many obvious excerpts, particularly in the first section, which contains the bulk of what might be termed
"quality" writing-if such a term may encompass the works of such divergent authors as Yvor Winters, William Saroyan, and Budd Schuldberg.
The selections from Gale Wilhelm~s excellent noYel The Time Between,
Upton Sinclair's Oil, Myron Brinig's The Flutter of an Eyelid, as well as
from the Steinbeck novel, suffer :;t. formlessness which can be accounted for
only upon the grounds of either parsimony or the inadaptability of the
original work to the purposes of 'the anthologist.
The very catholicity of Mr. Jackson's collection does,.- however, man:
age to present the incomparable mixture of cultural forces-the "spiritual
variety"-which make up the Califo1Jlia milieu, fromt4e excellent though .
diverse poetry of Josephine Miles, Robinson Jeffers, Yvor Winters, Kenneth
Rexroth, and Hildegarde Flanner to· the products of San Francisco journalism and the Hollywood film colony, from the quiet scholarship of T. K.
Whipple to the flamboyant historical sketches of William and George Banning and Oscar Lewis. It is, for the most part, a culture based more upon
the search for gold (either of the Hollywood..or of the Sutter's Mill variety) than upon a search for human........ethical" -and "moral"-values, which
are the stuff of genuine literature.
RAY B. W EST, J R.
,

,Wife to Mr. Milton: the Story of Marie Powell, by Robert Graves. New
York: The Creative Age Press, Inc., 1~44. $2.75.
Marie Powell, wife to Mr. Milton, was the daughter of a Cavalier.
She believed in the Cavalier cause, grew up and revelled in the Cavalier
manner of living, and at the age of twelve fell in love with one Mun,.a
Cavalier. She remained in love with Mun until she was twenty-six years
old, at which time she died. According to her own confession she was a
"particular bold spirit." Thus it is no~ strange that as "wife to Mr. Milton" she was unhappy. For John Milton in his own particular- way was
also a bold spirit; and he undoubtedly found his patience tried by a Wife
who always disapproved, andfreque-ntly opposed, those things in which
he most earnestly believed.
.An account of the conflict between these two bold spirits constitutes
the central theme of Robert Graves' latest novel. The romance with Mun
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pro"ides sentimental interludes. The two are larded together by descriI
tions of war-. politics. and customs in the second quarter of the seventeentJ
century.. The result is not happy. particularly in view of the fact that w
have a right to expect better things from the author of I, Claudius ani
Claudius the God.
,Marie Powell arouses sympathy at"times and occasionally irritation. bu
she is never quite plausible as a figure of either fact or fiction. And despit
the publisher's assurance that ,at last Milton is presented "in his true lighl
in those characteristics which led him to become Oliver Cromwell's Dl
Goebbels." it is impossible to regard the portrait as authentic. A ch~l
terization of John Milton that ignores the eloquent testimony <?f his pe:
and disregards most of the facts of his public life is necessarily suspecl
when in place of such sources it substitutes the evidence of a wife. antagol
istic in temperament. politics. and religion. and admittedly in love wit:
"another man: the result can be viewed only as a gistorted caricature. havin
validity only if presented as a 'mirror in which we see the reflection. not c
Milton, but Marie. In such a circumstance. the reflection is unworthy c
the mirror.
But despite its weakness and its inferiority to previous novels by il
author. Wife to Mr. Milton is not without virtue. Readers surfeited wit:
the lusty, bloodletting, swaggering seventeenth century presented' b~ s
many novelists in recent years may well find in Mr. Graves~ seventeent
ce~tu.ry a certam relief. Even the quarre.Is between Marie and her husban
m ght be a welcome change from overlush romance. This reaction. c
co rse, is a matter of taste; but the hard,. vigorous writing of Robert Grav(
is happily a matter of fact. To a degree it compensates for a novel poor]
C H AR L E S J UDA1
conceived and built from too scant materials.
~

The Lambs: a Story of Pre-Victorian England, by Katherine Anthony. Ne,
York: Alfred A. Knopf. 1945. $3.50.
Charles Lamb and His Friends, by Will D. Howe. Indianapolis and Ne,
York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1944. $3.50.
The principal difference between these two recent books about Charl(
Lamb and his circle is that one of them. Mr. Howe's. is chiefly about Lam
himself; Miss Anthony's decidedly is not. T he Lambs is a double biOI
raphy of Charles and Mary. with almost as complete a presentation (
Coleridge and less well-rounded accounts of Hazlitt and others for goo
measure. Charles Lamb and His Friends proceeds in another manner. dl
. voting but a single chapter to straight biography and dealing critically an
appreciatively in the rest of the book with his haunts. his friends, and var
ous aspects of the man.
Miss Anthony is a skilled writer of biography. as those who have rea
her previous books are aware. But in The Lambs she has not come an;
where near the standard she set in Margaret Fuller, Catherine the Great, c
.. - Queen Elizabeth. Those books were sure, deft. enjoyable. The Lambs b
comparison is labored and forced; it verges upon being angry. The reaso
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may be found in two facts. First, all of Miss Anthony's previous studies
have been of women, whom she apparently understands 'and to whom she
is more successful in applying her method of psychological analysis. Now
that for the first time the center of her stage is occupied by a man, her
weaknesses become apparent. And this points to the second fact in explanation of the defects in The Lambs: Miss Anthony is a vigorous partisan of
the cause and rights of ·women. She tries to build Mary Lamb up to the
proportions of her brother; indeed, at times, she attributes ~the greater importance to the sister.. This, rightly or wrong!y, neither history no~ posterity will have. It is the Essays of Elia after all' which so delightfulIt enrich
English literature, and these are Charles Lamb; he is Elia. Furthermore,
a century' of tradition has made of Lamb "the best-loved' writer in English
literature." If any neglect has been visited upon Mary Lamb, Miss Anthony's book does not correct it. In her zeal she has built far too~eavily,
not only in dealing with Mary btit throughout the cook, upon assumption.
The best present-day knowledge of Lamb still leaves many gaps; some of
these Miss Anthony has tried to fill, but the result is' not, to me at least,
very plausible. Along ,the path ofconjeciure she has encountered more
stones than primroses.
.
Mx:.Howe has abided much more faithfully by the record; and since
he is a trained and careful scholar, that record is the fullest now known.
To this fund of knowledge Mr. Howe has added an enthusiast;ll for Lamb
and a nicety of critical .appreciation that make of his book a rich and
judicious pkture of Lamb, his background and times, his life' and friends,
his tastes and habits, his writing and his conversation. The book will
serve admirab.ly as an introduction to' the much-loved essayist. The only
more enjoyable study of Lamb I know is Canon Ainger's, th~ shorter one,
now nearly fifty years old, but in my estimation one of the best of all literary biographieS! Charles Lamb and His Friends has, of course, the advantage of much recently discovered material, particularly that brought to light
by E. V. Lucas" towards whom, incidentally; Miss Anth(,ny tosses two or
three rather soUr glances. One of the ,wise things about Mr. Howe's book
is the liberality with which he has qJ10ted from L~mb's 'writings.
Both books are provided with brief bibliographies and are well illustrated. Miss Anthony's 'book will no dqubt find many admiring readers,
bitt Mr. Howe's Charles Lamb and His Friends is a much more solid contribution, in spite of the looseness of its organization, and will remain so.
C. V. WICKER

~

The Violent Friends, by Winston Clewes. New York and London:
D. Appleton-Century Company, 1945. $2.50.
Described on the jacket as "a novel of the great Jonathan Swift and
of the two women who loved him," The Vi~lent Friends does very~well in
225 pages to make a readable work of fiction out of very recalcitrant material., The story begins with Swift's return to Dublin as Dean of St.
Patri4's and carries on two threads of story: the amazing and never-to-be-
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understood trianple of Swift, Stella~' and Vanessa; and Swift's defense of the
Irish people agamst Wood's Pence in the Drapier's Letters. Two capital
difficulties beset Mr. Cl'ewes, that of explaining to the uninformed reader
much political and literary history and that of creating scenes and putting
into the mouths of well-known historical personages speeches to fit the
scenes. The first of these proQlems results in slowing down the story considerably, and the second Mr. Clewes has handled in far too melodramatic
a fashion to please those who are familiar with Swift's life and writings.
The book jacket further informs us that both the play which Mr. Clewes
has written about Swift and the present novel are already successes in England; having read the novel and enjoyed it, though with a good many
reservations, I should like very much to see the play. Mr. Clewes writes
well and The Violent Friends is decidedly worth reading.
C. V. WICKER

Inocencia, by Alfredo d'Escragnolle Taunay;· translated by Henriqueta
Chamberlain. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1945. $2.50.
Rebellion in the Backlands (Os Sertoes), by Euclides da Cunha; translated
by Samuel Putnam. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1944.
$5.00.
Both of, these books recently translated from the Portuguese have as
their background the sertoes, the Brazilian l].interlands, and as characters
the sertanejos, the inhabitants of this same vast, mysterious region.
The earlier of these two publications, Inocencia (1872) is one of the
best-known works in Brazilian literature and the masterpiece of Alfredo~
d'Escragnolle Taunay. Inocencia is primarily a n9vel of protest in which
the author raises his voice again~t a social system that tolerates parental
tyranny over children. The chief literary merit of the novel, however, lies
in the fresh and simple portrayal of the people who live in the interior
provinces of Brazil and in the faithful description of their customs and
environment.
A more powerful and: signficant work is Rebellion in the Backlands (Os
Sertoes), written by Eudides da Cunha toward the close of me year 1902.,
The central theme of Os Sertoes is historical-the founding of the village
of Canudos by the fanatic Messiah, Antonio Conselheiro, and tile amazingly
heroic resistance of his backwoods followers against troops of the national
government (1896-1897).
Authors before da Cunha had manifested an interest in this same
Brazilian hinterland. Whereas theirs was chiefly.. a fictional interest, ,da
. Cunha's is that of a man of science. flis book is indeed "an epic treatise
of the geology, the geography, the climatology, the flora, the fauna, and the
- human life of the Brazilian backlands."
Although Os Sertoes is not a novel, its importance in the history of
the Brazilian novel cannot be exaggerated, for time and again novelists
have found inspiration in itS pages. Besides~ffording a wealth of material for plots, Os Sertoes paved the way for the regional and social novel
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of today. And the modem Brazilian novel is basically region=iJ,1 and sodal.
Mr. Putnam's translation of this monumental work is superior-precise, clear, and often brilliant. In addition to an excellent introduction
that accurately evaluates the author' and 'his works, there are notes, glos~
saries (botanical, zoological, and regional terms), and two·' indices, one of
names and one of subjects.
ALB E R T
Lop!- S

.

1.

Cocks and Bulls in Caracas",~ by Olga Briceno; illustrated by Kay Peterson
Parker. Bost~n: Houghton MiHlin Company, 1945. $2.75.
Olga Briceno was for three years Cultural Delegate of Venezuela to
the United States, has lectured in Europe and the Americas, and is now a
correspondent for the Caracas daily, El Universal. -In this little. book she
has attempted to. describe her native country, not as' the tourist sees it,
but as the setting for the life of 3: typical Venezuelan upper-class family,
her own to be exact. Her poiqt of view is that of the Venezuelan woman,
concerned first solely with courtship and matrimony, then with managing her household and rearing her children, her life spent indoors, her
interests centered in her home, family, friends, and church.
Miss Briceno has written charmingly and sympathetically of Venezuelan customs and superstitions, food, courtship, convent education, ,servants, man, and money. But the author herself, not having been confined by the sheltered'life she describes, can well afford to sigh' with "sheer
longing for the old known things," to 0]', '''How long the little while seems
before I return againl" Such a life as the author wants us to believe typical
of Venezuela, serene, comfortable, unchanging, is no doubt that of' her
own economic class. But she herself says, "At this tragic moment of history it is almost a moral obligation for people to look each other straight
in the eye, and to see other men and countries in their true colors." 'Miss,
Briceno has certainly not given us the whole picture in Cocks and Bulls in .
Caracas, but rather only that part which is quaint and alluring. The book
is pleasantly illustrated with watercolor reproductions in the end papers
and a generous sprinkling of woodcuts through the text.
<
<

MARY

.

WICKER~

Origins of Inter-American Interest 1700-1812, by Harry Bernstein. Philadelphia:. University of"Pennsylvania Press, ,1945., $2.00.
In this study of the origins of inter-American interest, prepared and
published under the direction of the American Historical Association, Professor Bernstein succes~fully sh~ws that the earliest appearance of interAmerican relations took place in an area of English influence-New York,
New England, and Pennsylvania-even though Florida, '~ouisiana, and the
Southwest had the adva,ntage of Spanish seitlement and culture.
The arguments are arranged under headings such as "The Contest for
the New World," "Pre-Revolptionary Trade," "Inter-American Trade,"
"The Formation of Cultural Interest," and "Inter-American Political Ties."
The composition of the book and the seventeen-page bibliography bespeak
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e scholarship of the author and his wide acquaintance with the literaure pertinent to his subject. A glance through the many footnotes shows
ow extensive the author's research h.as been. The discussions are constantly intermingled with relatively brief quotations from Olriginal sources;
this approach has the advantage of dispensing with many notes but the
disadvantage of hampering the reader who wishes to obtain a general view
of the subject without stopping to consult the evidence provided.
Criticism of omission may seem 'unjust to so meaty a work as Professor
Bernstein's. But one cannot help wondering. whether an interpretative
study of early inter-American relations, rather ,than so factual a compilation-even though it would risk being both 'personal and prejudicedwould not have left the reader with a clearer evaluation of this canvas depicting the political, economic, and cultural inter-American activities of
New York, Boston, and Philadelphia between 1700-1812..
Scholarly, readable, and businesslike, Professor Bernstein's work certainly represents a great amount of p3:instaking effort. As a contribution
to the history of the period, however, his monograph will be valued for
its details rather than for its synthesis, for its facts rather than for its inE DNA L U E FUR N E S S
sight or interpretation.

Mexico's Role in International Intellectual C~operation: Proceedings .of the
Conference Held in Albuquerque, February 24-25, 1944, under the
Sponsorship of the University of Texas and the University of New
Mexico, edited by Joaquin Ortega. Inter-Americana Short Papers, VI.
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1945. $.65. -This thin volume contains the proceedings of the Conference on Mexico's Role in International Intellectual Cooperation held under the joint
sponsorship of the Institute of Latin-American Studies of the University of
Texas and the School of Inter-American Affairs of the University of New
Mexico. The purpose of the' Conference was to provide the opportunity
for the furtherance of understanding and appreciation and the establishment of good will between the United States and Mexico through the
promotion of cultural relations between the two countries.
Five well-known Mexican scholars presented addresses that admirably supplement and reinforce one another. Alfonso Caso's masterly paper,
"The Indigenous Cultures of Central Mexico," is followed by one by Francisco Villagran Prado on "The Importance of the Study of English and
Spanish in the International Relations of Mexico and the United States."
Specialists in principles of education will be interested in reading that
effective foreign language instruction enabling the student to use the language for other than purposes of translation is also a problem in Mexico.
In his analysis of Mexican-American relations, Pablo Martinez del Rio
states that a policy of absolute nonintervention is a sine qua non in Mexican-American relations. Rodulfo Brito Foucher follows with a short address, "The National Autonomous University of Mexico; Its: Past, Present,
and Future Contributions to .. -Ipternational Intellectual Cooperation."
, .. .
:

.-
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Jaime Torres Bodet closes the series with "Tlie Bases and Significance of
Relations· Between Mexico and the' United States," in which paper he
recommends the international co-operation of the cultures of the Americas
and of Europe. In addition to sftveral photographs of the leaders at the
Conference, there are several pagel~ of general infqrmation concerning the '
activities arranged in honor of the five distinguished Mexi~n guests upon
whom the University of New Mexico conferred honorary degrees at" the
..
Fifty-second Annual Commencement.
The fact that this material was designed for oral presentation ad~' t9
the charming informality in the unfolding of the theme. Surely 'only those
who were present at the delivery of 'the lectures can by comparison with
this text appreciate fully how useful these papers are as contributions· to
~
E DNA LyE FUR N E S S
cultural understanding.
'8

The Netherlands, edited by- Bartholomew Landheer. Berkeley· and Los
"
Angeles: University of California Press, 1943.. $5.00.
This volume is..one. of a series under the general e~itorship of- Professor Kerner and designed to promote a more intimate acquaintance
, among the United Nations. "A nation is a living and growing entity,"
writes the editor in the preface. The twenty-one authors who have contributed to this work h~ave not spared themselves in writing of the growth
of the Netherlands. But they have not imparted to their work the warmth
_~
of a nation that- is living.
To parade the chief characters of Dutch life and highlight the principal events of Dutch history are not sufficient to introduce the foreigner to
the character of the Dutch people. No· sharp delineation of the "little fellow" who has contributed so much to the development of the country
emerges from the pages.!b One catches neither the varied color nor the full
vigor of Dutch life. This reviewer believes that Professor Adriaan J.
Barnouw's volume, The Dutch, more nearly conveys the ,life and spirit of
'
the Netherlands than does the book under review.
The book is divided into seven parts: (1) The Scene; (2) Historical
Background; (3) Political and Constitutional Development; (4) Economic
and Social Development; (5) Cultural Aspects; (6) Netherlands Overseas
Teditory; and (7) Second World War and After.
One's field of interest naturally will dictate his reading, but the'third
and fourth parts most nearly explain the "why" and answer the "how." of
a people who have welded themselves into a really united nation. Land.
~
heer, in his ch;.lpter on social structure, observ~s:
On the whole, th~ average Dutchman has not been particularly empire-conscious. He has been· too individualistic to regard the Dutch role in the overseas ..
territories as an achievement of the community as such. But he has taken a, pardonable pride in the achievements of his .fellow countrymen, and this has aided
him in overcoming the inferiority complex peculiar to citizens of man, small countries; a reaction by no means ~ien to the Dutch. . . .

This individualism, to which the other contributors have paid too little
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attention, has been the strength of the nation. From it has sprung a refreshing degree of tolerance and a marked tenacity of character. The latter
is best known tQ the outsider in the popular figure of speech, "stubborn
as a Dutchman." But five years of unflinching conflict against the Nazi
invaders have turned this into an heroic phrase. Freedom-loving Hollanders will find even deeper significance in that stanza of their national
anthem, "William of Nassau," which runs:
My God, I pray Thee, save me from all who do pursue,
And threaten to enslave me. Thy" trusted servant true.
o Father, do not sanction their wicked, foul design.
Don't let them"wash their hands in this guiltless blood of mine.
ALB E R T

C. F. W

EST P HAL

University Records and Life in the Middle Ages, by Lynn Thorndike. New
.
York; Columbia University Press, 1944. $5.50.
·This volume is "Number XXXVII of the Records of CivilizationSources and Studies!' edited by Austin P. Evans of the department of
history of Columbia University, with an advisory board composed of such
disJinguished scholars in history as David S. Muzzey, James T. Shotwell,
and William L. Westermann, as well as the compiler of th.is collection,
Lynn Thorndike. However, Professor Thorndike has done more than
compile, for besides writing a general introduction he has supplied valuable explanatory introductions to most of the selections, as well as numerous footnotes. These records, arranged chronologically from the twelfth
century to the,seventeenth, contain 176 selections, beginning with an extract from one of Abelard's letters dealing with the rivalry of teachers
and concluding with a catalog of lectures and exercises at the University
of Hesse-Schaumburg for the semester "from Michaelmas 1654 to Easter
1655." They range in length from a few lines to thirty-four pages.
Two common responses will result from reading this book. First is
the realization of the similarity between educational problems of today
and those of five" hundred years ago. A few titles will illustrate: "The
Youth Movement," "Literature versus Logis," "An Invective Against the
New Learning," "Regulation of Booksellers," "Academic Dress Regulated,"
"Hours of Classes," "Hazing of Freshmen Forbidden, Paris 1340," "Students Forbidden to Catch the Burghers' Pigeons," "Absences of Professors
at Padua, 1424," "Getting a Degree," "Student Responsibility," "A Case of
Viole~ce and Academic ,Discipline, Montpellier, 1455/' "Inspection of University Buildings, Heidelberg, 1512." Moreover, the nature of the controversies, the types of regulations, and the reforms recurrent~ urged have
a strangely familiar ring.
The second point of general interest is the predominant position of
theology in the intellectual life of five hundred years ago. Here the themes
debated sound as anachronistic as those dealing with student and faculty
problems soun4 like 'a contemporary university catalog or the carryings-on
at a faculty club. Few better measures of the extent to whiich science in-
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Huences our whole intellectual outlook can be found than in material of
this sort out of daily life and thinking in medieval universities.
Collections of documents like these have many specialized uses for the
historian and the educator, of course, but their value isperh~ps even
greater as a medium of insight into the way men's minds habitually reJAY C. K NOD E
spond to persistent human problems.

Puritanism and Democracy, by Ralph Barton Perry. New York: The Vanguard Press, 1944. $5.00.
.
,
This book is timely, for it is a digest, historical and philosophic, of the
vital ideas at the 'roots of the United states, a survey of their growth, and
an appraisal of the fruit they have borne. In style, -it Hpctuates between
illuminating epigrammatic phrase and stretches of prolonged, perseveriI,lg
analysis. The life of the Puritan, in this discussion of it"assumes at times
the "spirit of dull sobriety" with which critics have condemned it. Ag~in,'
the author breaks through with a kind of dry wit and crisp irony that is
singularly refreshing, such as his reference to Cotton Mather's "relentless
benevolence."
.
However, Puritanism and Democracy was not "ineant to be read as a
diversion; nor was it intended as glowing, '.heartfelt eulogy of the sturdy
English folk in the Eastern colonies who have in many ways set the pattern
for American thought and behavior. Professor Perry undertook to interpret the relationship between the religious and political elements known
in the seventeenth century as puritanism and their philosophic counterparts in the eighteenth century defined as democracy. He points out the
antitheses between. the medieval, theocratic,. puritan ideals and the enlightened, tolerant, humane outlook. of the eighteenth century deists; but
he finds a leaven working within the former set of dynamic principles
which brought about a gradual union with the revolutionary social forces
which followed them. "The deepest bond between puritanism and democracy was their common respect· for the human individual irrespective of his
place in any ecclesiastical, political, social, economic or other institution.
This individualism, with its far-reaching implications, modified every
difference of method and doctrine." Although puritanism was authoritarian in its conception of God, the fact that every individual was given a
Bible and taught to read it and confirm for himself the f~ndamental truths
encouraged self-reliance and fr~e judgment.. "Among "the puritans religion
itself was education," writes Mr. Perry. Such deists as Thomas Jefferson
and Benjamin Franklin may be said to have reversed the terms and niade
education their religion; but where the search for truth was both literate
and zealous, the mind found its own freedom to arrive at principles emphasizing worldly happiness, economic prosperity, and justice based upon social
compacts and the English common ~w.
Professor Perry does not disregard the role played in American history
by the Spanish in Florida ~nd in the Southwest, by the French in the_
Carolinas and in the Mississippi Valley, by the Dutch in New York, the
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Germans and Scotch-Irish in the Middle Atlantic regions; but in his
opinion an earlier society had crystallized the American pattern sufficiently
to assimilate new material without altering the type. In this respect, I am
reminded of tl}.e point made by Howard Mumford on s, in an article in
The Atlantic Monthly five years ago, that the Irish po lation of Boston
today is "the puritan branch of the church univers "an has much in
common with the tra4itiorial puritanism of New Engla
in stressing domestic virtuFs and demanding thrift and sobriety of its parishioners. One
who is not a Catholic feels that in Am~rica the laity plays a larger part
in shaping the destinies of Catholicism than in the countries where political
democracy is not so strongly felt. When the late AI Smith ran for the
presidency, it was generally understood that the principle of separation of
church and state had been accepted by American Catholicism; in contrast,
in Italy, Spain, Portugal, Argentina, and elsewhere no such acknowledgment .has ever lleen made.
"
Professor Perry concludes with a strong plea for American democracy
to abandon its provincial outlook. Modern democracy .i$ pledged to the
creation of a just and humane international order by virtue of its concern
-with morality, which it conceives in terms of the relations of human individuals as such. "Democracy implies internationality, then, by the expansion of its basic moral principles to the total aggregate of mankind:' He
endorses the use of force to establish a world-wide conscience and a worldwide economic, legal, and political system which shall achieve for the several nation-states what. each nation-state accomplishes for its individual
members. Professor Perry concludes eloquently, "Nations, like men, will
no longer live in walled castles from which they make occasional armed
forays, but in the valleys and plains where without loss of domestic privacy they enjoy together the fruits of the earth and* the achievements of
human genius."
T. M. PEA R C E

Ideas in America, by Howard Mumford Jones. Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1944. $3.00.
In 1935, Dr.' Howard Mumford Jones gave a paper before the English
Section of the Modern Language Association of America. He pointed out
that this society of American scholars at its founding in 1883 had no section devoted to American literature, that in thirty-nine presidential addresses it had never listened to one which discussed American letters, that
it had published 1405 articles and studies of which only twenty-nine dealt
with American litera,ture as such, and that of forty-three presidents it had
selected ~nly one who could be called a scholar in the American field and
that one was James Russell Lowell, recognized as a critic of British literaturerather than of American. Pursuing the anomalous position of the
study of American literature in colleges and universities of the United
States, Dr. Jones analyzed the personnel of a typical university department
of English. It is a masterpiece of quiet satire: the "remaining" man of a
staff of fifteen or sixteen is assigned to Ame~can literature, the entire field
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from 1607 to 1935 and in all the literary forms-poetry. the drama. essay.
biography, and fictio~. This challenging and entertaining speech is the
first essay in Ideas in ."America, ~ collection of speeches and articles prepared by Dr. Jones between 1934 and 1944. dealing with American'literature, colonial history. and the cultural responsibilities of American educational institutions. Some of the essays are among the liveliest and most
easily read papers of the present day- All invite discussion. and discussion
at length. In this review only three more of the essays can be touched
upon.
,
,
"The American Scholar Once More" points out that American cul:tural traditions have been ignored or ·treated with ineptitude by the division of studies called. the humanities in just the way departments of literature hjlve mishandled American writing. While. orientation courseS have
been provided on the art of Greece and Rome, the Middle Ages. and the
Renaissance of the 'lId World, and entire curricula built about lists of
great books induding the legendry"of India, the science of Greece, an,d
the metap~ysics of medieval Europe. the hemispheric geography and cultural history of the Americas have been slighted;' and the art, literature.
and evolution;ary thought of the United States and other, related American
nations regarded as minor, if considered at all. "I am continually impressed." says Dr. Jones. "by the fact tHat among the humanities we seem
to stress the importance of an acquaintance with every great culture except
our own." After a resume of the well-knowQ. educational experiments' by
Meiklejohn. Foerster, and Hutchins, the first rooted in classical heritage
and the last renovating the disciplines of European -scholasticism. Dean
Jones comments: "I venture to suggest that a living core of interest around
whicili the liberal college could once more be given a vital unity is the study
and comprehension of American civilization." This reviewer applauds
when he continues, "What l am seeking is not an administrative reqrganization nor a required course nor a curricular upset·nor an absorption with
the immediate and contemporary, but a point of view. . . . We do not
necessarily need to abandon what we are teaChing. but we need to te~ch it
in a different way. _ .. I do not desire to drive Europe out of the colleges.
I merely insist upon the necessity o~ putting America in. How long can
we safely permit our students to believe that the rise of industry is all
there is to the story of American "life? We. have faced backwards and
turned to Europe in tile humanities; cannot we sometimes turn westward
and appraise our own' accomplishments? The spirit of Emerson is likewise America. We have neglected the resources of our own spiritual life
too long."
In "American, Literature and the Melting Pof' a,nd "New England Dilemma." the idea is stressed. that English political and cultural tradItions,
if they survive, must co-operate, assimjlate, and merge with the traditions
of the non-English peoples in the United States. Why"not with the traditions of the other Americas as well? Since this review is being written in
Mexico, it is easy here for me to feel'the community of political. economic,
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and creative life between the American republics. The right ideas in pne
will have vitality in the other, and an exchange is indispensable to under.
standing.
It is difficult to put down the pen while reviewing this book. I felt
regre~ that Professor Jories' admirable researches into colonial: origins did
not inc;1ude the colonial backgrounds of New Mexico as well' as those of
Virginia. The ideas of colonial New Spain are a part of the total American
experiment, and the area is rich in th~ qualities Dean Jones peclares the
New England intellectual tradition gravely needs-"earthiness,: emotion, a
,~. M. P E:A R C E
deep sense of life, a belief tt!at intellect is not all."
The Ten Grandrriothers~ by. Alice Marriott. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1945. $3.00.
Here are' people. That their blood is Indian, t4eir language Kiowa,
their locale the Wichita Mountainsl . seem but accidental particularizations of history, so universally human are the men and women in these
'pages. Their life in actuality, both past and present, is one thing; their
life in the printed record of this book is another,.a triumph of the author's
deep insight and literary skill in transferring tlfe elusive vital warmth· of
reality from the one to the other. The book is a rich picture of Kiowa
tribal life as represented by a handful of people-one or two families, their
friends and associates-living between the years 1847 ·and 1944.
These years comprise a critical period in the history of the Kiowa and
other Southern Plains tribes, a time when the flow of native life broke upon
the relentless rocks of an impeding culture, churned in futile rebellion
until, rechanneled, it today moves on with quiet strength in the great common stream of American civilization. The Kiowa of Miss Marriott's book
appear in four generations: there are· Spear Woman's parental relatives,
her own age-mates at various stages of their Ilves, her thildren and then
new problems, and' finally her grandchildren. These geneal!ogical levels
roughly coincide with the four major sections of the book: Part I, "Tile
Time When ,There Were Plenty of Buffalo" (1847-1869, native life as yet
barely touched by White contacts); Part II, "The Time When the Buffalo
Were Going" (1870-1883, White encroachment destroying· basic 'subsistence _a~d normal mode of life); Part III, "The Time ~When the Buffalo
Were' Gone" (1884-1910, complete disintegration of native liife with arti·
ficial support from the patron government); Part IV "Modem Times'!
(1912-1944, contemporary Indian life, self-sustaining, essentially American
but with strong native retentions). Biographical incidents enc-ompassing thf
manifold activi~ies'and emotions inherent i~ Kiowa life through -its ph<l;Se~
of calm and chaos are strung on the supporting threaqsof Spear Woman'~
and Eagle Plume's lives: a child's first taste of sugar, a tired. wife's need
for a .sister-helper, a youth's straining after spiritual power, an old man'~
haven of rest, such bits in all their homely, .poignant intim~ are there,
Skillfully the author has presented Kiowa culture in terms of its own logic
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and, without explanation or apology, has rendered it comprehe~sible, ev:en
sympathetic, to an alien reading Pllblic.'
. '.'
.
Thebasic data carefully recorded from native lips are ethnographically.
sound~ though the Chosen' m~thod of presentation is not sufficiently strin~'
gent .to· permit free use of the material for technical purposes. But the.
radiance of .human warmth which this book sheds' will serve to illumine'
c~lder, more objective studies of Kiowa life; it will be.a joy to arithropologist and layman alike. .
,.
A. H. G" A y'T 0 N'
I

.

.:

..;~

Home in the West: an Inquiry into My Origins, by Harvey Fergusson. New
York: Duell, Sloan and. Pearce, 1944. $2.75.
Harvey Fergusson," the author of eight. novels (several of which are
excellent), one philosophica! book, an~ pne history, now adds an attempt - •
at autobiography to an already long list' of writings. He .was born and
reared in New Mexico, and although he left home as a very young man, he
manages a 'rather solitary return from time "to time. 'He calls himself an
alien to the world that produced him, "one who departed but never forg~t, who always returned but" never again couldbelon.'g:' This sta,tement,
although it appears in an appendiX to thebodk. as a sort of apology 'or
justification for this story of his first twenty-one years, .might well serve'
for the basis of the opening chapter because it creates the mood of disillu-;
sionment and unrest that permeates the whole work. The title, Home in
the West, is less fitting than the subtitle, An' Inquiry into'My Origins, 'for'
he is more concerned with the emotional p~ocess 'of his growing up' than
with a hom~ th~t is e.ither a family, ~ house: or eve~ a. town or tegio~.
The author IS b~et WIth the problem of haVIng "somethIng to cOmmunIcate" a1?oUt himself, something that he has been unable to express 'through
the characters in his novels, however much they may .have been a part' oftheir creator. He claims to have refrained deliberately from dramatizing
himself and to have IQoked upon his early life'with detachment- in theduaf
role of "observer and observed," but· almost with the same stroke of the'
pen he admits the difficulty of describing "a process of becoming' from the
viewpoint of the subject."
.
Mr. Fergusson begins with an impressive description of the Albuquerque of his childhood, a sprawling Western city in the late nineteenth
century, sunk into insignificance in the.immensity of its natural surround-'
ings. ; One feels that h~ loves "this sight and that it must h'ave been a pow.:
erful influence upon his rather'solitary childhood. He describes his yoUth
as being antisocial, unrestraine<:i by the normal amount of parental influence, confined within' himself. Although he was fully an<;l contentedly
aware of his natural environment, he ,hardly ever became a part of hishuman surroundings. It is interesting to note that exceptbfor his maternal
grandfather, his father, and himself, the few people mentioned in, the.
course of the autobiography pass through the pages as mere shadows, never.;
made to live and breathe, forgotten once they are briefly mentionea.
Sympathetically anc;l with a sketchy sort of grandeur, Mr. Fergusson'
i
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tells the story of his German immigrant grandfather, !ranz Huning, aJ
imaginative, dreamy youth, but not without practicality, who came tc
America in 1848 and finally landed in New Mexico in 1850, having workec
hi~ way across the country as a bullwhacker with a wagon train. He likec
the place, easily adapted himself to the three-faceted culture of the region
and proceeded to settle down to make his fortune, found a family, anc
become an integral, moving part of the frontier Southwest. Here is thl
skeleton of a story of consuming interest with possibilities for powerfu
characterization, a story to which the author has failed to give substance anc
life. He next, somewhat less sympathetically, sketches his father's POSI
Civil War background in South Carolina. The el~er Mr. Fergusson mi
grated to the New Mexico Territory to practice law. He entered territoria
politics, was sent to Washington as'a delegate, and was twice elected t~
Congress after New Mexico became a state. According to his son, he "ell
joyed the West but he never became a part of it as Franz Huning hal
done." He remained a Southern gentleman, deeply rooted in his own tn
dition.
These three influences, then, the region, the grandfather, ,and th
father, are our author's origins.. He might have done well tb expand thi
much into a whole book rather than confine it to the first eighty pagel
When he writes about his own emotional reactions to the "process of b(
coming" he grows dull, repetitious, and mystical. In telling of his lif
as an adolescent, as a cadet at a military academy, and later as a student a
Washington and Lee University, he is preoccupied with his ~truggle t
become an individual, to rid· himself of the ~ivalrous tradition grOUD!
into him by his father, to discover woman, and free himself from th
sexual inhibitions which stemmed from the Southern idealization (
woman. This absorption with the minute details of his c1;Jriosity aboll
sex, his near-sexual experiences, and the final elimination of all restrainl
is boring. From the point where he begins to write about himself h
withdraws more and more into his own soul-searchings until hardly a breat
of the real world about him enlivens the pages of his book.
.
It is never quite clear that Mr. Fergusson succeeds in communicatin
the "something" that he thinks he must, or if he does so~ it is far too pel
sonal an end to mean a great deal to the reader., Evep autobiography mw
go beyond the confines of the individual to justify the expenditure of tim
and energy put into both the writing' and the reading of it. Someday tb
epic of Grandfather Huning should be written in full, perlilaps even b
novelist Fergusson 'himself, as a study of the adaptable, ipttrepid imm
grant who so materially' assisted in throwing open the American Soutl
west to advanCing civilization. It would make a magnificent story an
certainly should prove to be of mote permanent value as a social documer
than the tortured self-probings Mr. Fergusson has given us iIi Home in'tll
West.
MAR Y WICKE
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-Border Command: General Phil Sheridan in the West, by Carl Coke Rister.
Norman: University of Oklaho~a: Press, 1944. $2.75.
Another volume from the pen of Carl Coke Rister presents the career
of General Phil Sl!eridan from Civil War days through his brilliant activities in the defense of the West. Crediting Sheridan's Rio Grande demonstrations of military power with part, of the responsibility for the French
collapse in ,Mexico, the author turns to the period of the military governorship of Louisiana and Texas. Apparently unable to meet the diplomatic demands of this assignment, Sheridari' was removed fr6m his position
and ordered to take over a border .command, the Department of -Missouri,
under his ftiend, Major General W. T. Sherman, Commander of the Division of the Missouri.
Here Sheridan dealt with "the wild. Indians of the Great Plains." .Few
and poorly disciplined troops had to be built into a competent force ~o
handle strong nomadic tribes. Border problems involving rights and claims
in white men's scattered settlements, American and Spanish traders andadVG'Ilturers of all kinds confronted Sheridan. The administrator found
himself dependent upon public funds often quite inadequate and upon
p_ubli~ opinion that ranged from indifference to white-lTot anger over
Indian depredations~-.
,
Sherman and Sheridan agreed upon a realistic pblicy of punishing
recalcitrant Indians rather than upo~ continuation of ineffective peace
agreements.' Many difficulties such as remoteness from supplies and police
and presence of large numbers of hostile Indians led to the unprecedented
plan for winter campaigns. The battle of the Washita and the Fort Cobb
powwow that followed somewhat modified original policy, but Sheridan
still adhered to the fundamental teget that "punishment shall follow
crime." From south to north he and his men ranged the Indian countrY,
working with Kiowa, Comanche, Apache, Cheyenne, and Sioux, in con:
tact with Custer, 1diles, Buffalo Bill, Satanta, Sitting Bull, and many others.
Raised to the rank of Lieutenant General, given command of the Division
of the Missouri, Sheridan moved into -the Grant Administration and found
himself confronted with ~ peace polic~ in Washington. But frontier problems were not solved by such a policy, and again Sheridan was permitted
to pursue his plan of stopping Indian raids by complete military con~ol.
From the Red 'River to the north his realistic work was carried on. Mr.
Rister says in evaluation, "His . . . solution was effective" and the way
was paved for the white man's occupation of the Great Plains. . . . In the
light of history, Sheridan's policy was justifie~:'
Although Sheridan's campaigns, battles and marches, travel to Europe,
and promotion to full generalship are rela.ted in- some detail, the composite
fails to leave a very clear picture of -the man during this time. Dates, battles, commands, and events overshadow him. Descriptions such as that of
the Kiowa-Comanche country ~d of the Indian's advantages and disadvantages for living off the land are splendidly written~ But too often after
such warmth of writing, _the author falls back into a recital of facts that
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· conceal the individual of chief concern. One too wishes for references 1
which to trace certain facts and interesting quotations (pages 182, 18~
Omissions of desired explanations and some stilted expressions are COl
· pensated for, however, in an adequate index and a splendid bibliograp~
This volume is a usable addition to the ever-growing literature on' the e
Dolt 0 THY Woo ntH A R
; pansion of the American frontier.

· 100 Great Years/by Thomas Ewing Dabney. Baton Rouge: Louisiana Sta
University Press, 1944.. $4:00.
The New Orleans Times-Picayune played a major role in the bistoi
of Louisiana. Founded in January, 1837, as the Picayune~ this infl~~n~i
, daily newspaper began a most illustrious history fuIl of innovations in ne""
,gathering, feature sections, cartoons, pictures, and e~litorials. Not ~~~
>among its triumphs we.re the dispatches of war correspondents fI:om ~
, front of the Mexican War. One of these reporters was George Willi
Kenda~l, p~ticipant in the Texan-Santa Fe Expedition and author of ~
~,famous book compiled from articles .published in the Picayune. In l~~
· Kendall went to Emope to write foreign correspondence which transfo~{
. the Times-Picayune from a provincial news-sheet to an organ of in~m
tional comment. Telegraphic dispa~ches dating from 1848 fur~er e
tended the .scope of a press which surmounted many -difficulties. to mal
itself a sound newspaper with national and international coverage...
. Perhaps one of the most unusual facts in its colorful record. is. i~ s~
cessfulleadership by a woman, Pearl Rivers. As editor, publisher, and sour
. poliq maker wy.en women, especiaIly in the Soutl}, were not usuaIly .~
cepted in the business world, Pearl ~vers introduced special editot1.
feat~es,. a woman's page and society section; she early sponsored Doro~
Dix and maintai~ed continued> exceIlence in newswriting, editorial COl
ment, and general make-up of the paper. .
.
"
Mr. Dabney has stated in his preface that no history of a newsp~pl
can be written "without teIli~g the his~ory of its community," and beyoIl
that, of state, nation, and world developments. Truly this story of tl
Times-Picayune is justly an i~lustration of this point of view. Perhaps r
better source of social history can be found than the pages of the dai
press. Hence the author compiles through the century a picture of tl
customs, ~eeds, and improvements of the city of New Orleans, of state all
national event. Editorials vary in subject from condemnation of duellir
to "gentle ridicule" of the filthy streets; from commenting upon changir
fashion, notably "bloomers," and upon the delectable' oyster loaf, 1
taking up the torch for public education; from campaigning for pro.tectic
against yeIlow fever and cholera to discussing river-boat races on the Missi
sippi and public works construction. Sports reporting ranges frOJ
bicycling to prize fights and football. Reports of art, music, and Iiter.3.1
attractions glorify New Orleans as an unequalled Southern cultural cente
Thus the many facets of the growing city and port "are relayed.
.
Political and military history too thread through the volume: tl
"'-.-
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: Mexican War, the he~vy and heartbreakin.g events of the Civi1'War~post
. war defiance and final peace, the era of trade expansion and civic develop, ment in the eighties and nineties, World War I, depression and postwar
Ku Klux Klan, the spectacular regime of Huey Long; and the prelude ·to
World War II.. In economic history; 'the press follows the trends of local
agriculture, especially cotton, the 'trade of the Mississippi, the' expansion
into greater sea traffic, the building of port facilities, transportation by
. rail and water, Hood control, establishment of banks and stock exchange,
market q'uotations. Events of local interest, such as Eads' successful opening of the Southwest Pass by jetties, centered nationalatt-ention upon' the
city.
. '
Mr. Dabney's lively, interesting style and' his ability to. present an
all-around picture are evident. 'We note the 'adm:irable pride the author
takes in his place of birth, even as we' now are happy to claim him a citizen
of Socorro, New Mexico. We might ,take issue with: the use of, certain
superlatives and with his unqualified assumption that in -'1837 ~'Louisiana
was close to its beginnings" (page '3). We commend the explanatory footnotes and quotations fronl the press,. the' appendix and 'excellent" index,
and we note the novel arrangement of the table of contents.. Mr: Dabney
has Written not only an able history of the Times-Picayune, but· also an
excellent, truly social history of Louisiana as seen through .the pages of'this
active, aler.t newspapero.
D 0 ROT It Y Woo D· W A a D
I

A Grizzly from the Coral Sea: .Conversation and Pictures~ by Tom Lea., EI Paso, Texas: Carl Hertzog, 1944. $2.00 and $4.00. '
_~ ,
Charles Schreiner, ,General Merchandise: the Story of a Country Store, by
J. Evetts Haley; illustrations by H. D. Bugbee.. Austin: Texas State
, Historical Association, 1944. No price indicate4.
Some time ago, in· a notation concerning a voI.ume of the letters of
Adolph Bandelier, this departmeJ)t commented with pleasure and admiration on its publisl1er and designer, Carl Hertzog, of El Paso. It is surely no
derogation o( the' texts of A Grizzly from th~ Coral Sea. and Charles
Schreiner, General Merchandise, to treat two sUch.disparate books in a re. view which chooses to link them through their common iqdebtedness to
this same designer, Mr. Hertzog. Connoisseurs of Southwestern items have noted, in the past ten years
or so, occasional perfect little books, the product" often, of collaboration
between Mr. Hertzog and the artist Tom Lea. A Grizzly from the Coral
Sea is their latest, though it will so~m be succeeded by Peleliu Landi1!-g, a
book of battle narrative and drawings, the original material of the oil
paintings by Mr. f..ea which were published in Life this summer. A Grizzly
from the Coral Sea is a thin, rare little book, recording, in conversation and
pictures, Tom Lea's reminiscence in a. Chungking restaurant concerning a
mountain, a silver'bear, and a certain General Quarters aboard the aircraft
carrier Hornet just out of Bougainville. A West Texan, "not a professional
Texan," Tom Lea loves the mountain-El Paso's Mount Franklin, "the
"
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stone-sided mountain. at home"; he
has been fascinated since childhooc
by the grizzly, almost as an animal fetish, now embodied for him in c
silver commemorative coin from Lieutenant COmInander Herbert Jackson
collector, whose mind met Lea's in that battle tension in the Coral Sea
The emotional synthesis of elements so diverse is one of the magical onel
we owe to the impact of war on the cr~ative artist. That the result is livin~
unity is due to Mr. Lea's skill with the dialogue of men at war, to hi~
painter's perception of detail-note especially his description of that Gen
eral Quarters-:-, and to his power to distill the universally significant froD:
his own emotional reactions.
.
The combined craft of Carl Hertzog and Tom Lea supports this unit)
at every step of the collaboration. A sea-green cover is imprinted with the;
stars of Ursa Major; the end papers are the drawing of a great carrie!
against a delicate coral sea and a muted lavendar and green sky; the sea
blue in which tea's sketches are reproduced and their very placement iJ1
conformity to climax and anticlimax in the narrtive attest· the presence:
·of a creative artist in bookmaking as well as in text and illustration.
That Mr. Hertzog is equally skillful in the prese~ce of another authOJ
and other material is amply proved in his work with J. Evetts Haley's
Charles Schreiner~ General Merchandise. Mr. Haley tells in homespull
. Texan the story of a pioneer mercantile firm and its founder, Charles
Schreiner, from the beginnings of this country store through three generations of Schreiner management in seventy-five years of serving the hill coun·
try of Kerrville County, Texas. Mr. Haley injects into his narrative tht:
full flavor of the pioneer trade: storekeeper and customer bar~in again in
frontier commodities and frontier speech; characters and anecdotes vivif~
'what might otherwise have been a dull hymn to free enterprise. Somt:
readers, this one included, may feel that the barrelhead has been undul~
beaten, even so,' in the latter cause. To me, the Schreiner story is good
enough in itself; to force it to adorn a present theory and point an economic
moral is an unconscious anachronism, a distortion of ~ts real import. Tbi,s
is a. carping point, however, mentioned only because I feel it the only
Haw in the otherwise perfect unity of text and book design.
Subtly and with restraint, Mr. Hertzog has used "horse ana buggy"
type for chapter titles, brown ink on an off-color paper ("whatever:~ said
Haley, "you call a dun in paper language")-details which communicate
the full flavor of the country store. The title page and jacket design utilize
the first letterheads of the store, and H. D. ijugbee's Western sketches blend
ideally with the design as a whole.
~
Books such as these have been largely labors of love, for tlilese publishing- ventures are not in the direct current of Mr. Hertzog's activity. That
he indulges in them generously, in terms of time, skill, and money, is a
fact too little noticed and appreciated, even in a Southwest which should
be proud to acclaim him.
KAT HER I N E S I M 0 N S
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New Mexico's Future: an Economic and Employment Appraisal, by E. L.
Moulton. Albuquerque: Committee for Economic. Development, Bernalillo County, New Mexico, 1945. $2.00.
Anyone who -has followed ~e inany economic studies of the Committee for Economic Development has been' impressed with two ideas:· any
econcJmic system must give opportunity for steady, high employment to
survive; and no economic system can ac€omplish this end more effectively
than one which gives emphasis at the same time to individual initiative and
to contr~l of enterprise. Mr. Moulton in his splendid summary and ~is
cussion of economic data of New Mexico ha~ -pressed this viewpoint and
. has suggested a pattern to be followed. .'
.
Mr. Moulton strikes a sound note in his plea for a balanced economy
in $is state. New Mexico is predominantly agricultural, with definitely
limited room for exp\nsion in this field. Limited rainfall and water
resources are controlling factors. Our high normal unemployment (21 per
cent in J940) demands developme~t of new opportunities for endeavor.
He feels these opportunities can best be found in the field for manufacturing, particularly light a~d relatively high-value production. There can
be no quarrel with this conclusion.
Mr. Moulton, however, has made this conclusion his beginning. New
Mexico is ripe for many new manufacturing industries such as handicrafts
and food and raw material processing,Jlut it is doubtful whether sufficient
growth can be dbtained from this source soon enough to bring about the
high level of employment the author seeks unless certain trade restrictions
are ameliorated.
Equal emphasis must be placed upon the expansion of service trades.
The wholesaling business, -particularly the small 'wholesaler, has been
constricted by what Mr. Moulton calls "the bogie of freight rates,." ,Extremely favorable distribution rates into New Mexico from nearby out-ofstate cities have cut unfairly the market for goods which already exists
within the state. Amarillo and EI Paso, for instance, enjoy lower mileage
rates arid commodity classifications th~n exist from Albuquerque and other
New Mexico centers. An equalization o~ freight rates ~in this area would
do much to stimulate employment in New Mexico.
. The extractive industries offer, with the aid of research, a growing
field for employment. The study draws a detailed picture of these possibilities. Cheap power, however, is an essential in this field. It is to be
regretted that a thoroughgoing endorsement of a Rio Grande Valley development with hydroelectric power was not made in the book. Public works
of this type act as a multiplier of income, a creator of property values, and
a strong backbone for a healthy system of free enterprise. Mr. Moulton
is too prone to point out the small percentage which public works expenditures bear to total income in the state. The significant factor is' the
effect these expenditures have on future income and employment. Witness
the TVA.
The case for manufacturing would be stronger if more consideration

I

.

•
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were' given, to th~ quaiity of 'labor avaiIab.le. .There is a crying need ,
- a- comprehensive nealth program in New' Mexico, which would'~ have
one of its purposes increased· productiveness- of the 'working man. : 'Mal
facturing will grow faster and operate at lower cOsts when efficient lal
is pr.esent in quantity.
These- criticisiDS are minor indeed when stacked against the genu
contribution whith Mr. Moulton h3.$ made to the economic future of N
· Mexico. The large amount of data which he' has col~ected and interprel
So ably should awaken many an enterpriser to the possibilities for success
, industrial operations in this 'state.,
V! ILL I A M J. PAR. I :

•
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A GUIDE TO THE "LITERATUR.E
OF THE S.O'U'THWEST
Lyle Saunders

T

HlS

~lBLl~GRAPHY, a serv~c~ of the Iriter:.American ~ection of ~e

UniversIty of New MexIco's Research Bureau In the Social
Sciences, attempts to list, with as much thoroughness as time and
'resources permit, current materia1s dealing with the, Southwest. 'The
Southwest, as
define it here, includes all of New Mexico and
Arizona and p~rts of Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado, Utah~ Nevada, and
California.
'
" . The symbol (F) designates ficti.on; (1) 'is used to indicate material
, on the Juvenile level. Included here are' mainly' those items which
were published or came to'our attention between April 1 and June 30,
1945·
The major part of the work of compiling this issue was' done by
Mrs. Martha Morris.
BOOKS
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Adams, Ansel. Bo":fl free and equal, New York, U. S. Camera, 1945. $1.00 paper; $2.00
cloth. PhotographS of a Japanese relocation center.
Baker, Elizabeth Whitemore. Stocky, boy of West Texas. Philadelphia, Winston, 1945.
,$2.00.

OF),'

,

Brienlow, G. F. Cavalryman out of the West.
$5.00•

(F)

.

Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton Printers, 1944.

Brown, F. J. and Roucek, J. 5., eds, One Ameri,ea. New York, Prentice-Hall, 1945· 3.75.
Revision of Qur racial and national minorities, including discussion of Southwestern
~~~~~

.

"

,

Chappe, Eli. Raiders of Concho Basin. New York, Phoenix Press, 1945· $2.00.
New Mexico setting.
'
Dean" Leon W~ 1 become a ranger. New York, Farrar &: Rinehart, 1945· $2.00.
Texas.
Eberle, Irmengarde. The very good neighbors. New York, Lippincott, 1945.
OF)' The story of a Mexican family in Texas.
Gorman, Herbert. The wine of San Lorenzo. New York, Farrar &: Rinehart, 1945.
(F) Texas in the Mexican war period.
'
,
Kupper,Winifred. The golden hoof: the story of the sheep of the Southwest. NeW
Knopf, 1945. $2·75.
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Leighton, Margaret. The singing cave. Boston, Houghton Miffiin, 1945. $2.00. UI
• Setting, California near Mexican border.
Means, Florence Crannell. The moved-outers. Boston. Houghton Miffiin, 1945. $2.0
UF) Japanese-Americans in a relocation- center.
Miller. Harry and Cooper. Page. Footloose fiddler. New York, Whittlesey House, 194
. $2.75. Personal 'experiences in the Southwest in the 1880'S.
'
Moody, Alan. Sleep in the sun. Boston, Houghton Miffiin, 1945. $2.00. (F) Mexical
Americans in Southern California.
'
Stanley, Chuck. Wild cayuses.' New York, Phoenix Press, 1945. $2.00. (F)
Steele, Wilbur Daniel. That girl from Memphis. New York, Doubleday Doran, 194
$3.00. (F) Arizona in the 1890'S.
.
Stilwell, Hart. Border city. New York, Doubleday Doran, 1945. $2.50. The fight again
intolerance along the Texas-Mexican border.
~
Sykes, Godfrey. A westerly trend. Tucson, Arizona Pioneers Historical Society, 194
$4.00 Wanderings of an Englishman in early Arizona.
Thorp, N. Howard, and Clark, Neil M. Pardner of the wind; story of the Southweste,
cowboy. Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton Printers, 1945. $4.00.

PERIODICALS
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AGRICULTURE AND RANCHING ~ ...
Anonymous. "Arizona spring lambs." Arizona Highways, 21:9-13, April 1945.
- - - . "Cow country." Arizona Highways, 21:31-35, March 1945.
- - - . "New director for Texas." Extension Service Review, 15:185, Dec. 1944.
Atchison. Topeka, ~nd Santa Fe Railway. Statement of agricultural conditions in Sani
Fe states. Regular pUblication, with crop prospects for Oklahoma, New Mexico, AI
zona, and Texas.
Crops and Markets. Quarterly publication of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, givir
statistics by states.
Current Farm Economics in Oklahoma. Bi-monthly publication of Oklahoma Agricu
tural Experiment Station, Stillwater.
The Dude Rancher. Official publication of the Dude .Ranchers' Association.
Economic News for New Mexico Farmers. Monthly publication of New Mexico Sta
College Extension Service with price and market information.
Edmundson, W. C.; Landis, B. J.; and Schaal, L. A. Potato production in the Weste,
states. U. S. Department of Agriculture, Farmers' Bulletin, 1843. Washington, ApI
1945·
'
Farm and Ranch. Monthly publication devq.ted to Southwestern farming.·
Fraps, G. S. and Fudge, J. F. "Chemical composition of sixty-four species of range pa
ture grass grown on a Victoria day loam soil." Journal of the American Society ~
Agronomy, 37:251-58, April 1945. Texas.
Maher, Raymond E. "Farms in the high country." New Mexico Magazine.. 23:14-15, M~
1945. Johnson Mesa, northeast New Mexico.
New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station. Recent results of range reseeding trials (J
semidesert rangeland in southern New Mexico. Press Bulletin 1000. State Colleg
. March 12, 1945.
.
New Mexico Extensipn Service. Middle Rio Grande irrigated area. State College, Fe'
1945·
.
New Mexico Stockman. Monthly publication of New Mexico Cattle Growers Assn., Ne
Mexico Wool Growers Assn., and Southeastern New Mexico. Grazing Assn.
\,
Sorrels, J. H. and Ratsek, J. C. A study pf rose oil production in Texas. Texas A. Be 1\
College, Bulletin 84. College ~tation, 1944.
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station. Agricultural production, Texas }945. Colle~
Station, Aug. 1944.
ANTHROPOLOGY,ARCHAEOLOGY,ANDSOcrOLOGY
Anonymous. "Indian home conveniences." Indian Education, 119:4-5, May I, 1945.
---.. "Navajo and his blanket." Brooklyn Museum Bulletin; 6:3-4, April 1945.
---.. "Promoting the assimilation of the Spanish-speakiI\g people in the UnitE
States." Interpreter Releases, 22:18-22, Jan. 3 1, 1945.
Ashley, Montague and Peterson, M. F. and C. Bernard. "The earliest account of tI:
association of human artifacts with fossil mammals in North America." ProceedinJ
of the American Philosophical Society, 87:365-460, 1944.
.
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Beals, Ralph L.; Brainerd, George W.; and Smith, Watson. Archaeological studies in
. northeast Arizona. University of California Publications in" ~erican . Archaeology
and Ethnology, v. 44. Berkeley, 1945.
Brogan, Bill. "Cleaning up San Antonio." The Messenger, 7:9-10, June 1945. Juvenile
" delinquency."
.
Colton, Harold S. "The Museum of Northern Arizona and the post war period." Plateau,
17:55-64, April 1945.
- - . "The Museum of Northern Arizona in 1944; 18th annual report of the director."
Plateau, 17:65-67, April 1945.
Cummings, Byron. "Some unusual kivas netlr Navajo mountain." The Kiva, 10:80-85,
May 1.f}.45.
Goldfrank, Esther S. "Irrigation agriculture and Navaho community leadership; case
material on environment and culture." American Anthropologist, 47:262-77, AprilJune 1945. ,
Gottschalk, Louis; Kluckhohn, Clyde; and Angell, Robert. The use of personal dqcuments
in history, anthropology, and sociology. Social Science Research Council Bulletin 58.
New York, 1945. Illustrative material from the Southwest.
Harrington, M. R. "Bug sugar." The Masterkey, 19:95-96, May 1945. The use of aphides
, by California Indians in the formation of cane sugar.
Hibben, Frank C. "As torres misteriosas do Novo Mexico." Selefoes do Readers' Digest,
7:I3- 16, Junho de 1945.
- - - . "We found the home of the first American." Saturday Evening Post, 217: 11, .85,
87, April 7, 1945. Folsom man.
"
Hurst, C. T. "Completion of the excavation (If Tabeguache cave I1~" Southwestern Lore,
11:8-12, June 1 9 4 5 . .
.
Jones, W. Norton, Jr. "City in the sky." . New Mexico Magazine, 23:16-17, 43, June 1945.
Acoma.
Kirk, Ruth Falkenburg. "Southwestern Indian jewelry." EI Palacio, 52:41-49, March 1945.
Kurath, William. A brief introduction to Papago, a native language of Arizona. University of Arizona Bulletin 16. .Tucson, April 1, 1945.
Lee, Rosalind. "Mexico in Los Angeles." The Pan American, 6:23-25, May 1945.
Loomis, Charles P. "A cooperative health association in Spanish-speaking villages."
American Sociological Review, 10: 149-57, April 1945. Taos County Health Cooperative.
McGregor, J. C. and Colton, H. S. "Unfi!ed sherd from Black Dog cave." Plateau,
17: 68 -7°, April 1945.
_
.
McNickle, D. "Afternoon on a rock: an experience at the Hopi village of Hotevilla."
Common Ground, 5 (8) :7 1-7 6, 1945·
Marriott, Alice. "Indians in blue jeans," Southwest, Review, 3°:258-60, Spring 1945.
Oklahoma.
Renaud, E. B. "About the 'disappearance' of Folsom man and Folsom points." Southwestern Lore, 11:1-8, June 1945.
.
Roberts, F. H. H.; Jr. "Early Texan; skeleton uncovered by flood waters near Abilene."
, Science Monthly, 60:392-93, May 1945.S>
Senter, Donovan. "Acculturation among New Mexican villagers in comparison to adjustment patterns of other Spanish-speaking Americans." Rural Sociology, 10:~Jl-47,
March 1945.
.
Tatum, R. M. and Dondelinger, N. W. "Final report of the archaeological survey of Las
Animas County, Colorado." Southwesterh Lore, 11:12-14, June 1945.
Tichy, Marjorie F. "The distribution of early elbow pipes." EI Palacio, 52:7°"73, April
1945··
,
Toulouse, Joseph H., Jr. "Early weather systems at Gran Quivira National Monument."
American Antiquity, 10:362-72, April 1945.
Walker, Edwin F. "America's ,Indian background. II.'" The Masterkey, 19:83-88, May
1945·
.
~
---,. World crops derived from the Indians. Southwest Museum Leaflets No. 17. Los
Angeles, 1943.
.
.
Watkins, Frances E. "Fiesta." The Masterkey, 19:97-99, May 1945. Spring exhibit at
the Southwest Museum, Los A~geles •.
Wissler, Clark. "Com and early American civilization." Natural History, 54:56-65, ,;Feb.
19&
.
Wyman, Leland C. and· Thome, Betty. "Notes on Navaho suicide." American Anthropologist, 47:278-89, April-June 1945.
<}
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ARTS
Anonymous. "A surv~y of musical activities of Belton and Temple, Texas." Southw~stern
Musician, 1:17-19, 21, March-April 1945.
. ,.
---_, "R. Farrington Elwell, Painter." Arizona Highways, 21:18, 27, March 1945.
cassidy, Ina Sizer. "Agnes Tait, painter and lithographer." New Mexico. Magazine,
23:20, 31, Marcb 1945.
' '
- - - . "State art museum." 1Vew Mexico Magazine, 23:20, 29, May 194!5'
Hamner, Laura V_ "Cowboy quips on western art." Southwest Review, 3°:289-91, SJ».ring
1945·

Henkel, Josepb. "Texas. sympbony orcbes~ras." Southweste~ Musician.. 1:8-9, 1:"11-12,
Marcb-April 1 9 4 5 . '
. :
Laudermilk, Jerry. "Indians made their own dyes." The Desert Magazine, 8:20-2~h Jan.
IM~
.
Meyer, H., R. "House in Dallas, Texas." Pencil Points, 26:85-88, Feb. 1945.
Mitcbell, Hal. "Incredible Arizona." Arizona Highways, 21:11-17, .18-n~ March 19"5.
Includes color reptoductions of his paintings.'
.
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
American Geograpbical Society. Current geographical publications. Monthly list including titles on Southwestern geography and related top~cs;
"
Boggs, R. S. "Folklorebibliograpby for 1944." Southern Folklore ,Quarterly, 9:18-88,
Marcb 1945. Includes items on Soutbwestern folklore. .
' ,
Jobnson, J. Harlan. "Selected bibliography on Colorado petroleum geolegyand strati.
"
graphy." The Mine~ Magazine, 3!P6']-73, April 1945. '
Library of Congress: Monthly check list of state publications.
Murphey, Leslie V. dibliography of Edgar L. Hewett, z89J-z944. Santa Fe, 1944.
U. S. Department of Agriculture Library. Bibliography of agriculture. Monthly pUblicatioo.
a
.
BIOGRAPHICAL
Barker, S. Omar. "Old curiosity sl!op." New Mexico Magazine, 23: 19, 33, June 1945.
Story of George W. Gr.iggs, Old Mesilla, New Mexico.
.
','
,Caughey, John Walton. "Hubert Howe Bancroft; bistorian of western Am~ica." The
American Historical Review, 50:461-7°, April 1945.
Creswell, Lena. "Oldman of the mountains." The 'Desert'Magazine, 8:23-24, May 1945.
Happy Sharp. .
. ,
Huff, J. Wesley. "Chee Dodge, Chief of the Navajos." New Mexico Magazine, 23: 18, 39.
June 1945.
.
Redfield, Georgia B. "Uncle Kit, frontiersman." The Desert Magazine, 8:17-19, June
1945. William Kit Carson, Roswell, New Mexico.
,oil'
"
"
Van Valkenburgb,' Richard. "Interpreter to the Navajo." The Desert Maga.zine,. 8:9-12,
May 1945. Life of Frank Walker.
' ,:
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Aldous, C. M. "A winter study of mule deer in Nevada." Journal of Wildlife Management, 9:145-51, April 1945.
Bailey, L. H. "Palmaceae." Flora of Texas, 3: 197-99, Jan. 23, 1945.
Beal, Mary. "Sunflower pageantry." The Desert Magazine, 8:25, June 1945.
Bradt, George McClellan. "Birds of the desert spring." The Desert Magazine.. 8:19-22,
~Yl~

.

.

Carter, George F. Plant geography and culture history i he American Southwest',Viking
Fund Publications in Anthropology, no. 5. New York,
5.
'
Chamberlain, C. E. "'I:'be hummingbird." Texas Geographi Magazine, 9:13-14, Spring
1945. Distribution in the Southwest.
.
:
Cooley, R. A. and Kohls, Glen M. The argasidae of North merica, Central ,Af!Jerica.and
Cuba. American Midland Naturalist, Monograph No. I. Notre Dame, '1944.' ,
Davis, C. H.; Smith, T. J.;' and Hawkins, R. S. Eradication of white horse nettle in southern Arizona. Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 195.. Tucson, Jan:
.1945·

Dodge, Natt N.- "A green Goliath meets its, desert David." Natural History, 54:260-63,
.29°, June 1945. Saguaro.
Laudermilk, Jerry. "Desert midget and jungle giant." The Desert Magazine, 8:9-10, June

I

1945·

Munz, P. A. "Onagraceae."
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Ra~}l, F~. "New Mexico ~ttlesnakcs.'~ N'euJ. ~exic~ Maga~~n~, :23: 28, 37, !-lay ,1945·.

Sm~th, Gusse !homas•. "Tr~ ~n the desert:' A~I%O~a .~Jghrp~y'~, 21,:34-37. April, 1~45,'
SmIth., L.B. Bromeliaceae. Flora of Texas" 3:;00-07,.. JaIl. 2S, 1945.
Taylor. 'Walter P. "Geographic distribution of Texas wildlife/"Texas Geograph'c Magaz.ine.. 9:1-12. Spring 1945'
.
Tha,rp,~B~C •. "Notewor;iliy pl~ ~f T~., I." Am.-p"Jc{Z~MidI~nd. Natur.alis~, 33:667-73./
May 1945.
Tharp;. B.: C.. and. Barkley~ Fred, A~ ",!niYe~ily,:,of:; Tex~: Herba<rj~m. B~ographical
Note I." American Midland NaturalISt, 33:6'74-724, May 1945"
Wpodson,.W;•. D., "Th~tre h~ess little ~ep~es.;' The. Des~rt.:Ma.gaz.ine, 8:18-19, Jan.
1945. Horned lizards,
.
Young, S~~y r;,and GoI~, Edward .A,. The wolf!~:pf No.r.t/l Amt;rica. Washi1l:g41.~,
American Wildlife Institut~.. 1944.
CONSERVATION AND RECLAMATION
Brown, C.' B. Rates of sediment 'Foduction in southweStern United States. W:~~ing~on,
Soil Cons~t~on Service, 1945~'
' '.
W,allis, George A. "To make the'desert blooin."New Mexico Mqgaz.i"e, 23:9-11, May'
1945. Arch Hurley Conservation' Djsfrict," New Mexico. '.
.'(
"
.,

•

&

.

.

.

'

.J

_

•

•

CqNTEMPORARY SOClAJ,. ANI> ECPNQ~C PR9BUMS·
AnonyDlow;. "VER's review, employment problems of: veterans," Manpower. Review,
12:3-20, April 1945. In N~ ,MexiCQ. Colorado. Texas, andCalifomia.
Bcsho~., B.·B~, "When goodwill is· organi~;Colora40',s ,vote ,on ownership of land by
.
, Japanese:' Common Ground, 5: 19-22, 1945.
Crocheron, B. H. "Policy onplace~ent of MeJ;'ican n~t~~nal. workers." California Citrograph, 30: 132-33, March 1 9 4 5 . "
Gom,ez•. M. R, and Wickard, C. R. "New. ties, ,acrpss the. border." Agri~f.I,lture .in the
Americas, 4:162, Sept. 1944.
.
.
Perry. G. S. "Texas at war." Scholastic, 46:17-18,. March 19. 19115.
Wickard, C. R. "New tieS across the Mexico-U. S. border."->r~ Foreign Commerce, 16:4,
July 29, 1944. M~can wl?rkers in. the U. S"
,
,
EDUCA:I"ION .
Anonym~us. "Good neighbor policy at home." American Teacher, 29:11-12, Jan. 1945.,
---,. "New teacher tenUre law substitute for SB-116 passed by the, ~eventeenth legislature.~' New Mexico School Review, ~4:20, May 1945.
. ,
- - . "Postgraduate courses for petroleum engineers." . Mining and Metallurgy, 26:263.
May 1945. University of Texas.
.
. ~
.
. ,
.
- - . ' $ "The reorganization of the Universi.ty of Houston:' School and .Society, 61:340,
May 26. 1945.
.
--'-.' "Report on final action of the 17th legislature:' New Mex,ico School Review,
24:20-22, May 1945.
--.'~' "Spanish in elemcQ.tary schools." Education for Victory.. 3:13. Feb. 20, 1945.
- - - . "Texas academic freedom case:' The Railroad Trainman, 62: 125. April 1945.
Arizona State Department of Education. Ariz.ona educational directory, :1944-45. Phoenix,
,The Department, 1945·
01'
Beatty" W. W. "Education offered by the U. S. Indian service.:' Indian Arts and Yocat~o.nal Education, 34: 1'34-35, March, 1 9 4 5 . '
'
Eckelberry. R. H. "Situati!Jn at Texas:' Journal Of Higher Education, 16~49, Jan. 1945.
Rainey case.
.
I
Fixley, E. H. "The teach~ recruiting and teacher replacement pr<?blem.." New Mexico
~chool Review, 24:8-9. 11, May 1945.
.
,
Gleaves, Mrs. Leo. "The Southwest." Regular departme~t in Physical Education.
Griggs, Joseph R.; Culpepper, S. B.; and Brace, David K. Texas handbook of instruction for health education and physical et;fucation .for junior and senior high schools.
Austin, State Department of Education, 1944; . ' ,
"
HiIQ.stead, R. E. "Academic freedom and tenure at .the, University of Texas; an interim.
report." American Association of University Profes$ors Bulletin, 30:627-34.. Dec. 1944.
Indian Education. Fortnightly field lett~r of the Education Division, U. S. Office of
Indian Affairs.
'
.
J~hnston. M. C. '''Spanish for Spanish-speaking pupils.~' Hispania,. 28: 132-34, Feb. 1945,
Jones. J. J. "Visual aids in technical wri,ting at the University of Te~as:' Joumpl of
English Education, 35:292-94, Dec. 1944.
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Krehm, William. "Propaganda puppets." Teachers' Digest, 5:18-16, April 1945 . Use
puppet shows by Gilberto Alvarado to further U. S.-Mexican....relations.
Lynn, Klonda. "Bilingualism in the Southwest." The Quarterly Journal of Speech, !
175-80, April 1945.
McKeithan, D. M. "Dr. Rainey and the University." Texas Outlook, 29:36, Jan. 1945.
Martin, E. L. and M. F.· Manual for New Mexico school bus drivers. Santa Fe, State D
partment of Education, 1944.
.
laUne, Marie G. "New Mexico Congress of Parents and Teachers." New Mexico Scho
Review, 24:17, 24, May 1945.
Nevada Educational Bulletin. Quarterly publication of Nevada State Department of Ed
cation.
New Mexico Library Bulletin. Bi-monthly publication of the New Mexieto State Libra
Association, State Library Association, and State Law Library.
New Mexico Progress. Monthly publication of New Mexico School for the Deaf.
New Mexico State Department of Education. Educational directory, I944-z945.. Santa}
State Department of Education, 1945. Mimeographed.
- - . Specifications' for school ;busses. Santa Fe, State Department of Education, 194
Provinse, John H. "Relocation of Japanese-American college students: acceptance of
challenge." Higher Education, 1:1-4, April 16, 1945.
"
University of New Mexico. Biennial report for the years I94J-45' Albuquerque, 1945.
---,. School of Inter-American Affairs. _ Mexico's role in international intellectual ,
operation. Inter-Americana Short Papers VI. Albuquerque, 1945.
Wills, E. "Spanish in the elementary schools of Texas." Modern Language Journ~
29: 84-86 , Jan. 1945.
FINANCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
Albuquerque Progress. ill Monthly publication of Albuquerque National Trust Be Savin,
Bank.
Anonymous. "Bids received for dry ice land- in New Mexico." Oil and Gas Journ(
43:79, May 5, 1945·
- - - . "State Capitals." Regular feature in the Oil and Gas Journal.
Arizona State Land Commissioner. Thirty-second annual report of the state land comml
rioner, July I, I9+J-June 30 , 1944. Phoenix, 1944.
.
Bradshaw, H. C. and Hervey, E. J. Purchasing in Texas counties. Texas Agricultur
Experiment Station Bulletin 653. College Station, 1944.
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City. Monthly rt;View of agricultural and business co:
ditions, tenth Federal Reserve District."
,
Gossett, Ed. "We're being cheated." Southwest Review, 8°:2°7-10, Spring 1945. Soutl
western freight rates.
Miles, J. E. Report of the Commissioner of Public Lands of the State of New Mexi.
through December 31, 1944. Santa Fe, 1945.
New Mexico Tax Bulletin. Monthly publication of New Mexico Taxpayers' Associatio
Oklahoma Business Bulletin. Monthly summary of business conditions in Oklahoma all
adjoining states, published by the University of Oklahoma.
Schoch, E. P.; Pence, F. K.; and Williams, Simon. Solutions of Texas' gas and industrilJ
ization problems. University of Texas, Publication No. 4503. Austin, Jan. 15, 194
Schoffelmayer, Victor H. "The chemurgic future of the Southwest." Southwest Revie1
30:240-42, Spring 1943.
Texas Business Review. Monthly publication of the Bureau of Business Research, Unive
sity of Texas.
FOLKLORE
Anonymous. Opportunities in Arizona folklore. University of Arizona Bulletin 16. Jal
uary 1, 1945.
GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Bates, Robert L. and Burks, Marian R. Geologic literature of New Mexico through I94
New Mexico School of Mines and State Bureau of Mines, Bulletin No. 22. Socorr
1945·
Conrad, F. "The march of talc." Mining Journal, 28:5-6, April 15, 1945.
Crowley, A. J. and Hendricks, Leo. "Lower Ordovician and upper Cambrian subsurfa.
subdivisions in north central Texas." Bulletin of the American Association 4
Petroleum Geologists, 29:413-25, April 1945.
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Decker, Charles E. and Coleman, Mrs. Tom. "Graptolites from well core, Carter County,
Oklahoma." Bulletin of the American Association oj Petroleum Geologists, ~9:454-58,
April 1945.
,
Fosshage, E. W. "Recent deep test in Moore County, Texas." Bulletin of the American
Association of Petroleum Geologists, 19:IU!7'-19, Feb. 1945.
Joralemon, Ira B. ,"New sources of ore in the western United States." Mining Congress
Journal, 31:50154,68, March 1945.
Keller, W. D. "Size distribution of sand in some dunes, benches, a,nd sandstones." Bulletin of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists, 29:115-21, Feb. 1945.
Kelly, Charles. "Crystal jewel box in the Utah desert."" The Desert Magazine, 8:11-13,
June 1945. Selenite crystals. .
'
Laudermilk, Jerry. "Dawn cactus of Green River." The Desert Maga%ine, 8:7-8, May
1945. Fossils.
.
Lehman, R. P. "Thrust faultihg in Arbuckle Mountajns, Oklahoma." Bulletin 01 the
American Association of Petroleum Geologists, 29:187-209, Feb. 1945.
Lovering, T. X. and Stringham, B. "Zunyite in Utah." American Minera!ogist, 30:76-77,
Jan.-Feb. 1945.
Miller, A. K. "Permian .nautiloids from the Glass Mountains and the Sierra Diablo of
west Texas." Journal 01 Paleontology~ 19:281-94, May 1945. ,
The Mining Journal. Regular publication wiUl notes bn Southwestern mining.
New Mexico Miner and Prospector. Monthly publication of New Mexico Miners and
Prospectors Association.
Patton, L. T. "Crystalline rock in deep well in Winkler County, Texas." Bulletin of the
American Association of Petroleum Geologists, 19:222-27, Feb. 1945.
Wheeler, H. P., Jr. "New helium plants of the Bureau of Mines." Mining and Metallurgy, 26~ 245-48, May 1945,' Some in Oklahoma and Texas.,
White, W. N.; Rose, N. A.; and Guyton, W. F. Ground water resources of the Houston
District, Texas. U. S. Department of the Interior, Geological Survey, Water Supply
Paper 8S9-C. Washington, 1944. '"!"

T

j

.

GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
Acheson, Dean. "United States-Mexican water treaty." Vital Speeches of the Day,
11:374-76, April 1, 1945.
Anon)lIIlous. "Eight states vie for water; controversy over Mexican treaty." Business
World, March 17, 1945. pp. 31-32.j>
---,. "John Collier's record." Nation, 160:321, March ~4,'1945.
- - - . "Mexican water treaty attacked by former Presjdent Herbert Hoov~." Engi,neering News Record, 134:415, March 19, 1945.
Corey. H. "Lol the poor Indian Bureau." Nation's Business, 38:31-32, Feb. 1945.
Hunter, Homer A. -"Ingenuity and small outlay greatly increase Dallas water supply."
American City, 40:81-8~J, April 1945.
,
Maslow, Will. "Fair employment state by state." Nation, 160:410-11, April 14. 1945. Survey of states moving toward establishment of Fair Employment Practi~ Commissions.
U. S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau. State labor laws for women, with wartime
modifications. Women's Bureau Bulletin No. 202, Washington, Dec. 15, 1944. In.eludes New Mexico.
HEALTH
American Medical Association. Hospitals. registered by the American Medical Association.
Reprinted from the Journal of the American Medical Association, March 31, 1945.
Census by states.
Ariwna Public Health News. Regular publication of ArizOna Department of Public
Health.
Gould, D. M. "Mass X-ray survey in San Antonio." Pu~lic Health Reports, 60:117-.6,
Feb. 2, 1945.
; ; ' ,
'
Marshall, J. T. and Dempsey, M. "Current tuberculosis statistics in the United States."
American Journal of Public Health, 35:248-52. March 1945"
New Mexico Sunshine. Regular quarterly publication of the New Mexico Society for
Crippled Children.
U. S. Public Health Service. "Prevalence of disease." Weekly reports 'of states and cities
in Public Health Reports.
Whitacre, J. "What rural Texans eat." Journal 'of Home &onomics, 37:149-50.- March
1945·
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HISTORY
Abbott, C. "Father Kino, empire builder of the old Southwest." Scholastic, 46: 13March 19, 1945.
Baker, ShermaQ. "Trek of the .Mormon Battalion." The Desert Magazine, 8:4-8, Jll
1945·
Bloom, Lansing B., ed. "From Lewisburg to California in 1849 (continu¢)." N
Mexico Historical Review, 20:144-80, April. 1945. Notes from the diary of Willi:
H. Chamberlin.
Casavantes, Octavio. "Faith founded a college." New Mexico Magazine, 23:16-17,
May 1945. St. Michael's, Santa Fe.
i
Casteiieda, Carlos E. "The sons of St. Francis in Texas." The Americas, 1:289-3°2, J:
1945·
Drummond, G. B. "Touring New Mexico in '81." New Mexico Magazine, '23:18,
May 1945. Journey of C. M. Chase, Vermont editor.
Gambrell, Herbert. "Hurrah for Dall~." Southwest Review, 30:225-3°, Spring 19,45.
House, Roy Temple. "High times in Brenham, Texas." Southwest Review, 3°:265Spring 1945. In 1890'S.
McKinney, Lillie G. "History of the Albuquerque Indian SchooL" New Mexico Hide
cal Review, 20:109-37, April 1945.
Mitchell, Hal. "Gold in Cardboard Mountains." Arizona Highways, 21:28-33, April 19
Early days at La Paz, Arizona.
Panhandle-Plains Historical Review. Regular pUblication of Panhandle-Plains Histori
Society.
Peattie, Donald Culross. "The Californa missions," Catholic World, 161:130-37, :M
1945· .
Storm, Barry. "Bonanza of the lost Dutchman." The Desert Magazine, 8:16-18, May 19
Van Valkenburgh, Richard and Walker, Frank O. "Old placenames in the Nayaho COl
try." The Masterkey, 19:89-94, May 1945.
Watkins, F. E. "When camels came to the desert," The Desert Magazine, 8: 10- 13, J:
1945·
Worc~ter, D. E. "The use of saddles by American Indians."
New Mexico Histori.
Review, 20: 139-43, April 1945. Some mention of South'yestern Indians.
MISCELLANEOUS
Anonymous. "Mexican holiday; 134th anniversary of. Mexican independence celebral
in California." Bulletin of the Pan American Union, 79:168, March 1945.
Bagg, Rufus Mather. "Death Valley, a desert wonderland." Natural History, 54:168April 1945.
Boon~ John D. "Did the tall grass make it rain?" Southwest Review, 30:281-86, Spri
1945·
.
Burwell, A. L.; Case, L. C.; and Goodnight, C. H. Fluoride removal from drinking wat
small installations using virgin bone black. Oklahoma Geological Survey, Circu
No. 25. Norman, 1945. OklahOlna towns.
Corle, E. "Seeing the Southwest," Scholastic, 46: 13-15, March 19, 1945.
Dabney, Thomas Ewing. "Mountain trout-or nothing." New Mexico Magazine, 23:
.~3, June 1945. In the Black Range.
Fraitse, H. G. "Tough going but worth it." Arizona Highways, 21:-15-17, April 19
Trip to Betakin in Navajo National Monument, Arizona..
• Indians at Work. Monthly publication of Office of Indian Affairs giving -news of Sou
western Indians.
.
Johnson, Evelyn. "Carlsbad wonder caverns," The Messenger, 7:45-46, June 1945.
"Maxine." "Stars of the great Southwest," Saddle and Bridle, 18:15-31, June 19
Thoroughbred horses.
Miller, Joseph. "Salome 'where she danced'," Arizona Highways, 21:28-3°, March'19
Mitchell, John D. "Lost mines and .buried treasure." The Mining Journal, 28:37April 15, 1945. The lost San Pedro silver mine.
.
Morgan, "Jeff. "Blizzard trail." Southwest Review, 3°:296-97, 301, Spring 1945. Advi
ture in a Texas norther.
.Muench, Joyce Rockwood. "Sunset crater," Nature Magazine, 38:249-51, May 1945. A
zona.
New Mexico Alumnus. Monthly publication" of New Mexico Alumni Association.
Oklahoma Public Welfare Review. Monthly mimeographed publication of Oklaho]
Department of Public Welfare.
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Rusby. H. S. "Cotton finishing in the Southwest:' Textile Colorist and Converter,
67:760-61 • 789. May 1945.
Smelley, Era Mae. "Polk County, Texas-a geographic survey:' Texas Geographic Magazine, 9:15-:U, Spring 1945..
.
The Southwest Wind. Monthly publication 'of New Mexico Highlands University.
The Southwestern Baker. Monthly. trade journal.
.
Sparlin. Estal E. "The OPA price panel program in the Southwest." Southwestern Social
.
Science Quarterly, 25:30l!-lo. March 1945.
Storm. Barry. "Lost mines of the Peraltas:' The Desert Magazine, 8:25-28, Jan. 1945. In
Superstition Mountains, Arizona.
"Rumors of gold:' The Desert Magazine, 8:20-22. June 1945. Superstition
Mountains. Arizona.
Sunset. Monthly publication devoted to w~tern houses, gardens, home hints, etc.
Texas Bar Journal. Monthly publication of Texas State Bar Assn.
The Turquoise. Quarterly publication of the New Mexico Federation of 'Business and
Professional Women's Clubs.
U. S. Forest Service. National Forest facts, Southwestern Region, Arizona and New Mexico, I945. Washington, 1945"
, U. S. Department of Commerce. 'Weather Bureau. -Monthly weather review. Statistics
for Southwestern states.
Wetherill, Al. "As I remember ... " The Desert Magazine, 8:4-6. May 1945.' Reminis. cences of an old timer,;
Woods, Betty. "Town of plenty:' New Mexico Magazine, 23:14-15, 44, June 1945. Aztec.
New Mexico.

---'a

"
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LOS PAISANOS
Saludo a Todos Los Paisanos:

/

t

Albuquerque, as maybe readily realized, was proud of the fj
that Ernie Pyle called it home. That he had a deep affection for 0
state, town, and citizens was apparent from his frequent references
New Mexico and New Mexicans in his columns. When he return
h~re for a few months of rest before departing for the far ~acific
Shima Islands where he was killed, this community showed its vene
tion for the world-famous reporter by respecting his desilie for priva'
The only public appearance which he made here was at the graduati
exercises of the University of New Mexico last October., at which til
he was given an honorary degree. Seven months later;,'memor
services were held in his honor i~ the same building o~ the sal
.campus. Those who were present on those two occasions' will ne,
forget either one of them. T~e Jong lines of Albuquerque peo]
who stood for hours in order to gain admittance to the premit
showing of, "The Story of G. I. Joe" were in a measure paying thl
last respects to a member of our community, one who gave his life J
his country. In the near future, Albuquerque will have a permanc
memorial in memory of Ernie Pyle, one symbolic of his talents, ide,
and tastes. At the present time his home here is already assumi
the proportions of a shrine. Aviators landing at Kirtland Field fr(
far places in the world ask if it will be possible to get there and b~
while attendants refuel their planes. Soldiers, sailors, and maril
en route to the Coast say that the only thing they would like to :
iIi town is "the place where Ernie Pyle lived," and scarcely a day pas
that the Chamber of Commerce does not give some traveler directic
to "the little white house With the picket fence around it."
Great Tales of the American West (Modern Library) , edited w
an introductio~yHarry E. Maule, interested me very much. Amo
those included in the recent editio~ are" Bret Harte, Owen Wist
260
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Stewart Edward White, Eugene Manlove Rhodes, and Zane Grey. Mr.'
Maule writes in his introduction:
The Western story has a long and, distinguished genealogy,. and it 'springs,
as all good stories must, from a natural affinity of the aulhor for his material. No
one in this line of ancestors ever sat down and said to himself, "Now, I'll write
a Western." No matter what the author's geographical background was or how
much time he spent in the West, if the ~a of the country got into his blood
and if he steeped l!imself in his subject matter enough either by firsthand experience, or by study, then the West became a part of him, and he a'part of it. Out
of that affinity of 'the author for the material that engages his bone..-deep interest
spring stories that will. last, and so it was with th~ leaders ,in the field of the
Western story. They created an authentic picture of one of the most thrilling
periods in all history.

From my viewpoint the only writer represented in' the anthology
~ho wrote great Western stories, and the only one who has contributed
"an authentic picture of one of the most thrilling pe'rio~ in all history" was Eugene Manlove ~ Rhodes.. Bret Harte, O. Henry, Owen
Wister painted tocal-color backdrops ~gainst which they projected
synthetic types, and are important not from the viewpoint of having
written great stories of the West but from the standpoint of their contribution 'to the development of, the short story as a type of fiction.
(I don't know what Zane Grey isiJmportant for.) ,
Editor Maule missed a fine 'opportunity iq. not establishing for
.
the re~der the difference between a great Western story and a Western. If he had done so, then Hal Borland, who reviewed' the anthology in a recent issue of the New YOTk Times, might <not be so confused. Mr. Borland states in part:

-

. The time is certainly past when the. Western story needs anybody's apologies.
Westerns written by craftsmen can stand right alongside the full-bodied stories in
any categOry. As this collection proves, the Western is not essentially a story of
straight action or even necessarily based,on violence.' !.-.. I would like to have
seen one of Conrad Richter's New Mexico stories included in the volume.

.

Mr. Borland should know, that Conrad Richter does not write
Westerns-not the man' who h~ established a reputation in, quality
magazines and has won distinctive recognition as a. novelist because
of his style and tre~tment of regional material. Successful writers of
Westerns are meeting market demands for this type of story by adhering strictly to a formula, and they are cutting Western material
to fit types, not individuals. You might be interested in knowing
that Luke Short (Fred Glidden of Santa Fe), popular. writer of
Westerns, has a stoty in Great Tales of the American West called "Court Day."
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Carl Hertzog, of 620 Stanton Street, El Paso, Texas, pUblis.her of
'beautiful and distinctive books, has issued a ·limited edition of 500
copies of Peleliu Landing, by.Tom Lea. The book presents the narrative and the first rough drawings this famous artist scratched in
his sketchbook atPelel1u. The drawings are produced in full-page,
actual size by offset lithograph.' The end papers have beeri made from
a photograph taken by the author in a Peleliu foxhole. From this
original material grew the oil pain~ings recently published in Life
.
,magazIne.
New Mexico's Future: an Economic and Employment Appraisal,
written by Earl L. Moulton and published by the University Press,
has attracted a great deal of attention throughout the state. Mr. Moulton is president of one of the" largest wholesale houses in the .West,
and jn addition to this economic perspective has a forty-year focus ph
general problems in New Mexico. When the author was asked where
he found the time to make such a definitive study he made the same
answer that all busy and successful people make, " 'n my spare time."
And when asked what his famous brother, Dr. Harold MoultQn of
the Brookings Institution, or what his famous astronQmer brother
thought of the new book, he modestly said, "I'm the sheepherder
brother, you know."
And speaking of sheep, the new book Shepherd's Empire, by
Charles Mayland Towne and Edward Norris Wentworth, an historical
study of sheep in America, will no doubt be of interest throughout the
Southwest. . . .' One of the most popular books of the summer season
here was Pardner of the Wind, by Jack Thorp as told to Neil McCullough Clark. Mr. Clark, a former author and editor, came to New
Mexico several years ago and settled down to the business of writing
in a cabin in Tijeras Canyon. The new book -is the result of Mr.
Clark's conviction regarding Jack Thorp's place in the literature of
the West. Here is the' full story of "Little Joe,' the Wrangler" and
other gems of the cowboy and range life that Thorp's name will Cllways
be associated with.
Raw Material, by Oliver La Farge, a Houghton MifBin publication, has been widely and, favorably reviewed. According to the
Saturday Revie,w of Literature, "there is hardly a page of Ol.iver La
Farge's book that is not alive and kicking." New Mexico 'readers are
of ,course interested in the autobiographic study of this ~uthor because
he came to this state shortly after- his graduation from 'Harvard, and
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it was here that o~e of his most important books, Laughing Boy" was
written..
The New Me~co Book Store gave an autographing party for
Margo Kurtz, author of My Rival the Sky" and Publisher's Weekly
for July carries a picture of the event. One of the most. interested
onlookers at the party was Colonel Frank Kurtz, Commanding Officer
at Kirtland Field, aI].d husband of the author.
.
The University of Pennsylvania'has granted Abraham Feldman,
former English instructor at the University of New Mexico/a scholarship for work in history in 1945-1946. The Historian published
Mr. Feldman's 'prentice .piece in historical composition, the result of
iresearch under ,the guidance of Dr. Arthur Marger of the University
of Hawaii. Poet-Lpre bas accepted a- critical article written by Mr.
Feldman on Eugene O'Neill, ~called "The American Aeschylus."
A Texan in England, by. J. Frank Dobie, has gone into a fifth
printing.... New Mexico: a Guide to the Colorful State (Uni~ersity
Press) is now available in a second edition. . .. John Gunther'spent
a few days here recently gathering material for his forthcoming book
Inside the U.S. A. John Erskine was married here last month to
Helen Worden, feature-story writer. . .. The Roark Btadfords are for
the present making their home in Santa Fe.... Children of the Sun"
by Fra Angelico Chavez, will be brought out in C\ second edition this
faIt-by the St. Anthony'S Guild Press: The author, one of the most
gifted New Mexico poets and storytellers, is now a chaplain in the
Pacific theater of war.... Tlie title of Dr. Howard Raper's boo~ has
. ' beep. changed for the third and, according to the author, the last time.
It is to be called Man Against Death and will be an October publication by Prentice:'Hall.... Announced fall publications of significance . locally include Spin a Silver Dollar, by Alberta Hannun; Mid-Country:
the Best Writings from the Heart of Amprica; and Mesa Verde,.' by
Christopher La Farge. The latter is a play in verse about the sudden
migration from their homes of the cliff-dwelling I~dians .of Mesa
Verde..... Mid-Country will contain contributions by J. Frank Dobie
,and Stanley Vestal. .... The University Press has a contract with Ross
Calvin for a second book. The Reverend Calvin, author of the
highly esteemed Sky. Determines, published by Ii'Macmillan in 1'934,
left his pastorate in Silver City some time ago for one in Clovis.
Hasta la pr6xima vez. ,
t

JULIA
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WilliAm ROS' BEnET
writing in the Book-of-the-Month
Club News, say$: "One of the choicest works of literature in our time'" .

lowering
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By ELLA YOUNG

THE HUMANITIES
AT WORK

Proceedings of the Second
Annual Regional Conference·
on the Humanities
Denver, Colorado
December 1,

2,

3, 1944

Author of: The Wonder Smith amI His Son,
The Tangle·Coated Horse, Etc.

I BDDKSEIIER

savs:

"Long ago I lost my heart to Ireland,
and EDa Young's reminiscences stirred
again all myoid ardors and enthusiasms.
You may be sure I shall do all I can to
call this enchanting book to the attention of people who will appreciate ito"

A significant regional venture-with

clarification of the· aims of higher
education in a d;emocracy.

IUIRARIAD savs: '
"Out of a rich full life, growing and
brilliant, coines Ella Young's autobiography. As jn everything she has ever
said or written her words spell enchantment - they fajrly sjng! Unive.rsally
recommended."
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